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Preface 
 
It is our pleasure to welcome you here at Université Laval for the 14th edition of the 
International Workshop on Advanced Infrared Technology and Applications, AITA 2017! 
 
AITA Workshops were born in Italy were most of the Editions took place. In 2007, AITA 
was hosted in León, Mexico by Prof. Marija Strojnik. Hence, to mark this 10th 
anniversary, the Program Committee decided to organize AITA 2017 once again in North 
America, but this time in Quebec City, Canada. 
 
Interestingly 2017 marks also the 150 anniversary of the Canadian Confederation with 
all kind of celebrations all across the country so it is a unique opportunity to host AITA 
right here in Canada! 
 
AITA is a forum that brings together researchers in the field of infrared science and 
technology to exchange knowledge and ideas. Interestingly, the VIIIth edition of the 
International Workshop on Advances Signal Processing for NonDestructive Evaluation 
(IWASPNDE, Quebec Workshops) will take place as a simultaneous event. 
 
For the 2017 edition, sessions were divided as follows: Applications, Detectors, 
Environment, Image processing*, Medical, NonDestructive Testing*, Techniques, 
Thermal properties, and we also have an invited session organized by Prof. A. Mandelis: 
Biothermophotonics (*: joint sessions with VIIIth IWASPNDE). 
 
The following invited Keynote Lectures are others program highlights: 
 
• «IR thermography applied to assess thermophysical properties of Thermal Barrier 
Coatings», Dr. Paolo Bison, CNR - ITC, Italy; 
• «Cultural Heritage, an IR Perspective», Dr. Roman Maev and Dr. Dmitry Gavrilov, 
University of Windsor, Canada; 
• «Photothermal Coherence Tomography (PCT): «Principals and Non-Invasive 
Biomedical, Dental and Engineering Materials NDI Applications » 
Dr. Andreas Mandelis, University of Toronto, Canada. 
 
The «Under 35 Paper Award» competition will take place during the Workshop. This 
Award is named after Ermanno Grinzato who passed away in 2012. Mr. Grinzato was 
AITA cochairman for a long time and was a very well-known scientist in the 
thermography community. Additional Workshop highlights are a Poster session, a 
Vendor Session, an Exhibit with the following Companies participating: Caeleste, FLIR, 
InfraTec, INO, TechnoTest, Telops, Visioo-Image. 
 
The social program includes a Reception and a Visit, Cocktail and Banquet at «Aquarium 
de Québec». For this last event, we thank Telops for their generous support.  
 
As usual, a selection of the received papers will be published in a peer-review journal: 
OSA Applied Optics. 
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Finally, the website: http://aita2017.gel.ulaval.ca  
will be maintained active for future references. The website includes the Workshop 
Booklet with all the abstracts in .PDF format. This way to proceed was found more 
convenient and environmentally friendly. 
 
As partners in the success of this week, was the help of the Program Committee, 
Scientific Committee, Organizing Committee, Université Laval, including my own 
Electrical and Computing Engineering Department and staff. The participation of our 
exhibitors is also appreciated. I would like also to point out the dedicated work of all 
our student staff and particularly of our assistant, Mr. Patrick Deschênes Labrie.  
 
I will conclude these remarks by wishing to all a fruitful Workshop, full with great talks, 
great discussions, meetings of old and new faces! I would like also to thank you all for 
your participation which is essential to the success of AITA 2017. 
 
Enjoy AITA 2017, enjoy beautiful Québec City, Canada! 
 
 
 

Xavier Maldague 
Chair, AITA 2017 
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IR thermography applied to assess thermophysical properties of Thermal Barrier 
Coatings 

Paolo Bison1*, Federico Cernuschi2 and Stefano Boldrini3 

 
1* CNR-ITC, C.so Stati Uniti 4, 35127 Padova, Italy 

2 RSE, via Rubattino 54, 20134 Milano, Italy 
3 CNR-ICMATE, C.so Stati Uniti 4, 35127 Padova, Italy 
1* Tel: +39-049-829-5735, E-mail: paolo.bison@itc.cnr.it 

 

In this paper some photothermal and thermographic techniques are applied to determine the 
thermophysical properties of porous ceramic materials. Laser Flash experiments in a 
controlled atmosphere allow to evaluate the thermal conductivity and its dependence on the 
microporosity of the material under test. IR thermography, thanks to its imaging 
capabilities, can determine the conductivity anisotropy of Thermal Barrier Coatings. The 
semitransparency of materials is considered and the measurements process is modeled to 
improve the accuracy. 

Introduction 

Ceramic thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are 
applied for protecting hot path components of 
gas turbines. Such a refractory ceramic porous 
layer deposited on the surfaces of the metallic 
materials of vanes, blades, transition pieces and 
combustion chambers,  reduces the temperature 
on the metallic substrates of 30°C – 100°C 
depending on the thickness and on the specific 
properties of the coating. The state-of the-art 
material of TBC is Yttrium oxide partially 
stabilized Zirconium (YPSZ) oxide (7-8 wt.% 
Y2O3+ZrO2) deposited onto the components 
either by Air Plasma Spray (APS) or by 
Electron Beam Physical Vapour Deposition 
(EB-PVD) [1]. To estimate the effective 
insulation performances of TBCs, the thermo-
physical characterisation is required because, 
apart from lattice properties of the material, the 
low thermal conductivity of TBCs strongly 
depends on the specific microstructural features 
related to the deposition process. Moreover, the 
microstructure is affected by the service 
condition of coated components. The exposure 
to high temperature promotes sintering 
phenomena within the TBC by micro-crack 
healing, neck formation and by reducing the 
very fine porosity, making the TBC less strain 

compliant and more thermally conductive (see 
Fig.1).  
 

    
  

   
                  
Fig. 1. (top) TBC top layer showing the typical 
microstructure with nearly spherical and lamellar pores 
which both are specifically induced by the Air Plasma 
Spray deposition technique. (bottom) Lamellar pores 
between zirconia splats. 
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To study these phenomena, the thermal 
diffusivity of aged or serviced TBC samples is 
often and often investigated. Today, Laser 
Flash (LF) is considered one of the standard 
technique for measuring the thermal diffusivity 
of solids. This method consists in heating the 
front face of a sample by a short laser pulse and 
in detecting the temperature rise on its rear 
surface.  
For porous materials, the kind of gas filling the 
pores can play a key role on the thermal 
diffusivity evaluation. In particular, the 
contribution of the atmosphere is strictly 
dependent on the specific microstructural 
features of the porous sample under 
investigation such as porosity content, 
orientation and morphology. 
Thus, if thermal diffusivity measurements are 
performed varying the gas type and/or its 
pressure, in principle they would allow to 
estimate the overall porosity content, the shape 
factor and the relative content of pores and their 
orientation with respect to the heat flux of 
TBCs, by applying suitable effective thermal 
conductivity models [2]. 

IR thermography and anisotropy 

Depending on the deposition techniques and 
parameters, the TBC exhibits different kinds of 
microstructures that affect its thermal 
conductivity. As a response to a temperature 
gradient, the flow of heat in the TBC depends, 
both in magnitude and orientation, on the 
percentage of porosity, the shape of the pores 
and their orientation. A technique able to 
determine the thermal diffusivity in a non- 
contact and non-destructive way, using IR 
thermography to follow the surface temperature 
evolution of samples is described. A pulsed 
spot of heat with spatial Gaussian shape is 
delivered on the surface of the sample by a 
lamp. Thermography follows the diffusion of 
the spot as a function of time allowing the 
determination of the in-plane diffusivity and the 
in-depth as well [3]. The experimental scheme 
is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up or the measurement of TBC 
anisotropy by IR thermography. 

 
Examples of the signals obtained by this 
technique are given in Fig. 3, where the 
temperature evolution for the in-depth 
conductivity evaluation is shown (top) and the 
time evolution of the width of the Gaussian spot 
is also shown (bottom) allowing the in plane 
conductivity evaluation. 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. (top) Temperature vs. time in bi-logarithmic scale 
for in-depth thermal diffusivity evaluation. The 
continuous line shows the best fitting curve. (bottom) 
Experimental Gaussian spot widening parameter as a 
function of time (O) and the corresponding best fitting 
line (−) for in-plane thermal diffusivity evaluation. 
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Semitransparency 

ZrO2 is semitransparent to near IR radiation that 
is typically delivered by the laser in the laser flash 
equipment. Moreover, the characterization of 
TBCs at high temperatures is particularly 
interesting as the typical working temperature of 
gas-turbine is >1000 °C. At these temperatures 
heat transfer is no more limited to conduction and 
the radiative heat transfer becomes paramount. 
The evaluation of effective heat conduction is 
carried out in this work by laser flash equipment 
and IR thermography as well, describing at the 
same time common practices and 
countermeasures to minimize the discrepancies 
from the commonly used models to analyze data. 
The effects of blackening surfaces by a thin layer 
of graphite is considered. The role of heat 
conduction and radiation is also taken into 
account trying to separate each contribution.  
Experiments are carried out at ambient 
temperature by means of a thermographic camera 
and at higher temperature in vacuum until 1200 
°C. Data are treated according to classical scheme 
taking into account the exchange with the 
environment. Successively the data are 
considered by using the possibility of radiative 
exchange between the two blackened sides [4] of 
the sample (see Fig. 4 top). The possibility of 
simultaneous heating of the two sides of the 
sample, due to the semitransparency of the 
material to the laser shot is considered, giving rise 
to a new model that explains in some conditions 
anomalous immediate heating of the side facing 
the detector (see Fig. 4 bottom). 
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Fig. 4. (top) The Mehling model describes the jump of 
the temperature signal of the laser flash experiment 
immediately after the shot by a radiative exchange 
between the two blackened sides of the sample. (bottom) 
The large increase of temperature on the side facing the 
detector can be explained by a semitransparency of the 
material to the laser shot that simultaneously heat the 
side facing the laser and the back side as well. 
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Innovations in advanced High Resolution Imaging Technologies and Methods have resulted in unique 

applications for non-destructive investigations of surface and subsurface microstructures in the 

conservation of cultural and environmental heritage. It has become the preferred approach even in 

cases where microanalysis sampling is permitted.  The synergy between experts in science and the 

cultural arts leads to continuous development and evolution of novel scientific methods, their 

applications in the field of preservation, reconstruction and diagnostics of museum, and archeological 

objects. High-resolution imaging diagnostics, in particular, is a powerful and significant method that can 

revolutionize the analysis, study and conservation of art-objects. 

Modern art science is unthinkable without such instruments as near-infrared photography, 

spectroscopy, as well as thermography. They allow for seeing what is concealed by layers of materials, 

determine composition of artistic paints, and verify authenticity of pieces of art, which makes these 

methods indispensable.  

The goal of this invited talk is to revisit the subject of analysis of art and highlight the importance of 

infrared radiation for non-destructive diagnostics for preservation of objects of cultural heritage. 
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Photothermal Coherence Tomography (PCT): Three-
Dimensional Imaging Principles and Non-Invasive 
Biomedical, Dental and Engineering Materials NDI 

Applications  
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Abstract. Energy transport in diffusion-wave fields is gradient driven and therefore 
diffuse, yielding depth-integrated responses with poor axial resolution. Traditional 
diffusion-wave techniques, controlled by the physics of parabolic diffusion and depth-
limited by the thermal diffusivity, can only produce depth-integrated planar images as 
they are unable to generate depth-resolved three-dimensional subsurface imaging. This 
talk will present a new imaging paradigm developed in the CADIPT for enabling 
parabolic thermal-wave fields to exhibit energy localization akin to propagating 
hyperbolic wave-fields like ultrasound. This approach when used with a mid-IR camera 
results in depth-selective (or depth-resolved) photothermal imaging that not only 
improves axial resolution allowing for deconvolution of individual responses to 
superposed axial source distributions (tomography), but also greatly enhances depth 
range thereby opening a new dynamic imaging field of subsurface PCT, the thermal 
analog to Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT). The talk will present the physical 
principles of Truncated-Correlation Photothermal Coherence Tomography (TC-PCT) and 
examples of applications to engineering materials non-destructive imaging (NDI), non-
invasive dental caries diagnosis and small animal biotissue imaging. 
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APPLICATION OF INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY TO FOOD SAFETY USING 
CRYOGENIC TRAPPING, CHEMICAL IMAGING, AND PORTABLE 

DEVICES 
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Matrix isolation-Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy allowed the detection of 
trace levels of chemical contaminants or constituents eluting from a chromatographic 
column such as glucosinolates in Brassica vegetables and cyclic fatty acid monomers in 
frying oils.  Mid-IR chemical imaging (IRCI) was applied as a read-out tool for the analysis 
of DNA microarrays in which hybridized spots had been selectively augmented with 
nanogold–silver to facilitate spectral detection on glass slides. IRCI was used to identify 
catfish species and analyze virulence genes of food bacterial pathogens. Portable NIR 
and/or FTIR devices were applied to the rapid screening of extra virgin olive oils for 
authenticity, the determination of fatty acids in marine oil omega-3 dietary supplements, 
and the prediction of trans fat content of fast foods for verification of label declarations.   

Introduction 

For decades, infrared (IR) spectroscopy has 
been successfully used to fingerprint chemical 
compounds, identify functional groups, and 
discriminate between isomers. These 
experiments were carried out on IR 
instrumentation that usually required milligram 
quantities of analytes. However, several 
technological advances led to the development 
of commercial Fourier transform infrared 
(FTIR) spectrometers coupled to capillary gas 
chromatographs. This progress allowed the on-
line measurement of FTIR spectra at cryogenic 
temperatures for sub-nanogram-level analytes 
eluting from a capillary gas chromatographic 
column [1]. 

Food misbranding [2] in general and the need to 
identify pathogenic bacteria [3] in foods have 
led to an increased interest in developing 
confirmatory deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)-
based methods. A new methodology was 
developed and applied in our laboratory that 
was based on DNA microarrays coupled with 

mid-infrared chemical imaging (IRCI) in the 
external reflection mode for detection.  

In April 2016, a US Congressional Committee 
expressed concerns related to reports of the 
high prevalence of imported olive oil products 
sold in the US that are adulterated or 
mislabeled. Such fraudulence include the 
mixing of extra virgin olive oil (EVOO) with 
lower grades of olive oil and the addition of 
seed oils to EVOO which could adversely 
impact the health of consumers who are allergic 
to seed oils. FDA was directed to assess the 
authenticity of imported olive oils in order to 
verify accuracy in product labeling and to 
ensure consumer confidence and safety. 
Therefore, there has been an urgent need for 
authoritative testing standards and rigorous 
analytical methods to determine olive oil 
quality and purity [4-6]. In recent years there 
has also been an interest in miniaturizing 
benchtop spectrometers to portable devices, 
which would allow for the routine screening of 
test samples in the field [7]. 

The potential benefits of long-chain omega-3 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) found in 
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fish oil are well documented. The high demand 
for dietary supplements containing fish oil has 
led to the development of a wide variety of fish, 
algal, and krill oils omega-3 products. While 
the determination of marine oil PUFA can be 
obtained by chromatographic methods with 
high selectivity and sensitivity, they are time-
consuming and laborious. To overcome these 
limitations, a portable attenuated total reflection 
(ATR)-FTIR spectroscopic device in 
conjunction with partial least squares regression 
(PLSR) was applied to the rapid prediction of 
PUFA in marine oil dietary supplements [8]. 

In August 2016, the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) ruled that partially 
hydrogenated oils (PHO), the major dietary 
source of industrially-produced trans fat (TF), 
were no longer “generally recognized as safe 
(GRAS)” for any use in human food. 
Consequently, to verify TF label declarations 
for regulatory purposes, a rapid screening 
procedure was recently developed using a 
portable ATR-FTIR device in conjunction with 
PLSR for the rapid prediction of low 
concentrations of TF (<1% of total fat) and for 
quality control of raw material and processed 
foods. 

Application of gas chromatography-cryogenic 
trapping-FTIR spectroscopy 
 
Trace levels of individual compounds and 
isomers in complex mixtures of food matrices 
could be identified by capillary gas 
chromatography (GC)-cryogenic trapping-FTIR 
spectroscopy [1]. After the GC separation is 
completed, each GC peak is sequentially placed 
in the path of the IR beam for reflection-
absorption measurement.  Several minutes of 
post-GC-run FTIR spectral data acquisition 
resulted in improved signal-to-noise ratios. 
 
Ethyl carbamate (EC) is an animal carcinogen 
and a natural product in fermentation processes 
that may be present in alcoholic beverages and 
foods. GC- matrix isolation (MI)—FTIR allowed 

the identification and quantification of EC at the 
ppb levels in foods. 
 
Concern over the extreme toxicity to laboratory 
animals of the pollutant 2,3,7,8,-
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2378-TCDD) 
prompted the application of GC-MI-FTIR to the 
determination of 2378TCDD at the 15 to 45 
picogram/gram level in fish extracts and 
discrimination between TCDD isomers. 
 
Increased consumption of Brassica vegetables is 
recommended due to their association with 
reduced risk of some alimentary track cancers. 
GC-MI-FTIR was used to separate and 
unequivocally characterize glucosinolate products 
from rutabaga and Brussels sprouts.  
  

 
 
Fig. 1.  Sharp MI-FTIR spectral bands observed at 4 cm-1 
resolution for methyl ester derivatives of C18 cyclic fatty 
acid monomers having structures consistent with (a) a 
cyclopentenyl ring and a trans double bond, (b) a 
cyclopentenyl ring and a cis double bond, and (c) a 
cyclohexenyl ring and a trans double bond. The cis or trans 
double bonds are along the hydrocarbon chain.  
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The capability of GC-MI-FTIR for lipid analysis 
(Fig. 1) was also demonstrated for low levels of 
complex cyclic fatty acid methyl ester mixtures 
isolated from frying linseed and sunflower oils.  
The size of the unsaturated fatty acid ring in 
cyclic fatty acid methyl esters was established, 
and it was possible to differentiate between a cis 
double bond in a five-membered ring (717   cm-1) 
and one in a six-membered ring (663 cm-1) as 
well as the configuration of a double bond along 
the fatty acid chain.   
 
Application of mid-infrared chemical imaging  
 
IRCI in the external reflection mode was applied 
to the detection of nanostructure-based DNA 
microarrays printed on glass slides [2,3]. Alkyl 
amine-modified oligonucleotide probes were 
immobilized on slides prefunctionalized with 
succinimidyl ester groups. This procedure 
entailed the binding of gold-nanoparticle–
streptavidin conjugates to biotinylated DNA 
targets. Hybridization was visualized by the 
enhancement of gold nanoparticles with silver 
metal. The adlayer of silver, which was 
selectively bound only to hybridized spots in a 
microarray, formed the external reflective 
infrared substrate that was needed for the 
detection of DNA hybridization by IRCI (Fig. 2).  
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration (not to scale) of the probe-
target DNA duplex structure that enabled detection by 
IRCI. 
 
Using IRCI it was possible to discriminate 
between diffuse and specular external reflection 
modes (Fig. 3). 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams representing diffuse and 
specular external reflection modes and the corresponding, 
vastly different chemical images observed at wavenumbers 
associated with these two distinct phenomena. 
 
Applications of IRCI included the analysis of five 
virulence genes in samples of the bacterium 
Clostridium perfringens and the identification of 
catfish species [2,3]. Several families of catfish 
species are aquacultured around the world. 
However, only those from the family Ictaluridae 
can be labeled as catfish in the US; non-Ictalurid 
species, if marketed as catfish, would be 
considered misbranded (Fig. 4).  
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Panels show two-dimensional (left) and three-
dimensional (right) IR images for hybridized spots in DNA 
microarrays for four catfish species. Spot diameter is 
approximately 120 µm. 
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DNA microarrays coupled with IRCI were 
successfully applied to the discrimination among 
seven species of catfish. 
 
Application of NIR and FTIR portable devices 
 
To detect economically motivated adulteration of 
olive oil and address food safety vulnerabilities, 
rapid, screening methods were developed to 
authenticate EVOO using benchtop FT-NIR 
spectrometers and a NIR handheld device [4-7]. 
 
For the first time, FT-NIR spectroscopic 
methodologies in conjunction with univariate and 
multivariate chemometric analyses were recently 
developed and applied to commercial EVOO 
products to rapidly predict whether they are 
authentic, of lower quality, or potentially mixed 
with refined olive oil or other vegetable oils [4-7]. 
Without any sample preparation, spectra of 
authentic reference EVOO, refined olive oils, 
potential adulterants consisting of edible oils, 
EVOO spiked with adulterants, and 93 
commercial olive oil products were rapidly 
measured using a fiber optic probe and disposable 
transmission tubes. Based on chemometric data 
analyses, of the commercial products labeled 
EVOO that were analyzed, approximately a third 
satisfied the requirements identified for authentic 
EVOO products, and were classified as belonging 
to the class of authentic EVOO. These findings 
were consistent with previously published data 
based on the results of two accredited sensory 
panels.  
 
The performance of a portable ATR-FTIR device 
in conjunction with PLS regression (PLSR) was 
evaluated and successfully applied to the rapid 
prediction of omega-3 PUFA in marine oil dietary 
supplements [8]. Overall    findings   of       PUFA 
composition were consistent with label 
declarations as well as values determined by 
chromatography. Similarly, low levels of TF in 
diverse sets of neat edible fats and oils and fast 
food lipid extracts were rapidly predicted using 
portable ATR-FTIR and PLSR for concentrations 
as low as approximately 0.1% and 0.3% of total 
fat, respectively. We also successfully transferred 

PLSR models developed with the benchtop ATR-
FTIR spectrometer to the portable FTIR device. 

Conclusion 

Advances in IR technology and instrumentation 
and the development of chemometrics 
algorithms has allowed the  application of IR 
spectroscopy to the analysis of food 
composition, detection of trace levels of food 
contaminants, and rapid prediction of potential 
food adulteration, mislabeling or misbranding. 
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The purpose of this study was to investigate the possibility of rapid and non-destructive 

evaluation of fat attributes – intramuscular fat (IMF) content and marbling score (MS) of 

pork loin using NIR hyperspectral images (900-1700 nm) of rib end. Pattern analysis 

techniques were applied to extract spectral and image features from the rib end of the pork 

loin. Correlation analysis was used to select optimal features which have strong predictive 

potential for fat attributes. Multiple linear regression was exploited to build prediction 

models based on the selected features and leave-one-out cross validation was employed to 

test the robustness of the established models. The promising results indicated the great 

potential of using NIR hyperspectral images of rib ends for non-destructive evaluation of 

fat attributes of pork loin.  

 

Introduction 

Quality is a concern for all pork cuts, especially 

pork loin which is the most valued primal cut.  

Fat attributes, i.e. intramuscular fat (IMF) content 

and marbling score (MS), are one of the most 

measurements for pork loin quality. IMF content 

is defined as the total quantity of scattered flecks 

of fat within the meat muscle, while marbling is 

the visible intermingling of fat with lean in a 

muscle [1]. Fat level of pork loin strongly 

influences the cooking quality (flavor and 

juiciness), consumer satisfaction, and health 

issues. A typical commercial pork loin contains 

about 12 or 13 ribs. IMF content and MS of the 

whole loin are either chemically or visually 

assessed between the 3rd and 4th last ribs as per 

the NPPC standard [2], which entails cutting the 

loin and results in decreases of commercial 

values. In addition, the preference of fat attribute 

levels may vary from one locale to another. It is 

important to classify pork loins into different fat 

levels and distribute them according to the 

demands of specific markets.  

In the last decade, imaging techniques such as 

computer vision and hyperspectral imaging has 

been studied for the objective assessment of pork 

fat attributes [1, 3-7]. The extensive research has 

shown that hyperspectral imaging with the 

assistant of image processing and machine vision 

techniques has great potential to predict IMF 

content and MS [1, 5-7]. However, most of the 

studies focused on evaluating fat attributes of 

pork chops which are the cross-section cuts along 

pork loin, instead of the whole loin. The 

possibility of evaluating fat attributes for the 

whole loin needs to be investigated. Availability 

of objective and non-destructive evaluation of fat 

attributes for the whole loin would be an asset for 

the pork industry. 

The aim of the present study was to investigate 

the potential of non-destructive evaluation of fat 

attributes of pork loin using the NIR 

hyperspectral images of the rib end. Specific 

objectives were to (1) extract spectral and image 
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features of the rib end using pattern analysis 

techniques, (2) identify the optimal features for 

modeling, and (3) establish suitable models for 

quantitative assessment of IMF content and MS 

using NIR images of rib end.  

Materials and Methods 

Sample preparation 

In this study, 24 pigs were slaughtered at a local 

commercial slaughterhouse. The loin joint of 

Longissimus dorsi at 24 h post-mortem was 

dissected from pigs, packed in refrigerated 

boxes and transported to the laboratory of 

Hyperspectral Imaging, McGill University, 

Montreal, QC, Canada. The loin between the 3rd 

last and the 4th last ribs (denoted as LS 3 in Fig. 

1) and the last piece between the 2nd last rib and 

posterior (rib end) were sliced as sampling 

location in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. Sampling scheme of the pork loin. 

Hyperspectral imaging system  

A laboratory hyperspectral imaging system was 

established for this study. It consisted of a 

spectrograph in the NIR range of 900 – 1700 

nm (Headwall Photonics Inc. USA), a cooled 

InGaAs camera, a conveyer, two tungsten 

halogen lamps (50 W), a sample holder, and an 

enclosure, as shown in Fig. 2.  

Hyperspectral image acquisition and 

normalization 

The last loin slice was placed on the wood 

board with rib end upward toward the camera. 

After scanning on a rib end, an output 

hypercube of 350 pixels× 320 pixels× 167 wave 

bands was constructed.  

 

InGaAs

camera Spectrograph

Conveyer

Lamps

Sample 

holder

Enclosure

 
Fig.2. The hyperspectral imaging system. 

All hypercubes, i.e. spectral images, need to be 

corrected from the dark current of the camera 

prior to the further processing and analysis. To 

correct the spectral images, a dark image B and 

a white image W were obtained by covering the 

lens with a cap and by taking an image from a 

standard white reference, respectively. The 

relative reflectance I was calculated by  

                    
BW

BI
I




 0 ,                                          (1) 

where 0I  was the original spectral image. The 

normalized images were used for the 

subsequent image analysis. 

Analytical determination of fat attributes 

The MS of each pork loin was assessed with the 

corresponding LS3 by technicians using NPPC 

standard charts [2]. MS of two surfaces of each 

LS3 was evaluated. The average MS value of 

two surfaces was used as the referenced MS 

value of the corresponding loin. 

Right after evaluation of MS, all samples were 

carefully trimmed to remove peripheral and 

intermuscular fat as well as the connective 

tissue and surrounding muscles. Samples were 

freeze-dried and ground. A ground meat sample 

of known weight was used for determining the 

intramuscular fat (IMF) content in accordance 

with Official Method 960.39 [8]. IMF content 

(%) at the 3rd / 4th last ribs was determined and 

expressed as percentages of total crude fat 

content in dry weighted pork. 

Image segmentation 

The main purpose of image segmentation was 

to isolate the interested meat part from the 

background and the residual adhering fat as 
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well as the connective tissue after bone 

removal. The selected loin part was defined as 

the region of interest (ROI). In this study, ROI 

segmentation was operated automatically using 

the method described in [5]. Spectral images 

between 940-1650 nm were used for further 

image processing and analysis due to the low 

signal-to-noise ratio in the two ends of the 

spectral range 900-1700 nm.  

Feature extraction  

The reflectance mean spectrum (MR) was 

determined by averaging the reflectance value 

of all pixels in the raw ROI of rib end and used 

as spectral features. The first derivative of MR 

(DMR) was also calculated.  

An isotropic Gabor filter (GF1) and an oriented 

Gabor filter (GF2) [9] were used to extract 

useful texture information to facilitate the 

prediction of pork IMF content and MS. Mean 

spectra from GF1-processed and GF2-

processed ROI were recorded and denoted as 

MG1 and MG2, respectively. The first 

derivatives of MG1 and MG2, i.e. DMG1 and 

DMG2, were calculated 

The wide line detector [10] was applied to the 

ROI of hyperspectral images to detect fat flecks 

which can be regarded as kind of line patterns. 

The proportion of lines (PL) was calculated as 

the ratio of the total number of pixels in 

detected lines in a ROI over the total number of 

pixels in the corresponding ROI.   

Multivariate analysis  

Multivariate regression analysis was applied to 

select optimal image feature and vital 

wavelengths for modeling. The total of 24 

samples were divided into two groups, i.e. the 

calibration set (Nc = 18 samples) and the 

prediction set (Np = 6 samples).  

Since different spectral and image features were 

extracted from NIR images of rib ends, 

selection of optimal image feature is necessary 

to determine the optimal feature for prediction 

models. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 

applied to evaluate the linear dependence 

between different image features and IMF 

content / MS. Stepwise regression procedure 

was carried out to identify optimal wavelengths 

that are most essential on the attribute 

prediction. 

Multiple linear regression (MLR) models were 

built with optimal features from calibration 

sets. Leave-one-out cross validation was 

applied to the calibration models to test their 

robustness. The performance of MLR models 

were evaluated by following statistical values: 

R values of calibration (Rc), cross validation 

(Rcv) and prediction (Rp); root mean square 

error (RMSE) of calibration (RMSEc), cross 

validation (RMSEcv) and prediction (RMSEp).  

Results and Discussion 

Measured mean values for IMF content and MS 

of total 24 pork loins at LS3 were 6.63% and 

2.86, respectively. Standard deviation of for 

IMF content and MS of total 24 pork loins at 

LS3 were 3.79% and 0.77, respectively. Larger 

variability presented in the reference data affect 

the robustness and stability of predictive 

models positively.  

The typical NIR images of rib end and the 

corresponding ROI are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. The HSI before and after ROI segmentation. 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients (R) between 

IMF content/ MS and different features from 

rib ends were calculated. Maximum values of 

correlation coefficient between IMF content/ 

MS and different features from rib ends are 

listed in Table 1. 

The texture-spectral feature DMG2 which 

provided highest correlation coefficient to IMF 

content/ MS were used as the variables for 

prediction of corresponding attributes. Stepwise 

procedure was applied to DMG2 using optimal 

parameter set to simplify the independent 
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variables to several vial wavelengths. The used 

key wavelengths for prediction of IMF content 

and MS are listed in Table 2. 

Features IMF content (%) MS 

MR 0.63 0.25 

DMR 0.86 0.40 

MG1 0.67 0.23 

DMG1 0.87 0.61 

MG2 0.75 0.34 

DMG2 0.90 0.56 

PL 0.85 0.44 

Table 1. Maximum values of correlation coefficients 

between different features and fat attributes  
 

Fat attributes IMF content (%) MS 

Para-

meters 

σ 3 15 

f 0.1 0.125 

θ 0 90 

Key wavelengths 

(nm) 

1198, 1222, 1289, 

1610 

1164, 1246, 

1414, 1519, 

962 

Table 2. Optimal parameter sets of DMG2 and selected 

key wavelengths by stepwise  

The ability of the NIR spectra-based feature for 

predicting fat levels in pork is based on the 

vibrational responses of chemical bonds 

including in the NIR region. Since composition 

of IMF and marbling in pork is lipid, the NIR 

spectra produced by the C-H stretch second 

overtones for fatty acids in 1100-1400 nm 

would explain the adoption of wavelengths in 

this range in Table 2 [11]. Different 

wavelengths were identified for MS compared 

to IMF content, which could be attributed to the 

basic differences between the conventional 

measurements of the two quality attributes 

(chemical vs. visual).  

Table 3 shows modeling results in both training 

and testing set for prediction of IMF content 

and MS. The MLR models produced promising 

performance for prediction of either IMF 

content or MS, which indicated that the two fat 

attributes of the pork loin could be evaluated by 

several NIR images of the rib end. 

Fat attributes IMF content 

(%) 

MS 

Cali-bration Rc 0.97 0.95 

RMSEc 0.89 0.18 

Cross 

Validation 

Rcv 0.97 0.94 

RMSEcv 1.64 0.25 

Prediction Rp 0.90 0.97 

RMSEp 0.92 0.13 

Table 3. MLR models and performance for predicting 

IMF content/ MS at the 3rd / 4th last ribs  

Conclusion 

This study investigated the potential of using 

NIR hyperspectral images of pork rib end for 

non-destructive prediction of IMF content and 

marbling score of the whole loin. The 

promising results in this study make it possible 

to identify fat levels of pork loin using the 

images of rib end non-destructively, which 

would make it practical to inspect each pork 

loin and distribute them to specific markets. 
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The purpose in this study is the development of non-contact 3D inspecting system for the 
inner wall of incinerator. In this incinerator, the system by using the non-contact 3D sensor 
is developed in order to inspect easily, safety and high-precisely. In this study, Kinect 
sensor is used. This sensor is much cheaper than other sensors and its sensitivity is enough 
to inspect the incinerator wall conditions. As the experimental results, it was demonstrated 
that the inner part of incinerator can be inspected by Kinect. Moreover, advanced 
measurement evaluations other than the furnace wall inspection can be executed by using 
ROS and PCL, etc. The incinerator wall inspection machine built into the 3D measurement 
system is being developed now.  

  

Introduction 

In this study, the system which inspect the detect 
of furnace wall is developed. The target is 
submerged combustion type waste fluid 
incinerator which process the waste fluid 
exhausted by plant. The present state of 
inspection is that the worker set up scaffolding, 
and inspect by visual observation without using 
inspection device. In this inspection, it is 
dangerous and severe work because inside of 
incinerator is dark and high temperature, and 
inspection precision is low because it is inspected 
by visual observation. There is already device 
which inspect the furnace wall in the market, but 
the device cost is very high and the cost per 
performance is low. It is difficult in a small, 
medium size company to introduce the inspection 
device. 
 
The purpose is to develop the high cost 
performance system which can inspect the 
furnace wall with safety, easily and highly-

precision condition by using sensor. The sensor 
can be bought for approximately 200$ with 
enough precision. Thus, we use this sensor in this 
study. Moreover, this study is being requested by 
the company which have plant and submerged 
combustion type waste fluid incinerator, and 
developed system will be used in this plant in the 
future. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Present state of inspection [1]. 

 
There is a submerged combustion type waste 
fluid incinerator in the waste fluid processing 
equipment. This gushes the high temperature 
combustion gas generated by combustion in the 
liquid all at once, and is the liquid processing 
equipment of the combustion gas bubble to 
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which the heat conduction and the absorption of 
the combustion gas element are effectively 
carried out by direct contact with gas and liquid. 
The 3D model of submerged combustion type 
waste fluid incinerator and the real picture of 
interior of this incinerator are shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Submerged combustion type waste fluid 

incinerator. 
 

Methods 

The main contents of this paper are the design 
of the inspection machine system, the 
development of control system and data 
processing in sensor. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Flow of the development 

 
In development of device, it is thought that 
rotated mechanism and vertical mechanism is 
introduced to this device, in order to inspect the 
interior of incinerator. In this device, the 
internal whole of incinerator can be inspected 

by rotational motion and linear motion. The 
sensor used in this study have depth sensor and 
distance information between sensor and target. 
The existence of detect can be detected by 
comparing the distance information by the 
control of this sensor. By processing the data 
acquired by the sensor, detailed measurement 
and evaluation can be done. 
 
The Kinect sensor is put on the market by 
Microsoft Co. LTD., which has the RGB 
camera, IR camera and the depth sensor. The 
RGB camera and the depth sensor function of 
this device are applied to the inspection system 
on the surface of the furnace wall [2]. 
 

 
Fig. .4. Kinect sensor. 

 
ROS is used as a software platform for 
developing applications.  
Here, ROS is defined in ROS Wiki as follows:  
“ ROS (Robot Operating System) provides 
libraries and tools to help software developers 
create robot applications. It provides hardware 
abstraction, device drivers, visualizers, 
message-passing, package management, and 
more.” [3]. 
 
OpenCV (Open Source Computing Vision 
Library) is software library which have the 
functions of Image processing, Structural 
Analysis, Pattern Recognition, and so on. 
By using cv_bridge package, ROS Image 
messages and OpenCV Images are converted 
[4]. 
 
"PCL" is abbreviation of “Point Cloud Library" 
and this software is a large-scale 3D point cloud 
operating open source program. The function of 
the model making, the filtering, registration and 
the object detecting is used in this study. 
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The Kinect sensor is connected to a PC and 
used, and software is executed in order to 
control on a PC. As a platform to develop and 
execute the software, ROS is used. By using 
OpenCV and PCL on ROS, Kinect is controlled, 
and image and point cloud data is processed. 
By this system, the detect of furnace wall is 
inspected and evaluated. The relation of system 
is shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5. Relation of system. 

 

Result and Discussion 

In order to experiment with Kinect, pseud-
model of incinerator was made. The target 
incinerator is made by brick, so this pseud-
model was mainly made by brick. The size of a 
brick is 215×100×60 𝑚𝑚. The brick displayed 
lengthwise assumes it the wall of the 
incinerator. The part which the brick fell out of 
means a defect. The pseud-model of incinerator 
is shown in Fig. 6. 
 

   
Fig. 6. Pseud-model of incinerator. 

 
The RGB color image obtained by Kinect is 
shown in Fig. 7 [5]. When it is really used in 
incinerator, the RGB color image is obtained by 
lighting up the inside with a light. The presence 
of the defect is inspected by this function. The 
display of Kinect Fusion is shown in Fig. 8. 
Then Kinect Fusion is the function to build 3D 
model by depth information, IR information 
and other factors measured by Kinect [6]. 

    
Fig. 7. Color image.           Fig. 8. Kinect Fusion 

 
The process of measurement and detection by 
using Kinect and OpenCV is shown below: 
 
I. Calculate the average distance between 

the sensor and target 
II. Measure the center distance of sensor 
III. The center distance is compared with 

the average distance 
IV. It is considered the crack if there are 

0.1m or more difference of these 
distances 

V. The information about distance is 
displayed in the terminal 

 
Average distance, the distance of center and 
distance of crack are obtained. The capture of 
result and the output of distance are shown in 
Fig. 9 and Table 1.  
 

 

 
Fig. 9. Measurement and detection  
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 Normal Defect 
Average[m] 0.557 0.521 
Distance[m] 0.562 0.772 

Difference[m] 0.005 0.251 
Table 1. Result of output 

 
In a design of the inspecting system, the 
program using PCL was made.  
The algorithm included in PCL as follows.  
・Visualization … Visualizing of the 3D data 
・Filtering … Processing the point cloud. 
・Registration … Aligning the point cloud 
・Mesh … Creating the mesh model 
is used to process the data obtained by Kinect 
[7]. 
 
The result of output 3D model obtained by the 
Kinect Fusion as a 3D point cloud model, is 
shown in Fig. 10. The detailed inspection can 
be done by output in 3D point cloud model [8]. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Point cloud data. 

 
The 3D point cloud data which were processed 
by Voxel Grid Filter is shown in Fig. 11. Then 
Voxel Grid Filter, one of the library included in 
the PCL, control the interval of the point cloud 
data by downing the sampling processing [9]. 
After this process, it becomes easy to control 
this data.  

 
     Fig. 11. Voxel grid filter 

 

Conclusion 

・ The system which inspect the inner 
incinetator wall state by using the Kinect sensor, 
the ROS and the OpenCV was developed. 
・The 3D model of the inspected incinerator 
was made by using the PCL. 
・ The inspection device will be developed, 
which has the Kinect and the data processing 
systems. 
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Abstract 

Induction heating thermography is a nondestructive inspection which has been used successfully to 

detect cracks in metallic material.  The technique consists in using eddy current to produce heat in the 

material and used an infrared camera to monitor the surface temperature distribution. The presence of 

defects or cracks will perturb the heat distribution. The technique is fast and efficient for cracks 

detection.  However, it is more convenient for electrical conductive material.  

The purpose of this paper is to use induction heating thermography for welding defects detection.  

The sequence of images captures by the infrared camera is processed using pulsed phase thermography 

technique. Phase image completed with supplementary filtering operation allow outlining defects. The 

result was confirmed with confocal microscopy inspection. 

 
Figure 1: Cracks detection on resistance spot weld (Left: sample; Middle: Thermography inspection; Right: 

Confocal result)
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We are combining two optical techniques, pulsed photothermal radiometry (PPTR) and 

diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), for noninvasive assessment of structure and 

composition of human skin in vivo. The analysis involves simultaneous multi-dimensional 

fitting of the measured PPTR signals and DRS spectra with predictions of a numerical 

model of light transport in the involved strongly scattering tissues - inverse Monte Carlo. 

Applying a four-layer skin model, representing the epidermis, papillary and reticular 

dermis, and subcutis yields an very good match between the experimental and modeling 

data. The assessed parameter values (i.e., the layer thicknesses, chromophore contents, 

scattering properties, etc.) lie within anatomically and physiologically plausible intervals. 

 

Introduction 

Pulsed photothermal radiometry (PPTR) 

involves measurements of transient dynamics in 

mid-infrared (IR) emission from sample surface 

after exposure to a single light pulse. Beside the 

assessment of optical or thermal properties of 

homogeneous samples, light-induced tempera-

ture depth profiles can also be determined from 

such radiometric signals [1–3]. 

 

Quantitative assessment of structural properties 

and composition of multi-layered tissue 

structures, such as human skin, however, 

requires solving an additional inverse problem 

of light transport in scattering-dominated 

medium. This process relies on several 

assumptions, such as the scattering properties 

of the tissue layers, which may however vary 

with anatomical location, person's age, gender, 

lifestyle (smoking), etc. 

 

Bacause PPTR analysis doesn't allow for 

unique extraction of all relevant skin 

characteristics, we combine PPTR with another 

optical technique, diffuse reflectance 

spectroscopy (DRS) in the visible spectral 

range. This considerably improves the accuracy 

and robustness of the inverse analysis. While 

PPTR is highly sensitive to depth distribution 

of the selected absorbers, DRS namely enables 

spectral differentiation between various 

chromophores in human skin (e.g., oxy- and 

deoxy-hemoglobin, melanin, adipose, etc.). 

Methods 

Selected test sites in healthy volunteers were 

irradiated with individual 1 ms light pulses at λ 

= 532 nm, emitted from a medical-grade laser 

(DualisVP by Fotona, Ljubljana, Slovenia). At 

the effective spot size of ~5 mm, the radiant 

exposure was ~0.30 J/cm.
2
 Prior to 

measurement, the superficial layer of dried-out 

epidermal cells (stratum corneum) was 

removed by tape-stripping to enable unobstruc-

ted heat diffusion all the way to the skin surface 

[2,4].  
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Mid-IR emission from the tissue surface was 

recorded with a fast IR camera (SC7500 by 

FLIR; λ = 3.5–5.1 µm; see Fig. 1) at a typical 

rate of 1000 frames per second.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for PPTR measurements, 

consisting of a fast mid-IR camera with a 50 mm 

objective, optical fiber for delivery of light pulses from 

a 532 nm laser, beam-shaping optics, and an aperture 

for positioning of the test site. 

One-dimensional PPTR signals were obtained 

from the acquired radiometric record (Fig. 2) by 

lateral averaging over the area of interest 

(typically 1.5 × 1.5 mm2) and subtracting the 

baseline value. The manufacturer provided 

calibration system was used for conversion of 

raw signal values to radiometric temperature 

scale [3,4]. 

Fig. 2. Typical IR images of the skin test site at 

different times after pulsed irradiation (indicated above 

the images). The lateral dimension equals 1 cm and the 

indicated radiometric temperatures range from 30 to 

35
 °C (shown in deep blue and red, respectively). 

The DRS were measured within the visible 

spectral range (λ = 400–700 nm) using an 

integrating sphere with an internal light source 

(ISP-REF by Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) and a 

fiber-connected compact optical spectrometer 

(USB4000, Ocean Optics) [4,5]. Prior to 

analysis, a typical measurement artefact called 

single-beam substitution error was removed 

from each acquired DRS using an algebraic 

correction, developed earlier using theoretical 

analysis and experimental verification [5]. 

 

The structure and composition of the selected 

test site is assessed by fitting the measured 

PPTR signals and DRS spectra with 

corresponding predictions from a dedicated 

numerical model of light and heat transport in 

human skin. This is performed by objective 

multi-dimensional minimization of the residual 

norm, using the nonlinear least-squares 

algorithm implemented as a function lsqnonlin 

in Matlab Optimization Toolbox (Mathworks 

Inc., Natick, MA, USA).  

 

The optical model of skin assumes four 

optically homogeneous layer, representing the 

epidermis, papillary and reticular dermis, and 

subcutis (adipose). The refractive index is set to 

n = 1.45 for the epidermis, 1.37 for dermis, and 

1.34 for subcutis. Determination of the 

absorption coefficient in each layer in relation 

to the fractional contents of specific absorbers 

was described elsewhere [4,6]. 

 

Light transport and energy deposition in skin 

during the PPTR measurements are simulated 

using the well established weighted-photon 

Monte Carlo (MC) technique [7]. The 532 nm 

laser pulse is divided into 10
7
 energy packets 

("photons") and their quasi-random tortuous 

paths through the scattering medium are 

followed until they deposit all the initial energy 

or escape through the skin surface. Due to the 

large computational complexity, this process is 

parallelized using CUDA technology and run 

on a high-performance graphics card.  

 

By considering also the thermal properties of 

the involved skin layers, the obtained laser-

induced energy deposition profiles are then 

converted into the corresponding temperature 

profiles. And from these, the consequent PPTR 

signals are computed by accounting for partial 
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absorption of the IR emission contributions 

from subsurface tissue layers [3,4]. The initial 

1.5 seconds of the PPTR signals are used in the 

analysis. 

 

The DRS spectra are simulated using the same 

MC algorithm. However, in order to control the 

computational load, the diffuse reflectance 

values are fitted at only 13 wavelengths from 

410 to 600 nm, carefully selected by 

considering the absorption spectra of melanin, 

oxy-, and deoxy-hemoglobin (see Fig. 3b)[6]. 

Results 

Figure 3 presents a PPTR signal (a) and diffuse 

reflectance spectrum (b) as measured on the 

inner forearm of a healthy male (age 54; orange 

solid line). The above described analysis yields 

a good match between the measured and best 

fitting model data (dashed) for both techniques. 
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Fig. 3. PPTR signal following pulsed irradiation at 532 

nm (a) and DRS spectrum in the visible (b) as measured 

in a healthy volunteer. Solid curves are experimental 

data, dashed and best fits from our model. 

The obtained epidermal and dermal thicknesses, 

chromophore concentrations, and blood 

oxygenation levels  (Tbl. 1) are within physio–

logically and anatomically plausible ranges and 

in agreement with literature data [8]. 

 

Specifically, allowing the reduced scattering 

coefficient of the epidermis and dermis to be 

fitted simultaneously with the other parameters, 

according to the customary ansatz 
 

s ( )
500 nm

b

aλ
λ

µ
−

 
 
 

=′  (1) 

 

leads to improved match and more realistic 

values as compared to the approach where the 

dependence (1) is fixed according to average 

data from literature [9]. It is namely known (or 

at least speculated) that these properties can 

vary individually, tentatively depending on 

person's age, gender, lifestyle,  anatomical 

location, etc. Similarly, the amplitude of 

scattering in subcutis (A) is also fitted 

individually [10]. 

 

Model variable   Fitted value 

    depi  [mm] 0.12 

    dder  [mm] 0.81 ± 0.14 

    m     [%] 1.2 

    bpap  [%] 2.4 ± 0.1 

    bret   [%] 2.7 ± 0.1 

    Spap  [%] 33 ± 3 

    Sret   [%] 59 ± 3 

    A     [–] 0.65 ± 0.03 

    a   [mm
–1

] 7.1 ± 0.1 

    b     [–] 2.4 ± 0.1 

Table 1. The assessed parameters of our four-level 

model of human skin:  Epidermal and dermal thickness 

(depi and dder), melanin fractional volme (m), blood 

contents in the papillary and reticular dermis (bpap and 

bret, respectively), oxygen saturation levels in the same 

layers (Spap, Sret), scattering amplitude in subdermal 

adipose (A), and scattering amplitude and power in 

epidermis and dermis (a, b). The presented values are 

averages from five inverse analysis runs and the 

corresponding standard deviations (where significant). 
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The obtained result was verified by imaging the 

same test site with a commercial multi-photon 

microscopy system (MPTflex, JenLab, Jena, 

Germany) [11]. Our analysis of the obtained 

cross-sectional images indicated an epidermal 

thickness of 0.10 ± 0.02 mm, in very good 

agreement with the presented result. 

Conclusion 

Combining pulsed photothermal radiometry and 

diffuse reflectance spectroscopy with inverse 

analysis based on numerical modeling (MC) of 

light transport in strongly scattering tissues 

enables noninvasive characterization of human 

skin in terms of the thicknesses of its 

characteristic layers, chromophore contents, 

and also scattering properties in vivo. In our 

group, we are currently using such values as a 

baseline in several on-going studies aiming at 

quantitative assessment of hemodynamics in 

healthy human skin [11], healing dynamics of 

incidentally acquired bruises (hematomas) [13], 

the effects of aesthetic laser treatments, etc. 
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INFRARED IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR EARLY DETECTION OF DENTAL 

CARIES 

 

Nima Tabatabaei 

 

York University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Toronto, Canada 

Nima.Tabatabaei@Lassonde.YorkU.ca 

 

Worldwide, 60–90% of school children and nearly 100% of adults have dental cavities. The 

prevalence of dental cavities imposes significant financial and societal burdens on families, 

governments, and health care systems. A case in point is the total dental expenses for U.S. 

children aged 5–17 years in 2009 which was estimated at $20 billion, accounting for 17.7% of 

all health-care expenses among this age group. The prevalence of dental caries suggests that 

the current standard of care in Dentistry is not effective. As such, Dentistry is undergoing a 

paradigm shift away from surgical treatment of caries to a model of early caries diagnosis and 

management (i.e., preventive Dentistry). However, preventive Dentistry is only effective if 

practiced on caries at early stages of development. Yet, existing clinical detection tools and 

techniques such as x-ray and visual/tactile inspection are not sensitive enough to detect early 

decay or monitor its progression.  

In this invited talk, I will present two infrared optical imaging technologies for detection of 

early dental caries, named optical coherence tomography (OCT) and thermophotonic lock-in 

imaging (TPLI). OCT is an interferometric imaging technology which detects caries by 

sensing the enhanced optical scattering at caries sites. TPLI, on the other hand, is a lock-in 

thermography technology which utilizes the enhancement of light absorption at early caries 

site for detection.  

 

 
Figure 1. Detection of caries on smooth surfaces by optical coherence tomography (left) and thermophotonic 

lock-in imaging (right). 
 

A systematic comparison between the detection performance of OCT and TPLI will be 

presented. The comparative study is carried out through imaging of inception and progression 

of artificially-induced early caries in human teeth using an acidified gel. The comparison 

results of key performance parameters such as early caries detection threshold, maximum 

inspection depth, detection sensitivity, and imaging time will be presented and discussed. 
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Opto-Thermal Transient Emission Radiometry (OTTER) is an infrared remote sensing 

technique that has been used in skin hydration, skin pigments, skin topically applied 

substances penetrate measurements etc. In this paper, we will present the latest 

developments of the OTTER technology, including high speed sampling, multiple 

wavelengths detection, enhanced depth profiling algorithms, multiple topically applied 

substances measurements, as well as hair measurements. We will first present the 

theoretical background, then followed by the experimental results.  
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Performance prediction of p-i-n HgCdTe long wavelength infrared HOT photodiodes 
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Infrared system performance is highly scenario dependent and requires the designer to account for numerous different 

factors when specifying detector performance. It means that a good solution for one application may not be as suitable 

for a different application. 

HgCdTe is currently the most prevalent material system used in high performance infrared detectors. Its position is 

conditioned by three key features:
 

 tailorable energy band gap over the 1–30-m range, 

 large optical coefficients that enable high quantum efficiency, and 

 favorable inherent recombination mechanisms that lead to high operating temperature.  

Moreover, the specific advantages of HgCdTe are ability to obtain both low and high carrier concentrations, high 

mobility of electrons, and low dielectric constant. The extremely small change of lattice constant with composition 

makes it possible to grow high quality layered and graded gap structures. As a result, HgCdTe can be used for detectors 

operated at various modes [photoconductor, photodiode or metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) detector]. 

Despite these advantages, there are several drawbacks associated with HgCdTe devices. Being a II-VI 

semiconductor with weaker ionic Hg-Te bonds and high Hg vapor pressure, HgCdTe is soft and brittle and requires 

extreme care in growth, fabrication, and storage. The commonly growth of HgCdTe epitaxial layers is more challenging 

than for typical III-V materials, resulting in lower yields and higher costs. HgCdTe material exhibits relatively high 

defect densities and surface leakage currents that adversely affect performance, particularly for LWIR devices. Also 

composition uniformity is a challenge for HgCdTe devices, particularly for LWIR devices, leading to variability in cut-

off wavelength. In addition, 1/f noise causes uniformity to vary over time, what is difficult to correct via image 

processing. As a result, LWIR HgCdTe detectors can only be fabricated in small FPAs. 

Important advantage of T2SLs is the high quality, high uniformity and stable nature of the material. In general, III-V 

semiconductors are more robust than their II-VI counterparts due to stronger, less ionic chemical bonding. As a result, 

III-V-based FPAs excel in operability, spatial uniformity, temporal stability, scalability, producibility, and affordability 

– the so-called “ibility” advantages [1]. The energy gap and electronic properties of T2SLs are determined by the layer 

thicknesses rather than the molar fraction as is the case for HgCdTe. The growth of T2SLs can be carried out with better 

control over the structure and with higher reproducibility. The spatial uniformity is also improved, since the effects of 

compositional change due to flux and temperature non-uniformity are not as important as they are in ternary/quaternary 

bulk materials. 

From a performance perspective, III-V diffusion current limited FPAs can operate at levels that approach that of 

HgCdTe, but always with a required lower operating temperature. It should be however insist, that ultimate cost 

reduction for an IR system will only be achieved by room temperature operation of depletion current limited FPAs with 

pixel densities that are fully consistent with background- and diffraction-limited performance due to system optics. In 

this context a long SR lifetime of HgCdTe mandates the use of this material systems for room-temperature operation. 

Kinch predicted that large area ultra-small pixel diffraction-limited and background-limited photon detecting MW and 

LW HgCdTe FPAs operating at room temperature will be available within the next ten years. Unfortunately, it will be 

rather difficult to improve SR lifetime to overcome the disadvantage of large InAs/GaSb T2SL’s depletion dark 

currents. Better situation is observed in Ga-free InAs/InAsSb T2SLs due to large values of carrier lifetimes, including 

SR lifetime. 

In the paper the performance of P
+
-ν-N

+
 LWIR HgCdTe HOT photodiode, with the n-type absorber doping 

sufficiently low to allow a full depletion at moderate bias, is theoretically predicted. For low doping HgCdTe, the way 

to achieve very low carrier concentration in the detector absorber region is to apply sufficient reverse bias to fully 

deplete it, what is shown in Fig. 1(a). In such conditions, free carrier and Auger recombination is eliminated. If 

generation-recombination (G-R) currents are adequately low, the detector performance is limited by the background. 

To predict the detector performance, the n-type doping of the P
+
-ν-N

+
 device absorber [see Fig. 1(b)] is chosen to 

be sufficiently low to allow a full depletion at moderate bias. The absorber layer is surrounded by a wider bandgap, 

highly doped contact layers to suppress dark current generation from these regions and to suppress tunneling current 

under reverse bias. Thus, the P
+
-ν-N

+
 device is essentially p-i-n diode. 

The parameters taken in calculations for P
+
-ν-N

+
 diode designed for LWIR range are presented in Fig. 1(b). 

Bottom illumination was used for the spectra response calculations. We have assumed more realistic device that 

includes doping and compositional grading at interfaces, and also a graded HgCdTe composition in the absorber layer 

from xAbs = 0.19 to 0.21. The gradient of Cd alloy composition in the absorber layer was adjusted in order to maintain a 

constant peak wavelength at the temperature of operation in comparison to the device with constant Cd alloy 

composition in the absorber layer, xAbs = 0.2. 
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Fig. 1. p-i-n photodiode: (a) band diagram for reverse bias photodiode; (b) P+-ν-N+ HgCdTe photodiode architecture and structural 

parameters used in modeling. 

 

The generation-recombination current of a fully depleted detector can be estimated by following expression 

 dep
SR

i
GR W

n
qJ


 , (1) 

where Wdep is the width of depletion region, and SR is the Shockley-Read-Hall lifetime.  

Figure 2 gathers the trap levels reported for Hg1-xCdxTe detectors obtained using different methods of 

characterizations [2]. The data scattering is significant. The electron trap levels being found follow commonly observed 

trap level trends ET = 0.35Eg(x) and ET = 0.75Eg(x). The trend line 0.75Eg(x) is well supported for x ≥ 0.29 (the 

uppermost ellipse). The trend line 0.35Eg(x) is strongly supported by experiments in the low x-regime x < 0.35. 
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Fig. 2. The trap levels detected in HgCdTe detectors. The lines indicate the characteristic trends in the data. Ellipses gather the 

particular groups of the traps (after Ref. 1). 
 

The kinetics of SRH mechanism is strongly dependent on the density of SRH centres, NT, both associated with Hg-

vacancies and dislocations. The impact of the density of SRH centres on the SRH carrier lifetime was carried out for 

uniform (constant composition x = 0.2 in the absorber region) LWIR P
+
-ν-N

+
 photodiode. Figure 3(a) shows the SRH 

carrier lifetime as a function of the position of the SRH energy level, calculated for the non-biased LWIR (x = 0.2) n-

type material doped at the level of 5×10
13

 cm
–3

. The SRH energy level associated with the mercury vacancy has been 

changed from 0.25Eg to 0.75Eg above the valence band. Calculations have been done for the product of σnNT = σpNT 

between 10
–3

 cm
–1

 and 10
–5

 cm
–1

 (σn and σp are the electron and hole captures cross-sections, NT denotes the mercury 

vacancy concentration). For example, if one assumes a typical value for the capture cross-section of a neutral centre of 

10
–15

 cm
2
, the product of σnNT = σpNT = 10

–4
 cm

–1
 represents the minority carrier lifetime consistent with the density of 

mercury vacancy of 10
11

 cm
–3

. The SRH carrier lifetime is inversely proportional to the product of σnNT (σpNT). 

Figure 3(b) shows the dependence of the SRH carrier lifetime on dislocation density for LWIR P
+
-ν-N

+
 

photodiode. The following parameters have been chosen: capture cross section for the dislocation band was set at 2×10
–

15
 cm

2
 and the mean energy of the dislocation at 0.3Eg above the valence band. Taking this value of ionization energy 

we have obtained good agreement between theoretical predictions and experimental data [3]. The maximum value of 

the minority carrier lifetime is determined by the Hg-vacancy concentration. For NT = 10
10

 cm
–3

, the critical dislocation 

density value, below which the minority carrier lifetime does not change with dislocation density is GDIS = 10
3
 cm

–2
. For 

NT = 10
12

 cm
–3

, the minority carrier lifetime does not change for dislocation density below 10
5
 cm

–2
. When the impact of 

the dislocation exceeds the SRH component associated with Hg-vacancies, the minority carrier lifetime is 

approximately inversely proportional to the dislocation density. 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the SRH carrier lifetime in LWIR P+-ν-N+ HgCdTe photodiode: (a) on the position of the trap energy level for 

an absorber layer with a low donor concentration of 5×1013 cm–3 under equilibrium bias conditions and different temperatures; (b) on 

dislocation density for an absorber layer with a low donor concentration of 5×1013 cm–3 in LWIR HgCdTe P+-ν-N+ photodiode at 230 

K. Calculations have been done for different product of σnNT and σpNT. 
 

Figure 4 shows simulated current-voltage characteristics for LWIR P
+
-ν-N

+
 HgCdTe detector. The calculations 

have been done for Auger and SRH mechanism. Only Hg-vacancies were assumed as the SRH centers with the capture 

cross-section of a neutral centre of 10
–15

 cm
2
 and energy level at 0.75Eg above the valence band. The dark currents were 

predicted for varied vacancy concentration from 10
10

 cm
–3

 to 10
13

 cm
–3

, what gives the product of σnNT (σpNT) varied 

from 10
–5

 cm
–1

 to 10
–2

 cm
–1

, respectively. The maximum value of the current responsivity is in the negative resistance 

region [see Fig. 4(a)]. In the case of good quality HgCdTe alloys, with a reduced number of a structural defects, the 

Auger-suppression is more efficient. The dark currents might be an order of magnitude lower than for NT = 10
10

 cm
–3

 

than for 10
13

 cm
–3

. 
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Fig. 4. Calculated current-voltage characteristics for LWIR P+-ν-N+ HgCdTe photodiode. The theoretical prediction was calculated 

with consideration of Auger processes and SRH mechanism associated with mercury vacancies (a) for different product of σnNT and 

σpNT and (b) for σnNT and σpNT equal 10–5 cm–1 and dislocations with varied densities. The dark current densities are compared to 

background flux generation rates through f/3 optics and 2 field of view (FOV). 

 

The influence of dislocations on current-voltage characteristics is shown on Figure 4(b). With increasing 

dislocation density, the dark current increases what suggests additional leakage channel by the energy levels positioned 

in the region of the dislocation cores. For GDIS = 10
6
 cm

–2
, the tunnel-like dark current rapidly increases with reverse 

voltages above 0.4 V. 

In addition, the dark current densities shown in Fig. 4 are compared to background flux generation rates through 

f/3 optics and 2 field of view (FOV). It can be seen that the theoretically predicted dark current is comparable to that 

of the background flux current from f/3 optics for photodiodes with 9-m cutoff wavelength at 230 K. 
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A thumb of rule, denoted as IGA-rule 17, has been developed to describe the temperature 

and cutoff wavelength dependent dark currents of wavelength extending InGaAs 

photodetectors in 2-3 m band. The validity and limitations of the rule are discussed. This 

rule is intended as an index for device developer evaluating their technologies in processing, 

and a simple tool for device user estimating reachable performance at various conditions in 

their design, as well as an effective bridge between the two.  

Introduction 

Wavelength extending InGaAs photodetectors 

(PDs) and focal plane arrays (FPAs) have 

attracted much attention in numerous applications. 

Although from catalog data the performance of 

wavelength extending InxGa1-xAs devices is still 

slightly inferior to HgCdTe (MCT) device at the 

same wavelengths, the robustness of the material 

system and maturity of the growth and processing 

comparing to MCT makes them a strong 

competitor. Different from their In0.53Ga0.47As 

cousin lattice matched to InP substrate, 

wavelength extending InxGa1-xAs devices need 

higher Indium content (x>0.53) so metamorphic 

structure should be adopted, which leads to their 

discriminatory features. Besides, this device itself 

may rely on different technologies including 

material combinations, structure design, growth 

methods, processing flow, etc. How to evaluate 

those technologies is an intractable problem for 

the device developer. Furthermore, device users 

may not care about related technologies but 

dependent performances. A convenient 

communication bridge between the two is 

expected. Based on accumulated device data from 

different categories including our works, a trial 

has been made to meet the needs.   

IGA-rule 17 

Equation (1) was used to describe the dark 

current behavior of wavelength extending 

InxGa1-xAs (x>0.53) photodetectors, in which Js 

is saturation dark current density, c and T is 

cutoff wavelength and operation temperature, 

others have their conventional meaning. In this 

equation two fitting parameters of C’ and J0 

were introduced, which is proved to be an 

effective indicator to evaluate different 

technologies [1]. 

 

𝐽𝑠 = 𝐽0𝑒
;𝐶′

1.24𝑞

𝑘

1

𝑐𝑇      (1) 

 

Several groups of device data at 1.9-2.6 m 

cutoff wavelength range and from room 

temperature (RT) to below 200 K were 

collected to extract the fitting parameters. The 

data are from Judson [2], Hamamatsu [3] and 

two of our works with superlattice electron 

barrier [4] or n-on-p [5] structures respectively. 

The saturation dark current density Js is 

calculated from listed zero resistance area 

product R0A data using Js=kT/qR0A, supposing 

in this temperature range and low bias 

condition the dark current is diffusion 
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dominated. From the data fitting, parameters of 

C’ and J0 for each category are extracted as 

listed in table 1. From equation (1), J0 

represents the current density at T=, so in 

table 1 another more direct and meaningful 

parameter J1, which is defined as the dark 

current density at 300 K and cutoff wavelength 

of 2.4 m, was also listed. The J1 could be 

calculated directly from J0 and C’.  

 

Categories & 

wavelengths 

C’ J0 

(A/cm
2
) 

J1 

(A/cm
2
) 

Judson 

1.9-2.6 Ref.[2] 
0.6195 23.89 1.013E-4 

Hamamatsu 

1.9-2.6 Ref.[3] 
0.7570 277.0 7.548E-5 

SIMIT 

2.61 Ref.[4] 
0.7041 308.9 2.421E-4 

SIMIT 

2.40 Ref.[5] 
0.7282 819.2 2.423E-4 

Table 1.  Fitted parameters from different categories 

including our works, under the frame of IGA-rule 17. 

 

𝐽𝑠 = 300𝑒
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Fig. 1. Plotting of dark current density versus reciprocal 

cutoff wavelength temperature product of Judson [2] and 

Hamamatsu [3] wavelength extending photodiodes, solid 

line shows IGA-rule 17. 

 

From above data, IGA-rule 17 is established as 

equation (2) to depict the cutoff wavelength and 

operation temperature dependent dark current 

of wavelength extending InGaAs PDs, for 

simplicity C’ and J0 are setting to be 0.75 and 

300 A/cm
2
 reasonably, which may represents 

state of the art performance of those devices 

currently, corresponding to J1110
-4

 A/cm
2
 of 

2.4 m PD at RT. Figures 1 and 2 plotted the Js 

versus 1/cT of the data from different 

categories including our works, as well as IGA-

rule 17 line. Notice that the Hamamatsu data 

are only collected in temperature range from 

RT to 45 K below, other data in this narrow 

temperature range also fits the trend well. From 

which the validity of this thumb of rule is 

confirmed. 
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Fig. 2. Plotting of dark current density versus reciprocal 

cutoff wavelength and temperature product of our works 

[4-5], solid line shows IGA-rule 17. 

 

Performance estimation using IGA-rule 17 

Under the frame of IGA-rule 17, not only the 

dark current but also the important figures of 

merits R0A and peak detectivity D
*
p could also 

be estimated more precisely using equation (1) 

in conjunction with equation (3) and (4). In the 

estimation of detectivity, approximation of 

external quantum efficiency 0.55 and 

p0.9c, or p=0.5, was supposed.  
 

𝑅0𝐴 =
𝑘𝑇/𝑞

𝐽0
𝑒
𝐶′
1.24𝑞

𝑘

1

𝑐𝑇     (3) 

 

𝐷𝑝
∗ (𝑅0𝐴) =

 𝑞

  
√
 0 

4𝑘𝑇

𝑐𝑞

4  
√
 0 

𝑘𝑇
     (4) 

 

𝐸𝑔(x, T) = 1.52 − 1.575𝑥 + 0.475𝑥2 +

(
5.8

𝑇:300
−

4.19

𝑇:271
) 10;4𝑇2𝑥 − (

5.8

𝑇:271
) 10;4𝑇2         

(5) 
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In calculation, the temperature coefficient of 

the cutoff wavelength c needs to be considered. 

For InxGaxAs, the bandgap energy Eg could be 

calculated according to its composition and 

temperature [6]. By using equation (5), the 

cutoff wavelengths at different composition x 

and temperature T are plotted as shown in Fig. 

3, where possible small difference between the 

band edge wavelengths of the materials and real 

cutoff wavelengths of the devices are neglected.  

The calculated saturation current density, as 

well as R0A and peak detectivity D
*
p, are 

shown in Fig.4. 
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 Fig. 3. Cutoff wavelength versus operation temperature 

of wavelength extending InGaAs photodetector using 

high Indium InxGa1-xAs as the absorption layer.  
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In practice, people may want to deduce the 

performance of the device at different cutoff 

wavelengths and temperatures from known or 

measured data at specific conditions, such as at 

RT. In this case, a more convenient way could 

be adopted still under the frame of IGA-rule 17. 

Equations (6)-(8) show the formulas for 

calculation. From those formulas it could be 

seen that, for estimating the performances of 

the devices at certain temperature and 

wavelength from known data, the only needed 

parameter is the exponential factor C’. In the 

calculation of detectivity, ratio of peak 

wavelength p could be substituted directly by 

cutoff wavelength c without big error. To 

determine state of the art performance of 

wavelength extending InGaAs photodetector 

currently, C’=0.75 could be used.   
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Fig. 4. Calculated IGA-rule 17 performance dependence 

of cut-off wavelength at different operation temperatures. 

(a): dark current density, (b): R0A, (c): peak detectivity. 
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Discussions 

The form of IGA-rule 17 of equation (1) is 

similar to the well know MCT-rule 07 a decade 

ago [7]. However, at the same wavelength 

range three more ambiguous parameters are 

needed as shown in equation (9) in MCT-rule 

07 to force the data alone the line seemingly. 

 

𝐽𝑠 = 𝐽0𝑒
𝐶
1.24𝑞

𝑘

1

𝑐𝑇
[1;(

𝑠
𝑐
;
𝑠
𝑡
)𝑃]

      (9) 

 

From above data analysis it could be realized 

that, in IGA-rule 17 the C’ is a key index and 

could be linked to different dark current 

mechanisms [8].  In general the saturation 

current density of a pn junction diode obeys 

Jsexp(Eg/nkT), where n=1 and n=2 correspond 

to diffusion or generation-recombination(G-

R)/Ohmic leakage mechanism respectively. 

Compared with equation (1), C’1/n could be 

deduced. For IGA-rule 17, C’0.75 or n1.33 

means the dark current is still diffusion 

dominated but  G-R or Ohmic leakage play 

important rule. Also, from Fig.1 and Fig.2 it 

could be noticed that, at lower temperature the 

data points have the trends deviating from IGA-

rule 17 line. At even low temperatures, the 

diffusion and G-R current decreased 

dramatically, in this case other mechanism such 

as surface recombination or tunneling with n>2 

becomes dominant. For wavelength extending 

InGaAs PDs with metamorphic structures, this 

is congruous.  Therefore, IGA-rule 17 with 

fixed C’0.75 currently is only suitable for 

certain temperature range such as 200-300 K, 

fortunately it just fits the most commonly used 

operation temperature range of RT to thermal-

electric cooling for those devices. Although 

IGA-rule 17 is derived from the data of PDs, it 

is also suitable for FPAs with the same 

technology. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, a thumb of rule to evaluate the 

performance and related technologies of 

wavelength extending InGaAs PDs and FPAs 

has been demonstrated. With two meaningful 

fitting parameters and limited around 2-3 m 

wavelength band and 200-300 K temperature 

range, the validation of this rule, denoted as 

IGA-rule 17 temporarily, is confirmed 

definitely.  
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A generic radiation hard IR detector readout IC (ROIC) for cryogenic temperature 

operation with an array size of 320 (H) x 1080 (V) that is capable to interface with long 

wave (>10um) to short wave (<2um) IR detector focal plane arrays is implemented. It 

operates at over 20 fps in four shutter modes: integrate while read (IWR), integrate then 

read (ITR), rolling shutter (RS) and non-destructive readout (NDR) or Fowler sampling. 

The 20 µm pixel contains a capacitive trans-impedance amplifier (CTIA) with 3 in-pixel 

sample and hold (S&H) capacitors.  Programmable integration capacitors provide dual gain 

full well of 10ke- and 50ke- for a voltage swing of 2 V. The read noise is < 35e-, measured 

at room temperature. The reset and integrated signal values of the CTIA are converted to 

differential signals in the column-based correlated double sampling (CDS) stage.  Devices 

are manufactured in XFAB-XS018 technology. 

 

Introduction 

An infrared imager typically consists of a detector 

diode array (realized in HgCdTe (MCT), GaAs 

etc) pixel to pixel bonded onto the ROIC 

(realized in silicon) through Indium bumps [1]. 

The detector diodes convert the incident IR 

radiation to proportional quantity of electrons. 

For a high-sensitivity at longer wavelengths, 

detectors are realized with narrow bandgap 

semiconductor materials. The narrow bandgap of 

the detectors results in high dark current, unless 

they are cooled down to cryogenic temperatures. 

In addition to above requirements, certain 

applications might require the device to be 

operated at extreme radiation conditions. 

 

The above-mentioned detector characteristics 

requires the design of readout electronics that is 

compatible with cryogenic operation and is 

radiation hard. The cryogenic operation also 

implies that the chip operates with very low 

power consumption. In most cases this is 

compatible with the requirement for very long 

integration times [2].  

 

The narrow bandgap of the detector requires very 

accurate and stable biasing. The transients on the 

detector bias voltage results in image artifacts 

which are difficult to calibrate. In that respect 

CTIA based pixels are superior over other 

topologies: the CTIA’s feedback maintains an 

accurate and stable bias voltage on the detector 

[3][4], with additional measures to minimize the 

transients. The architecture of our CTIA enables 

the readout of both ‘P over N’ or ‘N over P’ 

detector diode types. 

 

The yield of the non-Silicon detectors is much 

lower than the CMOS ROIC yield. The defect 

detectors could be excess dark current generation 

center or worse a short between their bias 

terminals. The defect detectors can also bloom 

the neighboring detectors. An in-pixel 

programmable switch between the bump pad and 

virtual ground of the CTIA allows to disconnect 

the defect detectors from the ROIC. 

 

Many integration modes are available:  IWR, ITR 

and RS.  Non-destructive readout is possible as 

well and is often the choice in deep space 

astronomy where integration times are extremely 

long and very low read noise must be reached.  
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The ROIC is implemented with the specification 

shown in Table 1.  

 
Array size 4x320 (H) X 1080 (V) 

Pixel pitch 20 µm 

Integration modes Integrate While Read 
(IWR) 
Integrate Then Read (ITR) 
Rolling shutter (RS) 
Non-Destructive Readout 
(NDR) 

Radiation hardness TID, SEU, SEL 

Programmable 

Integration capacitance  
8 fF 
40 fF 

Diode compatibility P over N 
N over P 

Pixel readout rate 20 MHz 

Operating temperature 40 K - 80 K 

Technology 0.18µm XFAB 

Table 1: Specifications 

 

In the following sections pixel topology, pixel 

noise analysis, layout for radiation hardness is 

discussed. Test pixels for measurements 

without the detectors being bonded and some 

measurement results are followed. 

Pixel topology 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of pixel 

 

Figure 1 is the schematic representation of the 

pixel. The detector is bonded on the bump pad 

and connects to the virtual ground of the 

amplifier through switch ‘SW1’. The 8fF 

integration capacitor ‘C1’ is designed to contain 

10Ke-. An additional 32fF capacitor ‘C2’ can 

be connected by programming switch ‘gain’. 

The reset voltage of the amplifier can be 

sampled on capacitors connected through 

switch ‘R1’ and ‘R2’. The integrated amplifier 

output signal can be sampled on capacitor 

connected through switch ‘S’. The signal 

sampling capacitor is discharged before 

sampling via switch ‘SW2’.  

 

The sampled voltages on the capacitor are 

buffered onto the columns through PMOS 

source followers. 

 

All the switches are complementary in nature to 

overcome the reduced signal handling range of 

NMOS/PMOS only switches at cryogenic 

temperatures. 

 

Pixel operation 

 

The operation of the pixel in IWR mode is 

shown through the timing diagram in Figure 2. 

IWR mode requires the use of the pixel’s all 

three S&H capacitors. ITR and RS operation 

can be achieved with only 2 S&H capacitors. 

 

 
Figure 2: Timing diagram of IWR mode 

 

The chip is globally reset and the reset level is 

sampled on the capacitor connected through the 

‘R1’ switch. During the integration time, the 

previously sampled integrated signal is readout, 

shown as ‘Frame time(n-1)’. After the frame 

readout, the signal sampling capacitor is pre-

charged and the integrated voltage at the output 

of the amplifier is sampled. The pixel is reset 

again and the new reset level is sampled on the 

capacitor connected through switch ‘R2’. The 

readout of the sampled frame is done while the 

pixels are in integration. 

 

Similarly, the ITR and RS mode follows with 

usage of capacitor ‘R1’ and ‘S’. 
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Figure 3: Non-destructive readout (NDR) 

 

The timing of Non-destructive readout is shown 

in Figure 3. The sequence starts with a pixel 

reset. The CTIA output is read out 

consecutively with or without using the S&H 

stages. The minimum time difference between 

two readouts is a frame time if all the pixel 

rows are read. ‘n’ reset frames and ‘n’ signal 

frames are readout during one integration time 

and subsequent signal processing is done off-

chip. In this mode, zero, one or all the three 

S&H capacitors can be connected in parallel as 

load to the CTIA. This reduces the bandwidth 

of the amplifier and impacts the total integrated 

noise at its output.   

 

Noise analysis  

 

The overall noise of the pixel shown in Figure 1 

including the detector has multiple 

contributions, as: dark current shot noise of the 

detector, resistive and capacitive coupling of 

detector bias noise, and the noise due to ROIC. 

The CTIA operation noise can be separated in 2 

contributions: reset noise and integration noise 

[5].   

1) Reset noise 

 

 
Figure 4: Simplified pixel schematic with dominant noise 

sources 

 

When the reset switch and R1 are toggled, the 

amplifier noise (represented here as en1) is 

sampled on the S&H capacitance. The noise is 

partly flicker noise of the amplifier and partly 

thermal noise. The noise is also sampled on the 

virtual ground node to an amount related to the 

total capacitance on that node.  In practice this 

node capacitance is thought of as Cp (parasitic 

capacitance) + Cdio (detector capacitance). For a  

ROIC without detector Cdio = 0. 

 

2) Integration noise 

After integration, the signal at the output of the 

CTIA is sampled on the signal sampling 

capacitor. The noise sampled in this phase 

consists of the amplified noise (en1) 

[gain=(Cp+Cdio+C1)/C1] and the amplified reset 

noise [gain= (Cp+Cdio)/C1]. 

 

When the signal value is subtracted from reset 

value through the in-column CDS operator, the 

thermal noise components are square-summed 

whereas the correlated noise (sampled reset 

noise from virtual ground node) is cancelled.  

 

The overall noise contributions from different 

sources are shown in Figure 5. The pixel noise 

at the detector node is about 26 e-RMS. The 

thermal noise component scales down with the 

temperature, hence the noise at cryogenic 

temperature is lower than room temperature. 

Similar calculations show that the ROIC only 

noise at 77K is 15 e-RMS. 

 

 
Figure 5: All noise contributions, nominal operation 
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Pixel layout 

 

It is known as one of the effect that when 

transistors are exposed to radiation, charges are 

trapped in the shallow trench isolation (STI) 

and form a channel from drain to source of the 

transistor underneath STI. The channel causes a 

leakage current between drain and source of 

transistor resulting in increased power 

consumption and loss of signals levels. The 

radiation damage can be mitigated by 

techniques like enclosed transistor layout and 

H-gate transistor layout [6]. 

 

The H-gate transistor layout technique is 

followed in the layout of this ROIC because it 

is compact compared to enclosed transistor of 

similar sizes and the layout extraction of 

enclosed transistor is difficult for verification.  

 

The layout snapshot of a 2x2 pixel arrangement 

is shown in the Figure 6. The location of 

amplifier and source followers are indicated in 

the layout. Only the active area, poly and metal 

1 are shown. The 2x2 layout of Top metal (M6) 

and MIM capacitors are shown in Figure 7. The 

MIM S&H capacitors are implemented as 

double MIM between M4-M5-M6 of 150 fF 

each. 

 

 
Figure 6: 2x2 pixel layout of BOL layers 

 
Figure 7: 2x2 layout of Top metal and MIM capacitors 

 

Parasitic extraction  

 

The dense pixel layout results in an unwanted 

coupling between different nodes of the pixels 

or even between neighbouring pixels [7]. It is 

foreseen that the coupling capacitance is less 

than 1% of the node capacitance. The parasitic 

extraction was done on a small array of 3x3 to 

study the coupling capacitance is shown in 

Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Extracted parasitic capacitors 

 

The ROIC is and should be insensitive to 

visible light. The functionality of the pixels 

without detectors can only be measured by 

injecting a current at the detector node through 

a resistor or capacitor in certain test pixels as 

shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Test pixels 

 

The pixels in the topmost row are test pixels 

and are provided with on-chip resistive and 

capacitive inputs.  

 

The pixels with resistive input saturate 

depending on the voltage ‘Vin’ w.r.t reference 

voltage ‘Ref-1’. If Vin > ‘Ref-1’ then the output 

of amplifier saturates to VSS while it saturates 

to VDD if Vin < ‘Ref-1’.  

 

The pixels with capacitive input shows 

responses depending on the ∆V change on 

‘Vin’, the value of the capacitor ‘Ctest’ and 

integration capacitor (Cint). 

 

Output = ∆V * Ctest/Cint 

 

Measurement results 

 

The ROIC is tested at room temperature 

without bonding the detectors. 

 

1) Laser Illumination 

 

The ROIC is light insensitive. However, due to 

the diodes at the source and drain of the 

switches at the virtual ground the ROIC is 

sensitive to high illumination. A laser line is 

shined across the sensor and images are 

captured. This test serves to prove the working 

of the peripheral and driving circuits. 

 

 
Figure 10: Test setup 

 
Figure 11: Captured image 

 

2) Testpixel measurements 

 

As described above, the pixel with capacitive 

input is used to measure the response of the 

pixels. The measurement results are shown in 

Figure 12. The input capacitor ‘Ctest’ are 

designed to have 8 fF, 32 fF, 64 fF, 128 fF,256 

fF, 512 fF. The input voltage is changed in 

varying steps and the output is plotted. It can be 

seen from the plot that pixel responds linearly 

over the entire range. 

 

 
Figure 12: Capacitive input test pixels measurement 

 

3) Noise measurement 

 

The noise measurements of pixels always in 

reset and under nominal operation in ITR 

readout mode is shown in Figure 13. The 

measured noise of the pixels in reset is between 

24 to 32e-
RMS and under nominal operation it is 

between 30 to 42e-
RMS. It was predicted to be 

26e-
RMS under nominal operation. At 77K these 

values will drop to about 15-20e-
RMS.  

 

The higher noise than the prediction is because 

the noise contributions from the downstream 

electronics (column S&H, column amplifier 

and output amplifier) is not considered in 

calculations. The useful output voltage range is 

0.5V-2.5V (supply=3.6 V) at cryogenic 

temperature. 
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Figure 13: Noise in e- at detector node vs reference 

voltage 
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We review indirect and direct methods used in the detection of a planet outside our 
solar system. Within the last 20 years this research has concentrated initially on 
visible radiation, and then on IR. We favor placing the observatory on the far side 
of the Moon where the stray-light noise radiation from the Earth, near-Earth 
objects, and the Sun is avoided. 

 
1. Planet detection problem 

We are interested in the direct detection of a 
planet next to a bright star. Figure 1 
illustrates the geometry for the detection of a 
planet outside our solar system. The Earth-/ 
interferometer-based coordinate system is 
displaced from the nearby planetary system 
along the optical axis, Z-axis. The nearby 
star, Estrella, and its planet, the Tierra, emit 
spherical waves.  

After free-space propagation, spherical 
waves become plane waves. They are tilted if 
they originate at an off-axis point, as at the 
Tierra [1]. Today, over 3500 planets have 
been detected [2]. The great majority have 
been discovered with indirect methods. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Geometry for the detection of a planet outside 
our Solar system. The Earth-/ interferometer-based 
coordinate system is displaced from the nearby 
planetary system along the optical axis, Z-axis. The 
nearby star, Estrella, and its planet, the Tierra, emit 
spherical waves. After free-space propagation, 
spherical waves become plane waves. They are tilted 
if they originate at an off-axis point, such as Tierra. 

So far, only 72 planets have been discovered 
with direct methods. 

II. Indirect techniques 
The main indirect detection techniques are 
gravitational microlensing, transit light 
curves, and spectroscopic radial velocity.  

The principle of gravitational micro-lensing 
[3, 4] is illustrated in Fig. 2. We detect a 
planet when a short-duration peak in the 
incidence	 modifies the spatial resolution. 
This technique is applicable to planets with 
large orbits, separated by more than 1 arcsec 
in angular separation from the star. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. In microlensing, both the star and the planet act 
as a microlense on the radiation emitted from the 
star transiting behind the planetary system.  A 
small peak is observed due to a planet.  
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III. Interferometric techniques 
The main interferometric techniques are 
narrow-angle astrometry [5–7], differential 
phase [8, 9], precision phase closure [9], and 
nulling interferometry [11–14].  

The narrow angle astrometry is actually 
an indirect detection technique; nonetheless, 
it is usually included with the interferometric 
techniques. We measure the changes in the 
position of the center of mass of the Estrella-
Tierra system while the Tierra orbits around 
the Estrella. See Fig. 3.  

The displacement of the center of mass of 
the solar system is measured with respect to 
another star. The radiation from both stars is 
captured by the interferometer: the resultant 
interferogram provides information about the 
relative position of the Estrella with the 
Tierra with respect to the reference star.  

The basic parameters of this method take 
into consideration the proper motion and the 
parallax of both stars. A statistically 
significant discrepancy in the measured in-
formation confirms the existence of a Tierra. 
While the Tierra orbits its Estrella, part of the 
time it speeds toward the Estrella and part of 
the time it travels directly away from it.  

 

Correspondingly, the radiation is modified by 
the Doppler shift toward shorter and longer 
wavelengths. This is the basis of the radial 
velocity technique, illustrated in Fig. 4.  

In the differential phase method (shown 
in Fig. 5), the Estrella radiation interferes 
with itself to generate a fringe pattern. When 
the Estrella radiation is reflected off the 
Tierra, the reflected light is incident onto the 
interferometer with different phase than the 
phase coming directly from the Estrella. The 
resultant fringe pattern is displaced due to 
phase shift. The generated phase shift is a 
function of wavelength, because the radiation 
ratio between the planet and the star depends 
on wavelength. Therefore, a change in the 
measured phase shift at several wavelengths 
confirms the presence of a Tierra. 

The phase closure method is a variant of 
the differential phase method. It uses a three-
aperture interferometer to obtain three differ-
ential phase measurements. It is presented in 
Fig. 6. The sum of three differential phases is 
the closure phase. This quantity is immune to 
the atmospheric phase delays, because three 
differences are taken between three optical 
paths through the atmosphere [15, 16]. 
 

 
 
       Fig. 3. Narrow angle astrometry.                Fig. 4. Radial velocity. Fig. 5. Differential phase. 
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            Fig. 6. Phase closure.          Fig. 7. Nulling interferometer.  Fig. 8. Rotational shearing  
            interferometer. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Transit time. 

The nulling interferometry 
consists of interfering the 
radiation from the distant solar 
system with itself. The Estrella 
radiation is suppressed by 
destructive interference. This 
results in a completely black 
fringe for the radiation emitted 
from the Estrella. The detec-
tability of the radiation from 
the Tierra is enhanced. 

A rotational shearing inter-
ferometer [17, 18] is used to 
eliminate the cylindrically-
symmetric Estrella wave front. 
It is sensitive to the tilted 
Tierra wave front.  

Most planets have been 
discovered using the method 
of transit time (Fig. 9). The 
technique that NASA is 
contemplating is based on a 
coronagraph (see Fig. 10). 

    

 
 

Fig. 10. Coronagraph. 
 

	 5	

Fig. 7. Phase in two interferometer arms may be 
cancelled when the optical path throw two 
interferometer arms is exactly by 180 degrees out of 
phase. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 8. Coronograph. 
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5. Summary 
Independently of which of the proposed 
concepts is eventually implemented, placing 
the instrument on the far side of Moon has 
many favorable advantages (Fig. 11). [19] 
 

 

Fig. 11.  Placing the planet observatory on the Moon 
avoids stray light noise from the Earth and near-Earth 
objects and eliminates Sun illumination. 
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This paper presents characterization of a methane gas sensor. A lab test system for precise 

control of the environment has been used. It is designed for studying performance of Non 

Dispersive Infra-Red (NDIR) gas sensors and for investigation of pressure dependence in 

accuracy demanding applications. The test system described here consists of a hardware 

test bench, a LabVIEW based software and a calculation algorithm. The lab test-bench 

provides a highly accurate and stable test environment for characterization. From the data 

accurate compensation parameters for each specific NDIR sensors can be derived. 

 

Introduction 

The progress within Non Dispersive Infra-Red 

(NDIR) technology has provided relatively low-

cost gas sensors with high sensitivity and sub-

ppm resolution. The combination of reasonable 

cost and high sensitivity makes them attractive 

for implementation in applications where there is 

a significant demand for large numbers of sensing 

units such as in environmental research, detailed 

air quality monitoring, vertical atmosphere 

concentration profiling, leakage detection, etc. 

[1]. 

The development process for such high accuracy 

sensors includes comprehensive procedures for 

characterization of sensor performance. One of 

the most important components of a test 

procedure is the creation of precisely controlled 

environments protected from disturbances in the 

surrounding atmosphere such as gas pressure, 

humidity and the sensor’s targeted gases. 

A distinctive feature of the NDIR sensing 

principle, employing Lambert-Beer law [2] 

(fig.1), is the dependence between gas media 

transmittance and pressure. Variations in 

measured concentrations due to even small 

changes of ambient pressure might cause 

measurement errors exceeding the accuracy 

requirements. 

Background 

The methane sensor is based on the HPP family 

(High Performance Platform) from SenseAir 

AB. It is a non-dispersive infra-red sensor 

operating at 3.5 μm wavelength [3]. The optical 

path length is 96 cm obtained by 16 passes in 6 

cm long White cell [4]. Hence, high resolution 

is obtained in a small and compact cuvette with 

a total internal volume of 35 cm
3
. The optics, 

including the reflective lenses, is fabricated 

using plastic molding with integrated thermal 

 
Fig. 1. Graphic representation of Lambert-Beer´s law. 
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stabilization for low production cost and high 

performance. 

The pressure characterization of CO2 sensors 

based on the same HPP platform is described in 

[5]. Studies of the stability performance and the 

pressure characterization of the methane 

sensors include important features which 

distinguish it from CO2 sensors: 

1. Significantly lower relative absorption 

of light in the methane spectrum, due to the 

narrow and widely separated absorption peaks. 

And hence a higher sensitivity to disturbance 

from pressure variation, mechanical instabilities 

and interfering gases.  

2. Overlap of methane and water vapor 

spectra puts stronger requirements for 

dehumidification of the test environment in 

order to avoid measurement drift during 

evaluation. 

Test system and methods. 

The lab test system consists of a hardware lab 

test bench (Fig.2), supporting software 

(developed in LabVIEW) and calculation 

algorithms. 

In order to achieve a reliable and stable 

environment, the following needs must be 

ensured: 

• Absolute elimination of contaminating 

leakages from ambient air. For the calculation 

of the pressure compensation coefficients 

measurements should be performed in a 

pressure range from 0.5 up to 1.2 Bar. If the 

target gas is present in the surrounding air also 

a minor leakage, or reverse flow,  may cause a 

significant error in the measured gas 

concentration.  

• Protection against concentration 

variations due to gas and/or water molecules 

adsorbed and released from the internal 

surfaces of the test volume. A closed volume 

with reduced pressure easily causes detaching 

of residual molecules which in turn influence 

the true gas concentration. 

• Stable pressure with a tolerance of less 

than 1 mBar, or 0.1 % of 1.013 Bar.  

• Stable temperature with a tolerance of 

less than 0.5 K of the gas test environment, 

including elimination of temperature rise due to 

self-heating. 

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no cost-

efficient sealing method with perfect protection 

against leakages driven by the pressure 

difference between the surrounding air (close to 

1 Bar) and environment in test volume. For 

instance, contaminating leakages easily 

penetrate through wires and cable insulation 

passing into test volume. 

Here, leakage protection is implemented using 

the physics principle – negative pressure drop – 

which eliminates the problem in an efficient 

way. Test bench consists of two volumes – test 

volume inside a protection volume. Pumping 

out the gas  from the protection volume always 

maintains a pressure inside the protection 

volume that is lower than the pressure in the 

test volume (P3 is lower than P4 in Fig. 2). It is 

also important to cut-open, and ventilates, all 

cable insulation within the protective volume in 

order to avoid unexpected tubing from the 

outside air to the test volume.  

The second issue was solved by implementation 

 
Fig. 2. Pressure characterization lab test bench. 
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of a reference gas flow (1 liter per minute). 

Constant flushing of the test volume removes 

contaminating residues from test objects and 

internal surfaces. 

A control algorithm, based on Fuzzy logic, 

controls a variable valve and a pump. This 

maintains a stable pressure with deviation less 

than 0.2 mBar, while simultaneously flushing 

reference gas through the system. 

Tests and results 

Pressure characterization of a sensor first 

requires a preliminary evaluation of the stability 

performance. Sensors are susceptible to drift 

due to internal as well as external factors. 

Stability performance tests allow discovering 

and characterization of drift factors and 

estimation of stability periods within predefined 

limits. 

For evaluation of the stability performance, 

long term logging in dry nitrogen was 

performed. First, the test volume was flushed 

with nitrogen. When the visible drift became 

negligible a zero calibration procedure was 

performed. The sensors were thereafter left for 

28 hours in test volume with stabilized 

temperature, pressure (±0.2 mBar) and a 

constant flow of dry nitrogen. 

The concentration graph (Fig. 3) has two 

distinguishable sections in the logged data – 

“drifting” and “stable”. Due to high sensitivity 

of the methane sensor to water vapor molecules 

it is possible to conclude that the measured 

concentration was fully stabilized first when the 

test volume was properly cleaned from residual 

water and hydrocarbon molecules. 

The contaminating molecules causing the drift 

after the initial flushing were most likely 

released from surfaces inside the test volume.  

The test result shows that the stability 

performance of the sensors itself is high enough 

for environmental studies, but can only be 

verified in a highly accurate environment. 

Allan deviation is derived using data from the 

stable part of the logging, allowing evaluation 

of possible limits of the sensor’s resolution 

(Fig. 4). 

The theoretical resolution limit obtained from 

these graphs, for this sensor design, may reach 

as low as 50 ppb. 

Pressure characterization tests were performed 

in gases with mole fractions of 50, 250 and 500 

ppm. 

 
Fig. 3. Test of stability performance. 
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Pressure was varied and stabilized in steps 

between 0.5 and 1.2 Bars and the measured 

concentration was recorded at each step (Fig. 

5). Here, he reference concentration was 250 

ppm. 

Pressure dependence derivation 

Pressure dependence is illustrated in Fig. 6 and 

represented in the form: 

 

 (1) 

 

MConc – measured molar fraction under variable 

pressure. 

TConc – true molar fraction value, under 

standard pressure 1.013 Bar 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

A test system used for studying of sensor 

stability performance and pressure 

characterization has been developed and 

characterized. The system is able to provide an 

accurate and controllable environment, 

necessary for evaluation of  high accuracy 

NDIR gas sensors. 

In each reproduced environment, the sensors 

show stable measurement results. Analysis 

based on the stable data performed by Allan 

variance approach, allows for determination of 

theoretical limits for the sensor resolution. 

The pressure characterization allows obtaining 

data for derivation of accurate pressure 

compensation parameters for normalization of 

measured data to standard pressure level. 
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Fig. 4. Allan deviation plot is showing methane sensor 

resolution at different integration intervals. 

 
Fig. 6. Methane pressure dependence. 

 
Fig. 5. Measured value using 250 ppm gas 

concentration  vs pressure deviation from standard value. 

1.013 Bar 
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This paper proposes a new three-dimensional infrared-visible framework for wildland and 

forest fires monitoring and study. The system uses both near infrared and visible spectrum 

to efficiently segment the fire front and extract its three-dimensional representation. The 

obtained model can be used in computing important geometrical characteristics that can be 

useful in the fire propagation models. The proposed framework, uses multiple systems to 

capture complementary viewpoints of the fire front and register them in a common 

reference frame using multisensory fusion techniques based on GNSS and IMU data. These 

last data serve in an inter-stereo calibration procedure that estimate the relative position and 

orientation of each stereovision system. The results show the efficiency of the proposed 

system for wildland fires research and firefighting decision support in operational scenarios.  

 

Introduction 

Forest and wildland fires represent a major risk 

worldwide, with an estimated 350 million 

hectares affected by fires every year [1], 

resulting in wood loss and other indirect effects 

such as landslides, desertification, air pollution, 

destruction of homes and deaths [2-3]. With the 

climate change and global warming, experts 

expect an increase in the frequency and size of 

fires [4-6]. 

Image processing and computer vision for fire 

study, has attracted an increasing interest over 

the last decade. Many techniques were 

proposed for fire detection, fire segmentation, 

and the extraction of fire front properties such 

as position, rate of spread, fire height, fire 

length, fire inclination angle, fire base width, 

fire apparent surface and volume [7-10].  

Most of the algorithms for fire detection and 

segmentation use visible spectrum images. In the 

presence of smoke, the segmentation in the 

visible spectrum is limited. To overcome this 

limitation, infrared images can be used [11-15]. 

However, since the fire has non-uniform 

emissions in different spectral bands, the resulting 

fire area varies depending on the infrared spectral 

band used during the image capture [11, 16]. This 

make it difficult to use infrared images alone for 

fire segmentation when we want to extract 

measurements from the fire front.   

In this paper, we propose a new three-

dimensional multimodal stereovision system 

based on the use of both visible and near infrared 

spectrum to efficiently segment the fire area and 

extract the geometrical fire characteristics. The 

proposed framework, permits the use of multiple 

multimodal stereovision systems to monitor 

wildland and forest fires and register them using 

multisensory fusion (infrared-visual images, GPS, 

IMU). 

Three-dimensional infrared-visible system 

The three-dimensional multimodal infrared-

visible system is a stereovision system built 

using two multispectral near infrared-visible 

cameras. The cameras used are two AD-080GE 

from JAI [17], a prism based 2CCD multi-

spectral (2-channels), that captures the light 

coming from the scene and split it into two 
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signals that simultaneously hit the visible and 

near infrared sensors of the camera. The 

spectral response of the near infrared sensor 

shows a peak response around a wavelength of 

800nm [17]. The cameras are equipped with a 

6mm lens.  

The cameras are fixed on a 1m baseline axis 

(green arrows in figure 1). The cameras are 

simultaneously triggered for image capture 

using a radio signal (receptor antenna is shown 

with the blue arrow in figure 1). In field 

experiments, the position of the left camera is 

registered using a centimeter precision GNSS 

(Leica Viva CS10 [18]). An IMU, for three-

dimensional orientation measurements, is fixed 

on top of the left camera (circled in red in 

figure 1). In order to reduce possible errors, the 

IMU and GNSS (GPS) data are averaged over 

two minutes and used for the 3D points 

registration. 

To calibrate the stereovision and extract the 

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters an iterative 

refinement method was used [19]. A 1×1m 

checker grid is used to calibrate each 

stereovision system in the field. The calibration 

parameters permit the extraction of three-

dimensional coordinates of feature points 

extracted from the segmented fire images. 

 
Fig. 1. 3D infrared-visible stereo system 

The registration and processing framework 

Multiple multimodal infrared-visible 

stereovision systems can be used for wildland 

and forest fires monitoring. These systems 

permit the extraction of a three-dimensional fire 

front shape. The resulting three-dimensional 

data can be registered using the proposed 

framework given by figure 2. Two multimodal 

systems are used in our experiments. They can 

be deployed at different positions and capture 

complementary views of the fire.  

 
Fig. 2. The multimodal registration framework. 

The first step of the proposed framework is a 

multimodal fire pixels detection (figure 3). This 

step is important for the accuracy of the 

following steps. The fire detection is performed 

in the visible and near-infrared spectrum. For 

each multimodal image, the probability of a 

pixel to be considered as fire is computed as the 

mean of the probabilities in the near-infrared 

(NIR) and the visible spectrum. The probability 

in the NIR spectrum is given by: 
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Where i is the intensity of the pixel, and t the 

threshold defined by: 
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μ and σ respectively the mean and standard 

deviation of the near-infrared image intensities. 

The probability )(rgbpvis  of the visible 

spectrum pixel is computed for the pixels 

labeled as fire using the near-infrared 

probability above. This probability is based on 
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the color histogram approach proposed by 

Philips et al. [20]. The pixels having an average 

infrared-visible probability above 0.5 are 

considered as fire pixels.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Fig. 3. Multimodal fire pixel detection: (a) Visual 

spectrum image, (b) near infrared image, (c) )(ipnir , (d) 

)(rgbpvis , (e) multimodal average probability, (f ) fire 

pixel labeling 

This step is followed by features detection to 

select the most important points to be used in 

the stereo matching procedure. The feature 

detection and the matching procedures are 

performed in the visible spectrum. In this work, 

we use a multi-scale oriented patch feature 

detection approach proposed in [21]. This 

approach uses an intensity normalized 

rotationally invariant 8×8 patch to extract 

salient features. 

The stereo matching is performed using 

ZNSSD correlation measure in stereo rectified 

images [22] (figure 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Example of the result of feature extraction and 

matching (in yellow the matched points) 

The stereo matched points with the calibration 

data permit the extraction of their three-

dimensional coordinates by triangulation [23]. 

The extracted 3D coordinates are relative to the 

coordinate system of the left camera. Figure 5 

shows the result of a rendered 3D 

reconstruction of the fire front.  

 
Fig. 5. 3D reconstruction of the fire front 

The final step is the registration of 3D images 

captured by the different infrared-visible 

stereovision systems (figure 6). Each 3D 

computed fire points are projected into a 

common reference using an offline inter-stereo 

calibration procedure that estimate the relative 

position and orientation of each stereovision 

system. This inter-stereo calibration estimates 

the three-dimensional projection matrix based 

on the GNSS position and IMU orientation data 

of the stereo system.  

 
Fig. 6. Registration of 3D fire points captured by two 

multimodal stereo systems (bleu and red)  

Since the fire is a chaotic phenomenon and 

there is no available tool to measure precisely 

the fire characteristics, we decided to evaluate 

the performance of the proposed system using a 

rigid object with known dimensions. A utility 

car on which black marks were glued was used 

for this evaluation. The three-dimensional 

reconstruction of the vehicle gives an error 

lower than 5%, which is more than satisfactory 

for a system designed for forest fires research. 
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Conclusion 

In this work, we propose a new three-

dimensional infrared-visible stereovision system 

for wildland and forest fires monitoring and 

study. The proposed multimodal system is 

robust to the presence of smoke and permits the 

segmentation and extraction of 3D coordinates 

of fire data. A new multispectral segmentation 

technique is presented. The proposed 

framework, uses multiple systems to capture 

complementary viewpoints of the fire front and 

register them in a common reference frame. 

Multisensory fusion based on GNSS and IMU 

data is used in an inter-stereo calibration 

procedure that estimate the relative position and 

orientation of each stereovision system for this 

purpose.  
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The Immersion GRating INfrared Spectrometer (IGRINS) is the first astronomical 

spectrograph that uses a silicon immersion grating. IGRINS fully covers the H and K band 

atmospheric transmission windows in a single exposure. It is a compact (0.96m x 0.6m x 

0.38m) high-resolution cross-dispersed spectrometer whose resolving power R is 45,000. 

On the 2.7 m Harlan J. Smith telescope at the McDonald Observatory, the plate scale is 

0.27ʺ/pixel on a 2048 x 2048 pixel HAWAII-2RG detector. Since its commissioning in 

2014, IGRINS has been fully optimized and its performance has been successfully proven 

at the McDonald Observatory. Recently, IGRINS has been invited to the 4.3m Discovery 

Channel Telescope at Lowell Observatory in 2016 and 2017, and is now being prepared for 

a visit to the 8.1m Gemini South Telescope in April 2018. 

 

Introduction 

Immersion gratings break the size-resolving 

power curve for spectrograph designs [1,2,3,4]. 

An immersion grating of a given size made from 

Si has the same resolving-power slit-width 

product as a front-surface grating that is 3.4 times 

larger. Use of immersion gratings can therefore 

reduce cryogenic instrument volumes by an order 

of magnitude or more for a given resolving power 

and slit size. Lithographically produced Si 

immersion gratings also make it possible to have 

instrument designs with continuous wavelength 

coverage at high resolving power [5,6]. The 

lithographic gratings have superbly blazed 

grooves that give them high efficiency in high 

orders and the process permits coarse enough 

rulings to allow entire orders to fit onto a single 

detector. 

IGRINS, the Immersion GRating INfrared 

Spectrometer, is a joint project of the Korea 

Astronomy and Space Science Institute (KASI) 

and the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. It has 

a resolving power R=45,000 and covers all 

wavelengths between 1.4 and 2.5 microns where 

the atmosphere transmits with ~3.5 pixel 

sampling of the spectral resolution elements. The 

instrument has a fixed format and no moving 

parts within the spectrograph. We describe the 

instrument design and present performance 

results from the commissioning runs on the 2.7m 

Harlan J. Smith telescope at McDonald 

Observatory [7]. 

IGRINS on the 2.7m telescope is nearly as 

sensitive as CRIRES at the 8m Very Large 

Telescope while IGRINS has more than 30 times 

the spectral grasp of CRIRES in a single 

exposure. Proven for its excellent performance, 
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IGRINS has been invited to the 4.3m Discovery 

Channel Telescope at Lowell Observatory from 

September 2016 to February 2017, and to the 

8.1m Gemini South Telescope in April 2018. In 

this paper, we also introduce our recent 

preparation for the visit to the Gemini 

Observatory. 

Instrument Overview 

The IGRINS optical system is designed to cover 

as large a simultaneous wavelength range as 

possible while maintaining a spectral resolving 

power of 45,000. Fig. 1 shows the IGRINS 

optical design layout.  

 

 
Fig. 1. IGRINS optical design layout. 

 

Apart from the warm calibration system, all of 

IGRINS resides within a custom-designed, 

compact (longest dimension < 1 m), cryostat. The 

cryostat optical bench is an 880 x 520 mm 

rectangular plate. Fig. 2 displays the optical 

bench with the components in place. The bench 

surface was fabricated with high precision 

(flatness of 13 μm peak to valley). All the optical 

elements were positioned by locating pins and the 

compensators have their positions adjustable by 

using a set of bumpers and shoulder screws.  

Based on the detector dark noise requirement, we 

set the operating temperature to 130 K for the 

optics and their mounts and to 65 K for the three 

detectors. Instead of liquid cryogens, we use a 

closed-cycled mechanical cooler, a CTI M-1050 

two-stage refrigerator system. If the immersion 

grating temperature changes, variations in the 

refractive index of silicon may violate our top 

level requirements for wavelength stability. We 

therefore require the immersion grating 

temperature to remain within 60 mK of its 

reference temperature. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Optical bench and the components above it. 

 

IGRINS employs three Teledyne H2RG HgCdTe 

detectors. The H- and K-band spectrograph 

channels use science-grade 2.5 μm cutoff sensors, 

while the slit-viewing camera makes use of an 

engineering-grade sensor. Each detector set is  

controlled by a SIDECAR ASIC cryogenic board 

and a JADE2 USB interface card. We measured 

various characteristic properties of the detectors 

during the laboratory experiments including 

readout noise, system conversion gain, signal 

linearity response, dark current, reference-level 

stability, etc. 

The IGRINS software consists of five functional 

packages. Housekeeping Package, Slit Camera 

Package, Data Taking Package, and Quick Look 

Package software tools are designed to be 

conducting the observation. After the observation, 

the obtained data can be reduced by the Pipeline 

Package (PLP). This package can also be used 

during the observing night to help an observer to 

decide on further observing strategies. 

Commissioning Runs and Performance 

IGRINS has had three commissioning runs on the 

McDonald Observatory 2.7 m Harlan J Smith 

telescope in March, May, and July of 2014. The 

purpose of these runs was to debug the system 

hardware and software, to measure the instrument 

performance, to provide a sample dataset for tests 

of the data reduction software, and to facilitate 
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planning of future astronomical observing 

programs. 

IGRINS’ design resolving power R is 45,000 

throughout H and K bands. We used ThAr lines 

both to determine the instrumental dispersion and 

to measure the width of the spectral point spread 

function. The typical measurement of the FWHM 

of a singlet emission line is about 3.3 pixels. It 

provides the resolution element of 3.841 x 10-5 

µm and the resultant resolving power of about 

45,000. This is a naturally expected outcome 

since the installed actual IGRINS slit width is 

slightly narrower than the designed one. 

We have observed more than 100 sample objects 

with various exposure times during our three 

commissioning runs. The sample objects cover a 

broad range of spectral types, from B to M and 

the sample also includes highly embedded 

protostars. From these sample data we estimate 

the observed signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and 

compare them with the predictions of our 

exposure time calculator (ETC). Measured 

sensitivity from the May commissioning data 

resulted in 84 % of ETC values on average, and 

sensitivity from the July data produced 101 % of 

ETC predictions of SNR. The revised auto-

guiding mechanism after the May observing run 

improved the total instrumental sensitivity 

performance. 

Radial velocity (RV) stability in a spectrograph 

begins with mechanical stability. Gravitational 

flexure of the instrument along the main 

dispersion direction will be the major cause of 

shifts in line positions. For IGRINS, a one-pixel 

shift translates to an RV change of 2 km/s. To 

estimate the possible instrumental flexure, we 

took a series of ThAr emission lamp spectra in 

the H and K bands while varying the orientation 

of the instrument. Table 1 summarizes the 

average flexures measured between airmass 1 and 

airmass 3 for different orientations of the slit. The 

K-band images show larger shifts than the H-

band echellograms. This result is consistent with 

the finite-element analysis of the flexure of the 

optical bench where the greatest deviations with 

orientation were in the corner of the bench where 

the K-band camera resides. The distance from the 

center of mass is larger for the K-band camera 

than for the H-band camera. For the telescope 

motion along the meridian, north-south slit 

orientations showed more flexure than 

measurements with the slit oriented east-west, a 

result which is consistent with the structural 

analyses of collimating mirrors and dichroic 

mount. The average flexure for K band is about 

0.4 pixels and this will produce at maximum a 

shift of 0.1 pixels in the spectral direction during 

a one-hour exposure. Such a shift would cause a 

0.2 km/s RV change if contemporaneous 

calibration is not applied. 

 

Slit 

orientation 

H band [pix] K band [pix] 

East-west 0.01±0.04 0.16±0.04 

North-south 0.08±0.02 0.65±0.02 
Table 1. Instrumental flexure measured between airmass 

1 and airmass 3 in pixels. 
 

Planning for IGRINS at Gemini in 2018 

IGRINS has been accepted as a visiting 

instrument to the Gemini South telescope for 3 

months in 2018 (April, May, June) with 

availability for 2 weeks each month. A 15 night 

observing program has been awarded to the team 

to be observed in Priority Visitor mode. 

Additional 30 nights will be supplied to the 

community in a queue mode supported by 

Gemini. 

In preparation for the Gemini commissioning, 

KASI will modify and develop a new input optics 

assembly and support the software and instrument 

operation while UT is in charge of optical and 

mechanical engineering.  

New input optics, composed of four lens 

assembly and a cold stop, are required for the f/16 

telescope beam to be converted to the f/10 

expected at the slit mask (Fig. 3). This is being 

designed by UT and is implemented and verified 

by KASI (Fig. 4). The current IGRINS input 

optics convert a f/8.8 beam to f/10 for the 

McDonald 2.7 m telescope and the DCT.  

In order to mount IGRINS at the Gemini 

telescope, there are a few mechanical needs; an 

instrument mount and baffle to mount IGRINS to 

the instrument support structure (ISS), a new 

ballast weight assembly (BWA) and hardware for 
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mounting the electronics rack into the BWA, and 

an instrument stand to move IGRINS into the 

Gemini cleanroom and to put it in the preferred 

orientation for mounting to the telescope.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Optical layout of the input optics which relays 

f/16 beam from the Gemini telescope to f/10 beam. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Design of the input optics barrel assembly for the 

Gemini telescope. 

 

 
Fig. 5. IGRINS on the 4.3m Discovery Channel 

Telescope at Lowell Observatory. The cryostat is the 

gold box on the left. The three protruding blue boxes 

contain the Teledyne JADE2 USB interface cards. The 

CTI cold head and vacuum pump fitting are at the center 

of the side facing the reader. To the right is the 

electronics rack which holds the three detector computers 

and other auxiliary hardware. The black metal box 

between the cryostat and telescope rotator is the 

calibration unit. 

Conclusion 

The IGRINS hardware fabrication and parts 

assembly for the optical and mechanical 

components were finished by the end of 2013. 

We confirmed that IGRINS met its intended 

design goals through the commissioning runs at 

the McDonald Observatory 2.7 m Harlan J Smith 

telescope. During those observations, we 

debugged the system hardware and software, 

measured the instrument performance and 

provided a sample dataset for tests of the data 

reduction software and for facilitating plans of 

future astronomical observing programs. 

Proven for its excellent performance, IGRINS has 

been invited to the 4.3m Discovery Channel 

Telescope at Lowell Observatory in 2016 and 

2017 (Fig. 5), and is now being prepared for a 

visit to the 8.1m Gemini South Telescope in April 

2018. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Total flavonoids content is an important quality index of Cyclocarya paliurus leaf. 

The feasibility of quantifying the total flavonoids content at the wavelength range of 

10,000–4000 cm-1 for rapid and nondestructive determination in Cyclocarya paliurus 

leaf using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR) combined with chemometric techniques 

was investigated. 54 leaves in different growth environment were used to spectra 

acquisition and total flavonoid determination. The chemometric methods, namely 

partial least square regression (PLS), principal component regression (PCR) and 

stepwise multiple linear regression (SMLR), were applied in the current research. 

Coefficient of cross-validation, root mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV) 

and external validation were used to evaluate the quantitative analysis model and to 

test the calibration model. The results indicate that NIRS can have a good 
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quantification (correlation coefficient: 0.9415; RMSECV = 0.109) of total flavonoids 

in Cyclocarya paliurus leaves with preprocessing MSC+SD+SG(7,3) of raw NIRS 

and using the PLS method to establishment of the model with the wavelength range of 

5000–4225 cm-1. 

Keywords: Cyclocarya paliurus; near-infrared spectroscopy; total flavonoids; 

quantitation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cyclocarya paliurus is mainly found in the mountainous regions in the tropics and 

subtropics [1]. It was called “sweet tea tree” in Chinese and its leaves have 

traditionally been used by indigenous people for the treatment of hypertension and 

diabetes [2] because of it contains several triterpenoids [3], flavonoids [4] steroids [5] 

and some other compounds. Moreover, many other therapeutic effects of Cyclocarya 

paliurus leaves have also been reported, such as the improvement of mental efficiency 

[6], antihypertensive action [7] and immunomodulation [8], et al. As a result, 

Cyclocarya paliurus leaves have a food resource for maritime people for a long time 

[9], and have also been used for drug formulations in traditional Chinese medicine 

[10]. Flavonoids are found to be the main active compounds in Cyclocarya paliurus 

leaves [11], which have many biological activities, such as preventing hyperglycemia, 

diabetes mellitus, hypertension and coronary heart disease. However, the content of 

flavonoids in Cyclocarya paliurus leaves is affected by genetic, cultural, harvesting, 

and environmental factors that occur during the growing period. So, it is an important 

quality index to evaluate the quantity of Cyclocarya paliurus leaves according to the 
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content of flavonoids. There are many techniques for extracting and determining the 

content of flavonoids, including the extraction process of heating, boiling, refluxing 

and the quantitive determination process of spectrophotometer using the aluminum 

chloride colorimetric method [12], high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

[9]. These methods require several hours or even days for the extraction process and a 

large volume of solvent, and may result in a loss of flavonoids due to hydrolysis, 

ionization and oxidation during extraction [13] and determination.  

Compared with the traditional chemical methods, near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) 

has been used for raw material testing, product quality control [14] and process 

monitoring because of its advantages, such as non-destructive manner [15][16], speed 

and convenience. So, NIR combined with 

chemometrics has attracted considerable attention in chemical content analysis. 

NIR is the region in the electromagnetic spectrum that consists of radiation from 

780 nm to 2500 nm (4000 cm-1 to 12 820 cm-1). The energies arising from this 

spectral range mainly correspond to the vibrational transitions due to superior 

harmonics (overtones) and combination bands. It has been employed to determine the 

active ingredient content of plants, such as ganoderma [17], leaf rape [14], ginkgo 

biloba leaf [18], Cyclopia subternata [19] and Hoodia gordonii [20].  As far as we 

know, no previous studies have been reported on the applications of NIR spectroscopy 

on the direct determination of chemical content in Cyclocarya paliurus leaves using 

NIR spectroscopy. 

The aim of the present study was to develop a quantity determination of total 
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flavonoids in Cyclocarya paliurus leaves by NIRS technique in order to permit rapid 

and accurate quantification. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Leave samples 

The Cyclocarya paliurus leaves (Fig.1) were collected from different trees and 

different growth environment, such as the location, ages and leaf area, etc in Muchuan, 

Jiangxi Province, China. The leaves were air-dried before NIR spectra measurement 

and the appearance of the leaves is basically complete and flat. All chemical reagents 

were of analytical purity grade and were purchased from YINDAXIGUI Chemical 

Reagent Corporation (Shanghai, China). Spectra collection and total flavonoids, 

determination were carried out on the same day. 

 

 
Fig.1. Some samples of Cyclocarya paliurus leaves 

 

2.2. Chemical Analyses of total flavonoids in Cyclocarya paliurus leaves 

The content of total flavonoids was determined by spectrophotometer using the 

aluminum chloride colorimetric method [11]. Briefly, 1.0 g of a sample was placed in 
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a soxhlet extractor and refluxed with 75% methanol for 2 h at 80 °C. The extract was 

evaporated to dryness in a rotary vacuum evaporator at 40 °C and then dissolved with 

methanol. Exactly 0.3 mL of 5% NaNO2 was added to a 1 mL extract in a 10 mL 

volumetric flask, and the mixture was kept for 5 min at room temperature. Addition of 

0.3 mL of 10% AlCl3·6H2O to the mixture, which was incubated for another 5 min, 

was followed by the addition of 2 mL of 1 M NaOH. After 15 min of incubation at 

room temperature for color development, the absorbance at 415 nm was measured. 

Total flavonoids content (0.22% - 3.01%) was calculated using the standard rutin 

curve. 

 

2.3. NIR spectral measurement and pre-treatment 

All NIR spectra of Cyclocarya paliurus leaves were measured using an Antaris II 

Fourier transform near-infrared (FTNIR) analyzer (Thermo Nicolet, Madison, WI) 

equipped with an InGaAs detector and controlled by TQ Analyst version 7.2 (Thermo 

Nicolet) from 4,000 to 10,000 cm-1 in diffuse reflectance mode. An NIR integrating 

sphere diffuse reflectance accessory (Bruker Optics Inc., Ettlingen, Germany) was 

also used. The spectra were collected from three different spots at the center of the 

leaf. The ambient air temperature was kept around 22-28 ℃ and the humidity was 

kept at a steady level in the laboratory. The spectra were digitalized at approximately 

8 cm-1 interval in the Fourier transform. A reference spectrum was taken before 

measuring each sample. To increase the signal-to-noise ratios, both reference and 

sample spectra were measured with scan number 32, and each spectrum was averaged 
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from two parallel measurements.  

In order to reduce the systematic noise, such as baseline variation, light scattering, 

path length differences [21] and enhance the contribution of the chemical composition, 

Mathematical pre-treatments are necessary to perform. In this study, the combined 

optimization processes were implemented via multiplicative scatter correction (MSC), 

the first-derivative (FD), second-derivative (SD) and standard normal variable 

transformation (SNV). MSC was used to modify the additive and multiplicative 

effects in the spectra [22]. First and second derivatives were used to reduce peak 

overlap and remove constant and linear baseline drift, respectively [23].  SNV is a 

mathematical transformation method of the log (1/R) spectra used to remove slope 

variation and to correct for scatter effects [24]. Savitzky-Golay (SG) smoothing 

technique was also used in order to remove the noise from the data ant to improve the 

signal to noise ratio. The smoothing window size and the number of polynomials were 

selected by the TQ Analyst software for 7 and 3, and the SG smoothing processing 

method is represented as SG (7, 3). 

 

2.4. Quantitative Modeling 

 The partial least square (PLS) regression, stepwise multiple linear regression (SMLR) 

and principal component regression (PCR) were used for the modeling and prediction. 

The modeling was performed using TQ Analyst version 7.2 (Thermo Nicolet). To 

build a robust PLS model, all 54 samples were divided into a calibration and a 

validation set for building the PLS regression, SMLR and PCR models and a 
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validation set (10 samples) as the validation set for external validation by 

Kennard-Stone (K-S) method. According to the NIR spectrum distribution in the PC 

space, 10 samples were selected as the validation set for external validation, and the 

remaining 44 samples were taken as the calibration set for building the PLS regression, 

SMLR and PCR models. The 10 validation samples were within the concentration 

range of the calibration samples. The performances of these regression models were 

evaluated using the correlation coefficient (R2) and root mean square error of 

cross-validation (RMSECV), which was determined via leave-one-out 

cross-validation (LOO-CV). For the validation set, the relative error of prediction was 

used to estimate the prediction of the developed models. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Preliminary Data Analysis 

  

Fig. 2.  The raw near infrared reflectance spectrum (a) and 2st derivative (b) of Cyclocarya 

paliurus leaves 

Average raw and second derivative near-infrared transflectance spectra of 

Cyclocarya paliurus leaves samples are shown in Fig. 2. It can see from Fig.2 that all 

the spectra had similar characters and more absorption peaks in the region of 7500–

4000 cm-1. 7500–5500 cm-1 region was related to C-H first overtone stretch vibration 
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modes in CH3 and CH2 groups [17]. It can be seen from Fig.2a that there is no distinct 

dissimilarities can be observed from the original spectra. In order to enhance the 

spectral features of samples, spectral pretreatment method of 2st derivative was used. 

The spectral differences associated with different samples became more apparent 

during region of 6000-4000 cm-1, as shown in Fig.2b. 

3.2. Quantitative Analyses of total flavonoids 

3.2.1. Selection of the raw spectral data pretreatment methods 

All 54 samples were divided into two sets, namely a calibration (44 samples) and a 

prediction (10 samples) set by Kennard-Stone method. The calibration-set samples 

were used to establish the PLS model in the experiment. Each calibration data set was 

used as the calibration set for the prediction, and the remaining data sets were 

employed for testing the PLS model. To extract complete and accurate information 

from the spectral data and, as much as possible, eliminate the influence of derivatives, 

a preprocessing method must be carried out. RMSECV was used as a comparison 

criterion to evaluate the preprocessing result of the model. The parameters of the PLS 

model using different processing methods are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1. Results of the partial least squares regression calculation of samples for the different 

pretreatments 

Processing RMSECV(%) Correlation coefficient  

Raw spectra 0.123 0.9316 

MSC 0.117 0.9286 

FD + SG(7,3) 0.129 0.9237 

SD + SG(7,3) 0.139 0.9127 

MSC + SD + SG(7,3) 0.114 0.9325 

SNV + SD + SG(7,3) 0.127 0.9265 

FD, first-derivative; MSC, multiplicative scatter correction; RMSECV, root mean square error of 

cross-validation; SD, second-derivative; SG, Savitzky-Golay; SNV, standard normal variable 

transformation. 
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It was found that different mathematical treatments had different influence on the 

prediction result of the model. A comparison of the R2 and RMSECV shows that the 

optimal processing for total flavonoids is the use of MSC+SD+SG (7,3) processing 

method. This may due to the fact that the Multiple Scatter Correction (MSC) and 

Savitzky-Golay (7,3) pretreatment can eliminate the noise caused by the specular 

reflection and nonuniformity in the near infrared diffuse reflectance spectra, and to 

eliminate the non reproducibility of the baseline and the spectra of the diffuse 

reflectance spectra. In addition, two order derivative processing can strengthen the 

characteristic information of polysaccharide in the spectrum, so that the characteristic 

information is more obvious. After the best pretreatment of the raw spectra, the 

correlation coefficient and RMSECV are 0.9325 and 0.114%, respectively. 

 

3.2.2 Chemometrics methods and wavelength-range Options 

Chemometrics methods of partial least squares regression (PLS), principal 

component regression (PCR) and stepwise multiple linear regression (SMLR) were 

used to build quantitative correction model for NIR spectra. It will make no 

contribution to the models if the spectral regions with high noise to signal ratio or 

little correlation with the chemical characteristics. Thus it is important to select the 

optimum wavelength range for building best predictive model. Selection of the 

optimum wavelength range for best predictive model was done by PLS analysis by 

TQ analyst V 7.2. The correlation coefficient and variance were used to determine the 

wavelength-range options for building the models. 

Based on the suggested region by TQ analyst software, different wavelength ranges 
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with different prediction performance were obtained, which included ranges of 4225 – 

5000 cm-1, 5200 – 6000 cm-1 and 4225 – 6000 cm-1(Fig.3). The performance of the 

NIR calibration models of PLS and PCR with these ranges are presented in Table 1. 

There are obvious differences in 4225 cm-1, 4900 cm-1, 5300 cm-1, 5610 cm-1 and 5820 

cm-1 bands in Fig.3. These points are suitable for building SMLR model. Moreover, 

raw spectra without any processing method were used to build the models. 

 

Fig. 3. Correlation of coefficient (a) and variance (b) in relation to wavenumbers  

 

The results of the different wavelength ranges are listed in Table 2. By comparing 

different modeling methods of PLS, PCR and SMLR, the chemometrics method of 

PLS regression is the best quantification models of total flavonoids. After comparing 

the RCV (coefficient of cross-validation) and RMSECV, the optimal region for best 

predictive model of total flavonoids were clearly at 4225 - 5000 cm-1 range with a 

lowest RMSECV of 0.109% and was therefore used for further analysis. 
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Table 2. Results of the models for the different methods 

Methods Region RMSECV(%) RCV 

PLS 4000-10000 0.140 0.9016 

 4225-5000 0.109 0.9415 

 5200-6000 0.124 0.9241 

 4225-6000 0.122 0.9256 

PCR 4000-10000 0.146 0.8924 

 4225-5000 0.132 0.9125 

 5200-6000 0.133 0.9125 

 4225-6000 0.139 0.9047 

SMLR 4250,4900,5300,5610,5820 0.118 0.9311 

 4900, 5300,5610,5820 0.128 0.9179 

PCR, principal component regression; PLS, partial least squares regression; SMLR, stepwise 

multiple linear regression; RCV, coefficient of cross-validation; RMSECV, root mean square error 

of cross-validation. 

 

3.2.3 Determination of the optimum factor numbers. 

To avoid the insufficient fitting (underfitting) and rupture (overfitting) of the 

predictions of the other samples, the optimum number of factors for the models was 

determined using the leave-one-out cross validation (LOO-CV) method. The effects 

of different latent variables on the cross validation of the root mean square error 

(RMSECV) are studied. The relational graph of the RMSECV values against the LV 

numbers is shown in Fig. 4. Evidently, RMSECV decreased as the number of factors 

increased. When the number of latent variables of the calibration model of PLS 

analysis was 7, the RMSECV value was the smallest. The RMSECV value tends to be 

stable with the increase of the principal component. When the PC numbers exceeded 

7, the RMSECV increased. Therefore, 7 is the optimal option for the model. 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the rootmean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV) with the principal 

component number for the model  

 

4. Calibration results 

4.1. The result by the NIR spectroscopy technique  

The PLS model for polysaccharides was developed under the best conditions of 

selecting 4,225 - 5,000 cm-1 range and the best spectra pre-treatments of MSC + SD + 

SG(7,3) processing method. Fig.5 show the result by the NIR spectroscopy technique 

on the whole sample set of polysaccharides. The correlation coefficient for the 

polysaccharides model was 0.9415 while the RMSECV was 0.109%, which indicated 

that the calibration performance of the models were quite good and accurate. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The correlation between predicted value and chemical value of the PLS model for 

polysaccharides(“Corr. Coeff” in the figure means the determination coefficient “R2”). 
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4.2. External validation 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Results of the predicted concentrations with the reference values  

The prediction set was used to test the calibration model. Correlation coefficient 

and SEP were used to evaluate the result. Figure 6 shows the result of the predicted 

values and it shows that the correlation coefficient and SEP of the model are 0.98102 

and 0.0152. Eight prediction samples of the validation results show that the model 

prediction values are accurate. Thus, the established model is reliable for predicting 

the flavonoids content in Cyclocarya paliurus leaves. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A new method for the quantitative analysis of total flavonoids in Cyclocarya 

paliurus leaves was developed using the NIR spectrum. Preprocessing MSC+SD+SG 

(7,3) of raw NIRS with the PLS method can be efficiently utilized in the rapid and 

accurate quantitative analysis of flavonoids. The correlation coefficient and RMSECV 
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of the PLS model are 0.9415 and 0.109, respectively. External validation results show 

that the model is accurate and that its correlation coefficient and SEC of the model are 

0.98102 and 0.0152. Therefore, the NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy can provide 

a feasible way for quantitatively determining total flavonoids in Cyclocarya paliurus 

leaves. 
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Compressive Sensing (CS) techniques are well suited to the infrared (IR) spectral range 
where they can be exploited in order to reduce payload budgets, data throughput and costs. 
This paper presents the preliminary study of a new CS-based instrument concept for space 
applications. The payload was designed for on-board detection of Near Earth Object 
(NEO). Although some technologies needed for the payload development are not yet 
completely mature, the results of simulations are very promising. 

Introduction 

Compressive Sensing (CS) theory has provided a 
basis for a different approach to data acquisition, 
overcoming the Shannon-Nyquist sampling 
theorem. CS predicts that a signal can be 
recovered from fewer measurements than those 
requested by the sampling theorem, provided that 
prior knowledge about the signal's sparsity is 
available [1]. In the past years, several prototypes 
have been developed to demonstrate such theory 
[2-4]. The single-pixel camera of Rice University 
has also been followed by a commercialization of 
a SWIR camera employing CS techniques [5]. In 
the single-pixel camera, a single photodetector 
element is used for imaging instead of an array 
detector [2]. CS essentially relies on the use of a 
2-D Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) - which 
physically performs the scalar product between a 
random pattern and the incoming light - and of an 
optical assembly that concentrates the radiation 
on a single-element detector. This characteristic 
can be beneficial in the infrared (IR) spectral 
range, where 2-D detectors have a poor 

performance in comparison with single-element 
detectors or are very expensive or not available.  
Recently, the European Space Agency (ESA) has 
funded the Optical CS Technologies for Space 
Applications (OCS-TECH) project in order to 
investigate the potential of CS-based optical 
instrumentation for space applications and to 
demonstrate the existence of substantial 
advantages - with respect to a traditional system - 
in terms of resources required for its 
development. The first step consisted in a review 
of space applications that could beneficiate from 
CS technique. Among these applications, some 
were selected for a preliminary design of a CS-
based optical payload. In particular, this paper 
reports the results of the preliminary design of a 
CS-based camera working in the MIR for the on-
board detection of NEO.  
 
Background 
 
A NEO is a small Solar System body whose 
orbit intersects or nearly intersects Earth orbit; 
therefore, they have a non-null (even if very 
small) probability of hitting our planet. A NEO 
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is considered as a Potential Hazardous Object 
(PHO) if its diameter is at least 100 m - 150 m 
and it is estimated to pass at less than 0.05 AU 
from the Earth. Nowadays it is widely known 
that collisions in the past have taken place, 
probably causing catastrophic events. For this 
reason, several space agencies have planned 
programs for the detection and tracking of 
NEOs, such as: the Lincoln Near-Earth 
Asteroid Research (LINEAR), European Near 
Earth Asteroids Research (EURONEAR), and 
the Near-Earth Object WISE (NEOWISE) 
projects. Although devoted to different space 
science applications, also other programs are 
able to detect NEO: among these, the Spitzer 
Space Telescope (SST) and the Arecibo 
Observatory Planetary Radar System. Most of 
these programs observe the sky in the visible; 
nevertheless, IR observation can provide 
valuable information on NEOs [6]. One of these 
is the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer 
(WISE) mission designed to survey the entire 
sky in four IR wavelength bands (3.4 µm, 4.6 
µm, 12 µm and 22 µm) [7]. WISE consists of a 
40-cm telescope in a Sun-synchronous low-
Earth orbit. The survey began on January 2010, 
but after nine months the cryogen tanks were 
exhausted. After that time, the first two 
channels (W1 and W2) continued to operate, 
and a four-month survey (known as the 
NEOWISE Post-Cryogenic Mission) was 
undertaken. The WISE short-wavelength 
channels employ 4.2-μm and 5.4-μm cutoff 
HgCdTe arrays with 1024×1024 pixels. The 
NEOWISE project, funded by NASA's 
Planetary Science Division, harvests 
measurements of asteroids and comets from 
images collected by the WISE spacecraft [8]. 

Instrument concept 

The instrument here proposed was conceived as 
a CS-counterpart of the WISE instrument. It is 
a CS-based panchromatic camera for sky 
observation, devoted to on-board detection of 
NEOs, with a single channel centered at 4 m, 
and with 2-m FWHM, which roughly 
corresponds to the W1 channel of the WISE 
instrument. The schematic diagram of the 

proposed optical payload is reported in Fig.1. 
while Fig. 2 shows a detail of the single pixel 
architecture: L1 is the collecting optics, SLM is 
the digital micromirror array, L2 is the 
condenser optics and SPD is the single pixel 
detector in the MIR spectral region.  

Telescope

Condenser lens

Single 
pixel 
detector

Proximity 
Electronics

PDHU

Power 
Input

Input 
Window

Temperature sens.

Cooler

Spatial Ligth 
Modulator

 

Fig.1: Schematic diagram of the proposed payload. 

L2

L1

SLM
Star field 

SPD

 

Fig. 2: Diagram of a single pixel CS-based camera for 
sky observations.  

The payload is made up of the following main 
elements: a 50-cm telescope, a 512x512 pixel 
SLM, a condenser lens, a single pixel detector, 
a proximity electronic board, a temperature 
controller and coolers. Finally, a processing 
unit (PDHU) and a power supply unit complete 
the block diagram of the payload.  
The main advantages offered by this CS 
architecture consist in the use of a single pixel 
detector and in the possibility to apply 
techniques deriving from CS theory directly on 
board. The last characteristic permits to obtain 
information on the NEO presence directly in 
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the measurements domain, without 
reconstructing the images. The very sparse 
acquisition domain represented by star fields 
would permit to achieve high compression 
ratios, yet maintaining a good quality of the 
retrieved information and consequently a 
considerable downlink bandwidth reduction. 
The main drawbacks are the limits posed by the 
working temperature of the SLM, which must 
be higher than 233°K. For this reason, the 
working spectral range of the instrument was 
set in the range 3-5 m in order to cope with 
the issues raised by the background emission at 
such temperature. Actually, it should be taken 
into account that this application is very critical 
from this point of view: due to the low level of 
the signal of interest, the system should be 
cooled to cryogenic temperatures in order to 
reduce the unwanted background contribution. 
Presently, the only cryogenic SLM devices are 
Micro Shutter Arrays [9], but they have a frame 
rate (3-4 Hz) too low to fulfil the requirements 
of this application. A cryogenic DMD 
(minimum working temperature: 162°K) is 
under development at LAM-CNRS and EPFL 
[10, 11], but its size of 32x64 micromirrors is 
too small for the purposes of this CS-
instrument. Commercial DMD can work at a 
temperature higher than 233°K [10]. 

Data simulation and processing  

After the definition of the instrument main 
characteristics and the preliminary optical 
design, data simulations were performed in 
order to evaluate the photon flux reaching the 
detector and to assess the ability to detect 
NEOs. Images from the WISE database were 
used as a basis for image simulation [12]. Two 
images from the detector W1 were chosen: one 
with a very large star and few small objects 
(Fig. 3a) and the other with many objects of 
different extension and energy (Fig. 3b). In 
these images four “synthetic” NEOs were 
added. The NEOs were simulated as spherical 
objects at a given temperature by using the 
Black Body spectral radiation curve. The 
distances taken into account for the simulations 
were: 0.5 AU, 0.75 AU, and 1 AU. The 

detection limit was set at 20 photons. 
Considered that the lowest working temperature 
of commercial DMD devices is 233 °K, only 
large and hot objects (i.e. 50-km diameter and 
500-°K temperature) can be detected because of 
the DMD emissivity. 

(a)

(b)  
Fig. 3: Images used for the data simulations: (a) image 

with a very large star and few small objects, and (b) 
image with many objects of different extension and 

energy. Data are in Digital Numbers. 

If a cryogenic device were available as SLM 
(cooling temperature at 150° K), the system 
could detect also NEO characterized by a lower 
temperature and smaller dimensions, as 
reported in Table 1. In this case, the SLM was 
supposed to be cooled at 150° K, while the 
detection limit was still set at 20 photons. 

Distance NEO 
minimum 
diameter 

NEO 
temperature 

0.5 AU 21 km 300 °K 
0.5 AU 3.5 km 400 °K 
1 AU 15.5 km 350 °K 
1 AU 7 km 400 °K 
Table 1: NEOs detection limits with the system cooled at 

150 °K. 
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The acquisition process was tested using 
simulated images and software procedure that 
mimics the CS acquisition, using as sensing 
matrix a Block Circulant with Circulant Blocks 
(BCCB) Bernoulli random matrix, which 
allows efficient encoding and decoding via the 
two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform. 
Starting from simulated acquisition, the images 
reconstructed by keeping only 10% of samples 
using Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [13] 
exhibit a satisfying quality (Fig. 4).  
 

(a)  

(b)  
Fig. 4: Reconstruction from 10% samples using BCCB 

sensing matrix and OMP: (a) image with a very large star 
and few small objects, and (b) image with many objects 

of different extension and energy. 

Conclusions 

A CS-based instrument working in the MIR 
spectral region for NEO detection was designed 
at Preliminary Design level. Data simulations 
and CS algorithms - based information retrieval 
showed a good performance for the on-board 
detection of NEOs. The major limit for the 
development of such instrument is posed by the 
working temperature of high-modulation speed 
commercial SLMs, which presently can work at 
a temperature not lower than 233°K. New 
perspectives can be opened by the development 

of SLMs able to work at cryogenic temperature, 
which are currently under development. 
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This study is intended to the evaluation and improvement of instrumentation solutions for 
long term monitoring of new generation of transport infrastructures. A test site has been 
instrumented with thermocouples and an infrared thermographic system coupled with the 
monitoring of environmental parameters. A spatial reconstruction method is proposed. 
Measured data acquired on site and post-processed are analyzed through time. Finally, 
obtained results are commented and perspectives are proposed.  

 

Introduction 

Studies around new deicing or controlled 
temperature structures are conducted under the 5th 
Generation Road (R5G) project of IFSTTAR. In 
order to control such structures, new thermal 
monitoring solutions in-situ, low cost and robust 
are needed. The aim of this study is to evaluate and 
improve thermal instrumentation solutions for 
long-term monitoring. First studies on uncooled 
infrared cameras has been made on open traffic 
structures [4], with promising results. If 
thermocouples or even optics fibers meet the 
expectation of thermal monitoring, the 
instrumentation can be complex, with a risk of 
breaking during the operation. On the contrary, 
infrared thermography seems more simple to 
deploy and offers a temperature measurement on 
multiple points at the same time.  
 
However, in such application context, additional 
measurements are needed in order to convert the 
radiative fluxes (in digital levels) to temperature. 
In fact, the computation of the temperature will 
depend on spatial and meteorological parameters 
and also on the own characteristics of the observed 
object. Therefore, a multi-sensor system has been 
instrumented in order to improve this conversion 

process [3]. Thanks to the development of new 
technologies and more efficient computation 
power (GPGPU), acquisition means enable the 
synchronization and the coupling of data in order 
to make the best use of infrared measurements. 
Nevertheless, camera positioning will have an 
impact on the temperature computation. Indeed, 
the projection of the 3D scene causes a non-
constant resolution on the image. In such context, 
we study an infrared spatial calibration method by 
using the geometry of the scene which is applied 
to outdoors measurements. Then, thermographic 
infrared temperature measurements are compared 
with thermocouples measurements located at the 
structure’s surface. The comparison is analyzed 
and commented. Finally, we propose to quantify 
the difference between the two methods in 
dynamic state. 

Test site and related instrumentation 

An experiment has been conducted on an 
instrumented road concrete section. Our 
measurement system gathers the temperature from 
the surface thermocouples, a weather station and 
fluxes at small and large wavelength. In parallel, 
the whole section is monitored with a FLIR SC655 
thermal infrared camera (640 X 480 LWIR FPA).  
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The flux received by the thermal camera depends 
on its surrounding environmental conditions and 
also the thermo-optics properties of the 
measurement scene [4, 6]. Furthermore, the 
camera is placed on a mast, leading to a non-
constant spatial sampling of the surface of the 
monitored scene. In such configuration, the 
radiation flux attenuated by the atmosphere 
depends on the position of the measurement point 
in the scene (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the fluxes received by the camera 
First, we can express for each point of the infrared 
image the total radiance 𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  by using the 
simplified radiometric equation to retrieve the flux 
received by the camera (Eq. 1) 

𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑖𝑖 ,𝑗𝑗 = 𝜖𝜖𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗

𝑖𝑖 ,𝑗𝑗

+ �1 − 𝜖𝜖𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗�𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡
+ (1 − 𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎)𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡
+ 𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡�1− 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡� 

From this equation, we can retrieve the self-
radiative contribution of our object. As mentioned 
before, the weather station is used to compute the 
environmental quantities from equation 1. The 
reflected, optics and atmospherics radiance values 
are computed by injecting some knowledge about 
the monitored objects, components of the infrared 
system and atmospherics conditions. For example, 
the atmospheric transmission 𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎  is function of 
the point within the image, external temperature 
and relative humidity.  
 
Prior to the experiment, a thermal calibration is 
performed in order to retrieve the temperature as a 
function of the digital level associated to the 
radiance for each pixel of the image, following the 
equation 2. 

𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗 =
𝐵𝐵

log � 𝑅𝑅
𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗

�+ 𝐹𝐹
 

Where 𝑅𝑅, 𝐵𝐵 and 𝐹𝐹 are calibration constants. 
Equation 1 shows the strong interaction between 
our measurement system and the environment. 

The uncertainty due to the estimation of 
transmittance, emissivity and atmospheric 
radiances will influence the final result in a non-
negligible way [2]. As shown by [8] in their 
simulation, solar flux, sky temperature or even 
rainfall are all parameters that can be a source of 
error when converting infrared measurements into 
temperature. Camera’s position will also influence 
the calculation of the temperature which depends 
on the angle and the distance between the camera 
and the observed object. In the following, we 
propose a method for calibrating the image in 
order to extract at best thermal data to make a 
comparison with the thermocouples 
measurements. 

Camera resectioning 

In order to solve the simplified radiometric 
equation, the knowledge of spatial parameters is 
needed. The Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) 
[5] algorithm has been used on the measurements 
on site. The objective is to get the correspondences 
between the original coordinates and the image 
coordinates (Fig. 2).  

 
Figure 2. Illustration of a scene setup 

We want to find the matrix 𝑀𝑀 so that for every 
couple (𝑥𝑥 ,𝑋𝑋) ∈ ℝ2 × ℝ3: 

𝑥𝑥 = 𝑀𝑀𝑋𝑋 
𝑀𝑀 can be expressed in homogeneous coordinates 
as:  

𝑀𝑀 =  �
𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥
0 𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦
0 0 1

��
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

� 

�𝑅𝑅3×3 03×1
01×3 1 � � 𝐼𝐼3 𝑇𝑇3×1

01×3 1 � 

This system has 11 degrees of freedom, so it is 
necessary to know at least the coordinates 
associated to 6 points in order to solve it. Those 6 
points are normalized so that: 
 The barycenter of the two sets of points are 

at the origin 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

 The points are in average around the unit 
ball in their space in euclidian norm. 

Therefore, two normalization matrices (𝑈𝑈 and 𝑉𝑉) 
are defined: 

𝑋𝑋�𝑖𝑖 = 𝑈𝑈𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ,𝑥𝑥�𝑖𝑖 = 𝑉𝑉𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to 
minimize the geometric error (Eq. 6) [1]. In order 
to approach the solution, the algorithm is 
initialized with the result of a singular value 
decomposition.  

min� 𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥�𝑖𝑖,𝑀𝑀𝑋𝑋�𝑖𝑖)
1≤𝑖𝑖≤𝑁𝑁

 

The jacobian matrix for the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm is analytically calculated (Eq. 7) 

𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀 =
𝜕𝜕(𝑢𝑢� − 𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣� − 𝑣𝑣, 1 − 𝑠𝑠)

𝜕𝜕�𝑓𝑓,𝑎𝑎, 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥, 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦, 𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦, 𝑡𝑡𝑧𝑧,𝑤𝑤𝑥𝑥,𝑤𝑤𝑦𝑦,𝑤𝑤𝑧𝑧�
 

Where 𝑇𝑇 = (𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦, 𝑡𝑡𝑧𝑧) and 𝑊𝑊 = (𝑤𝑤𝑥𝑥,𝑤𝑤𝑦𝑦,𝑤𝑤𝑧𝑧) are 
respectively the translation and the rotation 
matrices. 𝑊𝑊 is obtained with the Rodrigues 
rotation formula. 
  
Once calibrated, a distance map and an angle map 
are computed and can be injected to our 
computation model (Fig. 3). This distance map is 
not yet integrated into the computation of the 
atmospheric transmission but we can note that 
regarding our setup (12m at maximum) the 
distance has a low impact on the final result, 
compared to the environmental conditions  
(relative humidity evolution through time for 
example). Those two maps enable us to perform 
geometrical transformations on the images and 
compare them with the thermocouples 
measurements.  

  
Figure 3. Angle map (degrees) and the angle definition 

The result of image rectification is given in 
figure 4. 

    

Figure 4. Original image (left) and rectified image (right) 

Results analysis 

The Figure 5 shows a comparison of two measured 
signals, one with surface thermocouple and the 
other one by data extraction on the rectified image 
with the model presented in the previous section. 
After calibration, the thermocouples position on 
the image enables us to extract the temperature 
values on the image sequence to recreate the 
thermal signal for a given period. A statistical 
comparison of the two times signals shows that the 
signals can be relatively close (expected value of 
0.70°𝐶𝐶 and standard deviation of 0.69°𝐶𝐶), the 
difference is not null and can be important on 
specific periods of time (for example due to the 
presence of hydrometeors).  

Figure 5. Infrared measurements compared to 
thermocouples measurements 

To analyze more deeply the differences and 
evaluate the robustness of the infrared measure, 
the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm has 
been used [7]. This algorithm optimizes the 
alignment of two temporal observations by 
minimizing the distance between every points. The 
computed distance gives information on the 
similitude of the two signals. By computing the 
distance DTW locally between the thermocouple 
and infrared measure, we can see the impact of the 
outdoor conditions on the infrared measurement. 
 
To do so, let 𝑋𝑋 = (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖) and 𝑌𝑌 = (𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖), 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤
𝑁𝑁, 1 ≤ 𝑗𝑗 ≤ 𝑀𝑀 be our two observations. We 
initialize the matrix 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤 such as:  

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = �∞ if i=0 or 𝑗𝑗 = 0
0 if i=j=0  
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(9) 

The distance DTW is then computed in dynamic 
programming by defining a cost function 𝑐𝑐�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗� 

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = 𝑐𝑐(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖) + min�
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤(𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗 − 1)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤(𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 − 1)

 

For 1 < 𝑖𝑖 < 𝑁𝑁, 1 < 𝑗𝑗 < 𝑀𝑀 and |𝑖𝑖 − 𝑗𝑗| < 𝑤𝑤 where 
𝑤𝑤 represents the maximum temporal tolerance 
between the two signals. In our case, the DTW 
distance has been computed by narrowing a region 
of interest with a sliding window. We have defined 
a six hours observation window and admitted a 
maximal offset between the signals (𝑤𝑤) of ±2 
hours. The cost function chosen was the euclidian 
distance. Finally, the final value was divided by 
the size of our observation window in order to get 
an average value. This method helps us to quantify 
the difference between the different methods for a 
given period, and close experimental conditions. 

 
Figure 6. Comparison between the infrared thermogram and 

the related thermocouple signal with the DTW algorithm 
Therefore, we can observe that the similitude 
between the two signals will be more or less 
important depending on the considered period 
(Fig. 6). The peaks that we can observe on this 
figure correspond to rainfall episodes for which 
the impact has to be considered in the correction 
process for outdoors infrared thermographic 
measurements.  

Conclusion 

A conversion in temperature from digital levels for 
infrared thermography coupled to a rectification 
algorithm has been presented in this study. The 
computed temperatures has been compared to 
measurements made with thermocouples on the 
concretes’ surface. The rectification algorithm 
enabled us to extract thermal profiles of interest 
and to correct some projection errors. If 
differences exist between the two methods, the 
results are encouraging. In fact, infrared cameras 
can measure the temperature in multiple points on 

the scene, which is difficult to reproduce with 
thermocouples. This study highlighted issues with 
long-term thermal monitoring with spatial and 
temporal resolutions that are different than 
airborne or satellite systems (due to scale 
difference). Some improvements are possible for 
the computation model we use. Indeed, our 
experiment enabled us to collect and synchronize 
numerous data, thermal, meteorological and solar. 
We will pursue the study of those data in order to 
refine our model and take into account different 
meteorological conditions. 
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Image processing, applied to visible and infrared thermal data, is used to detect faults and anomalies in 

power transmission lines. Recently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, equipped with infrared or visible 

cameras, are used in urban or rural areas to acquire data, useful to comprehensively inspect the status of 

the infrastructure. This paper provides a concise review about vision-based algorithms used for the 

inspection of electric power lines, with a specific focus on methods and technologies which are suitable 

to be implemented in a UAV-based monitoring system of infrastructure for the transmission and 

distribution of the electric power.   

 

Introduction 
 

Power transmission lines are the means of 

electricity distribution and it is of extreme 

importance to ensure their continuous supply 

and high performance. At the same time, defect 

detection at an early stage not only can save the 

life of the system but also the operational cost. 

In addition to that, it can save the damages and 

can predict future anomalies too.  Therefore, 

the continuous surveillance and inspection of 

power lines can play a vital role to ensure the 

continuous electric transmission. Much 

research on how to improve the power line 

detection methods and inspection’s efficiency 

has been developed for a long time. In this 

paper, we will present different studies based 

on these methods using visible and thermal 

imaging cameras. The main focus will remain 

at the inspections via UAVs. We will highlight 

the different aspects of the methods used for the 

detection and inspection of power lines. We 

will also discuss different computer vision 

methods used to analyze visible and infrared 

image data. Before presenting these methods, 

we will first briefly introduce different modes 

of inspection. 

 

Inspection modes 
 

The most widely used method to inspect power 

lines is the foot patrolling: a team of personnel 

inspects the lines by or with the ground vehicle. 

The team is equipped with binoculars, and/or 

visible and infrared cameras, however this 

process is relatively tedious and long. As an 

alternative to foot patrolling the inspection may 

be performed using a manned aerial vehicle, 

e.g. a helicopter equipped with visible or 

infrared cameras, hence acquiring images of 

conductors and insulators from high above the 

power lines. Then, data are either manually 

inspected, or automatically processed for the 

fault detection. This method is faster but 

usually more expensive. Also, when a fault is 

detected, skilled operators are required to climb 

in order to check and eventually fix the 

damage. In order to reduce the operational cost, 

climbing robots came up as an alternative 

solution. The climbing robot travels along the 

conductors, achieving similar speed as in 

helicopter assisted inspection. In comparison to 

the foot patrolling, often requiring climbing on 

the power lines, the climbing robot is a safer 

and not time consuming solution. Although 

having specific benefits, climbing robots are 

still not a practical solution to inspect the huge 

network of distribution lines [1]. 

 

Over the recent years UAVs are being used for 

a wide spectrum of applications, supporting 

humans in dangerous and challenging 

environments, including the inspection and 

maintenance of power equipment. Modern 

flight control technique and image processing 

allow UAVs to carry out fast inspection from 

some distance. Based on GPS data of both the 

UAV and the electric towers, the embedded 

algorithms are able to perform the automatic 
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tracking of power lines. Compared with the 

conventional inspection methods, UAV-based 

inspection is more advanced, less expensive 

and safer. However, UAVs and manned aerial 

vehicles share some common problems, 

occurring while monitoring the power lines: 

camera stabilization, pole tracking and 

automatic detection of defects. The acquired 

data, generally a sequence of images, are 

analysed by the operator to assess the 

maintenance status of the power line. In the 

infrastructure monitoring by UAV, the 

challenge is to make the inspection fully 

automatic and almost real-time, by using proper 

statistical and morphological processing 

techniques to highlight the hot spot in cables 

and insulators. 

 

Vision-based methods 
 

Power line inspection can be done by using 

visible or infrared camera. Thermal and 

infrared imaging has gained recognitions in the 

field of power systems during the last two 

decades. It has been used for testing and 

inspection of different electric parts and also for 

preventive maintenance work. Recently, UAV-

based inspection systems are used to 

comprehensively inspect power transmission 

line in urban and rural areas. Here we focus on 

image processing methods used to analyse both 

visible and infrared images. In both cases, the 

acquired data is a sequence of 2D image of the 

scene. In this scene, the background could be 

green fields, water, mountains or buildings. 

Therefore, in order to investigate the condition 

of the lines, the very first step is to identify the 

power lines in the images. Detecting power 

lines from a cluttered background is one of the 

most important and challenging tasks. In 

general, all methods follow the two step 

process. i) Identify expected power lines and 

remove rest of the background. ii) Connect the 

expected power lines and remove unwanted 

straight lines. In the following sections there is 

a brief description of image type, along with a 

discussion of the methods used to identify and 

inspect power lines. 

 

Processing of thermal-infrared data 

 

Infrared thermography uses infrared sensors to 

capture images of thermal objects based on 

temperature variations. Generally, thermal 

imaging is considered as a robust, non-

destructive and contactless methodology to 

inspect power lines, as the inspection can be 

performed by keeping some distance, hence 

there is no need to halt or cut down electric 

supply during the inspection.  

 

Hongwei et al. [2] had presented a fusion 

algorithm for the infrared and visible power 

lines image. They extracted the SIFT features 

from the images and calculated the optimal 

homograph matrix to fuse the visible and 

infrared images by bicubic interpolation 

algorithm. Their method is invariant to large 

scale changes and illumination changes in the 

real operating environment of power 

equipment. Similarly, Larrauri et al. [3] 

identified areas of vegetation, trees and 

buildings close to power lines and calculated 

their distance from power lines. 

Simultaneously, the system processed the 

infrared images to detect hot spots in the power 

lines by estimating the threshold based on Otsu 

method and later segment the lines from the 

background [4]. More recently, Vega et al. 

presented a system based on a quadrotor 

helicopter for monitoring the power lines [5]. 

They estimated the relative temperature of the 

joints for qualitative inspection. The increase of 

the electrical resistivity at the joints is directly 

proportional to the temperature at the joint. 

Initially, the background of the thermal image 

was removed, and then the joints of the power 

lines, located in the foreground, were analyzed. 

They performed a thresholding-based 

segmentation to isolate these joints from 

background. On the other side, Lages et al 

captured video streams from both an infrared 

and visible cameras, simultaneously [6]. They 

used both statistical and morphological 

methods to highlight the hot spots in the lines. 

Their first step is to segment the image in lower 

and high temperature areas, by thresholding; 

later, the foreground is further processed 
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looking for hot-spots. The background is 

discarded. Oliveira et al. discussed in detail the 

generation of hot spots in the transmission lines 

and later they had also used the same 

thresholding based segmentation to highlight 

hot spots [7]. Several of the above mentioned 

and similar methods require manual operations 

to adjust threshold values; hence there is a risk 

of a high measurement error because of the 

influence of the background, lack of reference 

temperature values, and changeable emissivity 

or reflection of radiation from other elements 

surrounding power lines. For this reason, 

recently Wronkowicz had proposed an 

automated method for the hot spot detection 

from IR images of power transmission lines, 

without any reference temperature value [8]. 

The threshold for image segmentation is 

selected automatically by finding the steepest 

growth of successive gradients of sorted values 

of input image, after certain image pre-

processing steps. 

 

Processing of RGB data 

 

In recent years, tremendous efforts have been 

deveoted to the automation of power lines 

detection from aerial RGB images. Many 

methods, based on recent advances in aerial 

photogrammetry, have been proposed to detect 

and inspect power lines in real time. Oberweger 

et al. presented in [9] a method to detect the 

insulators in aerial images, and to automatically 

analyze them for possible faults. Their method 

is based on discriminative training of local 

gradient-based descriptors and a subsequent 

voting scheme for localization. More recently, 

Li et al. used the human attention mechanism 

model and the binocular vision system to detect 

and track power lines in image sequences 

according to their shape [10]. The binocular 

visual model is used to calculate the 3D 

coordinates of both obstacles and power lines. 

The proposed method uses a SURF-based 

matching strategy to improve the real time 

computation and accuracy of the system. The 

experimental results show that the inspection 

system is effective even in complex 

backgrounds and under different conditions. 

Zhang et al. transformed the RGB image to the 

gradient image, and extracted the power lines 

by the Otsu thresholding [11]. They performed 

K-means in the Hough space to cluster and 

filter the straight lines; and Kalman filtering to 

predict the position of power lines in the next 

frame, assuming the continuous nature of video 

frames. Similarly, Li et al. in [12] proposed a 

more complex filter based on a simplified pulse 

coupled neural network model. This filter can 

simultaneously remove the background noise as 

well as generate edge maps. An improved 

Hough transform, performing knowledge-based 

line clustering in the Hough space, detected the 

power transmission lines. Song and Li in [13] 

first generated a line segment pool by match 

filtering and first-order derivative of Gaussian. 

Later, a graph-cut model is used to group the 

lines corresponding to the power lines. This 

method can detect not only the straight power 

lines but also the curve ones. Candamo detected 

power transmission lines from low quality 

videos combining the motion estimation at the 

pixel level with the edge detection, followed by 

a windowed Hough transform [14]. Yan et al. 

extracted straight line segments by Radon 

transform, followed by a Kalman filtering to 

connect segments into whole lines [15]. More 

detailed summary of some more methods were 

given by Kartransnik and Miralla in [16, 17]. 

 

Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we have studied different 

inspection methods based on visible and 

infrared images designed to detect and inspect 

power transmission lines. Infrared imaging 

applied to power lines monitoring account for 

the differences of temperature at the joints; 

hence it is used for the fault diagnosis. Most of 

the methods performed simple thresholding to 

separate foreground from the scene. On the 

other hand, image processing applied to RGB 

images and videos is able to provide quite an 

accurate localization of the inspected power 

lines, by applying standard computer vision 

techniques (e.g. denoising, filtering, 

segmentation, line detection). Using more 

advanced techniques (e.g. Kalman filtering, 3D 
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photogrammetry, neural networks) it is possible 

to perform a detection and tracking of power 

lines in almost real time, during the 

autonomous inspection. The integration of the 

processing of both data (i.e., thermal infrared 

and visible) is a key point to have not only an 

accurate detection and tracking of the power 

lines, but also to have a reliable and robust 

assessment of the maintenance status of the 

whole infrastructure. 

 

SCIADRO Project 
 

This work is being carried out in the framework 

of the Tuscany regional project “SCIADRO” 

[18]. The project aims at developing the 

enabling technologies, which are key to 

accomplishing a rather rich and diverse span of 

missions through the use of a coordinated drone 

swarm within a civilian environment. In detail, 

the project aims at: (i) achieving computer 

vision techniques and algorithms able to detect 

complex objects and extract information on 

local anomalies which might affect them; (ii) 

developing suitable logics and algorithms to 

effectively organize and guide the overall 

swarm motion and actions during a mission; 

(iii) studying, developing and demonstrating 

network architectures and protocols allowing 

communication among multiple drones within a 

swarm, possibly increasing the communication 

reliability towards the ground segment.  
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This paper presents a methodology to calculate energetic parameters through the measurement of the 

temperature field of building rooftops using aerial infrared thermography. To this aim, a thermo-

numerical model based on heat transfer analysis is proposed to calculate energy losses from the thermal 

data collected using an unnamed aerial vehicle adapted to transport an infrared camera. An alignment 

algorithm based on the phase correlation method is implemented to reduce the noise produced by the 

vibrations of the drone. Furthermore, infrared images processing techniques based on the Fourier 

transform and multivariate statistical regression are applied to the 3D sequence to increase the signal to 

noise ratio and to reduce artifacts affecting the calculation of the energetic parameters.      

Introduction 

The rising attention to energy consumption 

problems and climate change is renewing the 

interest in the applications of thermal remote 

sensing. Precisely, one of the main factors 

affecting the energy consumption of buildings is 

related with the performance of the thermal 

insulation of the walls and rooftops, especially 

during the winter season. In this scenario, 

infrared thermal remote sensing has been proved 

to be an effective and reliable method to detect 

such anomalies that not only affect the energetic 

performance of buildings, but also affect the 

thermal comfort and health of their residents.  

 

In this work – which is framed in a collaboration 

initiative between Torngats Technical Services 

and Laval University, pursuit to develop the 

basis for the development of a large scale 

thermal map that could be used by industrial 

enterprises. Such thermal maps will provide the 

enterprises with valuable information about the 

energy footprint of the area covered by their 

facilities. 

 

Proposed Methodology 

The proposed methodology consists first in 

developing an inspection protocol that will be 

used as a standard procedure to collect thermal 

images by means of AIT. In this context, to 

obtain high quality IR aerial images, several 

factors concerning to the environmental 

conditions will be taken into consideration. 

Currently, a wide literature that specifies the 

most suitable meteorological conditions for data 

collection using AIT exists [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]. 

These references will be carefully studied and an 

inspection protocol will be developed, 

considering also the characteristics of the IR 

camera and the UAV. The thermal IR data will 

be collected using a hexa-copter (model DJI 

S800 EVO) currently used for aerial 

photography surveys and adapted to transport an 

IR camera FLIR T620 (640 x 480-pixel array).  

The temperature field of the building rooftop 

will be monitored for 10 minutes and the data 

stored in the internal memory of the IR camera. 

The thermal sequence will then be converted 

into a 3D matrix from which further post-

processing techniques will be applied. In this 

research, different techniques aimed to improve 
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the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the acquired 

thermograms will be implemented. One of the 

most traditional method is ortho-rectification, 

which is the process of transforming an 

uncorrected, raw image from an arbitrary 

coordinate system into a map projected 

coordinate system [7]. Other techniques based 

on multivariate statistical analysis such as 

principal components thermography (PCT) [8] 

[9] [10] and partial least squares thermography 

(PSLT) [11] [12] will also be implemented and 

their performance will be analyzed based on the 

SNR. 

For the quantitative analysis, a thermo-

numerical model will be developed to compute 

the pixel-by-pixel heat transfer between the 

building rooftop and the environment. To this 

aim and as proposed by [13], an energy balance 

at the surface of the rooftop will be performed, 

considering conduction in the internal roofing 

structure, and convection and radiation between 

the roof the and the external environment. For 

the computation of the U-value, a thermal model 

will be implemented based on electrical analogy, 

considering the thermal properties and geometry 

of each elements of the isolation [14] [15]. Thus, 

from the thermal maps obtained by the AIT 

scanning and considering the thermophysical 

properties of the materials and the 

environmental conditions, an algorithm will be 

developed in Matlab language [16].  

Preliminary Results 

Figure 1 shows a sequence of four thermal 

images acquired at various times (t1, t2, t3 and t4). 

The images were obtained from the AIT 

inspection carried on a flat building rooftop 

located at 5635 Rue Rideau, Quebec City. As 

proposed, the acquisition window was of 10 

minutes and a high sampling frequency was used 

(7.5 Hz). As it can be observed, the images are 

severely misaligned due to – among other factors 

– the movement caused by the wind. This 

situation brings incertitude when performing the 

pixel by pixel heat transfer analysis. To solve 

this drawback, it has been implemented an 

alignment algorithm based on the phase 

correlation method.  

 
a 

 
b 

 
c 

 
d 

  

Fig. 1. Thermal sequence of non-aligned images obtained 

by aerial infrared thermography. 

 

Figure 2 shows the temporal profile of a single 

pixel (the location of the pixel is showed in Fig. 

1a) before and after the implementation of the 

alignment algorithm. As can be shown in Fig. 2a, 

the movement – which is basically due to the 
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translation between one frame to the other, 

produces peaks in the temperature behavior of 

the pixel. These peaks are not related to thermal 

phenomena nor to infrared reflection artifacts, 

but rather they are the result of the translation or 

change of the coordinates of the frames.  

As depicted in Fig. 2b, a more stable and thermal 

profile is obtained after the implementation of 

the alignment algorithm, making possible the 

next steps of post-processing and heat transfer 

analysis. 

 
a)  

 
b 

 
Fig. 2. Thermal sequence of non-aligned images obtained 

by aerial infrared thermography. 
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This study applied infrared thermography to investigate the indoor structure of historical 

wooden buildings, although it had been considered difficult to apply this method under 

such conditions as complex structures with slight temperature changes. In contrast to a 

uniform temperature changes that occur because of solar radiation, forced heating with 

heating devices tends to cause temperature unevenness of subject materials. Therefore, 

simple binarization and time difference methods are not always effective. As described 

herein, we propose an image processing method to remove temperature unevenness by 

calculating the difference between the original image and its Gaussian blurred image. 

Introduction 

Japan has many rather aged historical wooden 

structures. Because they sometimes deteriorate 

severely over time, regular inspection and 

renovation work are indispensable. However, in 

most cases, the design drawings necessary for 

these tasks are unavailable or nonexistent, which 

demands a preliminary investigation of the 

building structure. Moreover, historical buildings 

are intrinsically extremely valuable. They often 

strongly influence the regional economy as tourist 

resources. Therefore, nondestructive structural 

investigation techniques must be done quickly 

and at low cost. 

 

X-ray imaging techniques have been used widely 

for nondestructive inspection of historical 

wooden structures. Such techniques can reveal 

detailed images of internal structures. However, 

they entail shortcomings that include large 

equipment, time-consuming photographic 

processing, use of radiation harmful to human 

health, and the necessity of professional 

technicians for photography. 

 

Infrared thermography is used as a quick and 

inexpensive non-destructive inspection 

technology for investigating historical structures 

[1][2]. In actuality, the method is most effective 

on wall surfaces, which can show widespread and 

uniform temperature changes by solar radiation. 

Heretofore, it has been regarded as unsuitable for 

structural investigation inside wooden buildings, 

which often have complex decorations and small 

temperature changes. 

 

For this study, we applied infrared thermography 

using forced heating for structural investigation 

of indoor areas of wooden houses. Unlike solar 

radiation, forced heating with heating devices 

tends to cause temperature unevenness of subjects. 

Therefore, it is unsuitable to apply simple 

binarization method to the infrared images for 

extracting building structures. For this reason, we 

adopted an image processing algorithm that 

eliminates temperature unevenness by calculating 

the absolute difference between the original 

infrared image and its Gaussian blurred image [3]. 

Shooting with an infrared camera 

The measurement target is Tsuchida house, a 

historical wooden structure in Akita prefecture 

(Fig. 1). This building was designated as a 

nationally important cultural property in 1973 

as one of the oldest farmhouse structures dating 
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back to the 17th century. A thermal imager (IR-

U300 M1) was used for infrared photography. 

Table 1 shows specifications. 

 
              Fig. 1.  Exterior of Tsuchida house. 

 

Item Specification 

Detection wavelength band 8–12 μm  

Number of display pixels 320 × 240 

Noise equivalent temperature 

difference 

Under 0.2 

(@27°C) 
   Table 1. IR-U300M1specifications 

 

For measurements, infrared photography of the 

corridor floor surface was conducted at a 

depression angle of 34° (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). 

 

 
           Fig. 2. Shooting scene with infrared camera. 

 

 
                Fig. 3. Sketch of infrared shooting site. 

 

Infrared photography was first done in a natural 

state. Secondly, it was performed after forced 

heating over the measurement area for two 

minutes using an electric carpet (Fig. 4). The 

electric carpet used for forced heating was 900 

mm × 450 mm, with surface temperature of 

about 40 °C. The air temperature and floor 

temperature are shown in Table 2. The floor 

temperature was measured at three places using 

K type thermocouples (Fig. 3). 

 

 
   Fig. 4. Electric carpet used for forced heating. 

 

Measurement points Before 

heating 

After 

heating 

Air temperature 4.5 2.6 

Floor 

temperature 

CH1 3.4 5.3 

CH2 2.5 3.4 

CH3 1.5 1.9 
Table 2. Air temperature and floor temperature during 

infrared imaging (°C) 
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Infrared image and its image processing 

Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 respectively portray 

visible light and the infrared images before and 

after forced heating. The structure inside the 

floor was not confirmed from the visible light 

image (Fig. 5). However, from the infrared 

image taken before forced heating (Fig. 6), the 

floor joists were confirmed. From the infrared 

image after forced heating (Fig. 7), it was 

possible to check the nail positions from the 

floorboards to the floor joists. 

 

 
                  Fig. 5. Visible light image. 

 

 
     Fig. 6. Infrared image before forced heating. 

 

 
       Fig. 7. Infrared image after forced heating. 

 

The forced heating method using an electric 

carpet is simple, but unlike solar radiation, it 

tends to cause temperature unevenness. For this 

reason, image-processing methods such as 

simple binarization [4] and time difference [5] 

are not always effective for the automatic 

extraction of detection targets in infrared 

images. Therefore, we adopted a method to 

eliminate global temperature unevenness by 

taking the absolute difference between the 

infrared image and its blurred image. The 

algorithm used for the image processing is the 

following: 

1. Calculate the Gaussian blurring of the 

original image. 

2. Calculate the absolute difference between 

the original image and the blurred image 

obtained in 1. 

3. Binarize the image obtained in 2. 

4. Apply morphology operations (Opening, 

Closing) [3] and small island removal to 

the image obtained in 3 for noise removal. 

The algorithm above is presented in Fig. 8. By 

changing parameters in processes 1 and 4, it is 

possible to adjust the detection target size. 

 
Fig. 8. Flowchart of image processing algorithm. 

 

Table 3 shows the parameters applied to the 

infrared images processing. 
 

Target Gaussian 

blur size 

Morph

ology 

filter 

size 

Small 

island 

removal 

area 

Floor joists 301 * 301 6 * 6 < 500 

Nails 61 * 61 3 * 3 < 20 
Table 3. Parameters in infrared image processing 
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Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively depict extracted 

images of floor joists and nails obtained by 

application of this image processing algorithm 

to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 9. Image extracting floor joists from Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Image of extracted nails from Fig. 7. 

 

The extraction of floor joists in Fig. 9 is 

insufficient to remove the noise, probably 

because the temperature difference between the 

rooms and under the floor was insufficient. A 

clear infrared image was unobtainable. A future 

task is development of an image processing 

algorithm that appropriately extracts floor joists 

from such indistinct images. 

 

Nail extraction in Fig. 10 was able to detect the 

nail positions reliably, but some false detection 

occurred. Results show that this algorithm is 

effective for infrared images with temperature 

unevenness caused by forced heating. 

Conclusion 

This study revealed the possibility of detecting 

an object with specified size automatically from 

the absolute difference of the original image 

and the blurred image, even if the infrared 

image has temperature unevenness caused by 

forced heating. Results also show that infrared 

thermography is applicable to investigate 

indoor structures of historical wooden buildings, 

which was considered difficult using this 

method. Moreover, further system development 

might be done to investigate structures 

independent of field investigator skill and to 

survey structures automatically using robots. 

 

To improve the extraction accuracy of this 

method, sharper infrared images must be 

obtained; also, the image processing algorithm 

must be improved. Regarding the former, 

photographing in the summer might be done, 

when a larger amount of heat is obtained. 

Regarding the latter, accuracy might be 

enhanced by adding a basic structure extraction 

function such as a straight line and ellipse to the 

image processing algorithm. 
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Compressive Sensing (CS) is a novel signal acquisition technique based on the sparsity of 
many natural signals. If prior knowledge about the signal's sparsity is available, the signal 
can be reconstructed using fewer samples than those envisaged by Shannon’s Theorem. In 
particular, space applications in the SWIR-FIR spectral range are an appealing field for CS 
techniques due to the possibility to use of a single element detector instead of 2D arrays and 
to reduce requirements in terms of payload budgets and downlink requirements. Here we 
discuss several payload configurations that could benefit from CS approach and perform a 
pros and cons analysis. 

Introduction 

The common approach to signal sampling follows 
Shannon-Nyquist theorem. The theory of 
Compressive Sensing (CS) has provided a basis 
for a different approach to data acquisition, 
overcoming the Shannon-Nyquist sampling 
theorem. CS theory predicts that - if prior 
knowledge about the signal's sparsity is available 
- the signal can be recovered from far fewer 
measurements than those usually considered 
necessary [1, 2]. CS has fostered the development 
of several novel applications and instruments [3-
5]. The single-pixel camera is probably the first 
implemented prototype based on this approach 
[6]. In the single pixel camera, a single 
photodetector element is used for imaging instead 
of an array detector. The technique used to sense 
images with a single detector relies on a 2-D 
Spatial Light Modulator (SLM), which enables 
use of a single photodetector. This characteristic 
can play a crucial role in the infrared (IR) spectral 
range where detection arrays/matrices either have 
a poor performance in comparison with single 

element detectors or are very expensive or not 
available. Besides the possible advantage in terms 
of detector availability and performance, CS 
technique can provide other advantages in terms 
of payload budgets as well as memory and 
downlink requirements, since data are acquired 
intrinsically compressed and thus the 
compression board is not needed. In particular, 
Single pixel camera architecture essentially relies 
on the use of a SLM, which physically performs 
the scalar product between a random pattern and 
the incoming light, and on an optical assembly 
that concentrates the radiation on a single element 
detector. Recently, the European Space Agency 
(ESA) has funded a project - Optical CS 
Technologies for Space Applications (OCS-
TECH) - to investigate the potential of CS-based 
optical instrumentation for space applications and 
to demonstrate the existence of substantial 
advantages - with respect to a traditional system - 
in terms of the resources required for its 
development. In the frame of this project, Space 
Science (SS), Planetary Exploration (PE) and 
Earth Observation (EO) applications that could 
benefit from CS technology were selected and 
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some instrumental concepts for space applications 
in the IR spectral range were identified. In this 
paper, we report a pros and cons analysis of the 
CS approach in the IR spectral region and a 
description of two instrumental concepts: the first 
configuration, working in the MIR-TIR region, is 
conceived for (PE) applications; the second one, 
operating in the THz region, can find application 
in (SS) and (EO) applications, such as 
atmospheric studies. 
 
State of the art of CS system from SWIR to 
FIR 
 
Cameras for IR imaging are significantly more 
expensive than the ones in the visible (VIS). In 
the last decade, CS has emerged as a potential 
means to produce less costly IR cameras. 
InView Technology Corporation presently 
produces and commercializes SWIR Camera 
based on CS technique [7]. Physical Sciences 
Inc. is developing a longwave infrared (LWIR) 
compressive sensing hyperspectral imager 
based on single pixel architecture [8]. High 
spatial and temporal resolutions have been 
obtained by using an array of single pixel 
cameras [9]. A different solution consisting in a 
lensless compressive imaging was proposed for 
VIS or IR ranges [10], while a Zeiss Axiovert 
200 microscope was modified in order to have 
an additional single pixel camera configuration 
and to images simultaneously in VIS and SWIR 
[11]. Several imaging applications involve the 
use of IR radiation and for some of them the CS 
approach and a single pixel camera 
configuration can be a convenient alternative to 
the use of array detectors. As for the THz 
range, presently there are not commercial CS 
based imaging systems, although some 
prototype cameras have been developed. The 
major problem is represented by the SLM since 
DMD and LCoS do not operate at long 
wavelengths like THz. The first attempt to 
implement a THz modulator consisted in 
mechanical solutions [12-13]. The resolution, 
however, was low (up to 42x48 pixels). The 
main drawback of the mechanical solution is 
the existence of moving parts in the instrument. 
Recently, Si and Ge based modulators - 

optically controlled through a DMD or 
electrically driven - were used in single pixel 
camera prototypes with resolution up to 32x32 
pixels [14-15]. The transmissivity at THz 
radiation of the Si wafer is controlled by a 
DMD that works either in IR or VIS. The 
drawback of the Si or Ge based solution is the 
low modulation depth, which is intrinsic to the 
material. A more promising solution that 
overcomes the problem of low depth 
modulation is the use of metamaterials [16]. 
Images of 8x8 pixels have been obtained using 
this solution. The latest, and apparently the 
most efficient, solution for the THz modulators 
is represented by graphenes [17]. Their 
development is at level of proof-of-concept 
with resolutions of 2x2 pixels. No single pixel 
camera prototypes including such modulators 
are reported. 
 
Instrumental concepts and applications 
 
In general, the potential of CS-based 
instrumentation is better exploited in two cases: 
(1) multispectral/hyperspectral devices, where 
the sensor throughput is high and the storage 
and transmission of the acquired data can be 
challenging, so that a compression board is 
needed; 
(2) detection arrays/matrices very expensive or 
not available.  
In the first case, CS approach becomes very 
appealing in those missions with very strict 
limits in data downlink, such as PE missions. A 
first instrumental concept is a CS-based MIR-
TIR hyperspectral imager housed aboard a 
rover for mapping emissivity and temperature 
in extraterrestrial environment, while a second 
instrumental concept is a CS-based MIR-TIR 
hyperspectral imager on orbiter for 
characterizing atmospheric compounds 
absorbing in the IR spectral range and mapping 
planetary surfaces. The use of CS technique 
reduces power consumption and detector 
throughput. The latter circumstance is 
particularly important in the development of 
rover instrumentation because it implies lower 
memory capacity and narrower down-link 
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Fig.2 Single-pixel imager with the two working modes represented separately: a) THz single-pixel imaging system; b) IR 

single-pixel imaging system. 
 

bandwidth. Both CS based instrument concepts 
can employ a low noise single pixel HgCdTe 
detector, instead of an array of photodetectors, 
reducing considerably the cost of the detection 
unit. HgCdTe detectors enjoy higher frame rate 
and are more sensitive than other cheaper 
competitor devices, but they have also some 
limitations: actually, the LWIR HgCdTe 
detectors need to be cooled to temperatures 
near that of liquid nitrogen (77°K) in order to 
reduce noise. This limitation does not exist for 
MWIR HgCdTe detectors since they can be 
operated at temperatures accessible to 
thermoelectric coolers with a small 
performance penalty. As far as SLM is 
concerned, DMD chips working in the MIR - 
TIR spectral range are not commercially 
available; however, a modified DMD with a 
ZnSe window was used for the implementation 
of a compact, TIR spectral imager for chemical-
specific detection [18]. The efficiency of DMD 
at those wavelengths could be limited due to the 
dimensions of square micro-mirrors, which are 
comparable with the wavelengths in the 
considered spectral range. As far as the second 
application is concerned (CS-based MIR-TIR 
hyperspectral imager on orbiter), there are 
several constraints on modulator speed, detector 
frame rate and integration time matching the 
satellite speed, being the platform an orbiter. 
Another promising instrumental concept is a 
dual use instrument working either as a THz 

imager with a Si wafer based optical modulator 
or as an IR imager with a DMD-based 
modulator. Measuring THz range radiation 
opens the way to several SS applications, such 
as: the sensing of low and very low temperature 
gas of outer space, the detection of “protostars”, 
the acquisition of spectral signatures for the 
interstellar dust clouds. Moreover, it can give 
an insight of the early universe composition by 
observing the red shift towards THz. In Earth 
Observation (EO), THz radiation at atmosphere 
limb is useful for understanding the 
stratospheric ozone chemistry and the pollution 
existing in the upper troposphere. The proposed 
CS-based instrument concept is an imaging 
system that may be employed either in THz or 
IR range. It is useful in sensing low and very 
low temperature gas of outer space, detecting 
"protostars" or measuring spectral signature of 
the interstellar dust clouds. The imager has two 
working modes - THz or IR detection - 
accommodated within the same arrangement, as 
they make use of common elements. In THz 
working mode (Fig. 2a), the imager achieves 
spatial modulation on a high resistivity silicon 
wafer via an IR diode laser and a DMD. 
Photoexcitation of free carriers in the 
semiconductor is the physical principle used to 
spatially modulate THz transmission through 
the Si wafer. An Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) thin 
film deposited on glass is used as a dichroic 
mirror, to reflect THz radiation and transmit IR 
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one. Therefore, incident THz radiation passes 
through the semiconductor wafer (acting as a 
SLM at these wavelengths), is reflected on the 
ITO film and sent to the single-pixel 
pyroelectric detector. IR pump radiation is 
homogenized, reflected off the DMD's micro-
mirrors array and then imaged on the Si wafer 
at the desired dimension. The IR pump 
radiation comes from a 980 nm wavelength 
diode laser with a modulation output power of 
2.5W. Resulting "IR radiation masks" are 
projected on the Si wafer at an increased size 
by 1.3 times, via relay optics (RO). The system 
has a resolution of 32x32 pixels for an imaging 
area of 13 mm2. When IR radiation is detected 
(Fig. 2b), the components Si, ITO and RO1 

must be removed from the path of the incident 
radiation and the DMD's micromirrors directed 
to reflect in the opposite direction. Relay optics 
RO2 is introduced to focus the IR radiation on 
the IR single-pixel detector. This instrument 
concept could be implemented also as a 
pushbroom sounder for the measurement of 
chemical species in the Earth’s upper 
troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere.  

Conclusions 

CS-based instrumentation can provide solutions 
for space applications to reduce sensor 
throughput and payload budgets, especially 
when transmission and storage of all acquired 
data are demanding. In addition, CS single-
pixel architecture can be an interesting 
alternative to the use of array detectors in the 
SWIR-FIR, which can be very expensive or 
even not available. 
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This paper presents a proposal of an IR image camera system used for detecting nails in 

traditional wooden structures. Wooden structures face high risk of damage from many 

investigative methods. Therefore, detection must be conducted with the greatest care. Using 

infrared ray (IR) cameras, nails embedded in structural members can be detected safely. For 

embedded nails, detection can be done if the peripheral temperature difference between the 

nail and wooden boards is sufficiently large. Japan, as an advanced nation in terms of IR 

sensor technology, should promote surveys and studies that protect cultural properties. 

 

Introduction 

Japan has many historical wooden structures. 

To preserve its historical wooden buildings, it is 

first important to ascertain their value and 

understand their condition [1]. Elucidating the 

construction methods and manufacturing 

technology of wooden buildings is therefore 

crucially important for restoration work. In fact, 

without such knowledge, restoration of these 

cultural properties is not permissible. Therefore, 

advanced technology and detailed materials are 

necessary. Nevertheless, because such 

structures have no design drawings, 

understanding the structure at the time of repair 

presents great difficulties. When repairing 

historical wooden buildings, judgment of 

restoration is done visually as the first primary 

diagnosis. In many cases, the repair method is 

determined mainly according to this judgment. 

However, if detailed data of the member and 

joint structure are necessary, a secondary 

diagnosis is made. For it, such methods are 

applied as X-ray penetration tests, hit tests, 

ultrasonic imaging, and corrosion diagnostic 

tests, [2]. Recently, a method of visualizing and 

diagnosing the structure from the wood surface 

to a certain depth has been assessed [3][4]. This 

technique uses image processing with 

millimeter waves or terahertz waves. In 

historical wooden traditional structures, it is 

extremely important to disassemble the tree 

structure safely when using nails at the joint. 

Therefore, to solve such problems, we propose 

active image processing technology and a 

method to detect hidden nails using IR cameras 

[5]. This infrared imaging camera uses a 

sufficiently large temperature difference 

between the nail and the wooden board at 

ambient temperatures. Furthermore, the method 

we propose is to expand the temperature 

relation forcefully between the nail and the 

structural plate. Figure 1 shows a model 

traditional wooden structure and test specimen. 

  
(1) Model of shrine           (2) Model of test specimen 

 

Fig. 1. Traditional wooden structure and test method 

for detecting nails. 

 

IR Camera image processing system theory 

and configuration 
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Fig. 2 presents a basic configuration block 

diagram of the experimental IR camera system. 

Measurement results from the IR camera and 

processing signals are sent simultaneously to 

the information processing segment. After 

processing information, the picture information 

is sent to an exclusive picture indicator. The 

operator can then find the nail positions [5]. 

Generally, even cold objects emit energy by 

infrared radiation. Formula (1) shows Planck’s 

radiation law. Formula (2) shows Boltzmann’s 

law for energy radiation [6]. 

 

(1) 

 

W λb : black body radiation spectroscope  

(λ wave) 

c :  velocity of light (=3×103ｍ/s) 

h :  Plank’s constant (=6.6×10-34 J.s) 

k :  Boltzmann constant (=1.4×10 -23J/K) 

t  :  absolute temperature of blackbody (K) 

λ :  wavelength (m) 

 

        (2)  

     

Wb : integral of black body radiation from 

: Plank’s formula from wavelength 0 to ∞ 

σ: Boltzmann’s constant (5.7×10-8 Watts/m2) 

t : absolute temperature of blackbody (K) 

 
       

          IR Camera          Processing of Picture 
 

 

 

        NTSC VTR        Extractor Filter 
 

 

 

VTR Capture                        Level Adjustment 

 

 

JPEG Picture 

 

 

Fig.2. Configuration of the block diagram of  

the experimental system using an IR camera. 

 

From these equations, it is apparent that all 

energies increase linearly with temperature, but 

the wavelength of the peak brightness value 

becomes shorter. The only factor deciding the 

temperature of radiation is the black body 

temperature. It exists in a very wide spectrum of 

frequencies and has a maximum value result. For 

room temperature 20 °C (ca. 300 K) the energy 

distribution has a peak value of approx. 10 μm. 

Furthermore, when considering the penetration of 

energy of different wavelengths through the 

atmosphere, the atmosphere attenuates passing 

zones of 3–5 μm and 8–12 μm less. They can be 

regarded as suitable frequency zones for short-

distance infrared rays [5]. However, when these 

two frequencies are compared, the 8–12 μm zone 

is more promising for mine detecting sensors than 

the 3–5 μm zone for reading measurements near 

the peak value at room temperature.  

 

 Experimentation methods 

 

Fig. 3 portrays the experimental configuration. 

On the day of experimentation, room conditions 

were moderate with temperature of 3.1 (°C). 

Figure 3(a) shows that the nails were embedded 

in floorboards through all seasons and many 

years. Measurements began at 9:00 a.m. A hot 

carpet of 40°C was spread evenly on the 

floorboard surface of the area to be measured 

for 2 min. Immediately thereafter, 

measurements were taken for 4 min. Image data 

were recorded using an 8–12 μm zone infrared 

camera (IR-U300M1; Mitsubishi ?? more 

information needed >) and a visual VTR 

camera to show the changing conditions. Figure 

3(b) shows the change in the floorboard surface 

temperature near the nails. The embedded nails 

were of old steel type composition. Almost all 

embedded nail heads are cylindrical. Detecting 

this shape using IR is extremely valuable. 

Because of the effects of wood, it is difficult to 

detect embedded nails efficiently based on 

simple binary processing using threshold values. 

Moreover, because wood floor board 

temperatures vary by region, we must adjust the 

lamination level of the IR camera. We already 

know that it is possible to detect embedded 
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nails based on radiated heat when the peripheral 

temperature differences between the floor wood 

board and nail object are sufficiently large to 

sense. However, a problem exists for the 

reverse phenomenon, by which the temperature 

of the wood floorboard begins to rise after the 

wood floor board surface is heated, which 

occurs in an extremely short time. Therefore, 

when IR camera images are taken in a region 

outside the embedded target nails, some real 

time method is necessary to process pictures 

before and after the reverse phenomenon. 

 

 

 

 
100 cm 

 

 

 
        100 cm 

50 cm 

 

 
 

(a) Measurement area configuration 

   

 

 

                        IR  camera                   40° 

                    

                                                                               140 cm 

 

                              160 cm           50 cm    50 cm 

                              

 

                  

(b) IR Camera configuration 

Fig. 3.  Experimental configuration measurement. 

 

 

Overall Evaluation of the System 

 

Fig. 4 portrays two-dimensional temperature 

images of nails taken using the infrared camera 

at selected intervals immediately after heating 

the wooden floor boards using 40°C with a hot 

carpet and at room temperature. Figure 4(a) 

shows that heating was accomplished evenly 

over the wooden floor board surface where the 

nails were embedded. 

 

  
(a)   Visible ray image and IR image 

 (Room temperature) 

  
(b) Visible ray image and IR image by using heat 

 (1 minute after  temperature) 

  
(c) IR image by using heated, 3 minuts and 4 minites 

after  wood board temperature 

 

Fig.4  Images from Visible ray and IR cameras  

 

For nails embedded near the wooden boards, 

images taken after the 1 min mark appeared the 

most clearly. Panel (b) shows that after 3 min, 

the image becomes indistinct. After 4 min, it is 

no longer impossible to distinguish the mine 

target images. This corresponds to 

measurement results portrayed in Fig. 4. This 

result agrees with the theory that good mine 

location readings can be taken when the 

temperature gradient of the targets and the 

surrounding ground is large. For panel (c) the 

left side shows 3 min after heating; the right 

side shows 4 min after heating. Then binary 

image processing was used. We propose image 

control using the following conditions. Images 

from the IR camera are converted to 768 × 600 

pixel gray scaled pictures of 256 gradations 

using frame grabber hardware. 

 
Fig. 5  Relation between measuring time elapsed and 
underground mock mine temperatures. 
 

Floor wood 

 

Embedded nails 

Thermocouple 

①  

   

② 

③ 
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Fig. 5.  Relation between woody board surface and 

nails embedded under the boards temperatures. 
 

These results, which correspond to 

measurement results presented in Fig. 5, agree 

with the theory that good mine location 

readings can be taken when the temperature 

gradient of the targets and the surrounding 

ground is large. Additionally, we can vaguely 

recognize nail shapes from measurements taken 

after the 0–2 min mark when the temperature 

difference was the greatest. The result is 

insufficiently good compared to those of targets 

embedded from 1 min intervals. Sudden 

temperature changes of only 0–1 min produced 

heat areas detectable using thermometry. 

 

 Conclusion 

 

These results emphasize the importance of 

enhancing nail detection information using the 

following image processing technology. 

(1) If difference between the radiation 

temperature of the wooden floor and the nail is 

large, the image becomes clear 

(2)  To warm the wooden floor surface in 

winter season is effective for detecting nails. 

(3) According to the calculation, the 

wavelength of room temperature 20 ° C. (293 

K) is about 10 μm, when the room temperature 

is 8 ℃ and the wooden floor is 3 ℃, this 
difference is 5 ℃. The wavelength is expected 

to be about 12 μm (278 K). 

(4)   Far infrared ray (8 to 12 μm) effective for 

measurement of low radiant heat of object. 

As one means of overcoming problems related 

to traditional wooden structures, this work 

presented the development of an embedded 

nail detection system and demonstrated its 

potential. This work serves as a stepping stone 

for the development of repair technology by 

non-destructive examination (NDE) techniques 

for nails embedded in traditional structures. 

Japan, as a nation with advanced sensor 

technology, should use its advanced IR sensing 

for imaging technologies to promote surveys 

and studies that will support the detection of 

wooden traditional structures and facilitate 

repair of embedded nails.  Our small 

breakthroughs in wooden traditional house 

repair for preservation purposes are hoped to 

support many researchers seeking means of 

teaching detection methods that can conform to 

laws for protecting cultural properties. 
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Active thermography is an infrared based technique for material non-destructive testing. It 

often uses advanced evaluation techniques based on temperature spatial and temporal 

changes. Results of the active thermography are contrast differences, which indicate 

possible defects in an inspected material. These differences cannot be quantified by 

temperature. This contribution is focused on active thermography results evaluation 

parameters and contrast to noise ratio (CNR) method, which can be used for quantitative 

evaluation of the results. Different results interpretation procedures are introduced. An 

influence of selection method for indication and reference regions and an effect of image 

scaling on inspection results are discussed. 

 

 

Introduction 

Infrared thermography [1] is a technique for 

analysis of objects thermal radiation, which is 

mostly used for measurement of temperature 

fields. The thermography can be sorted into 

passive and active and into quantitative and 

qualitative [2]. Active thermography [3] is the 

basic method for infrared non-destructive testing 

(IRNDT). The method can be used for inspection 

of inhomogeneities, delamination or other defects 

near the material surface. It is based on a thermal 

excitation of a measured object. The excitation 

induces a thermal process, which is influenced by 

defects in the object. This influence is reflected 

by a temperature response on an object surface. 

The response can be analyzed by thermographic 

methods and so the defects can be indicated. 

A number of excitation sources, excitation 

methods and evaluation procedures (temperature 

differences evaluation, principal components 

thermography, TSR - thermographic signal 

reconstruction, pulse-phase, lock-in etc.) were 

developed. The theory and practice of infrared 

thermography used for non-destructive testing is 

described in detail in [4]. A methods overview of 

thermographic temperature measurements and 

IRNDT can be found, e.g., in [5] and [6]. The 

most common methods of pulsed thermography, 

which is used in this contribution, are introduced 

in [7] or [8]. Active thermography is a very 

flexible method. It is limited to near-surface 

regions, however, it is usable for materials in a 

wide range of thermal properties [9] including for 

example also transparent materials [10]. 

The general measured quantity of thermography 

is mostly temperature or temperature difference. 

However, IRNDT results are a product of a 

processing of raw thermographic data and these 

results are mostly not in degrees. Indications of 

defects are demonstrated by changes of contrast 

or color in a thermographic testing results image 

(defectogram). It is sometimes useful to quantify 

the results with the aim to evaluate an intensity of 

indication or defects detectability. Contrast to 

Noise Ratio (CNR) evaluation is one of possible 

methods for results quantification.  

CNR is similar to a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 

evaluation, which is commonly used for electrical 

signal description. A number of equations for 

SNR calculations was presented [11]. In general, 

signal and noise are physical values (e.g. voltage) 

acquired from the same area or source (e.g. wire) 

and SNR compares a level of the signal to a level 
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of the background noise. SNR was also used for 

IRNDT [12] or magnetic resonance imaging [11], 

where  the evaluation is based on an image 

analysis. In such a case, signal and noise are 

acquired from different regions of the same image 

and the designation Contrast to Noise Ratio 

seems to be more suitable.  

IRNDT uses specific procedures for results 

processing. The raw thermographic sequence is 

processed using procedures like pulse-phase or 

TSR analyses. The final defectogram is then often 

adjusted by image processing procedures (color 

scale interpretation, image contrast adjustment) to 

enhance a contrast and highlight possible defects 

indications. These factors together with a missing 

rule for noise/reference region definition on the 

defectogram make a comparable quantitative 

evaluation of IRNDT by CNR complicated. 

CNR evaluation was used for IRNDT by many 

authors and a comparison of raking procedures 

including CNR was published in [13]. However, 

an influence of CNR processing parameters 

relating to IRNDT was not summarized. In this 

contribution, a procedure for comparable CNR 

evaluation of IRNDT is suggested and some 

limitations of CNR evaluation for composite 

materials are also shown.  

Methods 

Influence of different post-processing 

procedures is demonstrated on flash-pulse 

thermography [7][8] results. The test sample 

was a carbon-epoxy composite plate with holes 

of different depths from one side. IRNDT 

inspections were performed on the side without 

holes, which were at the opposite side and 

simulated defects at different depths. The 

scheme of the test sample is shown in (Fig.1) 

and its detailed description can be found in [9]. 

A flash lamp with a pulse length about 3 ms 

and the maximum power 6 kJ with a high-speed 

infrared camera with 25 mm lens were used for 

the experiment. The IR camera framerate was 

50 Hz and the acquisition duration was 20 s. 

The flash-pulse experimental set-up is 

described in more detail in [10]. 

The results were evaluated by TSR method 

based on inverse polynomial approximation and 

derivation and by dynamic thermographic 

signal analysis (DTSA) method based on 

procedures described in [14] and [15]. 

 
Fig. 1. Experimental carbon-epoxy composite sample 

scheme. Defects diameter is 30 mm and depth of defects 

1-6 is 1.3, 2.3, 3.3, 1.8, 2.8 and 3.8 mm respectively. 

The equation (1) was used for the CNR 

evaluation: 

 
(1) 

It is based on ratio of difference of signal ( ) 

and noise ( ) mean value to standard 

deviation of noise ( ). The results are in dB 

and values greater than about three or five 

generally represents a clear indication. 

The measurement was evaluated by TSR and 

DTSA methods. Advantages of a colored and 

grayscale defectogram are discussed. Influence 

of results image contrast adjustment is shown 

from the point of view of visual evaluation and 

evaluation by CNR. Different reference (noise) 

regions for CNR evaluation are selected 

(boundary area of different width and a region 

far from the selected indication) and an 

influence of the regions position is discussed. 

The results were processed by the LabIR 

software developed in author's laboratory. 

Results and discussion 

Defectograms can be interpreted as colored or 

grayscale images. Radiometric data (e.g. 

temperature) are transformed to ranges given by 

a corresponding color palette (e.g. 0-255 for 8 

bit grayscale). Color images bring more 

information for a human eye, because the eye 

can distinguish both luminosity (brightness) 

and chromacity (color). They therefore seem to 

be more advantageous for a visual inspection. 
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A transformation from radiometric to image 

data (using a color palette) is however in 

general one way. A reverse transformation can 

be ambiguous and lossy. Thus, a radiometric 

data should be used for a CNR evaluation. 

The raw thermographic signal and DTSA 

results are shown in (Fig.2). It is evident, that 

the experimental configuration used allows an 

identification of defects near the surface (1 and 

4, partially 2 and 5) also on a raw thermogram. 

However, DTSA (Fig. 2 right) enhance the 

contrast as well as TSR evaluation shown in 

(Fig. 3) for the 1st derivative. It is also 

confirmed by CNR, which is 11 and -4 dB for 

defects 1 and 3 respectively for the thermogram 

and is 11 and 6 dB for defects 1 and 3 

respectively for the TSA defectograms for both 

1st and 2nd derivative. However, CNR for 

DTSA analysis is 2 and -12 dB for the defects 1 

and 3 respectively, even if the defects are 

clearly evident. This is caused by significant 

small-scale noise, which takes place due to the 

structure of the composite and can be also 

found (not so significantly) on the thermogram 

or the TSR defectograms. Extended boundary 

region A1/A3 of width 6 mm was used for the 

noise evaluation for CNR in these analyses. 

 
Fig. 2. Thermogram 19 s after excitation (raw signal, left) 

and DTSA defectogram (right). 

Contrast enhancement by adjustment of limits 

and scale according to an area of interest is a 

standard procedure of IRNDT results 

processing. An example of such a procedure is 

shown in (Fig.3), where TSR 1st derivative 

defectograms before and after contrast 

enhancement are shown. Although a visual 

appearance changed, the CNR is the same for 

the tested defects 1-3 (1~11dB, 2~11dB, 3~6 

dB). Based on the used CNR definition (1), the 

value does not change if the data in the region 

of interest are linearly scaled. However, if a 

defect or noise region data are cut to upper 

(saturated) or lower intensity limit, the CNR 

can change significantly. Thus, such an 

adjustment can be used for a better 

visualization, but it cannot be used for a CNR 

evaluation. 

 
Fig. 3. 1st derivative TSR analyses without normalization 

(left) and normalized by B1 region (see Fig.1). 

Selection of a reference region for noise data is 

crucial for a correct and comparable CNR 

evaluation. Two possible approaches can be 

found in literature - to extend a boundary area 

(e.g. defect 1 and area A1) or to use a different 

region far from the indication (e.g. defect 1 and 

region C2). Small differences of CNR 

evaluation are observed if an extended 

boundary region is used even if a different 

width of the region is used. For example, the 

CNR values for TSR 1st derivative evaluation 

of defect 1 are 12, 12, 12, 11 dB if the reference 

region width is 2, 5, 10 and 20 px respectively. 

The CNR values the same evaluation of defect 

3 are 3, 3, 4, 6 dB respectively. This method 

therefore seems to be more suitable taking into 

account also the fact, that a contrast in a defects 

surrounding is important for its identification. If 

a region far from the defect is used, CNR 

evaluation can be misleading and big 

differences of CNR evaluation can be observed 

based on a reference region position. As an 

example, the CNR values for TSR 1st derivative 

evaluation of defect 1 are 12, 16 and 23 dB if 

the region C1, C2 or C3 respectively is selected 

as the reference. This approach therefore should 

not be preferred in the most cases. 

Conclusion 

Infrared non-destructive testing is mainly a 

visual method of defects detection, as well as 

other traditional non-destructive testing 

methods. CNR can be used for quantification of 

IRNDT results in some cases, as it was 
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demonstrated on the results of flash-pulse 

analyses of the carbon-epoxy composite 

sample. However, limitations of the CNR 

evaluation regarding results images processing, 

form of inspection results or reference region 

selection were shown and discussed. These 

parameters should be taken into account and 

specified properly to obtain reproducible and 

comparable results by the CNR evaluation.  
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In-line inspection of advanced components, for example a composite bicycle frame, 

remains a challenging task in industry. We describe a methodology which uses numerical 

simulations to automatically determine the best set of experimental parameters to inspect 

the structure on defects using active thermography. The inspection is performed using a 

robotic arm and advanced path planning tools to determine the optimal positions of the 

measurement points and excitation points. During the path planning, the directional 

emissivity is considered for the complex surface and a minimization of the amount of 

measurement points is performed. The numerical simulation optimization used a genetic 

algorithm and spline regression model to optimize the heat power, robot speed, camera 

frame rate and excitation timing to fulfil the automatic inspection. The results show that 

thickness evaluation of complex shaped structures is feasible. 

Introduction 

Active thermography is a broadly used 

technology to inspect large, carbon fibre 

reinforced plastic (CFRP) components for flaws 

in a fast way [1,2]. To receive accurate results 

on large samples, the thermal camera has to be 

repositioned over the structure in a way each 

surface is inspected with sufficient accuracy 

with an equal heat excitation and time 

resolution considering directional emissivity 

[3,4]. To perform these sequential experiments 

in a robust, repetitive way, multiple techniques 

are developed which mount a thermal camera 

and/or excitation source to a robotic arm to 

control the relative position and speed of the 

inspection unit versus the inspected structure 

[5–7]. 

Problem statement 

Automatic scanning using a robotic arm is seen 

as an interesting way for Non-destructive 

Testing (NDT) of large and complex shaped 

components [4]. The programming of the 

inspection path, speed, excitation power/ 

duration, excitation orientation and acquisition 

rate is a difficult task which is highly dependent 

on the inspected sample geometry, material 

properties and interested depth resolution  

[3,4,8,9]. This parameter optimisation is mostly 

done manually by a highly qualified inspector 

using experience and trial and error, which is a 

time-consuming task for complex structures as 

the heat deposition and scanning speed should 

match the heat diffusion in the material [8]. 

Experimental setup 

The goal is to inspect a carbon fibre reinforced 

plastic (CFRP) bicycle frame and estimate the 

tube thickness and inspect for defects like 

cracks and delaminations. The methodology 

uses a 6 degrees of freedom industrial robot 

arm (Kuka Kr16) calibrated in Matlab, a micro-

bolometric thermal camera (7-14µm, 640x512 

pixels) and an optical excitation source of 

500W. The bicycle frame is painted and the 

tubular shapes and metallic inserts result in a 

challenging structure to evaluate. It is the aim 
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to illuminate the structure as homogeneously as 

possible using advanced path planning 

techniques. The set-up is shown in Fig. 1. 

  

Fig. 1. Robotic thermal inspection on a CFRP bicycle 

frame. 

Methodology 

FE model updating is used to optimise the 

complex parameter set of the robotic 

thermography set-up by correlating the 

numerical results with NDT data. Similar 

methods are widely used in modal vibration 

inspection [10,11]. Their usage is limited in 

thermal optimization problems [12,13] due to 

the difficulties in estimating the diffusivity [3]. 

The numerical model is developed in Comsol 

Multiphysics 5.0 combining transient heat 

transfer with multibody dynamics and in 

combination with Siemens Simcenter 3D for 

the meshing of the composite laminates 

structure. The anisotropic thermal conductivity 

through the CFRP layers and influence on the 

global thermal diffusivity is considered, as 

further discussed in [9].  

For the optimization of the experimental 

parameters, we use a spline-based regression 

technique to decrease the computational needs 

of the numerical simulations in combination 

with a genetic algorithm optimisation routine. 

The principle can be found in [13]. As 

optimisation parameters the thermal excitation 

power, excitation duration and thermal camera 

framerate are selected. Their limits are shown 

in Table 1. 

 Lower 

limit 

Upper 

limit 

Excitation power [W] 100 500 

Excitation duration [sec] 2.0 20 

Frame rate [Hz] 5.0 50 

Table 1. Optimization parameter limits 

 

The path planning is dependent on the 

directional emissivity of the CFRP bicycle 

material. The directional emissivity is found 

according to [3] following formula (1). 

 
 0),cos(max)( 21   PP

 (1) 

Where ε(θ) is the angular dependent emissivity 

with θ the angle tangent to the surface, P1 and 

P2 are fitting parameters which are found using 

a numerical model updating according to [3] as 

respectively 1.6 and 1.115π. The normal 

maximum emissivity ε is due to the paint cover 

equal to 0.95. 

 

To automatically determine an efficient 

scanning trajectory we use a greedy ‘generate 

and test procedure’ similar to [14]. We first 

compute a set of candidate viewpoints. For 

every candidate viewpoint we calculate the 

directional emissivity in every mesh node 

which is dependent on the scanning angle. We 

select the viewpoint with the best average 

directional emissivity over the mesh nodes that 

are used in the thermal simulation. This best 

value is stored as current measurement state for 

each node. This step is then repeated until 

stopping criteria are met. These stopping 

criteria can be ‘maximum coverage reached’ or 

‘maximum number of viewpoints reached’. 

The constraints of the articulated robot 

manipulator are of great importance to the final 

scanning trajectory. To simulate these effects 

we use robotic simulation software [15]. In this 

software we can model our complete 

measurement setup. This software will take 

care of robot specific complex path planning 

and collision checking.  

The quality of the final path is highly dependent 

on the positioning of the bicycle frame because 

of collisions. Therefore we efficiently sample 

the configuration space of the bicycle frame 

and select the position which delivers the best 

scanning trajectory.  

Results & discussion 

As a result of the path planning and visibility 

study we achieved to perform sequential 
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measurements performing uniform automated 

pulsed thermography inspection. The optimized 

inspection path is shown in Fig.2. Using this 

path 85% of the full frame surface is seen in at 

least one measurement location. The frame was 

supported by placing it on a platform as seen in 

Fig.3. The expected emissivity on the best 

measurement location is rendered as a colour 

range on the frame. The numerical model is 

simplified to a uniformly distributed boundary 

heat source on the surface of the bicycle frame 

considering the emissivity map of Fig.2.  

 
Fig. 2: Finale path covering 85% of the surface if the 

bicycle frame. The colorbar is the expected emissivity. 

 

The simulated measurement setup with the field 

of view in one measurement location and 

expected radiosity is seen in Fig.3. The 

resulting path is optimized iteratively to a 

minimize path length and the amount of 

measurement locations. 

 
Fig. 3: Measurement setup with one example 

measurement pose and expected radiosity seen by the 

camera. 

The numerical simulation model is further used 

to estimate the necessary excitation power and 

excitation pulse time needed to optimally 

measure the local tube thickness of the frame, 

considering an anisotropic fibre distribution 

through the laminated plies. 

The numerical model which is used within the 

optimization routine is shown in Fig. 4. The 

model consists of three different material mesh 

collectors: one for the covering paint of 0.11 

mm thick and two for the CFRP plies with a 

consecutive 90 degree angle between each ply 

and with the respective global orthotropic ply 

material properties. Within the initial 

assumption the full bicycle frame has a 

continuous thickness of four CFRP plies in a 

regular stacking: [0,90]s. The material 

properties and heat exchange properties are 

defined using the numerical updating progress 

of [13], as described above in comparison with 

a preliminary static measurement.  

 
Fig. 4: Numerical finite element model result after 1 sec 

 

The local thickness of different points is 

examined in comparison with some benchmark 

points which are possible to physical measure. 

The measurements are performed with an 

accuracy of 50µm. 

 

 Real 

value 

Computed 

value 

Saddle tube (top) [mm] 2.64 2.322 

Head tube (top) [mm] 4.05 4.052 

Lower tube (middle) [mm] 2.05 1.95 

Top Tube (middle) [mm] / 2.21 

Rear Tube (middle) [mm] / 3.61 

Table 2. Optimization Results 
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Conclusion 

Within this work, it is shown that the 

implementation of a thermal numerical model 

updating routine with advanced visibility 

analysis and robotic path planning significantly 

improves the accuracy of automatic active 

thermography inspection without the need of 

excessive calibration. It is shown that thickness 

evaluation of complex shaped structures is 

feasible. 

 

Fig. 5: Result of active thermography measurement after 

Principle Component post-processing. 
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Multiscale shape skeletonization on pixel adjacency graphs which corresponds to images 

have been proposed by Maragos et al. The interest for a graph based skeletonization that 

guarantees connectedness of the resulting skeleton was drawn there. We have suggested a 

multiscale shape skeletonization approach which extracts connected skeleton of an image. 

The method has been applied to skeletonization of infrared thermal images. 

Introduction 

       Mathematical morphology is a highly used 

framework for binary and grayscale image 

processing [7,8]. The core of mathematical 

morphology depends upon fitting a pattern 

called the structuring element on an image. It 

extracts useful information about the 

geometrical structure of an image by matching 

small patterns into it at various locations of the 

image. By making use of different shapes and  

sizes of structuring elements, information such 

as connectivity, borders with regarding to  the 

shape of different parts of the image and 

interrelations can be obtained. 

      Graph based image representations typically 

deal with pixel adjacency graphs, i.e, graphs 

whose vertices is the set of image pixels and 

whose edge set is determined by some adjacency 

relation on image pixels. In a 2D discrete grid 

environment the 4,6,8-connected adjacency 

relation applies according to the connectivity 

property adopted for the grid. Figure 1 indicates 

graph representation of 4,8-connected grids 

respectively. Another common graph 

representation of an image are Delaunay graphs 

which is illustrated by figure 2.    

     Extensive research on graph morphological 

transformations have led to vast applications of 

morphological operations for graph space in 

image processing and computer vision [10]. The 

notion of skeleton was introduced by Blum[6]. 

The intuitive model suggests considering an 

image as a grass field. At time t=0 the image 

boundary is set to fire and the fire propagates 

inwards. The set of points remaining after 

extinguishing the fire is adopted as the skeleton 

of the image. Lantuéjoul employed binary 

morphological operations for calculating the 

skeleton of a binary image [15]. He has proved 

that the skeleton Skel(M) of the image M can be 

extracted by: 

𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑛(𝑀) = (𝑀 ⊖ 𝑛𝐵) − ((𝑀 ⊖ 𝑛𝐵) ∘ 𝑐𝑙𝐵)   
where nB denotes dilation of the structuring 

element B with itself iterated n times and ⊖,∘
, clB are corresponded to the binary erosion and 

opening and closed structuring element B 

respectively. This leads to an iterative approach 

for calculating the skeleton. The iteration 

 
Fig.1. (a) 4, (b) 8-connected grids. 

 

   
Fig.2. Delaunay graph representation. 
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continues by n steps until 𝑀 ⊖ 𝑛𝐵 ≠ ∅.  Given 

the skeleton of an image, the original image can 

be completely or partially retrieved by, 

𝑀 ∘ 𝑐𝑙𝐵 = (⋃𝑛 | 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 ∶ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑛(𝑀) ⊕ 𝑛𝐵)  
where 𝑞 > 0 is an integer and ⊕ is the dilation 

operation. 

        By setting q=0, one gets a complete 

reconstruction of the original image. In [1], 

Maragos has generalized the concept of 

skeletonization to graphs. The binary 

morphological operations introduced in [7] are 

utilized in his approach. However, proposing a 

method in which the connectivity of derived 

skeleton is guaranteed demands a different 

approach since the binary morphological 

operations acting on graph vertices do not 

intuitively treat connectivity issues. We have 

generalized binary morphological operations 

with regard to graph edges introduced in [4] to 

structured structuring elements. Then the 

skeletonization procedure is formalized 

benefiting from these binary morphological 

operations. Moreover, the proposed method was 

employed for extracting infrared thermal 

samples. 

Method  

    Given a 4,8-connected grid represented by the 

graph 𝑮 = (𝑽𝑮, 𝑬𝑮), suppose an image is 

represented by 𝑴 = (𝑽𝑴, 𝑬𝑴) satisfying 𝑽𝑴 ⊆
𝑽𝑮, 𝑬𝑴 ⊆ 𝑬𝑮. The inclusion is so trivial since the 

image is embedded in the grid.  

      Inspiring from the vertex based structured 

graph morphology introduced in [2] and the non-

structured edge based morphological operations 

proposed in [4], we came to the structured edge 

based morphological operations. We do not 

include any explanation on aforementioned 

methods for the sake of brevity but the reader 

can refer to indicated papers. 

      The idea behind the structured graph 

morphology based on edges is to investigate a 

homomorphism from the structuring graph to the 

source graph, find the mapping of bud edges in 

the source graph and adding adjacent edges to 

the source graph. 

        Given some structuring graph 𝑺 =
(𝑽𝒔, 𝑬𝒔), define two sets  𝑹𝑺, 𝑩𝑺 ⊆ 𝑬𝑺, as the set 

of roots and buds respectively. If 𝜽: 𝑽𝑺 ⟶ 𝑽𝑮   is 

a homomorphism and 𝒉: 𝑬𝑺 ⟶ 𝑬𝑮 is defined by 

(𝒖, 𝒗) ∈ 𝑬𝑺,  as  𝒉(𝒖, 𝒗) = (𝜽(𝒖), 𝜽(𝒗)). The 

reciprocal graph corresponding to S denoted 

by �̌� is defined by 𝑹�̌� = 𝑩𝑺 and 𝑩�̌� = 𝑹𝑺. 

Suppose for two edges, their intersection is non 

empty if they share a vertex and empty 

otherwise. Let us define the edge adjacency 

function 𝒂𝒅𝒋: 𝑬𝑴 → 𝑬𝑮  for an edge e in M 

by, 𝒂𝒅𝒋 (𝒆) = (⋃ 𝒆𝒊| 𝒆𝒊 ∈ 𝑬𝑮: 𝒆 ∩ 𝒆𝒊 ≠ ∅). The 

neighborhood function can now be defined by, 

𝑵𝑺(𝒆|𝑮)

= (⋃𝒉|𝒉 𝒎𝒂𝒑𝒔 𝒂𝒏 𝒆𝒅𝒈𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝑹𝑺𝒕𝒐 𝒆: 𝒂𝒅𝒋(𝒉(𝑩𝑺))). 

homomorphism that maps a root edge of the 

structuring element to it, the neighborhood 

function, computes adjacent edges to the 

mapping of bud edges of the structuring element 

through that homomorphism. Now the dilation 

of graph G by S as the structuring element is 

defined as bellows:   

𝜹𝑺(𝑴|𝑮) = (⋃𝒆|𝒆 ∈ 𝑴 ∶ 𝑵𝑺(𝒆|𝑮)). Erosion can 

be calculated making use of its Galois 

connection with the dilation.  

Definition: Let P, Q be sets. A pair of functions  

𝒇: 𝝆(𝑷) → 𝝆(𝑸), 𝒈: 𝝆(𝑸)  → 𝝆(𝑷) 

is called a Galois connection if for each 𝑿 ∈
 𝝆(𝑷) and 𝒀 ∈  𝝆(𝑸) we have: 

𝑿 ⊆ 𝒇(𝒀)  ⟺ 𝒀 ⊆ 𝒈(𝑿) 
It is pretty known that dilation and erosion engage 

in a Galois connection. This allows to extract the 

axiomatization of erosion from dilation.  
        According to the Galois connection between 

dilation and erosion we can write: 𝜹𝑺(𝑴|𝑮) ⊆
𝑷 ⟺ 𝑴 ⊆ 𝝐𝑺(𝑷|𝑮).   
 

𝜹𝑺(𝑴|𝑮) ⊆ 𝑷 

⟺ <Definition of dilation> 

(⋃ 𝒆| 𝑬𝑴 ∈ 𝑬𝑴: 𝑵𝑺(𝒆|𝑮)) ⊆ 𝑷. 

⟺ <Properties of ∪> 

(∀𝒆|𝒆 ∈ 𝑬𝑴: 𝑵𝑺(𝒆|𝑮) ⊆ 𝑷) 

⟺  〈𝑬𝑴 ⊆ 𝑬𝑮〉 
𝑮 ⊆ (∀𝒆|𝒆 ∈ 𝑬𝑮: 𝑵𝑺(𝒆|𝐺) ⊆ 𝑷) 

⟺ <𝐏𝐫𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐭𝐢𝐞𝐬 𝐨𝐟 ∀> 

𝑮 ⊆ (∩ 𝒆|𝒆 ∈ 𝑬𝑮: 𝑵𝑺(𝒆|𝐺) ⊆ 𝑷) 

Thus the erosion can be defined by: 

𝝐𝑺(𝑷|𝑮) = (⋂𝒆|𝒆 ∈ 𝑬𝑮: 𝑵𝑺(𝒆|𝑮) ⊆ 𝑷). 
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    With dilation and erosion in hand, one can 

simply express the opening and closing. 

However, there is another way of specifying 

opening and closing called structural opening 

[2].  

     One can also define the opening transform for 

structured morphological graph transformations 

based on edges as follows: 

∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮)

= (
⋃𝒉|𝒉 𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒔 𝒕𝒐 𝒂 𝒉𝒐𝒎𝒐𝒎𝒐𝒓𝒑𝒉𝒊𝒔𝒎 𝒂𝒏𝒅 

𝒂𝒅𝒋(𝒉(𝑩𝑺)) ⊆ 𝑴: 𝒂𝒅𝒋(𝒉(𝑩𝑺)) 
). 

This definition of opening does not deal with 

roots of the structuring element. It is not hard to 

prove that this formula is indeed an opening. To 

prove that we need to prove that ∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮) is anti-

extensive, idempotent and increasing. 

Definition. Let 𝑶: 𝑿 → 𝑿 be a function acting on 

complete lattice 𝑿. We can say that: 

I. 𝑶 is idempotent if 𝑶 
𝟐  = 𝑶 . 

II. 𝑶 is anti-extensive if for every 𝒖 ∈ 𝑿 ,      

𝑶(𝒖)  ≤ 𝒖. 

III. 𝑶 is increasing if for every,                                   

  𝒖, 𝒗 ∈ 𝑿, 𝒖 ≤ 𝒗 ⇒ 𝑶(𝒖)  ≤ 𝑶(𝒗).            

Proving having the anti-extensive property is 

straightforward since   𝒂𝒅𝒋(𝒉(𝑩𝑺)) ⊆ 𝑴 ⇒

 ∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮)  ⊆ 𝑴 . The proof for increasing 

property is that 𝑴𝟏   ⊆  𝑴𝟏    ⇒ ∝𝑺 (𝑴𝟏   |𝑮)  ⊆
 ∝𝑺 (𝑴𝟐   |𝑮) because for if  𝒂𝒅𝒋(𝒉(𝑩𝑺)) ⊆ 𝑴𝟏 for 

a homomorphism h, we have also 𝒂𝒅𝒋(𝒉(𝑩𝑺)) ⊆

𝑴𝟐 .  For proving idempotency we have 

∝𝑺 (∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮) ) ⊆∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮)  by the anti-extensive 

property. For any edge 𝒆 ∈ ∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮) we have 

𝒆 ∈∝𝑺 (∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮)).Thus ∝𝑺 (∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮))= ∝𝑺 (𝑴|𝑮) . 

       The primary definition of skeleton requires 

dilating the structuring element by itself n times. 

However, this concludes a complicated 

structuring graph. Maragos attacks this problem 

by first calculating erosion of the source graph 

by the structuring graph and repeating this n 

times. We also adopt this pathway. Regarding 

this issue, the skeleton of a picture represented 

by a graph can be obtained by,  

𝒔𝒌𝒆𝒍𝒏(𝑴) =  𝝐𝑺(𝑴|𝑮)𝒏 − (𝝐𝑺(𝑴|𝑮) ∘ 𝑿) =
 𝝐𝑺(𝑴|𝑮)𝒏 − 𝜹𝑺(𝝐𝑺(𝑴|𝑮)𝒏+𝟏). 

Where 𝝐𝑺(𝑴|𝑮)𝒏 denotes eroding the picture 

represented by graph M with the structuring 

graph S and 𝜹𝑺(𝝐𝑺(𝑴|𝑮)𝒏+𝟏) stands for opening 

graph M by S after performing n Intuitively for 

any edge e in M, if there exist an operation, by 

skeleton of a graph M we can reconstruct it by 

the following formula: 

𝜹𝑺
𝒌𝝐𝑺

𝒌 = (⋃ 𝒏|𝒌 ≤ 𝒏 ≤ 𝑵 ∶  𝜹𝑺
𝒏(𝒔𝒌𝒆𝒍𝒏(𝑴))). 

Specifying k=0 yields almost the exact 

reconstruction of the source image. The 

advantage of skeletonization and reconstruction 

built on the graph morphological  

transformations which rely on graph edges 

instead of vertices is preservation of 

connectivity after acquiring final results.            

The binary skeleton approach using graphs can 

be generalized to grayscale and color images. 

This area of research has been mentioned by 

Maragos. For skeletonizing a grayscale image, 

we assumed the edge weight of  𝒆𝒊𝒋 coinciding 

between nodes i,j in the graph as |𝒍𝒊 − 𝒍𝒋  | where 

𝒍𝒏 is the gray level of the node n. However, the 

method will be explained in the coming full 

paper since the lack of space here. For colored 

images it might be possible to assign vectors 

representing R,G,B difference of two vertices to 

the edge connecting them and formalize the 

solution. 

  

Results 

    We have applied the aforementioned 

approach so as to obtain the skeleton of infrared 

thermal images. Since the implementation of the 

method for grayscale images remains for future 

research, the sample infrared images were 

transformed to binary counterparts and then their 

skeleton was calculated. Figure (3a) illustrates 

the sample. Its skeleton using the structuring 

graph isomorphic to 3*3 grid is depicted in (3d). 

Figure (3e) represents the skeleton of (3b) by the 

same structuring graph. Figure (3f) illustrates the 

result of reconstruction of the source image 

using the skeleton (3e).  
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Conclusion 

       A new method for extracting skeleton of a 

binary image using graph morphological 

operations based on edges. Some experiments 

have been issued. The reformulation of the 

method for grayscale images will be included in 

the full paper. Implementing the new method for 

grayscale images and generalizing the proposed 

method and implementing it for color images 

can be pursued along with the future research. 
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This work presents a deep learning framework based on the use of Deep Convolutional 

Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN) for infrared face image super-resolution. We 

use DCGAN for upscaling the images by a factor of 4x4, starting at a size of 16x16 and 

obtaining a 64x64 face image. Tests are conducted using two infrared face datasets 

operating in the near infrared (NIR) and the long wave infrared (LWIR) spectrum. We can 

see that the proposed framework performs well and preserves important details of the face. 

This kind of approach can be very useful in security applications where we can scan faces 

in the crowd or detect faces at a distance and upscale them for further recognition through 

an infrared or multispectral face recognition system.   

Introduction 

Upscaling the images to get a higher resolution 

image from its lower resolution counterpart is a 

complex and challenging task. This process is 

called super-resolution and has been widely 

studied by computer vision and image 

processing researchers [1-3]. Super-resolution 

can be obtained using a single image [2, 4] or 

multiple images [5, 6]. In this work, we are 

interested in the single image super-resolution.  

Many classical techniques based on filtering 

were proposed in the past and are largely used 

in different applications today. They use 

interpolation techniques to produce new pixels 

based on the neighboring pixels, among them, 

nearest-neighbors, bilinear, bicubic, lanczos, 

etc. [7, 8]. These techniques tend to smooth the 

edges. Other techniques were developed to 

preserve the edges during the interpolation 

process [9-11].  

Super-resolution using a large factor tend to 

reduce the texture details present in the image. 

In recent years, Deep learning techniques were 

proposed in order to upscale the image by large 

factors while preserving the edges and texture 

details. These techniques are mainly based on 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). CNN 

have known a tremendous success after the 

spectacular results obtained by AlexNet in the 

ImageNet challenge [12]. Many state of the art 

techniques in computer vision today are based 

on Deep Neural Networks. For super-

resolution, deep neural networks have shown a 

very interesting performance in preserving the 

image details for large upscaling factors [13-

18]. In [18], the authors propose a new 

approach called SRGAN (Super-Resolution 

Generative Adversarial Networks) to generate a 

photo-realistic single image super-resolution.  

In this work, we propose the use of a Deep 

Convolutional Generative Adversarial 

Networks (DCGAN) for Super-resolution 

InfraRed Faces (DeepSIRF). The objective is 

to upscale small sized image of 16x16 pixels by 

a factor of 4x4 to a 64x64 image. We will use 

thermal long-wave (LWIR) and near-infrared 

(NIR) images to test the proposed approach. 

The proposed framework can be used in a 

security system where facial biometrics can be 

used to recognize faces at a distance even if 

they appear at a smaller resolution in the image. 

The infrared or a multispectral face biometrics 

system [19, 20] can then be used for 

recognizing the upscaled version of the face 

image.  
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Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial 

Networks (DCGAN) for super-resolution 

The Deep Convolutional Generative 

Adversarial Networks (DCGAN) are a newly 

developed convolutional deep learning 

networks [21, 22], that use two types of 

networks (generative and discriminative) in 

order to train the deep network. The generative 

network (generator), generate images during the 

training and the discriminative network 

(discriminator) tries to classify the images as 

generated or real. We feed, for example, N 

generated images and N real images into the 

discriminative network and train it to classify 

them as real or generated. During training, 

errors are backpropagated through both the 

discriminator and the generator so that the 

generator can learn how to change its 

parameters to make the images more confusing 

to the discriminator. The two networks are 

interdependent in a way that the discriminator 

tries to distinguish real images from generated 

ones and the generator tries to create images 

that look real to the discriminator. This way, the 

generator learns the parameters that lead him to 

create images to fool the discriminator in 

considering them as real. 

For super-resolution, this property of generating 

realistic images is used, and we train the 

network to generate new images by feeding 

lower resolution images and their higher 

resolution counterparts during the training 

phase. This way, the generator learns how to 

create high resolution images from the lower 

resolution ones. 

Figure 1 gives the architecture of the DCGAN 

used in this work. We can see the different 

layers used in the generator and the 

discriminator networks. Also, are given the 

parameters of the convolution and the 

fractionally-strided convolution layers (or 

transposed convolution), where k is the 

convolutional filter size, n is the number of 

filters used, and s is the stride value. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the DCGAN for DeepSIRF: (a) 

labels (as colors) of each block; (b) deep generator 

network; (c) deep discriminator network 

DeepSIRF results 

In this work, we used 2 infrared image datasets: 

1. Terravic Facial IR Database [23]: this 

database contains 20 thermal LWIR 

sequences captured in different conditions:  

front, left, right; indoor/outdoor; glasses, 

hat. The total number of images is 18,066, 

in an 8-bit grayscale JPEG format and an 

image size of 320x240 pixels. 
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2. CBSR NIR Face Dataset [24, 25]: this 

dataset contains images captured by a near 

infrared (NIR) camera suing an active NIR 

lighting (850nm). 3,940 NIR face images of 

197 people were collected. The image is an 

uncompressed 8-bit grayscale 480x640 

pixels. The dataset contains variations such 

as change in lighting conditions, facial 

expressions, eyeglasses, etc.  

To test the performance of the deep super-

resolution image generation, we downscaled the 

images to two sets of 16x16 pixels and 64x64 

pixels. The 64x64 pixels resolution is our 

super-resolution target from the 16x16 starting 

size, thus the resize factor tested in this 

approach is 4x4 factor (16 times the starting 

size). 32 images were kept for test and the 

remaining images were used in the training of 

the Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial 

Networks (3,908 training images for NIR and 

18,034 training images for LWIR). DCGAN 

was implemented using Tensorflow [26]. 

Different learning rates and epochs were tested. 

The best results were obtained using a learning 

rate α = 0.000025 and 8 hours fixed-time 

training. We use the adaptive moment 

estimation (Adam) [27] for optimisation during 

the learning phase. 

Some results are shown in figure 2. We can see 

that the proposed approach (3rd column) gives 

interesting results that preserve some 

edge/texture details. Table 1, gives the NIR 

images mean quality metrics over the test set 

obtained for bicubic and DeepSIRF super-

resolution. We can see that DeepSIRF has 

better signal to noise ratio (PSNR and SNR). 

SSIM is also better for DeepSIRF, the structural 

similarity (SSIM) measures the quality of 

reconstruction and takes into account the 

similarity of the edges (high frequency 

content). Finally, DeepSIRF has a small mean-

squared error (MSE) distance from the ground 

truth image. The proposed approach can be 

further improved using a larger dataset and 

more training images. The performance of the 

proposed approach is promising and show that 

we can use this kind of framework for infrared 

super-resolution.     

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. DeepSIRF results, from left to right: low 

resolution image; bicubic; DeepSIRF; high resolution 

image (first 3 rows: LWIR; last 3 rows: NIR) 

 

Bicubic DeepSIRF 

PSNR (dB) 25.56 29.59 

SNR (dB) 13.18 17.21 

SSIM 0.71 0.84 

MSE 191.56 77.36 

Table 1. Mean image quality metrics for NIR images 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduced the use of a Deep 

Convolutional Generative Adversarial 

Networks (DCGAN) for super-resolution 

infrared facial image generation. The face 

images were upscaled by a factor of 4x4. The 

tests were conducted in two datasets containing 

images in the near infrared (NIR) and the long 

wave infrared (LWIR) spectrum.  

The analysis of the images show that the 

proposed framework is promising and can help 

improve the performance of image super-
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resolution generation in the infrared spectrum. 

The small number and quality of infrared face 

images available for training was the main 

limiting factor. Future work includes adding 

higher quality infrared images and testing the 

performance of the proposed approach with 

other deep learning super-resolution 

approaches.  
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In this paper we introduce an approach in order to refine and improve the detection of
defects using far infrared thermography by using a two step algorithm. During the first step
the phase congruency of the signal is processed. Because the phase congruency is based
on the processing of a monogenic signal this step enhances the information contained in the
image. However the image also contains a lot of artifacts that make it unprocessable as is. In
the second step, in order to maximize the removal of the artifacts while minimizing the loss
of information, we use an optimization based on the minimization of the weighted nuclear
norm. This approach has been evaluated with other state of the art algorithms and several
materials and seems to outperform most of them or give comparable results depending on
the materials.

Introduction

The main goal in any Non Destructive
Testing is to detect and segment the Re-
gions Of Interest (ROIs) that represent a de-
fect or an anomaly by analyzing either an
image or a sequence of images. Another ob-
vious goal is to detect such ROIs as early,
accurately and condition invariantly as pos-
sible. In order to achieve this goal Infrared (or
Thermal) NDT use among others, the Pul-
sed Phase Thermography (PPT) [4], Princi-
pal Componant Thermography (PCT) [6], Dif-
ference of Absolute Contrast (DAC) [5], and
Thermographic Signal Reconstruction (TSR)
[7, 8]. More recently approaches such as Par-
tial Least Squares Thermography (PLST) [3]
as well as Candid Covariance Free Incre-
mental Principal Componant Thermography
(CCIPCT) [10] have given noticeable results.
These algorithms constitute the state of the
art and have been the object of numerous pu-
blications.
The aim of the work described in this paper
is to propose another approach and to eva-
luate it comparatively to the state of the art.
This work is divided into three steps. In a first
step a feature image is processed by using

monogenic signal and phase congruency ap-
proaches. Because the feature image has a
very high signal over noise ratio an optimi-
zation algorithm is applied in order to reduce
the noise while preserving information contai-
ned in the feature image. At last an adapta-
tive approach is use in order to locate and
segment the defects.
The comparison with the state of the art me-
thods has been conducted over several data-
sets acquired under different contexts.

Conclusion

This work proposed a new method to de-
tect defects in infrared images. It can be di-
vided into three steps. During the first step
a monogenic signal and its phase are pro-
cessed from the thermal image. From these
images several oriented and multiscale filters
are processed in order to extract a feature
image. That feature image contains most of
the defects that have be detected but the si-
gnal over noise ratio is high. In order to re-
duce the noise while retaining the informa-
tion the image is sent to the second step. The
second step consists in applying a denoising
algorithm using an optimization algorithm ba-
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sed on the weighted nuclear norm [1, 9]. That
approach reduces the noise but is also able
to reconstruct some of the information. At last
the regions of interest are located and seg-
mented using an adaptative approach. That
method is then compared to other state of the
art [2, 3, 10] methods and the results are dis-
cussed. Depending on the context of acqui-
sition this work outperforms or gives similar
results in comparison to the state of the art
algorithms.
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The term theranostics denotes in nanomedicine the combined and simultaneous effects of 

diagnostic and therapy for many diseases, in a special way, in oncology. Theranostic agents 

take advantage of the high capacity of nano-platforms to ferry cargo and loads onto them 

both imaging and therapeutic functions. The resulting nanosystems, capable of diagnosis, 

drug delivery and monitoring of therapeutic response, are expected to play a significant role 

for early diagnosis of many cancers. One theranostic agent is composed by gold nanoshells 

(AuNSs) (a nanoparticle (NP) made of a dielectric core and an external gold layer) able to 

absorb light in the NIR range. The near infrared transparency window defines a range of 

wavelengths from 650 to 1350 nm where light has its maximum depth of penetration (some 

centimeters) in biological tissues. The combination of such characteristic with AuNSs could 

improve both diagnosis or cancer treatments. This paper critically reviews the theranostic 

role of AuNSs taking advantage of NIR tissue transparency.      

 

Introduction 

Theranostics denotes in nanomedicine the 

combined and simultaneous effects of diagnostic 

and therapy for many diseases, in a special way, 

in oncology. Theranostic agents take advantage of 

the high capacity of nano-platforms to ferry cargo 

and loads onto them both imaging and therapeutic 

functions. In this paper, we will focus on the 

application of AuNSs, for theranostic approach, 

i.e, the combination of early diagnosis and cancer 

therapy, with particular emphasis on their use in 

vivo and their potential to be translated into 

clinical settings. During the past decade, it has 

been demonstrated that NPs of 4-150nm, which 

are more and more smaller than normal human 

cells, exhibit strong interactions with 

biomolecules such as enzymes, receptors and 

antibodies, both on the surface and inside the cell 

[1]. By surface chemical modification, 

nanoparticles can be coated, functionalized, and 

integrated with a variety of bioconjugated 

moieties for selective detection and treatment. 

New theranostic functionalities can be gained 

combining the optical properties of AuNSs with 

NIR transparency window. Basically, the cells are 

transparent to NIR light so the cellular uptake of 

AuNSs gives the possibility to control targeted 

delivery of drugs to tumor sites, controlling 

release of specific drugs at different locations, 

i.e., improving diagnosis and cancer treatments.  

 

Materials and Methods 

One specific material in this study is 

represented by AuNSs. AuNSs is a NP 

composed by a dielectric core and a layer of 

gold, fig. 1. When the dimensions of core and 

layer are approximately 100nm (core) and 20-

40nm (layer), the AuNSs shows a localized 

plasmon resonance falling in the NIR range. 
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Fig. 1. Example of plasmonic effect (left) showing the 

displacement of the conduction electron charge cloud 

relative to the core in an oscillating electric field; 

representation of a AuNS (right, the yellow denotes the 

gold layer). 

 

The methods considered in this study are based 

on the photothermal activation of AuNSs via 

NIR light, fig. 2. This activation can be used for 

diagnosis or (photo-)therapy. Both diagnosis 

and therapy are made with the same NPs 

eventually functionalized with biomolecular 

components demonstrating the capacity of 

theranostics as a common tool for cancer 

detection and treatment, fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 2. Schematic sketch on the usage of AuNSs as 

photothermal agents for in vivo therapy for cancer 

treatments. The photothermal therapy combines two key 

components: (i) light source, such as lasers with a 

spectral range of 650–900nm for deep tissue penetration 

and (ii) optical absorbing AuNSs which efficiently 

transforms the optical irradiation into heat on a 

picosecond time scale, thus inducing photothermal 

ablation of the tumor cells where previously AuNSs were 

embedded. 

 

Fig. 3. Schematic example of different cancer treatments 

using AuNSs.  

 

Results and Discussion 

AuNSs with controlled geometrical and optical 

properties are the subject of intensive studies in 

theranostics, including laser phototherapy for 

cancer cells and tumors genomics, and 

diagnostics tools, biosensoring, immunoassays, 

targeted delivery of drugs, DNA and antigens, 

optical bioimaging and the monitoring of cells 

and tissues.  

As case study of a theranostic application, here, 

we consider a combination of AuNSs, NIR 

transparency window and near-field optics 

addressed to the problem of identification of 

AuNSs inside a cell. The ability to identify 

AuNSs inside cells is of vital importance for 

medical treatments of cancers, as well as for the 

investigation of inner cell organs and 

components. Recently, we have demonstrated 

the possibility to identify 100-150nm diameter 

AuNSs inside mouse cells using an aperture 

Scanning Near-Optical Microscope (SNOM) 

[2] 

 

 
Fig. 4. Schematic sketch representing the cell+AuNS 

sample with the aperture SNOM. 

 

 
Fig. 5. 20m20m image representing an overlapping 

of topography of a h9c2 mouse cell recorded with a 

home-made aperture SNOM; with the correspondent 

optical map, the arrows denote the AuNSs identified 

within the cell. Strong-absorption points marked by 
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arrows in the overlapping image represent the AuNSs 

uptaken by the mouse cell [2].  

 

 

This result shown in fig. 5 denotes the 

possibility to detect single AuNSs inside cells 

exploiting NIR transparency window. This 

result is particularly significant because it gives 

an accurate knowledge of the depth distance 

localization of AuNSs inside the cells. This 

feature is due to a combination of two 

properties: the NIR transparency of biological 

systems and the strong absorption capability of 

appropriate size gold nanoshells in the near-

infrared range. Our results can stimulate further 

developments in the field of thermal treatments 

of cancers or near-field plasmonics 

investigation of biological systems.  

In turn, the processes of cellular uptake of 

AuNSs can be now studied when the NPs are 

functionalized with biomolecules such as 

enzymes, receptors and antibodies, both on the 

surface and inside the cell and integrated with a 

variety of bioconjugated moieties for selective 

detection and treatments. At the lights of such 

results, our talk discusses the possibility of 

improved roles of AuNSs in theranostics 

applications.  
 

Conclusion 

Most biological soft tissues have a relatively 

low light absorption coefficient in the NIR 

regions, characteristic known as the tissue 

optical window. Over such window, near 

infrared light transmits through the tissues with 

the scattering-limited attenuation and minimal 

heating preventing the healthy tissues to be 

damaged. In this conference, starting from 

some experimental results previously obtained 

by our group on the identification of AuNSs 

inside mouse cells, we review the possible role 

of such results within the theranostics 

challenges improving early diagnosis and 

cancer treatments.  
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Thermal imagery for monitoring of body temperature provides a powerful tool to decrease the risk 

(e.g. of infection) for intensive care patients. It is created by traditional thermal measurement and 

involves many relevant researches in the field of thermography. The presented approach addresses 

an experiment to simulate the hospital’s condition for the patients along with an automatic monitoring 

system for patient’s temperature. The monitoring system uses an incremental low-rank noise 

reduction applying Incremental Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and applies color based 

clustering for initialization of the Region of Interest (ROI) boundary. Then a particle filter tracks the 

ROI(s) for entire thermal stream (video sequence). The conducted thermal database contains 15 

subjects in sitting and lying positions in front of camera and it is created to verify the robustness of 

our method facing motion-artifacts and in the presence of noise (2%-20% - Salt and pepper noise). 

The proposed approach has been tested and could track the ROI continuously and correctly, and 

provided considerable robustness against noise and motions, which shows the promising performance 

and demonstrated a confirmation for the outlined properties. 

Keywords: Infrared and thermal image analysis, Incremental low rank noise reduction, Incremental Singular 

value decomposition, segmentation, monitoring of body temperature, particle filter tracking. 

 

Introduction 

The thermographic applications in the medicine 

increasingly grew [1] and there are many 

researches have been accomplished in different 

fields of medicine such as pain diagnosing and 

treatment monitoring [2], breast cancer [3], 

psychology[4], dermatology [5], dentistry [6], 

avian flu [7], and many other medical applications. 

Here the applications of thermography focus on 

medical prevention and monitoring. There are 

some similar approaches for tracking of body 

temperature using Kalman filter [8] and Particle 

filter [9]. The proposed approach creates a thermal 

dataset from several volunteers in lying position in 

front of thermal camera. For every frame, a color 

based segmentation performed to Region of 

Interest (ROI) in the thermal image. Then, this 

region gives the information to a particle filter to 

track it throughout the stream. In the next section, 

the methodology of the approach will be briefly 

described and the proposed algorithm will be 

presented. The experimental and computational 

results, as well as the discussion and conclusions 

Sections are presented afterward, respectively.   

Method 

The necessity of employing the thermal infrared 

system to monitor thermal changes for medical 

applications is discussed in previous section. Here, 

the proposed method for monitoring the thermal 

variations is presented. The process begins with 

lower rank noise reduction and then an automatic 

detection of the ROI. 

Low rank noise reduction 

Due to the nature of process in thermal cameras, 

having noise in the thermal images seems 

inevitable. The sensitivity of the acquisition also 

depends on the acquisition’s condition which 

might decrease the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) in 

the system. 
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Let X is an input matrix which has p×q dimension 

where p is number of frames and q is the vector 

correspond to each image (q = image’s height (m) 

× image’s wide (n)). The Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) [10] gives a bilinear 

factoring of input matrix X, (𝐗 =  𝐔𝚺𝐕𝐓) which 

can be shown by r to decrease the rank and 

ultimately reducing the noise level as the noise’s 

eigenvectors correspond to the lower eigenvalues 

in 𝚺. The mentioned process can be shown as 

below: 

𝐗′𝐩×𝐪
𝐒𝐕𝐃𝐫
→  𝐔𝐩×𝐫𝚺𝐫×𝐫𝐕𝐫×𝐪

𝐓   , 𝐫 ≤ 𝐦𝐢𝐧(𝐩, 𝐪)      (1) 

Once we have low-rank, 𝒓𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 ≪ 𝒎𝒊𝒏(𝒑,𝒒), the 

data represents in more explanatory form due to 

noise reduction (𝑿′).  
 

Incremental SVD 

Performing the low rank noise reduction by SVD 

eq. (1) for the purpose of video processing and 

possible online performing system enforces the 

SVD to function incrementally. Incremental SVD 

[11] can handle randomly missing, and incomplete 

or uncertain data. It is potentially showed an 

efficient robust subspace tracker. For the 

additional matrix C to the previous data, 𝐔𝐓𝐂 is 

eigen-coding.  

[𝐗′  𝐂] =  [𝐔𝚺𝐕𝐓 𝐂] 

= [𝐔(𝐈 − 𝐔𝐔𝐓)𝐂/𝐌] [
𝚺 𝚼
𝟎 𝐌

] [
𝐕 𝟎
𝟎 𝐈

]
𝐓

 

  =  [𝑼 𝚿] [
𝚺 𝚼
𝟎 𝑴

] [
𝑽 𝟎
𝟎 𝑰

]
𝑻

   (2) 

where ≐ (𝑰 − 𝑼𝑼𝑻)𝑪 = 𝑪 − 𝑼𝑳 , 𝜰 = 𝑼𝑻𝑪 and 

𝜧 ≐ 𝜳𝑻𝑻 that 𝜳 is an orthogonal basis of T. 

Applying QR-decomposition, there will be 𝜯 
𝑸𝑹
→  𝜳𝑴. The middle matrix denotes as Q and must 

be updated and diagonalized to lead to the answer 

for the whole process. In the case of adding a 

single vector 𝐜 = 𝐂 the computation speed 

increases by calculating the vector 𝝍 =  𝚿 =
(𝒄 − 𝑼𝑼𝑻𝒄)/𝒎  and scalar 𝒄𝑻𝒄 − 𝟐𝚼𝑻𝚼 +
(𝑼𝚼)𝑻(𝑼𝚼) →𝒎. First 𝒎 ∈ 𝑴, ‖𝒎‖ → 𝚺 , 𝒎/
‖𝒎‖→𝑼, and 𝑽→ 𝟏 and then updates by iteration 

for above mentioned calculations with truncation 

[12]. In the proposed approach, the initial data 

matrix constructs using initial frames and after 

noise reduction, the additional frame (c) adds to 

current data (𝑿′) to complete the process.  

 

 

Clustering and tracking 
After noise reduction for initialization of particle 

filter, a color based K-means clustering [9,13] is 

used.  Here, a brief review of the kernelled K-

means [14] is presented. Suppose 𝑺 =
 {𝑿𝟏, … , 𝑿𝒏} ⊂ ℝ

𝒑 is our observation set (p) and 

dissimilarities are calculated by ‖𝑿𝒊 − 𝑿𝒋‖𝟐
𝟐
  for 

𝑿𝒊 ∈ ℝ
𝒑 and K is the number of clusters. 

Clustering of the data X is nothing more than a 

function C assigning every observation Xi to a set 

of 𝒌 ∈ {𝟏, … ,𝑲}. The minimization of the 

following formula is required: 

𝐽𝑘 = ∑ ∑ ‖𝐗𝐢 − 𝐗𝐣‖𝟐
𝟐

𝐂(𝐢)=𝐤

             (3)

𝐾

𝑘=1

 

Let 𝑋 =
𝟏

𝐧
∑ 𝐗𝐢
𝐧
𝐢=𝟏  and 𝐶(𝒊) = 𝒌 means that Xi is 

assigned to group k. Different observation here is 

closely related to different color base X. The color 

based clustering determines the ROI and labelled 

used the reference temperature provided by 

blackbody during the experiment or in the 

calibration process (one time for all). Tracking 

these labels is done using a particle filter which is 

considerably similar to the previously presented 

approaches [9]. The function updates the ROI and 

concentrates the particles within the video stream. 

 

Results 

Experimental Setup and Thermal Image Database 

The experiments were conducted in the room 

temperature using A65 FLIR camera for the 

infrared images acquisition at the wavelength 
(7.5µm < λ < 13µm). The resolution of the IR-

camera was 640×512 pixels with the Field of View 

(FOV) of 45° (H) ×37° (V) where the focal length 

were 13mm. This provides 1.31mrad Spatial 
resolution (IFOV). Image frequency of the camera 

capable to reach 9Hz but it set to have 1 second 

interval time between the frames to avoid high 

computational complexity. The object temperature 

range can be varied from -40°C to +160°C. During 

the experiment the subjects were sitting in 1.2m 

and lying at 3m distance in front of the camera. 
The camera located at 1.7m from the ground 

having 36.5° from the vertical axe. Figure 1 shows 

the schematic experimental setup along with two 

examples from thermal images. 

The thermal image database1 created by 15 

subjects for two minutes acquisition while the 

1. The mentioned dataset is available for research uses. A sample set of this database is provided at the following 

link: http://vision.gel.ulaval.ca/~bardia/web%20page/ThermalDatabase.html  
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subjects are sitting or lying in front of the camera. 

The subjects were free to have arbitrary 

movements during the acquisition to not only 

simulate the actual condition but also to verify the 

ability of the system against motion artifact. The 

process has been done with a PC (Intel(R) 

Core(TM) i7 CPU, 930, 2.80GHz, RAM 24.00GB, 

64 bit Operating System) and processing of 

thermal data has been conducted using MATLAB 

computer program. 

 

 System Evaluation  

To verify the performance of the system in the 

presence of noise, we added seven levels of 

 
Figure1. The experimental setup of the approach is shown along with schematic design of the experiment. (a) shows an example of a 

subject sitting in the field of view of the IR-camera. (b,c) are the two thermal image samples of sitting and lying in front of the camera. 

The position of the blackbody and subject as our ROI are highlighted. 

 
Figure2. The results of the proposed approach are shown for two levels of noise (2% and 20%). 
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additive Salt and pepper noise into the input 

stream. The system showed considerable 

robustness against noise due to the incremental 

low-rank noise reduction stage in the process. 

Table 1 represents the performance of the system 

in front of additive noise and computational 

complexity of the proposed approach. Figure 2 

also shows two examples of system performance 

for 2% and 20% noise.  

Conclusions 

The approach presented an automatic monitoring 

system for patient’s temperature used incremental 

low-rank noise reduction applying Incremental 

SVD and applied color based K-means clustering 

for finding ROI and particle filter to track the 

ROI(s) within the sequence. The system tested by 

an experiment conducted to simulate the hospital’s 

condition which contained 15 subjects in sitting 

and lying positions. The robustness of the method 

verified in the presence of subject’s arbitrary 

movements and additive noise. The system was 

able to function even in the presence of 20% (salt 

& pepper) noise with reasonable computational 

load. As future work, the low ranking noise 

reduction process can be modified to avoid the 

vulnerability of the system facing higher level of 

noise. This objective can be done having the 

additional penalty term in computing of the low 

rank data representation or adding a possible 

relaxation coefficient into the calculation.  
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Noise 
level 
(%) 

 

Computational load (per frame) Tracking 
ability 
(O,√) 

Noise 
reduction 

(s) 

Clustering 
(s) 

Particle 
Filter 

tracking (s) 
2 1.059 1.656 0.126 √ 

4 1.001 2.271 0.117 √ 

6 1.175 1.708 0.119 √ 

8 1.073 1.535 0.118 √ 

10 1.045 1.579 0.117 √ 

12 1.284 1.414 0.117 √ 

15 1.068 2.401 0.118 √ 

20 1.049 1.748 0.118 √ 
Table1. The computational load and performance of the system are shown. 
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Originally considered as an imbalance between energy intake and expenditure, obesity is studied in this 

paper by comparing body temperature of abdomen, neck and hand in obese subjects to lean ones with 

oral glucose tolerance test during thermos neutral and cold conditions. We studied obese and normal 

weight females with infrared thermal imaging (IRT) and near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS).  We 

observed that a significantly reduced temperature was much more prevalent in the obese subjects 

around abdominal area and relatively higher temperature on the hand of obese subjects as compared to 

lean ones. However, we observe the higher oxygen saturation in obese females in both hand and 

abdomen. 
 

Introduction 

 

Obesity, now recognized as a major public 

health issue, is a condition associated with high 

body heat content. Several physiological 

changes that accompany the development of 

obesity tend to increase heat production. 

Obesity increasing with an alarming rate 

worldwide with the particular concern is the 

increase in health risk evidenced in younger 

persons and ultimately increases the risk of 

many serious conditions including hyper-

tensions, diabetics, coronary heart disease and 

many more. People with a body mass index 

(BMI) of 30 or higher are considered obese as it 

describe the health condition of significantly 

above ideal healthy weight [1, 2].  These 

negative health consequences of obesity 

attracted many researchers to study further and 

explore its effects on human health. Infrared 

thermography (IRT) has been used in the past 

few decades to study diseases in which skin 

temperature is an indicator of inflammation or 

blood flow changes. The use of IRT in the 

measurement of human skin temperature has 

the advantage to be completely noninvasive. A 

thermal camera makes use of infrared imaging 

to visualize and measure the thermal energy 

emitted from objects in the environment. 

Thermal cameras are capable of discriminating 

temperature differences and used to assess the 

absolute temperature of specific points on the 

body, or alternatively to calculate average 

temperature of a specific region of the body as 

specified [3]. Savastano et al had studied 

human obesity in relation to the heat production 

using such cameras. They examined heat 

production and dissipation in obese adults as 

compared to normal weight adults [2]. Analysis 

of data indicated that obese participants 

demonstrated significantly lower abdominal 

thermal patterns than those of their normal 

weight counterparts. Similarly, Ludwing et al 

had studied maximal skin temperature at 

different region of interests [4]. Chudecks et al 

had drawn a thermal map of obese women and 

highlighted the body area where heat transfer is 

particularly impeded [5]. More recently, Gatidis 

et al had presented their extensive research on 

skin temperature using infrared thermography 

[6].  

Assessment of oxygen saturation (StO2) is 

important to study clinical condition and in 

monitoring several pathological changes. 

During the past few years, near infrared 

spectroscopy (NIRS) has been used to study 
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human adipose tissues to investigate obesity 

effects. NIRS is a method to non-invasively 

measure tissue oxygenation in vivo [7]. NIR 

spectroscopy has been largely used for 

measurement of changes in intravascular 

hemoglobin (Hb) and intramuscular myoglobin 

(Mb) for many applications e.g. Nirengi et al 

had evaluated the oxygenation in brown 

adipose tissues using near infrared spectroscopy 

in thermos neutral and cold conditions [8].  

The aim of this study was to achieve a better 

understanding of the body temperature and 

oxygenation conditions on neck, hand and 

abdomen of normal and obese females during 

oral glucose tolerance tests. In the coming 

sections, we will first explain the methods, 

subjects and designed experimental protocols 

and then we will present our findings with 

discussion. 

 

Subjects and Methods 

 

We had performed 3-hours Oral Glucose 

Tolerance Test (OGTT) to find the difference 

of temperature and oxygenation in lean and 

obese subjects. The glucose tolerance test is a 

medical test in which glucose is given and 

blood samples are taken afterwards to 

determine how quickly it is cleared from the 

blood.  

All the thermal images were acquired with 

Ti9Thermal Imagers (Fluke Corporation, 

Everett, WA) camera. The technique is based 

on the principle that the amount of energy 

radiated depends on the surface temperature of 

the object and the emissivity of the object's 

surface. The camera detects the infrared energy 

from an object and uses this information to 

estimate its temperature. Additionally, we 

acquired NIRS 2D images at the same time. 

The Kent imaging camera, used to take the 

NIRS images, is a non-invasive system for 

tissue oxygenation measurement based on near 

infrared light. The camera reports and 

approximates value of Hb + Mb StO2 in 

superficial tissue. We have selected neck, 

abdomen and hand regions to study temperature 

and microcirculatory features in obese and lean 

subjects. Five healthy women (age 34.4±10.5) 

with low body mass index (BMI= 19.6±2.3 

kg/m2) and five overweight healthy women 

(age 39.8±11.0) (BMI= 27.5±1.8 kg/m2) were 

studied. Table 1 shows the characteristics of all 

subjects. The study was authorized by the local 

Ethical Committee. Each subject gave written 

informed consent.  

 

Experimental Design 

 

All subjects were selected from the Metabolic 

Unit of Fondazione G. Monasterio CNR – 

Regione Toscana, Pisa, Italy. Firstly, height and 

weight were measured and then BMI was 

calculated. Moreover, NIRS and thermographic 

baseline images were collected (after a 15-min 

acclimatization period). 

 

 
Table 1. Participant characteristics. 

 

A 3-h oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) with 

the ingestion of 75 g of oral glucose was 

performed. NIRS and IRT images were taken 

every hour during 180 minutes. At the end of 

OGTT, a cold stimulation was performed by 

immersing the subject’s left hand in ice-water 

for one minute. Finally, NIRS and IRT images 

were acquired immediately after the cold 

stimulus.  

 

Results 

 

Figure 1 (a) and (b) show respectively the 

thermal and StO2 images of hand. Similarly, 

Figure 2 (a) and (b) represent abdomen 

temperature and StO2 respectively and Figure 3 

(a) and (b) show thermal and StO2 images of 

the neck area. 

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the temperature 

averaged on five lean subjects and on five 
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overweight subjects for hand, neck and 

abdomen area during the entire experimental 

paradigm (3-h OGTT test and post ice 

stimulation). Figure 7, 8 and 9 show the mean 

StO2 for both groups in hand, neck and 

abdomen respectively. 

 
Fig1. a) Thermogram of hand. b) NIRS image of hand. 

 
Fig2. a) Thermogram of abdomen. b) NIRS image of 

abdomen. 

 
Fig3. a) Thermogram of neck. b) NIRS image of neck. 

 

Discussion 

 

The major finding of the present study is that 

we detected, both in lean and overweight 

subjects, a consistent, and highly localized, 

increase in local temperature of hand, neck and 

abdomen area induced by a glucose ingestion. 

We also observed that obese participants had 

lower abdominal skin temperature and higher in 

hand as compared to the lean subjects. This 

result, relative only to the baseline condition, is 

the same that is reported in [4]. It is even more 

interesting to note that the hand temperature in 

lean subjects continues to increase during the 

OGTT test while in the obese subjects the hand 

temperature remains more or less constant. 

Interestingly, abdomen temperature in obese 

subject changes more during the first 2 hours of 

OGTT protocol respect to the temperature of 

the same area in lean subjects. 

 
Fig 4. Mean hand temperatures in all subjects measured 

by infrared thermography. 

 
Fig 5. Mean neck temperatures in all subjects measured 

by infrared thermography. 

 
Fig 6. Mean abdominal temperatures in all subjects 

measured by infrared thermography. 

 
Fig 7. Mean hand StO2 in all subjects measured by near 

infrared camera. 
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Fig 8. Mean neck StO2 in all subjects measured by near 

infrared camera. 

 
Fig 9. Mean abdominal StO2 in all subjects measured by 

near infrared camera. 

 

Temperature of the neck area have similar 

trends during the entire experimental paradigm 

for the both two groups.  

We had also evaluated the differences in the 

oxygenation saturation of both lean and obese 

subjects in order to obtain information about 

the tissue perfusion. StO2 has significant 

differences between lean and obese group only 

for hand and abdomen area but not for the neck. 

This difference is more pronounced in the 

abdomen area: oxygen saturation is higher in 

the abdomen area of obese subjects during the 

entire experimental paradigm. This could 

indicate a different distribution of vessel in 

superficial tissue of the abdomen. Otherwise 

this could be due to a very different depth of 

subcutaneous fat. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we have applied non-invasive 

multimodal imaging techniques to monitor 

thermogenesis conditions in lean and obese 

females with different body max index. We 

observed relatively lower abdominal skin 

temperature and relatively higher temperature 

in hand in obese females as compared to the 

lean ones measured in both thermos neutral and 

cold conditions. As body core temperature 

represents a marker of energy expenditure, 

results from this study suggest that reduction of 

body core temperature plays a crucial role in 

favoring weight gain in obese subjects. At the 

same time, we observed higher oxygenation 

level in obese females. The difference is much 

higher in abdominal area as compared to the 

hand in obese females. In conclusion, IRT and 

NIRS methods are non-invasive, inexpensive 

and simple methods to investigate fatty tissues 

in human body. It is important to validate these 

finding further on large data set in different 

physical conditions and with obesity related 

diseases.  
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Induction thermography technique was assessed experimentally and numerically on 

notched steel coupons using two coil configurations: straight line and loop conditions. The 

coupons had different fatigue crack lengths varying from zero to 3 mm. The numerical 

predictions showed that the peak temperature was always located at the crack tip or the 

notch tip position. The loop coil resulted in higher temperatures than that of the straight line 

coil. Results showed that the numerical methods effectively supported the application 

assessment of this non-destructive evaluation (NDE) technique for the steel material, but 

crack geometry remains a challenge as the exact shape of a natural crack is typically 

unknown. It is shown that induction thermography can detect crack as small as 1 mm in the 

notched steel coupons. 

 

Introduction 

Induction heating is the process of heating an 

electrically conductive object by 

electromagnetic induction, where induced 

currents are generated within the test piece and 

electrical resistance leads to heating of the test 

piece. Induction thermography is a non-

destructive evaluation (NDE) technique that 

uses induction heating for detection of flaws in 

conductive materials and has been used since 

the 1980s. This technique has potentials to 

improve the inspection speed and eases the 

visualization of flaw detection in complex 

geometries with the aid of infrared cameras. 

Infrared cameras can accurately detect real-time 

temperature profile and small temperature 

gradient caused by the presence of flaws. Over 

the last decade, this NDE technique has gained 

more and more interest and has been used on 

both metallic and carbon or boron fiber 

reinforced composite materials. 

 

Finite element (FE) methods have been widely 

applied to this area to support testing 

investigations. Due to the model limitation, a 

two-dimensional (2D) model cannot study the 

temperature profile generated in a 3D test piece 

containing a complex shaped crack or flaw 

[1-3]. To this end, a 3D modelling capability 

was developed to support the assessment of 

induction thermography for metallic panels [4]. 

In the present study, the relevant 3D FE models 

were created using COMSOL Multiphysics 

software version 5.1 to support the induction 

thermography of notched steel coupons with 

different crack lengths. Through comparing the 

temperature profiles and temperature 

distributions obtained, the capability of 

induction thermography on the steel coupons is 

discussed. 

Theory and Experimental Details 

According to Ampere’s law, an alternating 

current flowing through a wire or coil will 

produce an alternating magnetic field of the 

same frequency as the source current. The 

electromagnetic field’s strength will depend on 

the coil current, coil geometry, and distance 

from the coil. The alternating magnetic field 

induces current that leads to the induction 

heating of the conductive test piece.  
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A commercial induction heating system, the 

Easyheat 2.4 from Ambrell, was employed in 

the experiments. The system supplies up to 2.4 

kW of power to the work head. A copper coil 

excited by the work head is placed in proximity 

of the test piece surface to create induction 

heating of the test piece. Water is circulated 

through the coil using a water-to-air heat 

exchanger to maintain the coil element cool 

during the test. Thus, the heat transfer is mainly 

inductive and there is minimal radiation 

transfer from the coil to the test piece. The 

temperature distributions on the test piece were 

captured by an infrared camera (FLIR SC3000), 

which has a 320x240 pixels array, a maximum 

full frame rate of 60Hz, and noise equivalent 

temperature difference of ~20 mK. 

 

The test pieces investigated in this study were 

notched 2.7 mm thick AISI type O1 steel 

coupon made according to ASTM E399-05 

standard. Each specimen has a length and width 

of 143 and 137 mm, respectively. The samples 

were fatigued to generate controlled nominal 

crack length of 0.1, 1, 2, and 3 mm using a 

tension-tension sinusoidal fatigue load at 

frequency of 10 Hz and a load ratio of 0.1 with 

a maximum load of 15.5kN. One sample was 

kept as manufactured without crack as a 

reference coupon. The samples were painted 

black with high emissivity coefficient paint 

(~0.95) to avoid reflection issue typical with 

low emissivity surfaces such as bare metal.  

 

Experiments were carried out using two 

different coil configurations, a straight coil and 

three-loop coil made of a hollow copper tube 

with a 6.35 mm outer diameter and 1.2 mm 

wall thickness. The steel coupon geometry with 

the coil setups is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in 

which the distance between the coil and the 

sample face was approximately 10 mm. In the 

straight coil configuration, the coil was placed 

perpendicular to the notch and the crack, with 

its side aligned with the notch tip. Induction 

heating was carried out for duration of 500 ms 

using three different current intensities: 100 A, 

150 A, and 200 A. In the three-loop coil 

configuration, the loops were centered over the 

notch tip. Since this coil configuration 

generates significantly more electromagnetic 

fields than the straight line coil, the current 

intensities were reduced to 25A, 50A and 

100A.  

 

 
Fig. 1. A schematic drawing of the notched 

coupon (dimension in mm) 

 

 

Crack tip 

distance 

Straight coil 

Notch tip 
 

 
3-turn coil 

Crack tip Notch tip 

distance 

 
(a)                (b) 

Fig. 2. Side view showing the (a) straight coil and (b) 

three-loop coil setups and positions 

Multiphysics Finite Element Modelling 

COMSOL Multiphysics software version 5.1 

was used to create the relevant 3D FE models 

that included four domains: air, steel sample, 

coil, and water. Two coupling multiphysics: 

(i) magnetic field (MF) and (ii) heat transfer in 

solids (HT) were used in the induction heating 

simulation.  

 

A model for the steel sample with a straight line 

coil is shown in Fig. 3. The path, highlighted by 

a red line in Fig. 3b on the sample coil side 

(front) surface, was used to study the 

temperature profiles. To lower computational 

time, only a section of the steel sample was 

modelled covering the area of interest around 

the notch and the crack. The dimension of the 

steel coupon modelled was 80×60×2.7 mm. 
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(a)   (b) 

Fig. 3. A 3D FE model of the notched steel coupon 

induced by a straight coil for (a) meshed condition and 

(b) a surface path along the crack direction for 

temperature assessment. 

 

Table 1 gives the material properties used in the 

numerical analyses. Since the exact material 

properties of the steel (relative permeability and 

thermal conductivity) were not known, two 

values for each of the two properties were 

selected based on value scatter found in the 

literature. 
 

Material properties Copper Steel 

Relative permeability, 

 
1 

100 & 

1000 

Relative permittivity, 

 
1 1 

Electrical conductivity, 

 (S/m) 
5.998E7 4.E+6 

Specific heat,  (J/kg 

K) 
385 435 

Density,  (kg/m
3
) 8700 7850 

Thermal conductivity, 

 (W/(m K) 
400 15 & 45  

Table 1. Material properties used in the numerical 

models. 

Experimental Results 

Experimental results obtained with the straight 

line coil showed a high temperature increase at 

the notch tip, regardless of the presence of a 

crack. This is due to the geometry of the 

samples which results in a concentration of 

electromagnetic field and results in no 

distinctive detection of crack at the notch tip. 

Fig. 4 shows normalized temperature 

distributions on the cracked sample front faces. 

Further signal processing consisting of 

subtracting normalized temperature obtained 

for reference coupon from that of the crack 

coupons, was performed using a processing 

technique called differential thermography [5-

7]. Using this technique it is possible to clearly 

detect the 2 and 3mm long cracks. It can be 

noticed in the experimental results that the 

temperature peaks are not located exactly at the 

crack tip position. Plausible causes for this 

include the crack shape and width varying 

through its length that could result in higher 

electromagnetic field concentration as a 

location other than the crack tip. For 

comparison purpose, the temperature 

distributions obtained numerically at the 500 

ms heating time using a 100 A current intensity 

for the reference coupon and the 3 mm crack 

are shown in Fig. 5. Unlike the experimental 

results, numerical results show that the peak 

temperatures are always located at the notch tip 

or crack tip location, with significant higher 

temperature for the cracked samples. 

 

Fig. 4. Line coil normalized temperature increase with 

the 100 A at the 500 ms heating time 

    

Fig. 5. Predicted surface temperature distributions 

induced by the straight line coil with the 100 A at the 

500ms heating time (a) no crack, and (b) 3 mm cracks at 

the notch tip conditions. 
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Inspections were repeated for the 3-turn coil 

configuration and a high temperature increase 

was generated at the notch tip, regardless of the 

presence of a crack, as shown in Fig. 6. By 

performing the differential thermography 

technique it was possible to detect cracks as 

small as 1 mm as can be seen in Fig. 7. The 

numerical simulations also confirmed the 

detection capability, while the 0.1 mm crack 

remained undetected in both experimental and 

numerical methods. Earlier observation times 

such as 100 ms or 250 ms as oppose to 500 ms 

yielded stronger contrast, and the contrast also 

increased with the current intensity used for the 

induction. 

 

Fig. 6. Three-loop coil normalized temperature from 

reference coupon with the 50 A current at time 250 ms. 

 

Fig. 7. Three-loop coil temperature difference from 

reference coupon with the 50 A current at time 250 ms. 

Conclusion 

Both experimental and numerical assessments 

of the induction thermography technique were 

conducted for detecting cracks in notched steel 

coupons based on the temperature gradients. 

The straight line coil detection capability was 

limited to 2 mm and longer cracks, while the 

three-loop configuration was able to detect 

cracks as small as 1 mm. Higher current 

intensity and earlier observation time resulted 

in higher signal to noise ratio and eased the 

flaw detection. Based on the findings it is 

recommended that induction thermography 

inspection of steel parts be performed using a 

multiple-loop coil system, using at least 100 A 

current intensity and looking at a short heating 

time such as 100 ms or 250 ms. Moreover, an 

additional signal processing using differential 

thermography can significantly improve the 

flaw detection sensitivity, especially in the case 

of complex geometry that inherently creates 

electromagnetic field concentration such as in 

notched coupons.  
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We formulate the quantitative nondestructive testing using infrared thermography as an 

inverse geometry problem whose solution, i.e., the volume geometry of the inspected 

object, is determined using a new approach combining the temporal tracking of thermal 

front and the method of steepest descent. The proposed algorithm takes three inputs: the 

temperature history recorded on the external surface of the inspected object by an infrared 

camera, the 3D point cloud of that surface captured by a 3D scanner and the irradiation heat 

flux density resulting from the external thermal stimulus. While the thermal front 

propagates inside the inspected object, the method of steepest descent is used to accurately 

reconstruct its volume geometry by minimizing the difference between the theoretical 

temperature provided by an accurate 3D solver and the measured temperature. 

 

Introduction 

In the recent three decades, active infrared 

thermography (IRT) has been widely used for 

nondestructive testing (NDT) of objects. In the 

conventional approach, the object being 

inspected is thermally excited by an external 

thermal stimulus while its surface temperature 

is recorded by an infrared (IR) camera [1]. 

Image processing techniques allow detecting 

regions of the inspected object where defects 

may exist; the qualitative inspection results are 

then obtained. For providing quantitative 

inspection results, the existing methods use a 

one dimensional (1D) thermal model for 

estimating defects depth. Depending on the 

thermal stimulus used (pulsed, step-unit or 

modulated), specific strategies are used 

[2,3,4,5]. In the 1D model, it is assumed that 

the irradiation heat flux is uniform and no 

connection exists between the pixels. For these 

reasons, the reliability of existing methods used 

for quantitative NDT is guaranteed only for 

planar or almost planar objects having defects 

with simple geometry [6]. 

A three-dimensional (3D) formulation of the 

problem contributes to improve the quantitative 

results whatever the shape (planar, cylindrical, 

or more complex) of the inspected object, its 

thermal diffusivity (Plexiglas, metal, etc.) and 

the geometry of defects (flat-bottom, spherical, 

corrosion) without the constraint of a uniform 

thermal stimulus. Recently a new paradigm, the 

temporal tracking of thermal front, has been 

introduced and a demonstration has been made 

to show the reliability and the generality of the 

3D thermal model for quantitative NDT of 

objects [7]. Thanks to the use of a 3D scanner, 

the visible surface of the inspected object can 

be captured as a 3D point cloud. Using an 

acquisition system including a 3D scanner and 

an IR camera, it is possible to fuse the 

thermographic data and the 3D point cloud [8] 

and build an accurate 3D numerical solver [9]. 

The purpose of the method presented in this 

paper is to reconstruct the volume geometry of 

the inspected object by using the method of 

steepest descent (MSD) and the temporal 

tracking of thermal front to solve an inverse 
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geometry problem formulated for the 

quantitative NDT of objects using IRT. While 

the thermal front propagates inside the 

inspected object, the difference between the 

theoretical temperature provided by the 3D 

solver and the measured temperature is 

minimized by updating the volume geometry of 

the object using the MSD. 

In the next section we present the theoretical 

fundamentals of the proposed method. In 

section 3 the algorithm sustaining the method is 

presented. In section 4 some preliminary 

experimental results are given for a cylindrical 

object with flat-bottom defects. 

Theoretical fundamentals 

Ω f

Ω r

Ω

IR Camera
Stimulus 

source

3D Scanner

q(x,t)

 
Figure 1. Adopted experimental setup. 

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup adopted. 

The acquisition system consists of a 3D scanner 

and an IR camera. A calibration is performed to 

determine the rigid transformation between 

their coordinate systems [8]. The inspected 

object is constituted by the internal domain Ω 

surrounded by the rear surface Ω𝑟 and the 

frontal surface Ω𝑓 which is observed by the 

acquisition system while it is submitted to the 

thermal stimulus. For isotropic objects, the 

temperature recorded on frontal surface Ω𝑓 is 

theoretically found as the solution of equations 

(1-4) where 𝑇(𝑋, 𝑡) is the temperature at time 𝑡 

at point 𝑋 with coordinates [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧]. 𝛼 is the 

thermal diffusivity of the material, �⃗�  with 

coordinates [𝑛𝑥, 𝑛𝑦, 𝑛𝑧] is the inward-pointing 

normal vector at point 𝑋 on the boundary. 

𝑞(𝑋, 𝑡) is the spatiotemporal irradiation heat 

flux density on frontal surface [10]. ℎ is the 

convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝜀 is the 

emissivity, 𝜆 is the thermal conductivity, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 

is the ambient temperature, 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the mean 

radiant temperature and 𝑇0 is the initial 

temperature. 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
= 𝛼 (

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑥2
+

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑦2
+

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑧2
) , 𝑋 ∈ 𝛺 (1) 

�⃗� ∙ 𝜆𝛻𝑇 = 𝑞(𝑋, 𝑡) + ℎ𝑓(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 − 𝑇)

+ 𝜎𝜀𝑓(𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑
4 − 𝑇4), 𝑋 ∈ 𝛺𝑓 

(2) 

�⃗� ∙ 𝜆𝛻𝑇 = ℎ𝑟(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 − 𝑇)

+ 𝜎𝜀𝑟(𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑
4 − 𝑇4), 𝑋 ∈ 𝛺𝑟 

(3) 

𝑇(𝑋, 𝑡 = 0) = 𝑇0, 𝑋 ∈ 𝛺 ∪ 𝛺𝑓 ∪ 𝛺𝑟 (4) 

We parametrize the volume geometry of the 

inspected object by a set of depths measured 

from the frontal surface to the rear surface 

along the normal directions. We represent the 

frontal surface Ω𝑓 by 𝑁𝑓 nodes 𝐹𝑖, 𝑖 =

1,2, … ,𝑁𝑓 with corresponding normal vectors 

�⃗� 𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑓 and rear nodes 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑖 =

1,2, … ,𝑁𝑓. 

Ω f

Rear surface DefectFrontal surface
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Ω
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Figure 2. Parametrization of the rear surface 

Therefore, as presented in Figure 2, the 

reconstruction of the volume geometry of the 

inspected object is reduced to the determination 

of depths 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑓 which are such that: 

𝐹𝑖𝑅𝑖⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = 𝑑𝑖�⃗� 𝑖 (5) 

Internal nodes are generated between nodes 𝐹𝑖 

and 𝑅𝑖 with a step size Δ𝑑. These nodes 

(frontal, rear and internal) form the discretized 

version of the inspected object which is used to 

numerically solve equations (1-4). A 3D 

numerical solver based on a meshless approach 

has been implemented to solve these equations 

[9]. This solver achieves the same level of 

accuracy as the available mesh-based 

commercial solvers but with a low 

computational cost and a high flexibility. Thus, 

it can easily be used when solving inverse 

geometry problems since in such procedures, 

the solving domain (volume geometry of the 

object) is iteratively updated and equations (1-

4) are solved for each update. 
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Each iteration, the method of steepest descent is 

used (see algorithm) to update the volume 

geometry of the object. For that, the sensitivity 

coefficients must be determined. Let us define 

𝑑 = [𝑑1, 𝑑2, 𝑑3, … , 𝑑𝑁𝑓
] as the vector of 

unknowns. The sensitivity coefficient 𝜓𝑑 𝑖 is 

define as the derivative of the temperature of 

frontal surface with respect to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 

component 𝑑 𝑖 of vector 𝑑 . We have: 

𝜓
�⃗� 
𝑖 =

𝜕𝑇

𝜕�⃗� 
𝑖 =

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑑𝑖

=
[𝑇(𝑋, 𝑡)]𝑑𝑖+∆𝑑 − [𝑇(𝑋, 𝑡)]𝑑𝑖

∆𝑑
 

(6) 

[𝑇(𝑋, 𝑡)]𝑑𝑖
 is the frontal surface temperature 

obtained after solving equations (1-4) in the 

domain 𝛺𝑓 ∪ 𝛺 ∪ 𝛺𝑟 and [𝑇(𝑋, 𝑡)]𝑑𝑖+∆𝑑 is the 

frontal surface temperature obtained after 

solving equations (1-4) in the domain 𝛺𝑓 ∪ 𝛺 ∪

𝛺𝑟
∗ which is obtained from 𝛺𝑓 ∪ 𝛺 ∪ 𝛺𝑟 by 

increasing only the value 𝑑𝑖 by ∆𝑑. 

Algorithm for solving the inverse geometry 

problem 

The following steps are used to reconstruct the 

volume geometry of the inspected object using 

only the temperature history recorded as a set of 

𝑁𝑡 images {𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑠(𝑝, 𝑡𝑗)}𝑝=1,2,..,𝑁𝐿∙𝑁𝐶

𝑗=1,2,..,𝑁𝑡
  of size 

𝑁𝐿 × 𝑁𝐶 and the 3D point cloud 𝑋𝑓 of frontal 

surface 𝛺𝑓: 

(a)  Determine the irradiation heat flux 

{𝑞(𝑝, 𝑡𝑗)}𝑝=1,2,..,𝑁𝐿∙𝑁𝐶

𝑗=1,2,..,𝑁𝑡
  [10]. 

(b) Initialize the 𝑁𝐿 ∙ 𝑁𝐶 −vector of unknowns 

d⃗  to a small value and error 𝐸 → ∞. Define 

the set {𝐷} of pixels with known depths. 

(c) Solve equations (1-4) to find the theoretical 

temperature {𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜(𝑝, 𝑡𝑗)}𝑝=1,2,..,𝑁𝐿∙𝑁𝐶

𝑗=1,2,..,𝑁𝑡
 . 

(d) Find pixel 𝑃 ∉ {𝐷} such that 

‖𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜(𝑃, 𝑡𝑗) − 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑠(𝑃, 𝑡𝑗)‖  > 𝐸. If 𝑃 

exists, take 𝑤 = 1; 𝑒𝑟0 → ∞ and go to step 

(e), otherwise do 𝐸 = ‖𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜 − 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑠‖ and 

d⃗ 𝑝 = d⃗ 𝑝 + ∆𝑑, 𝑝 ∉ {𝐷} and go to step (c). 

(e) Build vector 𝑁𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑤. It is constituted by all 

the pixels in the windows of width 𝑤 

centered at pixel 𝑃. 

(f) Use the MSD to find the depths �̅�𝑤 

associated to 𝑁𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑤, the other depths being 

constant. The obtained error is 𝑒𝑟𝑤. If 

𝑒𝑟𝑤 ≤ 𝑒𝑟𝑤−1, do 𝑤 = 𝑤 + 1 and go to step 

(e), otherwise the obtained depths �̅�𝑤−1 for 

𝑁𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑤−1 are stored in {𝐷}. Update 𝑑 . 
(g) If the size of {𝐷} is 𝑁𝐿 ∙ 𝑁𝐶, exit. Otherwise 

go to (c) 

Preliminary experimental results 

 
 

 

(a) 

 

l
   

dw
 

(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. Cylindrical objects used. (a) Frontal surface. (b) 

Rear surface. (c) 3D point cloud. Size in mm: radius (𝑟), 

height (𝐻), arc length (𝑎𝑙), thickness (𝑒), depth (𝑑), 

width (𝑤), length (𝑙). 𝑟 = 114;𝐻 = 152; 𝑎𝑙 = 165; 𝑒 =
6;𝑤 = 20; 𝑙 = 20; 𝑑𝐴 = 1.5; 𝑑𝐵 = 2; 𝑑𝐶 = 2.5; 𝑑𝐷 =
3; 𝑑𝐸 = 4. 

We consider the cylindrical object presented in 

Figure 3. Its contains five square flat-bottom 

defects whose depths are between 1.5𝑚𝑚 and 

4𝑚𝑚. Figure 4 shows the experimental setup 

used. As presented in Figure 4a, the 3D point 

cloud of the frontal surface is captured first 

with a handheld 3D scanner [11]. Afterward, a 

pulsed thermal stimulus is applied on this 

frontal surface while its temperature is recorded 

with the IR camera (Figure 4b). As only open 

defects are present here, the volume geometry 

reconstruction consists in reconstructing the 

rear surface of the object. The algorithm 

presented above has been used and the results 
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obtained are summarized in Figure 5. The 

relative error obtained is around 6%. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Experimental setup. (a) Capture of the 3D point 

cloud of frontal surface. (b) Record of the frontal surface 

temperature. 

  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. Results. (a-b) Top: real rear surface. Bottom: 

reconstructed rear surface. Rear surface viewed from 

outside (a) and from inside (b). (c) Depth map. 

Conclusion 

We formulated the quantitative nondestructive 

testing as an inverse geometry problem having 

a forward problem described by the three-

dimensional heat equation. In order to solve this 

inverse problem, we proposed a method 

combining the method of steepest descent and 

the temporal tracking of thermal front. The 

preliminary experimental results have shown 

the reliability of the method for reconstructing a 

rear surface with square flat-bottom defects. 

We are expecting satisfying results also for rear 

surfaces of more complex geometry. 
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The work addresses the problem of impact damage diagnostics in samples of composite 

materials used for aerospace industry. In particular, materials used for Bombardier C-series 

wing were studied. The defects were produced by quasi-static loading with various 

energies, and the samples were visualized by means of principal component thermography 

and scanning acoustic microscopy. The differences in methods and their results are 

discussed.  

 

Introduction 

Composite materials are particularly attractive 

for the aerospace industry given their high 

specific stiffness and strength and the multiplier 

effect of the associated decrease in structural 

mass on fuel and engine mass savings. In 

contrast to negligible use in the 1970s, 

composites now constitute 50% of the Boeing 

787 Dreamliner’s structural components and 

Airbus has pushed this envelope even further 

with the A350XWB continuous fibre laminates. 

Barely visible impact damage (BVID) detection 

is an active field of research for laminates; 

delamination resulting from low energy impact 

may not be visible by traditional inspection 

methods and may propagate to cause 

catastrophic failure. Non-destructive evaluation 

(NDE) techniques, including thermography and 

acoustic microscopy, allow such damage to be 

characterized such that any necessary 

precautionary measures can be taken.  

 

 

Methodology 

Eight specimens (140 mm x 140 mm) extracted 

from a carbon fibre Bombardier C-Series wing 

skin by water jet (pressure of 345 MPa, nozzle 

diameter of 0.076 mm) were subjected to quasi-

static loading on an MTS electromechanical 

load frame (150 kN load cell, loading rate of 

2.6 mm/min) to energies of approximately 20, 

50, 130, and 420 J. The fixture, based upon the 

apparatus in standard ISO 6603-2, consisted of 

a 20 mm hemispherical indenter and two plates, 

between which the specimen was clamped 

(preload of approximately 3 kN), with 100 mm 

diameter circular cut-outs as shown in Figure 1. 

A Correlated Solutions digital image 

correlation (DIC) system acquired the 
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displacement and strain fields on the inner 

surface of the wing skin (opposite the surface 

loaded directly by the hemispherical indenter). 

Images were acquired with two Point Grey 

Research Grasshopper GRAS-50S5M-C 5 

megapixel (MP) monochrome cameras with 

Schneider Kreuznach Cinegon 1.4/12 lenses at 

5 frames per second (fps). The acquisition of 

images was synchronized to the load-deflection 

data by connecting the user defined output of 

the MTS load frame to a National Instruments 

(NI) USB-6221 data acquisition device and 

through the use of transistor to transistor logic 

(TTL) triggering in Correlated Solutions VIC-

Snap software. 

 
Fig. 1. Apparatus for mechanical characterization [1]. 

 

DIC data allowed for constructing distributions 

for von Mises strains, which are calculated 

from principal stresses in material and used for 

prediction of failures.   

 

Digital image correlation (DIC) 

DIC represents an optical approach for finding 

small deformations of material specimens 

caused by external influence. For performing 

DIC measurements, the specimen’s surface is 

painted with a distinct pattern (typically, 

randomly dotted). Displacements in this pattern 

as the sample is loaded are detected by optical 

camera and provide clues to deformations and 

stresses in material [2]. 

Acoustic microscopy 

Acoustic imaging techniques are widely used 

nondestructive techniques in automotive and 

aerospace industries as they allow not only 

detection of the presence of defects but to 

measure their size, shape, and location [3, 4]. 

The ultrasonic inspection is based on the 

propagation of an ultrasound pulse through the 

specimen and its interaction with structural 

components. As a sound pulse emitted from a 

transducer travels through the material, it 

partially transmits and reflects at each acoustic 

interface (flaw, damage, or discontinuity). The 

amplitude of the reflected signal is determined 

by reflection R coefficients of the two media: 

12

12

ZZ

ZZ
R




 , 

(1) 

 

(1) 

 

where Z is characteristic acoustic impedance of 

the media Z = C ; C is sound velocity and ρ is 

mass density. Thus, the greater difference 

between acoustic impedances in two media, the 

greater reflection coefficient and the more 

acoustic energy is reflected back to the 

transducer. The acoustic impedances of 

composite materials typically vary within 20-

40·106 kg m-2s-1, and the acoustic impedance of 

air is 40 kg m-2s-1. This drastic difference 

provides a basis for visualization of internal 

defects and adhesive presence at the interface. 
 

Observation of the BVID was performed using 

a KSI V8 scanning acoustic microscope at 3.5 

MHz frequency. The scanning area was set as 

14 cm by 12 cm. 

 

Thermography 

Thermographic inspection is based on analysis 

of temperature distributions across the surface 

of the sample of interest – either produced 

naturally (e.g., as the result of some internal 

heat generation) or deposited externally. The 

latter approach is known as active 

thermography, and is of interest for inspection 

of wide range materials used in science and 

industry [5]. Active thermography generally 

assumes heat deposition on the surface of the 

sample under analysis with the aid of a flash or 

fan heater. 

For this research, Principal Component 

Thermography method was utilized [6]. It 

allows for relatively fast extraction of 

qualitative information related to defective 
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areas – namely, their shapes and locations. The 

method consists of processing of a stack of 

thermal images represented as points in 

multidimensional space (number of dimensions 

is equal to the number of pixels in each image) 

and finding patterns (principal components) 

which represent common patterns in the entire 

image stack processed. In general, the most 

common pattern (PC1) corresponds to the non-

uniformity of surface heating, a few higher PCs 

bear the information related to subsurface 

defects while most of PCs of higher orders 

correspond to uncorrelated noise. In this 

research, the temperature monitoring was 

performed by a FLIR SC4000 thermal imager 

(320x256, InSb FPA, 3-5 µm wavelength) at 80 

frames per second. 

 

Results and discussion: Acoustic microscopy 

Acoustic microscopy has demonstrated the 

ability to visualize internal composite structure 

and detect damage in each ply of the composite. 

The impact damage dimensions and damage 

depth profile were visualized (Fig. 2b) and 

compared to von Mises strain distributions 

(Fig. 2a). Acoustic images show complex, 

layered structure of the impact damage. The 

delamination in each ply layer has a typical 2 

lobe-shape with some regularity; the major axis 

of the delamination corresponds to the fibers 

direction. The total damaged area has a circular 

shape with the diameter increasing towards the 

back side of the specimen, which is typical for 

the impact damage of laminates. The B-scan 

images indicate position, length and depth of 

the damage at each ply. Vertical inter-laminar 

fractures were not detected. It is to be noted that 

due to the acoustic shadow effect, it is not 

possible to evaluate and visualize the area 

beneath the delamination in the upper plies. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

  
Fig.2. Specimen S2 (2.5 mm deflection): (a) Von Mises 

engineering strain field at maximum deflection,  

(b) Acoustic microscopy C-scan. 

 

Results and discussion: Thermography 

Thermographic inspection allowed for 

visualization of some of the defects present in 

the composite plates. The images presented 

below represent the principal component 

images extracted from a series of thermal 

images collected by thermal imager (Fig 3 – for 

sample S2). Collection of images was 

performed at 80 fps for 15-25 s after a 

deposition of a xenon flash excitation. The 

images presented should only be treated as a 

qualitative result due to unknown thermal 

properties of these materials. The thermal 

properties of materials as well as the depths of 

defects have drastic effect on appearance of 

defects on thermal images. Although 

thermography may not provide as sharp images 

as acoustic microscopy can provide, it is highly 

suitable for a quick inspection of relatively 

large samples. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.3. Specimen S2, results of thermographic inspection: 

(a) Face side (PC3), (b) Reverse side (PC3). 
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Conclusions and future work 

An initial investigation of barely visible impact 

damage (BVID) in composites was completed 

by quasi-static loading of samples extracted 

from a Bombardier C-Series wing skin. 

Thermography was found to be the simplest 

effective method for capturing subsurface 

damage but with some limitations. Comparison 

of the acoustic and thermographic images 

indicates that the qualitative thermographic 

method selected was unable to evaluate full 

extent of the damage in the composite 

especially for low applied energies. Only 

delaminations at the upper plies were 

successfully detected with the thermography 

method employed. More significant damage 

was effectively detected by both acoustic 

microscopy and thermography. Using digital 

image correlation, the von Mises strain field 

captures highly localized surface strains 

associated with damage at the surface but 

consistency between surface strains and 

subsurface damage identified through acoustic 

microscopy was not observed at most energy 

levels. Some consistency between DIC and 

thermography for subsurface damage detection 

was observed for most energy levels but 

thermography was the superior inspection 

method. However, the true value of DIC lies in 

model validation where the model has 

predictive capabilities for failure. Visual 

inspection performed poorly for all but the 

highest energy level. Further mechanical 

characterization will be completed to assess any 

strain rate sensitivity (with a focus on damage 

mechanisms). 
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The aim of this work is the using of numerical experimental design method to improve open and 

subjacent cracks detection on metallic materials by active thermography. This process is a possible 

alternative for magnetic particles testing and dye penetrant testing in the field of non-destructive testing. 

In this context, a numerical simulation has been developed with COMSOL Multiphysics coupled with a 

virtual thermal camera in order to reproduce the exact process. We based on this model to do the 

numerical experimental design works. This study has been done for different materials with different 

kind of defects. We present here the most influence parameters in an open and a subjacent crack.  

 

Introduction 

Since several years, companies have in search of 

alternative methods for penetrate testing and 

magnetic particles testing [1]. Among several 

techniques, active thermography [2] appears as 

an interesting possibility. Generally the methods 

used on metallic materials are based on the 

“flying spot” [3]–[7]. In our studies we do a back 

and worth scanning, the reason of this choice is 

developed in [8]. 

The process of active thermography to detect 

defect has been summarized in Fig. 1. The laser 

is moving with a velocity 𝑣 following x 

direction. Temperature is measured on laser 

irradiated surface in the place where is located 

laser line thanks to a pin of thermographic 

detectors (in y direction).  

Several parameters are taken into account during 

inspection. We used numerical experimental 

design to optimize some of them.  We divided 

this work into three main parts:  

in a first part, we expose a various 

methodologies implemented to obtain 

experimental data using for our numerical 

simulation model and numerical experimental 

design methods. We also present the 

methodology adopted for the numerical model 

and the numerical experimental design method 

developped.  

In a second part we focus on the influence of 

thermophysical properties on crack detection. 

In a last part, we present the approach followed 

for the numerical experimental design [9], [10] 

by using  model developed in [8] and [11] which 

present equation solved (1) and boundary 

conditions used and the validation step also. 

 

 
𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑧2
−
𝜌𝐶𝑝

𝑘

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
= 0 (1)  

Two types of defects have been expected: open 

cracks and subjacent cracks. In the particular 

case of subjacent cracks, we studied the effect of 

work distance and defect shape on the capability 

of detection.  

For the open cracks, we identified and studied, 

thanks to numerical experimental design, the 

most influential parameters on the signal, and 

how these parameters could be optimized.   
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Fig. 1: active thermography process: “flying spot 

process” 

Fig. 2 gives the temperature fields given by 

COMSOL (a) and by the virtual camera. In the 

last one, the working distance is equal to 500 

mm. We can see a difference between these 

two images in particular on pixel size. It also 

shows the necessity to take into account the 

parameters of the camera. 

 
Fig. 2: Temperature field given by COMSOL (a) and 

the virtual camera (b) 

Thermal properties influence on open crack 

detection 

Tab. 1 gives different calculations computed for 

the thermophysical study. This table is named 

“matrix program”. We have defined four main 

parameters: the thermal conductivity (K), the 

heat capacity (Cp), the density (ρ) and the 

absorptivity (α), each of them have a domain of 

variation in which the results we obtain are valid.  

 
Tab. 1: matrix program for calculation 

 X1 X2 X3 X4 

 K 
𝑊.𝑚−2. 𝐾−1 

Cp 
𝐽. 𝐾𝑔−1. 𝐾−1 

ρ 
𝐾𝑔.𝑚−3 

α 

1 13.5 450 7000 0.3 

2 13.5 500 7500 0.45 

3 13.5 450 8000 0.6 

4 15 500 7500 0.6 

5 15 450 8000 0.3 

6 15 500 7000 0.45 

7 16.5 450 8000 0.45 

8 16.5 500 7000 0.6 

9 16.5 450 7500 0.3 

10 15 500 7500 0.45 

 

The effect diagram for an open crack in a 

stainless steel is given by Fig. 3. The most 

important parameters governed the detection is 

the absorptivity follow up to the thermal 

conductivity. This study allows us to make a 

selection on the most important parameters to 

characterize for the numerical model. 

 
Fig. 3: Diagram of absolute effects on one-way scanning 

Infuence of parameter on subjacent defect 

The evolution of the signal on one-way scanning 

in subjacent defect is represented in Fig. 4. We 

identify an exponential decrease of the signal 

when the ligament increase.  
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Fig. 4: Evolution of the signal amplitude according to the 

ligament for various working distances. 

 

During inspection in industrial field, we 

identified that, some subjacent defect have been 

showed better than others, because of their 

length. This parameter is taken into account in 

our model, in order to find how it modifies the 

signal. Fig. 5 presents the evolution of the signal 

according to the defect length and opening. We 

can notice that the most important parameters 

governing the signal is the size of the ligament 

for a subjacent crack. The influence of length is 

very small compared to the ligament. As regards 

the opening, its influence is unimportant. This is 

due to the thermal resistance, which is mostly in 

vertical axis. 

 
Fig. 5: Signal according to the defect, for ligament and 

length (a), for ligament and opening (b). 

 

The signal obtained with a thermal camera 

depends on the pixel size.  In our study we used 

defect made by electrical discharge machining. 

These defect have rectangular or round forms in 

their top. Unfortunately the real crack haven’t 

the same form. Then we have decided to 

evaluate the influence of the form in subjacent 

crack detection. Figure 6 presents various 

defects that we expected. Three forms have been 

studied: rectangular, round and triangular with 

the same ligament (0.1 mm).  

 

 
Figure 6: different forms of considered defects 

 

Notable differences can be noticed between 

signal defects according to their form. Fig. 7 a 

and b shows the signal we have obtained on each 

form of defects for various working distance. 

We can show that we will have more difficulties 

to detect subjacent crack (triangular form) than 

subjacent defect done by electrical discharge 

machining (round and rectangular form). The 

signal magnitude decrease by 20% from the 

round to the real triangular form, and 30% from 

the rectangular to the triangular form. 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 7: influence of the defect form 

Influence of some parameter on open crack 

detection 
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A previous study showed that the influence on 

velocity and opening in the signal are presented 

in [8]. In this study height parameters have been 

used. Thanks to numerical experimental design 

their influence on crack detection has been 

evaluated. We used a laser with 50W power, the 

wavelength is equal to 1064nm. Fig. 8 gives 

influences of the most important parameters 

studied. In the studied domain for each 

parameter, we can see that the laser power in the 

most important parameter which governed the 

detection. We can also observe the detection is 

better when the line laser in parallel (laser 

orientation = 0°) to the defect. Also the gap 

between the line laser and line pixel is very 

important, and the detection is improved when 

the line pixel is slightly in front of the line laser. 

Several parameters have linear effect on the 

signal. However the defect orientation, the gap 

between line laser and line pixel have quadratic 

effect. 

 

 
Fig. 8: effects diagram on a steel material 

Conclusions 

The developed numerical model, combining 

finite elements and virtual thermal camera 

allows us to take into account all parameters in 

the process, which is essential to carry out by 

numerical experimental designs (NED). The 

NED enables us to have an idea on several 

parameters influence, and how these parameters 

act on the signal.  

Subjacent defect can be detected until a certain 

ligament. The quality of detection for this type 

of defect depends on its forms and essentially on 

its ligament dimension. The signal decrease 

exponentially according to the ligament. 

The work distance also could be optimized in 

order to increase the quality of detection. 
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Active infrared imaging has been used to analyze the thermal signature of different types of 

impacts on a ballistic plate, such as impacts from a bouncing projectile or impacts causing 

partial or complete perforation. The results of that study shown that the plot of the mean 

signal as a function of speed or kinetic energy seems to be a good tool to determine the type 

of impact even without knowing the speed of the projectile during the shot.   

Introduction 

Ballistic impact testing allows to better 

understand the interaction between projectiles 

and their target, and to analyze the properties of 

different materials in order to improve their 

resistance. Researchers evaluate amongst other 

properties, the amount of energy that can be 

absorbed by a given material and how 

efficiently the material can spread this energy.   

 

A ballistic impact can be understood as a 

transfer of energy that generates huge amounts 

of heat, and that thus can easily be monitored 

using passive thermography. High-end infrared 

cameras combining high speed and high spatial 

resolution represent powerful tools for directly 

measuring the energy absorbed by the impacted 

area.  

 

High-end scientific infrared cameras can also 

be used to quantify damage following the 

ballistic impact experiment. As there is no 

thermal contrast after the impact, it is possible 

to use an external source in order to generate a 

thermal contrast; this technique is known as 

active thermography.  

 

In this study, active infrared imaging has been 

used to observe the infrared signature of the 

defects created by bouncing projectiles and 

defects resulting from partial perforation and 

complete perforation (Fig. 1). The plot of the 

mean signal as a function of speed or kinetic 

energy proves to be enough to determine type 

of impact when the speed of the projectile 

during the shot is unknown.                                                                                                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Types of impacts. 

 

Experimental Information 

The FAST M2k from Telops (Fig. 2) is a 

cooled high-performance infrared camera using 

a 320×256-pixel indium antimonide (InSb) 

focal plane array (FPA) detector covering the 

3 –  5.4 μm spectral range. This high- 

performance camera has been used with a fixed 

exposure time of 100 µs, allowing a frame rate 

of 1000 Hz at full resolution. For the 

experiment, a 50-mm Janos lens was used. The 

excitation source chosen for warming up the 

sample was a flash lamp of 3000 J. 
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Fig. 2. The Telops M2k high-speed infrared camera. 

 

The ballistic plate that has been analyzed is 

shown in the Fig. 3. The projectile’s speed has 

been recorded for 13 of the 16 shots that were 

fired. Table 1 shows the types of impacts for 

each shot as well as the projectile’s speed. 

Kinetic energy has also been calculated 

assuming a projectile’s weight of 10 g.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Visible image of the composite ballistic plate 

(left) and the associated infrared image after the flash 

excitation (right). 

Results 

The infrared image obtained after the flash 

excitation is shown in Figure 3 (right). From 

this image, taken with the ImageJ software, it 

was possible to determine the active zones as 

well as parameters such as area size (in pixels), 

mean signal, standard deviation, minimum 

temperature value, maximum temperature value 

and perimeter. 

 

From this data shown in Table 1, correlations 

between speed and some of these parameters 

such as active area, mean signal and perimeter 

can be noted (shown in the Fig. 4). The most 

conclusive correlation is obtained by plotting 

the mean value as a function of speed (Fig. 4B). 

A weak thermal signature is associated with a 

superficial impact while higher mean thermal 

signals are related to stronger impacts 

generating partial or complete perforation. 

Active area and perimeter plotted as a function 

of speed give similar results independently of 

the type of impact (Fig. 4A and 4C 

respectively). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Correlation between kinetic energy and active 

aera (A), mean signal (B), perimeter (C). 

 

From these results, it is possible to extrapolate 

and estimate the speed of a projectile by 

characterizing the thermal signature using 

active infrared imaging. For the three shots for 

which the speed of the projectile has not been 

recorded, the kinetic energy has been estimated 

using the mean signal (Fig. 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Estimation of the kinetic energy for shot 11, 12 

and 16. 
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Shot Type Projectile’s 

Speed 

Kinetic 

Energy 

Area Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Min Max Perimeter 

 B/P/Pe m/s J       

13 B 335 561.1 289 135.92 25.41 108 225 85.98 

14 B 300 450.0 316 122.05 15.11 107 183 104.81 

15 B 262 343.2 412 113.54 3.17 106 118 89.36 

1 P 454 1030.6 340 153.1 46.5 107 255 97.42 

4 P 480 1152.0 406 149.22 40.78 107 255 105.1 

5 P 449 1008.0 316 120.84 11.59 107 152 79.29 

6 P 523 1367.6 387 152.36 44.85 107 255 85.41 

9 P 421 886.2 401 123.77 12.27 108 148 114.38 

10 P 409 836.4 268 133.51 25.91 107 223 102.24 

2 Pe 521 1357.2 412 132.08 20.74 107 221 95.94 

3 Pe 545 1485.1 258 168.67 50.04 108 255 88.35 

7 Pe 548 1501.5 387 131.32 24.3 107 211 93.98 

8 Pe 566 1601.8 448 149.02 46.25 107 255 96.55 

11 ? ? 1083.2 302 138.33 39.3 107 251 73.12 

12 ? ? 1174.4 479 140.61 44.76 107 255 130.18 

16 ? ? 97.2 196 113.68 3.64 107 118 94.95 

Table 1. Characterization of the impacts (B= bouncing projectile, P= partial perforation, Pe= complete perforation). 

 

For shot 11, the kinetic energy estimated is 

1083 J, which gives a projectile speed of 465 

m/s. For shot 12, estimated kinetic energy is 

1174 J, giving a speed of 485 m/s. Those two 

results in terms of mean signal are typical of 

partial perforation. As for the shot 16, its 

thermal signature is representative of a 

bouncing projectile of 139 m/s (97 J). 

 

In order to corroborate the results above, active 

infrared imaging measurement has been done, 

not only on the front side, but also on the back 

side of the sample. Infrared images recorded by 

looking at the back side of the panel allow 

noting the complete perforations. Indeed, shots 

11, 12 and 16 were not classified as complete 

perforations.   

Conclusion 

This work aimed to analyze the thermal signature 

of defects created by ballistics impact and to find 

some correlation between the projectiles’ speed 

and their thermal signature. The correlation 

between the active surface and the perimeter of 

the thermal signature cannot be used as the results 

seem to be similar for all kinds of impact. 

However, it was possible to note a correlation 

between the mean thermal signal and speed; this 

correlation proved to be helpful in the 

classification of different types of impacts.  
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Short carbon fiber reinforced plastics are receiving a lot of attentions because of their 
excellent moldability and productivity, however they show complicated behaviors in fatigue 
fracture due to the random fibers orientation. In this study, the thermoelastic stress analysis 
(TSA) was applied to the detection of fatigue damage in short carbon fiber composites. 
Evolution of fatigue damages was detected from distributions of the thermoelastic 
temperature change as well as the phase delay of the thermoelastic temperature change from 
the applied loading signal. It was found that damaged area was emphasized in differential 
phase delay images utilizing the property that carbon fiber showed opposite phase in 
thermoelastic temperature change. 

Introduction 

Carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) has been 
widely employed for structural members of 
transportation vehicles utilizing its excellent 
specific strength and specific rigidity in contrast 
with those of the metal. Short carbon fiber 
reinforced plastics are receiving a lot of attentions 
because of their excellent moldability and 
productivity. However they show complicated 
behaviors in fatigue fracture due to their random 
fibers orientation. Damage evaluation technique 
based on the thermoelastic stress analysis (TSA) 
using an infrared thermography has been 
examined for composite materials. Uenoya et al. 
[1] developed the thermoelastic damage analysis 
(TDA) for the early damage detection in plain-
woven CFRP. Yoshida et al. [2] applied the TSA 
technique for characterizing impact damages in 
cross-plied carbon fiber/thermoplastic composites. 
The present authors [3] investigated the 
relationship between the fiber orientation angles 
and the phase delay of the thermoelastic 
temperature change from the applied loading 
signal to develop a new approach for fatigue 
damage identification for the short carbon fiber 

reinforced plastics. In this study distributions of 
the thermoelastic temperature change were 
measured for the short carbon fiber reinforced 
plastics during fatigue test. Fatigue damages were 
detected by the conventional TDA procedure as 
well as the newly developed phase-delay based 
damage characterizing technique; thermoelastic 
phase damage analysis (TPDA). 

TSA using infrared thermography 

Dynamic stress change causes a very small 
temperature change under adiabatic conditions in 
a solid. This phenomenon is known as the 
thermoelastic effect and is described by Lord 
Kelvin’s equation, which relates the temperature 
change (∆TE) to the sum of the changes in the 
principal stresses (∆σ) under cyclic variable 
loading as follows. 
 

E
p

T T kT
C
α σ σ

ρ
∆ = − ∆ = − ∆   (1) 

 
Here, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion, 
ρ is the mass density, Cp is the specific heat at 
constant pressure and T is the absolute 
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temperature. The coefficient k is called 
thermoelastic constant. The sum of the changes 
in the principal stresses (∆σ) is obtained by 
measuring the temperature change (∆TE) using 
an infrared thermography. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Phase of thermoelastic temperature change. 
 
When a tension and compression loading in 
sinusoidal waveform as shown in Fig. 1 is 
applied to materials with positive value of the 
thermoelastic constant k, the thermoelastic 
temperature change shows opposite phase 
waveform against the loading waveform.  In this 
study the value of phase delay ∆θE was defined 
as the difference in phase between the 
thermoelastic temperature change and the 
loading signal as shown in the figure. For the 
materials with positive thermoelastic constant k, 
the phase delay ∆θE is 180 deg. In this study, 
thermoelastic temperature measurement was 
conducted for the short carbon fiber reinforced 
plastics, and the thermoelastic temperature 
change ∆TE and the phase delay ∆θE was 
obtained from experimental data. 

Experimental setup 

Configurations of the CFRP specimen employed 
in this study are shown in Fig. 2. The specimens 
were cut from laminated short carbon fiber 
composite sheet with vinyl ester resin and 25.4 
mm long carbon fiber bundles. Each bundle was 
composed of 12000 short carbon fibers. The 
mass content [wt%] of resin and fiber was 67 and 
33, respectively. The specimen has circular 
notches with the radius of 2 mm. 

 
Fig. 2 Configurations of employed CFRP specimen. 

 
Sinusoidal waveform cyclic loading with a 
frequency of 7 Hz and a stress ratio R = 0.1 was 
applied to the specimen by an electrohydraulic 
fatigue testing machine. Microscopic visible 
images on the specimen surface and side surface 
were taken by optical microscope. The 
thermoelastic temperature change on the 
specimen surface was measured by the infrared 
thermography (CEDIP Titanium530L, QVGA 
MCT array detector, NETD 25mK). The 
thermoelastic temperature change ∆TE and the 
phase delay ∆θE was obtained from experimental 
data. 

Experimental results 

The present authors [3] investigated the 
relationship between the fiber orientation angle 
from the loading axis φf and the thermoelastic 
temperature change ∆TE as well as its phase 
delay ∆θE. It was found that ∆TE measured in the 
area where φf is around 90° takes higher values 
compared with those measured in the area where 
φf is around 0°.  It was also found that the phase 
delay ∆θE takes the value of 180° where the fiber 
orientation angles are around 90°.  On the other 
hand, ∆θE takes 0° where φf is around 0°. This 
phenomenon can be interpreted by the property 
that carbon fiber showed opposite phase in 
thermoelastic temperature change. Sugimoto et 
al. [4] reported that the thermoelastic constant k 
of unidirectional CFRP had negative value since 
the thermal expansion coefficient α of the 
carbon fiber in longitudinal direction had 
negative value. It was supposed that carbon 
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fibers mainly shared the applied axial load in the 
region where the orientation angles of the carbon 
fiber bundles are 0° (parallel with the loading 
axis). Therefore the thermoelastic temperature 
change showed a coordinate-phase waveform 
with that of applied loading. 
Fatigue test was conducted for the short carbon 
fiber composite specimens with circular notches 
under the applied maximum stress σmax = 180 
MPa. 
The TDA technique was applied to detect fatigue 
damage in short carbon fiber composite first. In 
the TDA technique, a differential thermoelastic 
temperature distribution image was generated by 
subtracting an image of thermoelastic 
temperature change obtained at certain loading 
cycle from a reference initial image of 
thermoelastic temperature change. Fatigue 
damage evolution causes local stress change, 
and this is emphasized in the differential 
thermoelastic temperature distribution image. 
The reference initial image of the thermoelastic 
temperature change was set at 200 cycles. 
Obtained TDA images at 10000, 30000, 40000 
and 44000 cycles are shown in Fig. 3, with the 
infrared image obtained after failure of the 
CFRP specimen at 40168 cycles. 
 

 

Fig. 3 Obtained TDA images in fatigue test. 
 
It is found from the obtained TDA images that 
the thermoelastic temperature change ∆TE on the 
fracture part was decreasing with the increasing 
loading cycles. The decreasing area of ∆TE was 
expanded in the transverse direction of the 
specimen. The fatigue damage can be detected 
from the local stress change caused by the 
change in load sharing condition due to the 
damage evolution. 

Secondly fatigue damage was detected by the 
newly developed thermoelastic phase damage 
analysis (TPDA) utilizing the change in phase 
delay ∆θE. In TPDA a differential phase delay 
distribution image was generated by subtracting 
a phase delay data obtained at certain loading 
cycle from a reference initial phase delay data. 
In this experiment the reference initial phase 
delay data was set at 200 cycles.  The obtained 
TPDA images at 10000, 35000, 40000 and 
44000 cycles are shown in Fig. 4. Microscopic 
visible images of the specimen side surface 
taken at 35000 and 40000 cycles are shown in 
Fig. 5 comparing with TPDA results. 
 

  

Fig. 4 TPDA images indicating fatigue damage evolution. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Microscopic visible images of specimen side 
surface indicating delamination damage evolution. 
 
It is found from Fig. 5 that delamination damage 
was initiated at 35000 cycles and it grew and 
reached the front surface of the specimen 
(infrared observation side). It can be seen from 
Figs. 4 and 5 that the change in phase values 
were clearly detected in the region where the 
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delamination fracture was detected. The phase 
values were changed from 0° to 180°, and the 
phase change region was expanded with the 
increasing loading cycles. As described in the 
foregoing paragraph, ∆θE = 0° means that the 
thermoelastic effect of carbon fiber bundles is 
predominant, on the other hand ∆θE = 180 ° 
means that the thermoelastic effect of matrix 
resin is predominant. The change in phase values 
indicates the change of load sharing condition 
between resin and carbon fiber bundles due to 
the evolution of delamination damage. 

Conclusions 

The thermoelastic stress analysis using infrared 
thermography was applied to the evaluation of 
fatigue damage in short carbon fiber reinforced 
plastics. The conventional thermoelastic damage 
analysis TDA was employed for fatigue damage 
detection. A phase-delay based fatigue damage 
detection technique TPDA was newly developed, 
in which the phase delay of the thermoelastic 
temperature change from the applied loading 
signal was measured. Feasibility of the TPDA 
was investigated for damage detection in short 
carbon fiber composite. Fatigue damages were 
evaluated by the conventional TDA procedure as 
well as the TPDA technique. It was found from 
the TPDA images that the significant change of 
phase values from 0° to 180° (indicating the 
change in load sharing condition between resin 
and carbon fibers due to fatigue damage 
evolution) was found in the region where the 
structural fracture was detected. 
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This paper tackles the issue of simulating delaminations in reference standards made of 

CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced polymer) used for non-destructive testing by thermography. 

Thermography results of a real delamination are compared with flat bottom holes with 

similar size and depth. Results show a notable difference of the thermal contrast between the 

real delaminations and the FBH. To replicate the thermal behavior of a real delamination, a 

solution is proposed by plugging the flat-bottom hole. Thermography tests were conducted 

with plugs using various materials with thermal properties similar to CFRP.  

 

Introduction 

In NDT (Non Destructive Testing), a RS 

(Reference Standard) is a manufactured sample 

containing artificial discontinuities. RS are used 

to optimize techniques, calibrate systems, 

validate procedures or determine probabilities of 

detection. Thus, a RS must be as similar as 

possible to the real structures in all aspects: its 

geometry, its materials, fabrication process, etc. 

The RS must also contain defects according to 

the acceptance criteria determined during the 

engineering design process [1]. Inducing real 

defects of precise size and depth can be 

problematic, this is why most RS use artificial 

defects. It is crucial that those artificial defects 

contained in the RS are representative of the real 

defects. In composites materials, it has been 

shown that for ultrasound testing (UT), a flat 

bottom hole (FBH) and a delamination results in 

the same signal (except using immersion or 

through transmission). Both are regarded as an 

interface between the CFRP and the air that 

reflect most of the ultrasound beam back to the 

probe. In other words, if a UT procedure can 

detect a FBH, it can effectively detect a real 

delamination that is similar in depth, size and 

shape. The same can be said about Teflon inserts 

that are also widely used in composite RS.  

 

Thermography is a NDT method used to inspect 

composites structures [2]. However, 

thermography is based on the thermal properties 

while ultrasound is based on the acoustic 

properties. Since both methods are 

fundamentally different, can we assume that 

FBH are a valid way to simulate delaminations 

for thermography? A review of the scientific 

literature shows that some studies on 

thermography have been conducted on 

composite RS with FBH [3,4,5] but none 

compare the results with a real delamination. In 

this study, tests were conducted on a RS 

containing FBH and a real delamination to 

expose the difference of their thermal response. 

To make the FBH thermal behavior more 

concordant with an actual delamination, plugs 

were fabricated to fill the FBH. These plugs are 

made with various materials and tests are 

conducted to evaluate the optimal material to 

reduce the difference in thermal conduction 

between the FBH and the real delamination. The 
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idea of using a plug to modify the heat 

propagation in a FBH was mentioned in a 

previous study [6] but was applied to coating 

disbonds on metallic structures and the solution 

wasn’t tested on a real defect.  

Reference Standard 

To validate the simulated defects, they must be 

compared to real delaminations. Real 

delamination appears for different reasons, some 

are induced during the curing process but it is 

difficult to adjust the fabrication parameters to 

create a local delamination. For this project, it 

was decided to induce a delamination using low 

velocity impact since it is easier and does not 

require the manufacturing of a new sample.  

 

The RS used is a 3.0 mm thick monolithic plate 

of prepreg UD cured in autoclave. The layup 

configuration is [45/0/45/90]2s. Impact tests were 

conducted on the RS to create a delamination 

that is large enough to be detected by 

thermography. The impact tests were done on 

the toolside. The norm D7136 was referenced to 

determine the impact parameters. Various 

impact energies were tested. An impact energy 

of 30 J induced two delaminations that spread 

sideways. No visual indications or surface 

damage suggested the presence of the 

delamination or affected the thermography 

inspection. 

 

The plate was inspected by ultrasounds 

confirming that the delaminations are located 

between two plies. To verify this, the RS is 

inspected in UT from both sides and the defect’s 

depths from both sides add up to the plate 

thickness. From the toolside, the depths of the 

two delaminations are 2.0 and 2.1 mm and from 

the bagside, they were located at 1.0 and 0.9 mm 

(see Fig.1). The UT inspection also allowed to 

measure the size of the defects which is roughly 

20 mm at its widest point. With those results, 

two FBH were machined on each side of the 

sample, each with radius of 19 mm and located 

at the same depth as the delaminations.  

 

 
Fig. 1. C-Scan and B-Scan position from the UT 

inspection on the tool side. The C-Scan shows that both 

flat-bottom holes (upper left, and upper right circle) are 

at the same depth as the delamination on the left side, 

i.e. 2.1 and 2.0 mm. The bottom left and right circle are 

the open side of the FBH machined for inspection from 

the other side of the RS. 

Comparing FBH with a Delamination 

Step thermography with a duration of 5 sec 

was done with two halogen lamps of 1 kW 

each, placed symmetrically at 30 cm from the 

RS and oriented in order to have a uniform 

heating. The infrared camera used is a TEL-

1000 MW from Telops and was placed also at 

30 cm facing the sample. Initial results show a 

notable difference in thermal contrast between 

the FBH and the real delamination (see Fig. 2). 

No images processing was used in Fig.2 and 

Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 2. Thermogram of the RS with the real 

delamination on the left and the two flat bottom holes 

on the right with step heating of 5 sec.  

 

To improve the thermal behavior of the 

artificial defects, the solution is to fill the FBH 

with plugs. These plugs were made from 

various materials: wood, gypsum plaster, 

nylon and spackling paste (Polyfilla®). These 

materials were chosen because their thermal 

properties were similar to CFRP (see Fig.3 and 

[7]). No plugs were made from CFRP because 
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if they must be fabricated for each depth and 

size of the defects, in the long run it will be 

easier and less expensive to use common 

materials. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Picture of the reference standard from the 

bagside with flat bottom holes and the corresponding 

plug. 
 

Thermography NDT result presented in Fig.4 

clearly show that the use of plugs allows the 

FBH to behave more like a real delamination.  

 
Fig. 4. Thermogram of the reference standard. On the 

left, the delamination and on the right the FBH. The 

FBH on the left was filled with a plug made of wood.  

 
To validate the representation of the plugged 

FBH compared to a real delamination, their 

absolute thermal contrast [7] is compared: 

 

Ca(t) =  Tdef(t) – Ts(t) (1) 
 

Where Tdef (t) represent the temperature over 

an area with a defect and TS(t) the temperature 

over a sound area.  

The absolute contrast was calculated for each 

defects, real and artificial, located at 0,9 mm 

and in function of the plug material. 
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Fig. 5. Plot of the absolute contrast for the delamination 

and the FBH of 0.9 mm depth. 

The tests were also conducted on the 1.0, 2.0 

and 2.1 mm deep defects. All show that an 

empty FBH has a greater thermal contrast than 

a real delamination. Even though the 

difference diminishes for deeper defect, at 2.1 

mm the absolute contrast of air (no plug) is 

still twice the contrast of the real delamination. 

To determine the best material to make the 

plug, the difference in contrast between the 

delamination and the plugged FBH is 

calculated. The mean and maximum value of 

this difference in contrast is presented in Fig.6. 

The graph also show the difference in contrast 

at time t(Cmax) = 4sec, the time where the 

contrast of the delamination is at its peak.  
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Fig. 6. Bar graph of the difference between the contrast 

of the FBH with plugs and the delamination for a depth 

of 0.9mm for an observation duration of 40sec. The 

graph show the maximum, the mean and the value at 

time of maximum contrast (4 sec. after end of heating).  

The uncertainty of the measure is based on 

multiple measurements made in the same 

conditions. This uncertainty is calculated using 

the standard deviation of the temperature of 

the delamination. It can be explained by the 
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variation of the ambient temperature and the 

NETD of the infrared camera.  

Results shows that for all the material tested, 

those that caused the FBH to behave the most 

like a real delamination is the wood and the 

spackling paste. Results from the delamination 

at 1.0 mm lead to the same conclusion. For the 

delamination at 2,0 and 2.1 mm deep, the 

thermal contrast is too small compared to the 

uncertainty of the measurements to make a 

conclusion.  

Even with the plug, the visibility of the 

artificial defect is still slightly overestimated. 

We believe that a plug made of CFRP would 

be the best solution to simulate a defect. 

However, machining CFRP can be challenging 

and spare materials are not always easily and 

cheaply available. Perhaps making a plug out 

of resin only, such as the phenolic resin, could 

be a valid alternative.  

Conclusion 

This study has compared artificial defects with 

real delaminations. Results show that FBH are 

not representative of real delaminations caused 

by low velocity impacts in CFRP. This issue 

can be partially resolved by using a plug in the 

FBH. It seems the gap in a delamination is 

small enough to let a significant portion of the 

heat conduct through it. An empty FBH induce 

a thermal contrast that can reach up to twice 

the contrast of the delamination, more than 

4°C. Using a plug of wood or spackling paste, 

the difference in contrast is reduced to less 

than 1°C for a delamination at 0.9 mm deep. 

These conclusions were validated using step 

thermography. The results of this study should 

be validated with a RS made of fiber-glass 

instead of carbon fiber and with other types of 

defects, such as disbonds in monolithic 

structures. It would also be interesting to 

investigate other types of defects 

representation, for example Teflon inserts and 

occlusions.  

 

In the light of the results, it seems pertinent to 

verify how accurate are the artificial defects 

for other emerging NDT methods, such as 

shearography and bondtesting. To improve the 

analysis of the thermal behavior of the 

artificial defects, it would help to have a finite 

element model to simulate the inspection. The 

model could help in optimizing the plug 

material and thickness. It could also be used to 

determine the thermal resistance value for a 

real delamination. For artificial defects, the 

thermal contact resistance depends on various 

factors, like the roughness of both the FBH 

and the plug. Finally, it would be interesting to 

see the differences between a real and an 

artificial defect when using an image 

processing analysis, such as the Fourier 

Transform. 
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In this paper, eddy current pulsed thermography (ECPT) was used to detect the damages 

caused by ballistic impacts in basalt-carbon hybrid fiber-reinforced polymer laminates. In 

particular, different hybrid structures including intercalated stacking and sandwich-like 

structures were used. Numerical simulations were performed to predict the damages due to 

the impact loading. X-ray computed tomography (CT) was used for validation. Finally, a 

comparative study based on the experiments and simulations was conducted.  

Introduction 

Infrared thermography (IRT) techniques 

have been widely used for the composite 

materials due to the fast inspection rate, 

contactless nature, spatial resolution and 

acquisition rate improvement of infrared 

cameras. Among the IRT techniques, eddy 

current pulsed thermography (ECPT) is 

gaining increasing attention, especially for 

conductive materials, such as carbon fiber-

reinforced polymer composites (CFRP). 

 

Problem statement 

Due to the high specific strength and 

stiffness, CFRPs are often used in the 

aerospace industry. However, their 

toughness is considerably low, therefore, the 

impact damage resistance is not very high. A 

solution is represented by fiber-hybridization 

usually with high strain to failure fibers. In this 

regard, basalt fiber is attracting increasing 

attention because it is inexpensive and eco-

friendly. An in-depth study of post ballistic 

impacts in basalt-carbon fiber hybrid fiber-

reinforced polymer composites has not been 

documented yet in the open literature centred on 

ECPT. 

 

Approach and techniques 

In this paper, ECPT in transmission mode was 

used to detect the damages caused by ballistic 

impacts in six basalt-carbon hybrid fiber-

reinforced polymer laminates. In particular, 

different hybrid structures including intercalated 

stacking and sandwich-like structures were used. 

Numerical simulations were performed to predict 

the damages from the mechanical aspect. X-ray 

computed tomography (CT) was used for the 

validation of thermographic results. Finally, a 
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comparative study based on the experiments 

and simulations was conducted.  

 

Results 

ECPT is able to show the damages in detail. 

The numerical and experimental results are 

in good agreement between them. In 

addition, CT validated the thermographic 

results.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 1. Photographs of the impacted specimens at 

ballistic level: (a) intercalated stacking, (b) sandwich-

like structure. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 2. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulations of the 

sandwich-like structures: (a) side view, (b) top view. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 3. FEA simulations of the intercalated stacking 

structures: (a) side view, (b) top view.  
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Conclusions 

The results indicate that ECPT technique is 

able to retrieve defects linked to basalt-

carbon hybrid fiber-reinforced polymer 

composites even if basalt fiber is not a 

conductive material. FEA shows the 

behavior of the impacts from a mechanical 

point of view, while CT validated the 

thermographic results. 
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For large-scale steel structures such as orthotropic steel decks in bridges, nondestructive 

inspection of fatigue damages are indispensable for securing their safety. As conventional 

NDT techniques for steel bridges, visual testing, magnetic particle testing and ultrasonic 

testing have been commonly employed. However, these techniques are time- and labor- 

consuming techniques. The present authors developed a new thermography NDT technique 

for crack detection, which was based on temperature gap appeared on the surface of 

structural members due to thermal insulation effect of the crack. The practicability of the 

developed technique to through crack was demonstrated by the field experiments for steel 

bridges in service. In this paper, the applicability of the inspection technique based on 

temperature gap measurement to back-surface crack is investigated by the laboratory 

testing. 

 

Introduction 

In recent years, fatigue crack initiations and 

propagations in aged steel bridge which may lead 

to catastrophic structural failures have become a 

serious problem. For large-scale steel structures 

such as orthotropic steel decks in highway 

bridges, nondestructive inspection of fatigue 

damages are indispensable for securing their 

safety and for estimating their remaining strength. 

As conventional NDT techniques for steel bridges, 

visual testing, magnetic particle testing and 

ultrasonic testing have been commonly employed. 

However, these techniques are time- and labor- 

consuming techniques, because special equipment 

is required for inspection, such as scaffolding or a 

truck mount aerial work platform. 

The present authors developed self-reference 

lock-in thermography, as a remote NDT 

technique based on thermoelastic temperature 

measurement by infrared thermography [1-2]. In 

this technique, fatigue cracks were detected and 

evaluated from localized high thermoelastic 

temperature change around crack tips due to 

stress singularity under variable loading from 

traffics on the bridge. Self-reference lock-in data 

processing technique for infrared thermography 

data was developed for the improvement of 

signal/noise ratio in the crack detection process. 

The practicability of the technique was 

demonstrated for weld-bead-penetrant-type 

fatigue cracks as well as through-deck-type 

fatigue cracks in steel bridges in service [1-2]. 

The present authors developed another 

thermography NDT technique for crack detection, 

which was based on temperature gap appeared on 

the surface of structural members due to thermal 

insulation effect of the crack. The practicability 

of the developed technique to through crack was 
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demonstrated by the field experiments for 

highway steel bridges in service [3]. This 

technique provides time and cost saving NDT 

scheme. 

In this paper, the applicability of the inspection 

technique based on temperature gap 

measurement to back-surface crack detection is 

investigated considering the crack shape. The 

experimental studies were conducted for 

several specimens with semi-elliptical slit 

introduced by wire electrical discharge 

machining (EDM). 

NDT technique based on temperature gap 

detection 

Basic principle of the NDT technique based on 

temperature gap detection for weld-bead-

penetrant-type fatigue crack in the orthotropic 

steel deck is shown in Fig. 1. Asphalt pavement 

on the surface of steel bridge is heated by sun 

shine. Heat conduction occurs from the 

pavement to trough rib through deck plate and 

this makes temperature gradient in the trough 

rib. The temperature change is continuous when 

there is no crack in weld bead, on the other 

hand temperature gap is observed between deck 

plate and trough rib due to thermal insulation 

effect of the crack in weld bead. The 

temperature gap can be detected by the 

continuous temperature monitoring along the 

weld bead using traveling infrared 

thermography equipment. In this study, this 

technique is applied for back-surface crack 

detection. 

Experimental setup 

The applicability of the inspection technique 

based on temperature gap measurement to 

back-surface crack detection was investigated. 

A schematic illustration of the experimental 

setup is shown in Fig. 2. The experiments were 

conducted for several specimens. A semi-

elliptical slit of 1.0 mm width was introduced in 

a back surface of each specimen by wire 

electrical discharge machining (EDM). The 

specimen material was carbon steel, JIS SS400. 

The dimensions of the specimen were shown in 

Fig. 3. Table 1 shows the slit size of each 

specimen. As shown in Fig. 2, a temperature 

gradient of the specimen longitudinal direction 

was given to the specimen using a refrigerant 

and a halogen lamp. The temperature gradient 

was set to 0.04 C/mm based on the field 

temperature condition of steel bridge [3]. 

For thermal image measurement, the high 

performance infrared camera (FLIR systems, 

phoenix infrared camera) with an InSb array 

sensors (temperature resolution: 25 mK, 

spectral range: 3.0 - 5.0 m, number of pixels: 

320256) was employed. Space resolution was 

set to 1 mm/Pixel. Flat black paint for 

emissivity improvement was applied on the 

temperature measurement surface of the 

specimen. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of principle of NDT 

technique based on temperature gap detection. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. 
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Fig. 3. Specimen shape (mm). 

 

Specimen 
Slit length 2a 

[mm] 

Slit depth d 

[mm] 

No.1 30.1 9.0 

No.2 30.0 8.0 

No.3 30.1 7.0 

No.4 30.1 6.0 

No.5 15.2 9.0 

No.6 45.0 9.0 
 

Table 1. Slit size of each specimen. 

 

Experimental results 

Fig. 4 shows the temperature evaluation area. 

Experimental results obtained for specimen 

No.1 is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) and (b) is the 

temperature distribution and the distribution of 

the x-direction temperature differential, 

respectively. In the distribution of the 

temperature differential as shown in Fig. 5(b), 

temperature gap appears at the slit. However, it 

is difficult to clearly identify the temperature 

gap in the raw temperature differential. 

Fig. 6 shows the results of noise reduction 

processing by spatial smoothing (33) to the 

raw temperature data of specimen No.1 as 

shown in Fig, 5. For the distribution of 

smoothed temperature differential as shown in 

Fig. 6(b), it can be seen that temperature gap 

clearly appears around the back-surface slit 

indicating thermal insulation effect by the slit. 

Fig. 7 shows the x-direction temperature 

differential distributions of each specimen after 

spatial smoothing (99). From these figures, it 

is found that temperature gap clearly appears at 

the slit in all specimens. Furthermore, the peak 

of the temperature gradient becomes larger with 

increasing the crack depth. When the crack 

length is large, the temperature gradient 

distribution has a spread in the crack length 

direction. It is considered that this technique 

may be applied for qualitatibe evaluation of the 

crack shape. 
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Fig. 4. Temperature evaluation area. 

 
 

 
(a) Temperature distribution. 

 

 
(b) Distribution of x-way temperature differential. 

 

Fig. 5. Results of temperature gap mesurement in 

specimen No.1 ( raw temperature data). 
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(a) Temperature distribution. 

 

 
(b) Distribution of x-way temperature differential. 

 

Fig. 6. Results of temperature gap mesurement in 

specimen No.1 (smoothed temperature data (3)). 

Conclusions 

In this paper, the applicability of the developed 

technique to back-surface crack was 

investigated by the laboratory testing using slit 

specimen. In the results, it was found that back-

surface crack can be detected by the proposed 

technique. Furthermore, it was considered that 

this technique may be applied for qualitatibe 

evaluation of the crack shape. 
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(d) Specimen No.4                                       (e) Specimen No.5                                        (f) Specimen No.6         

(2a=30.1 mm，d=6.0 mm)                     （2a=15.2 mm，d=9.0 mm）                     （2a=45.0 mm，d=9.0 mm） 

(a) Specimen No.1                                       (b) Specimen No.2                                       (c) Specimen No.3     

(2a=30.1 mm，d=9.0 mm)                      （2a=30.0 mm，d=8.0 mm）                    （2a=30.1 mm，d=7.0 mm） 

Fig. 7. Temperature differential distributions for each specimen (smoothed temperature data (9)) . 
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The dissipated energy can be used to estimate the fatigue limit and to predict the fatigue life for 

steels.  The temperature change due to the energy dissipation has a specific phase difference 

for the thermoelastic temperature change.  The phase information of dissipated energy is 

useful for the accuracy improvement of dissipated energy measurement.  In this paper, to 

discuss about the mechanism of the phase information of the dissipated energy, the effect of 

mean stress of a cyclic loading on the phase difference of the dissipated energy was 

investigated.  It was found that the phase difference of dissipated energy decreases with 

increasing in tensile mean stress.  The stress for the timing of heat generation due to the 

energy dissipation was evaluated based on the phase difference of dissipated energy.  The 

stress for the timing of irreversible heat generation was nearly constant with increasing in 

tensile mean stress.  It was considered that phase difference of dissipated energy indicated 

the beginning to plastic deformation during loading cycles. 

1. Introduction 

The dissipated energy, which was measured 

under cyclic loading, can be used to estimate the 

fatigue limit and to predict the fatigue life of 

steels (1)-(7).  The dissipated energy can be 

obtained as the component having a double 

frequency of the reference loading signal.  This 

measurement method is called the 2f lock-in 

infrared method, which uses the reference signal 

of the double frequencies.  From a phase analysis 

of the double frequency component, the phase 

difference between the thermoelastic temperature 

change and the double frequency component is a 

specific value (8).  This specific phase of the 

dissipated energy can be utilized for removing the 

noise component such as the thermoelastic 

temperature change due to the harmonic vibration 

of fatigue testing machine.  To study the 

mechanisms of the phase information of the 

dissipated energy, the effect of the mean stress of 

cyclic loading on the phase difference of the 

dissipated energy was investigated in this work. 

2. Measurement of dissipated energy and 

phase analysis for dissipated energy 

A reversible temperature change is observed for 

a specimen subjected to cyclic loading.  This 

phenomenon is called the thermoelastic effect, 

and the thermoelastic temperature change ΔTE 

can be expressed by the thermoelastic 

coefficient k, the absolute temperature T, and 

the sum of the principal stresses Δσ as follows: 

 ET kT       (1) 

In reality, the increase in the temperature due to 

irreversible energy dissipation TD occurs at 

 

 
Fig. 1  Schematic of the temperature changes due to 

thermoelasticity and energy dissipation and the load  

signal. 
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the maximum tensile stress and maximum 

compressive stress.  Thus, the measured 

temperature change T(t) on the surface includes 

ΔTE and ΔTD, as shown in Fig. 1.  The phase 

lag between the thermoelastic temperature 

change and the cyclic load  E is caused by 

thermal diffusion.   

 
ΔTD can be obtained as the component having a 

double frequency of the reference signal by a 

lock-in algorithm.  TD is presented as a range 

of temperature changes.  The dissipated energy 

q is calculated from ΔTD, the density , and the 

specific heat c of the material as follows: 

 

Dq c T    (2) 

 

The phase lag D between the temperature 

change due to the energy dissipation and the 

double frequency reference signal.  D includes 

the influence of thermal diffusion.  To remove 

this influence on the phase information of the 

energy dissipation, the phase difference  is 

defined as follows: 

 

D E

1

2
       (3) 

 

 is based on the phase space of the reference 

signal frequency f; thus, it has value from 0° to 

180°.  Further,  also indicates the phase lag 

between the temperature change due to the 

energy dissipation and the double frequency 

reference signal based on the thermoelastic 

temperature change, as shown in Fig. 1. 

3. Experimental setup 

The material under test is JIS type 316L 

austenitic stainless steel. The cyclic axis 

loading with a frequency of 5 Hz was applied to 

the specimen by an electrohydraulic fatigue 

testing machine.  In the staircase-like stress 

level test (1), the applied stress amplitude was 

increased from 200MPa to 280MPa step by step.  

The temperature change on the specimen 

surface was measured by infrared 

thermography with a MCT array detector.  The 

number of cycles for each step is 3100cycles, 

and each temperature measurement is 

performed by 1000 cycle loadings. 

 

To investigate the effect of mean stress on the 

phase difference of dissipated energy, the stress 

 
Fig. 2  Change in the dissipated energy and the phase 

difference of the dissipated energy for stress ratio R=-

1, -0.8, and -0.5 
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ratio was changed, such as R=-0.5, -0.8, and  

-1.0. 

4. Results and discussion 

The changes in the dissipated energy and the 

phase difference in the staircase-like stress level 

test for R=-1, -0.8 and -0.5 are shown in Fig. 2.   

 

From Fig. 2, it is found that q significantly 

increases for all stress ratio.  In addition, the 

phase difference is unstable at low stress 

levels from 200 to 250 MPa.  On the other hand, 

 is constant at high stress levels, where the 

change in the dissipated energy is increasing.  

The phase difference change according to the 

stress ratio.  The relationship between the phase 

difference and stress ratio is shown in Table 1.  

The phase difference for R= -0.8 and -0.5 

where the mean stress is tensile, decrease with 

increasing in the mean stress.  When the 

compressive mean stress is applied, the phase 

difference decreases, as is the case in tensile 

mean stress. 

 

The phase difference of dissipated energy is 

assumed to be related to the timing of heat 

generation due to the energy dissipation.  The 

stress for the timing of heat generation due to 

the energy dissipation D is evaluated as shown 

in Fig. 3.  The timing of heat generation due to 

the energy dissipation appears twice per a cycle.  

When the tensile mean stress is applied, the D  

is obtained based on  as follows; 

 

D a msin
4


   

 
    

 
  (4) 

 

D is plotted against the maximum stress, as 

shown in Fig. 4.  D shows approximately same 

value, and slightly increases.   

 

The dissipated energy is related to the local 

plasticity in the material under the cyclic 

loadings.  It is considered that the phase 

difference means the beginning of the local 

plastic deformation, such as slip movement.   D is 

thought to be a mechanical property in the 

microscopic behavior under a cyclic loading, 

such as yield stress in macroscopic behavior 

under a monotonic loading.  The cyclic work 

hardening may appear in change of D.  The 

time before the applied stress reaches D 

Table 1  Relationship between stress ratio and phase 

difference. 

Stress 

ratio, R 
-1.0 -0.8 -0.5 

Phase 

difference, 

 [deg.] 

57 51 43 

 

 
Fig. 3  Schematic illustration of the phase difference 

of dissipated energy and stress at the phase 

differenece D. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4  Relationship between stress at initiation of 

energy dissipation of tensile side and maximum 

stress (R=-1.0, -0.8 and -0.5) 
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becomes shorter with increasing in the tensile 

mean stress.   

 

The temperature change due to the energy 

dissipation would represent the timing and 

amount of dislocation movement. 

5.  Conclusion 

To study the mechanism of phase information 

of dissipated energy, the effect of the mean 

stress in cyclic loading on the phase difference 

of dissipated energy was investigated.  The 

phase difference of dissipated energy decreases 

with increasing in the tensile mean stress.  The 

stress for the timing of heat generation due to 

the energy dissipation shows the nearly 

constant with increasing in the tensile mean 

stress.  It is considered that the phase difference 

means the beginning of the local plastic 

deformation, such as slip movement.   
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Composite materials (CM) are been used more and more every day in several applications, 

especially in aeronautic structures where complex shaped parts are highly demanded. The 

arrangement or orientation of the fibers relative to one another, the fiber concentration, and 

the distribution all have a significant influence on the strength and other properties of fiber 

reinforced composites. Thus, one needs to develop testing methods to assess the material's 

fiber content. Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) methods must be employed in some cases 

to assess the material's fiber content in order to presser the samples integrity. In this paper, 

InfraRed Thermography (IRT), is used in order to assess fiber orientation on Randomly-

Oriented Unidirectional Strand (ROS) samples. More specifically, Pulsed Thermal 

Ellipsometry (PTE) using a static laser spot heating source is employed in order to create a 

fiber orientation map of the fiber distribution on the surface of ROS panels. 

 

Introduction 

Infrared Thermography (IRT) popularity has 

grown in the recent years due to spatial 

resolution and acquisition rate improvements of 

infrared (IR) cameras while they became more 

affordable. Other facts include: it is a fast 

inspection method, which provides noncontact, 

noninteraction, real-time measurements over a 

large detection area with a long range; it does 

not offer any danger to the personnel; and the 

results are relatively easy to interpret. 

Additionally, the development of advanced 

image processing techniques focused on this 

kind of image have enabled the assessment of 

more and more detailed information of these 

material's structures. In active IRT, an external 

heat source is used to stimulate the material 

being inspected in order to generate a thermal 

contrast between the feature of interest and the 

background. The active approach is adopted in 

many cases given that the inspected parts are 

usually in equilibrium with the surroundings 

[1]. 

 

IRT has been used for several applications 

involving composite materials. In the case of 

fiber reinforced composites, the arrangement or 

orientation of the fibers relative to one another, 

the fiber concentration, and the distribution all 

have a significant influence on the strength and 

other properties of fiber reinforced composites. 

In fact, several studies have been done in the 

recent years involving this subject [2,3,4]. 

Thus, effective testing techniques are needed to 

assess fiber content. Destructive methods can 

be employed to evaluate a composite fiber 

content, e.g. cutting a section of the material, 

polishing the area and evaluating it by 

microscopy. However, the destructive approach 

is not always an option since the sample will be 

"damaged'' after the inspection and probably 

unfit for use. Thus, Non-Destructive (NDE) 
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techniques must be employed in some cases to 

assess the material's fiber content. 

 

In this paper we present an active IRT approach 

to quantitatively assess the fiber orientation on 

carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CRP) 

moulded with randomly-oriented strands 

(ROS). The samples inspected in this project 

were manufactured via compression moulding 

of Carbon/PEEK material. Fiber orientation 

measurement using IRT on flat laminates with 

continuous fibers is a well-studied topic. 

However, to the best knowledge of the authors 

our work is the first in the literature addressing 

this problem for ROS samples. Therefore, the 

goal of this paper is to validate and developed 

those known techniques to the ROS case so that 

they can be applied on in-line quality assurance 

within the industry. In the end, we compare our 

results with some 3D micro-CT scanning 

performed with the ROS samples 

 

Pulsed Thermal Ellipsometry - PTE 

PTE is an inspection technique that enables the 

assessment of fiber orientation on CM. It is 

already been used in the literature for years [5]. 

It involves the spot heating of the sample's 

surface and following the observation of the 

heated pattern in the IR spectrum. A short pulse 

is used to spot heat the sample. If the material 

has an oriented structure, such as CFRP, an 

elliptical thermal pattern is observed, with the 

ratio between the two principal axes (b/a) being 

related to the square root of the thermal 

diffusivities in the longitudinal and transverse 

directions. A test on an isotropic material would 

give a circle instead of an ellipse. Fig. 1 shows 

a typical PTE experimental set-up. 

 

The ellipse's major axis, b, has the same 

orientation than the fibers on that region.  This 

"elliptical'' behavior occurs due to the 

difference in the thermal conductivities values 

on the surface of the sample. The thermal 

conductivity value parallel to the fibers is 

greater than the value perpendicular to them, 

i.e. material is thermally anisotropic. Thus, heat 

will travel faster on the direction parallel to the 

fibers and consequently the thermal pattern 

observed on the surface will be larger on the 

direction parallel to the fibers, which results in 

an elliptical pattern. The heat diffusion process 

is recorded with an IR camera and stored in a 

3D matrix (or an array of images). In order to 

extract the elliptical pattern from the IR images, 

i.e. thermograms, some image processing 

techniques must be applied. 

Fig. 1. Pulsed Thermal Ellipsometry (PTE) set-up. 

 

Infrared Image Processing 

Fig. 2 summarizes the processing steps 

involved on the extraction of the fiber 

orientation based on the data provided by a PTE 

experiment. The process is fully detailed and 

discussed in our previous work [6]. 

Nonetheless, their major points are going to be 

outlined here. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Infrared image processing steps for PTE. Adapted 

from [6]. 
 

Optimal diffusion time selection 

As stated before, a heating-spot, produced by a 

laser beam, is used to stimulated the surface of 

the sample producing the thermal behavior that 

will lead to the fiber orientation assessment. 

After the spot is heated, the heat diffusion 
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process is recorded with an IR camera and 

stored in a 3D matrix M, i.e., an array of 

images, for post-processing. The size of M is m 

x n x k which means that it is composed of k 

images of size m x n. The number of images, or 

thermograms, depends on the duration of the 

acquisition as well as the camera's acquisition 

frame rate. 

This sequence of images contains: the plate 

before heating, the moment when the beam 

heated the plate, the rise of the temperature 

profile and finally the temperature profile 

decrease. In the case of our ROS samples, 

which are thermally anisotropic, the heat pulse 

will produce an elliptical pattern on the surface 

of the sample. However, this pattern would be 

closer to a circle on the very beginning of the 

experiment and in later times where the thermal 

behavior of deeper layers would be much more 

present. Thus, our assumption is that, sometime 

between this two moments an image would 

contain the best pattern that reflects the fiber 

orientation on the surface, i.e., the direction 

which the thermal conductivity is higher. This 

optimal moment is selected by calculating the 

eccentricity (ɛ) of each elliptical thermal pattern 

on the thermograms on M and choosing the 

image which contains the ellipse with the 

largest ɛ. Eccentricity (ɛ) is a quantity defined 

for a conic section which can be given in terms 

of major and minor axes. In the case of a circle 

ɛ = 0 while in the case of an ellipse 0 < ɛ < 1. 

Based on this idea the thermal pattern that 

would better express the fiber orientation is the 

one with the largest ɛ. During our experiments, 

it always occurred before 0.5s after the beam 

has been stopped.  

Binary shape segmentation 

After the image with the optimal diffusion time 

was selected, the next step is to segment, or 

binarize, the ellipse on the image. This is a 

simple task that can be accomplished by using 

automatic clustering based image thresholding 

method. There is a wide range of classical 

histogram based algorithms for automatic 

threshold selection for bimodal and multimodal 

images available in the literature. In this work, 

Otsu's method [7], a well-established method, is 

used. 

After the selection of the threshold level the 

binary image is created by applying the 

following characteristic function in the infrared 

image selected based on the optimal diffusion 

time calculated in the previous step: 

 

(1) 

 

Calculation of angle between x-axis and 

binary ellipse's major axis 

With the resulting binary image obtained via 

Equation 1, which is represented by a binary 

matrix, a simple MATLAB native function was 

used to calculate the ellipse orientation. The 

orientation of the image, here the binary ellipse, 

is the angle (in degrees ranging from -90°to 

90°) between the x-axis and the major axis of 

the ellipse that has the same second-moments 

as the region. 

Results and Discussion 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

PTE approach for ROS samples, individual 

strands were first inspected separately. The 

results obtained for two different strands chosen 

on the surface of a ROS sample will be 

presented in the final version of the paper. A 

first PTE inspection was performed. Next, the 

plate was rotated 90° clockwise and a second 

PTE inspection was then performed. 

Inspections were expected to be also rotated 

90° from each other. Results obtained presented 

an estimation error as low as 1.5°. Details are 

going to be presented in the paper’s final 

version. 

Therefore, one can conclude from these first 

experimental results presented that, similarly to 

the laminate case, where the fiber orientation on 

each layer of the laminate is uniform, fiber 
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orientation can also be assessed for ROS 

material using PTE. 

For the ROS case, only the local inspection of a 

single strand is not enough to meaningfully 

assess the fiber orientation on the surface of this 

kind of sample. In order to have an assessment 

about how random and how strands (fiber 

orientation) are distributed, several points, 

systematically distributed on the surface of the 

ROS sample, should be inspected. The outcome 

of such inspection is going to be called 

"Orientation Map''. 

A section of each surface of a ROS sample was 

inspected with a point-by-point approach in 

order to create the so called "Orientation Map''. 

The dimension of each section was 50 x 50 

mm2. A total of 121 points was inspected for 

each section. Details of the experimental set-up 

images with results are going to be provided in 

the final version of the manuscript. 

The results were also statistically analyzed. 

First, the mean orientation angle was calculated 

for each section as well as the correspondent 

standard deviation (STD) value. Table 1 shows 

these values. Second, orientation values for 

each section were sorted then the values were 

plotted and analyzed. These images are going to 

be presented in the final version of the 

manuscript.  

 Front section Back section 

Mean 93° 82° 

STD 58.1° 59.3° 
Table 1. Statistical results from ROS point-by-point 

inspection. 

Conclusion 

Primarily, inspections were performed on single 

strands since each strand has its own fiber 

orientation. Ultimately, a matrix of several 

points on the surface of a flat ROS sample was 

inspected in order to estimate "how random'' 

fiber orientation is on the sample's surface. An 

"Orientation Map'' was created and statistical 

analysis of the results showed that the fiber 

orientation on a ROS sample is well distributed, 

which confirms the quasi-isotropic behavior of 

ROS samples. Additionally, results will be 

compared in the final version of the paper with 

3D micro-CT scans. 

However, an inspection approach based on a 

matrix of several points obtained with PTE of a 

ROS sample is very time consuming. The 

inspection of 121 points in this paper took 

about 2 hours. Thus, we proposed in one of our 

works [8] to use a line-heating source combined 

with an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to 

inspect a broader region at once. In the 

experiments reported in [8] a region that would 

take 25 minutes to be inspected with the point-

by-point approach would take about 30 seconds 

to be inspected with the line-heating approach. 
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Pulse Compression Thermography is an emerging Non-Destructive technique, whose 
effectiveness strictly depends on the choice of the coded excitations used to modulate the 
heating stimulus. In this paper, the features of frequency-modulated coded signals, i.e. chirps, 
have been tested for imaging thin Teflon defects embedded within a carbon fiber composite 
specimen.  With the aim to maximize the heat transferred within the sample, the use of several 
optimized non-linear chirp signals has been also investigated and their features compared in 
terms of maximum achievable Signal-to-Noise ratio. 

Introduction 

Active Thermography (AT) is a Non-
Destructive Testing (NDT) technique widely 
used for research activities and quality control in 
several industrials environments [1]. 
Commonly, two main approaches have been 
followed in performing AT: Pulsed 
Thermography (PT) and Lock-In Thermography 
(LIT). A precise time-domain analysis can be 
performed by exploiting PT scheme. This is 
because a short time duration heating stimulus 
excites the sample under test within a continuous 
bandwidth. On the other hand, LIT provides a 
higher Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) by 
concentrating the signal energy within a narrow 
frequency range, at the cost of a less amount of 
information with respect to PT [2-3]. In recent 
years, efforts have been made to combine the 
advantages of both the above-mentioned 
techniques, leading to Pulsed-Phase 
Thermography, Multi-Frequency Lock-In 
Thermography and Pulse-Compression 
Thermography (PuCT). In PuCT, the heating 
stimulus is in the form of a coded excitation, 
which has a unique characteristic: the band-
width B and the time duration T are uncorrelated. 
Both the time and frequency domain analysis 
can be performed by exploiting PuCT. The time 
domain analysis can be performed on the 

impulse response estimate, which is obtained by 
implementing the Pulse Compression (PuC) 
algorithm. The frequency domain analysis is 
achieved by analyzing directly the acquired data. 
It is worth to note that the quality of the time 
domain analysis achievable by using PuCT with 
respect to PT is strictly related to (i) the optimal 
choice of the coded excitation, i.e. time-
frequency signal characteristics, and (ii) the 
effectiveness of the employed PuC algorithm. 
For this reason, several efforts have been made 
to optimize the quality of the retrieved impulse 
response estimate, both in terms of PuC 
algorithm and in the choice of the coded heating 
stimulus [4-5]. In this work is proposed the 
combined use of a specific class of coded 
excitation, i.e. chirps, to both optimize the 
quality of the impulse response estimate and to 
enhance the detection capability of flaws 
embedded within a composite specimen, here in 
the form of artificial thin inclusion of Teflon 
tapes in a Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic 
(CFRP) sample. Chirps signals have been here 
exploited in their Linear (LChirp) and Non-
Linear versions (NLChirp) and their features 
compared. Finally, an ad-hoc designed non-
linear chirp has been here proposed and its 
advantages studied. It is shown that the use of 
Non-linear chirps helps in maximizing the heat 
energy transferred to the sample, thus the 
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detection capability of defects at deeper depth. 
This is demonstrated by showing the SNR values 
obtained with the various coded excitations 
used. 
Background  
 
A brief introduction about the PuC technique 
and chirp signals is here reported. The reader is 
suggested to refer for example to Hutchins et al. 
[6] for further details.  

- Pulse compression 
PuC is a powerful measurement technique 
widely used to estimate the impulse response of 
a Linear-Time Invariant (LTI) system in noisy 
environment. Given a coded excitation  and 
another signal  , the so-called matched-filter, 
such that their convolution (denoted by ∗) 
approximates the Dirac’s Delta function , 

∗ ~ , the impulse response 
 can be estimated by exciting the LTI system 

with the signal  and then by convolving the 
system output  with . The main pros of 
the combined use of PuC and coded signals is 
that an SNR enhancement is achieved by simply 
increasing the time duration of the excitation. If 
T and B are respectively the time duration and the 
bandwidth of the coded signal, it can be 
demonstrated that the SNR gain achieved by 
using PuC with respect to a pulse excitation is ~ 
T∙B. However, the limited B into which a chirp 
signal spectrum can be considered flat and the 
short T employed in PuCT result in the onset of 
the so-called impulse response sidelobes. Hence, 
only an estimate 	 	of the real impulse 
response  is always obtained, whose quality 
depends strictly on the coded signal 
time/frequency characteristics. It is known that 
for a fixed B and T, a LChirp signal gives the best 
	  with respect to a NLchirp one. On the 
other hand, NLChirp can be designed for 
concentrating the sent energy at the frequencies 
of interest at the cost of a broader time duration 
of 	   with respect to LChirp. A tradeoff 
between these two aspects is here proposed. This 
is in the form of a Weighted Non-Linear Chirp 
(WNLChirp), which can help in achieving a PuC 
output like LChirp one, with the advantage of 
concentrating the sent energy at lower 

frequencies normally provided by using 
NLChirps. 
 
- Linear Chirp 
A LChrip signal is a frequency modulated coded 
signal whose frequency increases linearly within 
a chosen range. A general mathematical 
definition of a chirp is here given: 

 (1) 
The design of a chirp strictly depends from the 
definition of the instantaneous frequency fist(t): 

1
2

 (2) 

with Φ(t) the accumulated signal phase, i.e. the 
difference between the higher chirp frequency 
and lower one. For a LChirp signal, the phase is 

quadratic  and the 

respective instantaneous frequency is linear: 
 

 (3)

with the bandwidth . 
 
- Non-Linear Chirp 
When  varies non-linearly with time the 
signal is a non-linear chirp (NLChirp). 
NLChirps can be defined so that its  
follows a specific trajectory in the time-
frequency plane. This can be done to cope with 
a prescribed smooth shape of the power 
spectrum or for other aims. For instance, a 
NLChirp can be defined so that its instantaneous 

thermal diffusion length 
	
 

varies linearly with time to span all the sample 
depth at different time intervals, where α is the 
thermal diffusivity.  
If  is the thickness of the sample and  the 
minimum depth to inspect, we can define 

∆
, with ∆ . From 

these quantities, the instantaneous frequency has 
been derived by using the following expression: 

 = ∆   (4)

Note that for the CFRP sample, the thermal 
diffusivity α has been estimated to be 
0.125	

2
, as described in [4]. 
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- Weigthed non-linear chirp 
Starting from the definition of  for both 
the LChirp and NLChirp signals, three Weighted 
Non-linear chirps (WNLChirp) excitations have 
been proposed. Values of the weight parameter 
close to a hundred percent refers to an 
instantaneous frequency handling of the 
WNLChirp close to its LChirp counterpart, see. 
Fig. 1: 

 
Fig. 1. Instantaneous frequency trend for the proposed 

coded excitations. 
 

- Optimal coded excitation design  
For the LChirp and NLChirp cases, the starting 
excitation frequency f0 has been retrieved 

exploiting Eq.(4) for 0t , whilst 

f1 considering Tt , leading to f0= 

0.04 Hz and f1= 0.4 Hz. These boundary 
frequency values have been exploited to obtain 
both the desired linear LChirp , as for 
Eq.(3), and the NLchirp  by exploiting 
both Eq.(4) and the constrains imposed by the 
linearized frequency-depth swept. Finally, 
WNLChirp excitations have been designed to 
stay at longer time at the frequencies of interest 
(see Fig. 1 for more details).  

Experimental Setup 

A detailed sketch of the experimental setup is 
depicted in Fig. 2.: 

 
Fig. 2. Sketch of the experimental setup. The heating 

source consisting of eight 50 W LED chips placed at 30 
cm from the SUT and the Xenics Onca-MWIR-InSb IR 

camera are synchronously driven by the signals provided 
by an AWG board. The data generation and acquisition 

was controlled using LabviewTM Software. 

A quoted sketch of the twelve plies CFRP 
sample containing 75 µm thick Teflon tape 
defects is depicted in Fig. 3: 

 
Fig. 3. Quoted sketch of the sample.  

Results 

Figure 4 depicts a series of thermograms 
obtained by using PuCT corresponding to the 
time instant at which the maximum SNR value 
for D6 is achieved. Those are shown for each 
coded excitation used, i.e. LChirp, NLChirp, 
WNLChirp 25%, WNLChirp 50%, WNLChirp 
75%. Fig. 5 shows the impulse responses h(t) 
retrieved for the considered defect location (D1-
D8)) for the said signals – D9 was far below the 
noise level for the current setup. All the 
exploited coded excitations provided a good 
reconstruction of the defect impulse responses 
(see Silipigni et al. for further details). By 
introducing the definition of SNR, a qualitative 
analysis of the features provided using NLChirp 
and WNLChirp with respect to their LChirp 
counterpart is given. The SNR for the kth-Defect 

 is defined as follows: 

 (6)

 
where  is the impulse response of the k-th 
defect averaged over the 3x3 pixel region,  
is the impulse response averaged over all the UT 
area and  is its standard deviation. The 
maximum SNR values achieved at the 
investigated locations are showed in Fig.6.  

D1 D2 D3 

D4 D5 D6 

D9 D8 D7 

1 PLY 
~ 0.23 
mm 
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Conclusions  
 
Different chirp signals have been used to 
modulate the heating stimulus in PuCT. Their 
peculiarities have been test for detecting thin 
Teflon defects embedded in a CFRP benchmark 
sample. For the investigated B and T, it has been 
found that the use of NLChirps excitation 
provided higher values of the SNR with respect 
to LChirp counterpart for deeper defects. In 
addition, a linearized version of NLChirp, i.e. 
WNLChirp, further improved the achieved SNR 
values for above-said defects. 
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Fig. 6. Maximum SNR value achieved at the defects locations.  

 
Fig. 5. Defects impulse responses obtained for the signals used (labelled), for defects at increasing depth (D1 to D8).

 
Fig. 4. Obtained thermograms for the exploited signals (labelled), for the time instant at which the maximum SNR 

value for D6 is achieved.
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Pulsed thermography was applied on marble specimens differently treated in lab and on 
marble samples collected in situ before and after pilot cleaning interventions as an 
evaluation tool. Quantitative analysis using temperature-time plots from the acquired 
images was completed and the temperature falling rate for the investigated samples was 
studied. Consequently the cooling rate of the samples can be described by a first order 
kinetic model, whereas the time constant of the cooling rate is an exponential function of 
marble surface fracturing and luminosity (luminosity recorded using colorimetry, whilst 
fracturing values attained by digital image processing of microscopy images). 

Introduction 

Pulsed thermography (PT) is the thermographic 
technique where the sample surface is pulse 
heated by a flash lamp and the thermal transient 
at the surface is monitored by an infrared camera 
[1]. Up to now many experimental approaches 
using PT can be found in bibliography for the non 
destructive evaluation of near surface structures 
concerning the investigation of the depth or the 
diameter of different type of defaults [2, 3].  
Marble surfaces are of high priority regarding 
strategic planning of periodical conservation 
interventions, since even partially reconstruction 
is out of question and sampling is rather limited 
not to say restricted. Cleaning is one of the first 
conservation interventions that take place for the 
protection of marble architectural surfaces. It is 
defined as: “The removal of every substance 
which is hurtful for the stone: soluble salts, crusts 
insoluble or not very soluble, stratification of 
different materials intentionally applied and not 
stable, animals secretions, developed flora, etc” 

[4]. Cleaning is an irreversible but necessary step 
of conservation interventions, due to (a) physical 
and physicochemical reasons; (b) aesthetical 
reasons; and (c) promotion of monument artistic 
value. Moreover, compatibility assessment of 
cleaning interventions incorporates the study of 
physical-chemical properties modification, as 
well as aesthetics alterations that took place on 
the surface because of the applied treatment [5, 
6]. Therefore, the investigation of the 
modifications of marble properties employing PT 
is very important for the strategic approach of 
marble surfaces protection and their durability 
assessment. In this work, PT was applied on 
quarry marble specimens and marble samples 
collected on site before and after pilot cleaning 
interventions, in order to record temperature 
variations in the transient phase. It is 
demonstrated that temperature falling rate follows 
a first order kinetic model. Moreover, several 
surface morphology parameters were investigated 
in order to result in a power model that describes 
the effect of luminosity and fracturing on the 
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cooling rate for marble samples treated by 
different methods. 
 

Experimental 

12 quarry specimens of Pentelic marble were 
cut into the following size (cm): 6x6x1 
(LxWxH). Sandpapers of different grit sizes 
(grit designation according to European FEPA 
– “P” grade), using SiC as abrading particle, 
were applied on the marble quarry specimens, 
to accomplish different finishes of surface 
texture. For further differentiation of the 
surface texture of the quarry specimens 
chemical treatment using poultice AB57 for 20 
minutes was applied on six of them after the 
sandpapers processing. Poultice AB57 is one of 
the most commonly used poultices for marble 
cleaning, mainly due to the chelate action of bi-
sodium EDTA which sequesters metal ions like 
Ca2+ and Fe3+.  
Furthermore, marble samples were collected by 
the architectural surfaces of the historic 
buildings of the National Library of Greece 
(NLG) and the National Archaeological 
Museum (NAM); both consisted of Pentelic 
marble, both located in the Athens centre, 
Greece, and constructed at the beginning of 
20th century.  
Samples were collected from four investigated 
architectural marble surfaces during the study 
of decay diagnosis and after the pilot cleaning 
interventions, during the study of cleaning 
assessment.   
Decay diagnosis results indicated the presence 
of three characteristic decay patterns on the 
four investigated architectural marble surfaces: 
black-grey crusts, washed out surfaces and 
inter-granular fissuring (Figures 1, 2 and 3). 
The pilot conservation interventions that were 
applied consisted of different cleaning methods.  
Pulsed thermography, digital image processing 
of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
images, and colorimetry were among the 
techniques used for decay diagnosis and 
cleaning interventions assessment. 

 
Fig. 1. The investigated marble surface of NLG, that 

presented black-grey crust (upper part) and inter-granular 
fissuring (lower part). 

 

 
Fig. 2. The investigated marble surface of NAM, that 

presented black-grey crust.  
 

 
Fig. 3. The investigated marble surface of NAM that 

presented washing out.  
 

An integrated pulsed thermographic system 
employing a medium wave infrared camera (3-
5µm) that uses a cooled indium antimonide 
detector with a frame rate of 60 Hz, a focal 
plane array pixel format of 320 (H) x 256 (V) 
and an optical lens of 13 mm focal length was 
utilised for the pulsed thermographic analysis. 
The system has an integrated power flash 
heating system with a power output of 2KJ in 
2-5 ms.  
All investigated quarry specimens and onsite 
collected samples were measured in lab by this 
pulsed thermographic system under identical 
conditions. Thermal contrast plots, displaying 
the intensity of pixels against time were plotted 
from the acquired 16-bit thermal images. 
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As for the fracturing estimation, Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) was applied on the 
quarry specimens, as well as on the collected 
monument samples, in order to evaluate 
morphology and surface microstructure of the 
differently treated, decayed and cleaned marble 
surfaces.  
The core samples analyses in the presented 
work, that is stone specimens cut in cross-
section, were carried out using JEOL JSM-
5600, OXFORD LINKTM ISISTM 300, 
Accelerating Voltage 20 KV, Beam current: 
0.5nA, Livetime: 50 sec, Beam diameter <2µm. 
All the collected images were back-scattered 
electron-micrograph images.  
Digital Image Processing (DIP) of SEM images 
was carried out, using the EDGE program, 
which was developed by the US Geological 
Survey [7]. EDGE program was developed for 
the analysis of back-scattered electron-
micrograph images stored in a binary file 
format that represents images with lateral 
resolution of 1.7µm/pixel. However, the images 
presented in this work had a lateral resolution 
of 2µm/pixel. EDGE measurements have to be 
made by computer analysis of 100x SEM 
images of core cross sections, consisting of 512 
rows with 512 pixels per row, where each pixel 
is encoded with 8 bits on a 256-shade gray-
scale palette. The fractal dimension of the 
exposed surfaces of stone specimens cut in 
cross-section was measured.  
Three indexes of the marble micro-structure can 
be assessed, based on the fractal dimension 
determination and the special image calibration 
procedure. One of these marble micro-structural 
indexes is the near-surface fracture density 
(FD) of the stone, which is a measure of the 
fraction of the stone volume filled by fractures, 
crevices, and pore space. The FD results are 
reported as the percentage of pixels identified 
as components of the fractures calculated until 
100µm under the surface area. FD value was 
used as evaluation index of the marble 
fracturing on the treated quarry specimens, as 
well as on the onsite collected samples before 
and after cleaning. 
For the luminosity estimation, the Dr Lange 
spectro-color colorimeter was applied on the 

investigated marble surfaces for measuring the 
luminosity as expressed by lightness variable 
L* according to CIE L*a*b* Color Space. 
Lightness variable L* varies from zero, for 
black, to 100 for white and could be considered 
as an indicator of material surface reflectance.  
Using this portable spectrophotometer (d/8o 

geometry, standard illuminant D65, standard 
observer 10o), an average of 10 values of 
lightness variable L* was calculated for each 
marble quarry specimen in lab (1 measurement 
per 1.2 cm2). Furthermore, an average of twenty 
five values of L* was calculated per 
investigating area in NLG, both before and after 
cleaning, at exact points (that is 1 measurement 
per 20 cm2 per investigation area, before and 
after cleaning). Correspondingly, an average of 
fifteen values of L* was calculated per 
investigating area in NAM, both before and 
after cleaning, at exact points (that is 1 
measurement per 10 cm2 before and after 
cleaning). The variation of the L* readings’ 
number among lab specimens, NLG 
investigation areas and NAM investigation 
areas was inevitable due to the area differences 
(cm2) of the investigated marble surfaces. 
Investigation areas of cleaning treatments in 
monuments scale are selected according to 
several parameters like the presence of 
representative decay patterns and their extent 
on architectural surfaces, surface orientation, 
accessibility, possibility of scaffolding raise, 
etc, that vary at each case. Nevertheless, each 
onsite collected sample from the investigated 
marble surfaces corresponded to the calculated 
L* values average of each respective area.  
Luminosity, as expressed by lightness variable 
L*, was used as an evaluation index of the 
reflectance modifications that the marble 
surfaces present after different kind of 
treatments.   
PT experimental data demonstrated that 
intensity (temperature) of investigated marble 
samples is correlated to time in the transient 
phase by a first order kinetic model: 

( )eI-I
ct

 -
dt
dI 1

=

    (1) 
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where dI/dt is the intensity rate, corresponding 
to the temperature rate; I is the intensity at time 
t; Ie is the intensity in equilibrium that is for 
infinity time; tc is the time constant for Ι=0,666 
Ιe and its value has physical meaning, as 
defined by 1st order kinetics, denoting the 
required time for the intensity (temperature) to 
fall at 2/3 of its equilibrium value. Equation (1) 
is integrated to the following one: 

)(
exp ct

t

eo

e

II
II −

=
−

−

 (2)                                                                                    
where Ιο is the intensity for t=0. Several 
surface morphology parameters were 
investigated in order to conclude in the effect of 
luminosity and fracturing on the time constant 
tc of intensity falling rate for the differently 
treated marble samples. A power model is 
suggested to describe the relationship of time 
constant tc with fracture density and luminosity 
as follows: 

21 )()(1 c

o

c

oo
c L

L
FD
FD

ct =
 (3) 

where co is an adjustable empirical constant of 
the material; c1 is an adjustable empirical 
constant depending on fracture density; c2 is an 
adjustable empirical constant depending on 
luminosity; FD is the fracture density; L is the 
luminosity. The model parameters are estimated 
by:  
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   (4)                                                                                          
where, I and I* are the experimental and 
predicted values of intensity, N is the number of 
experimental points and p is the number of 
estimated parameters. 
It was shown that the cooling rate of the 
samples could be described by a first order 
kinetic model, where the time constant of the 
cooling rate is an exponential function of 
marble surface fracturing and its luminosity. 
Increase of surface fracturing results in 
decrease of cooling rate; while increase of 
luminosity leads to faster cooling. Moreover, 
the suggested model can also be used as a 
prediction tool of marble surface fracturing, 
knowing luminosity and intensity falling rate; 
parameters that easily can be measured using 

the corresponding NDE techniques on 
monuments scale and in lab.  
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Figure 4: Cooling rate prediction for marble surfaces 

presenting luminosity L=60 and four different fracture 
density values (FD = 3, 10, 15, 20%).  

Conclusions 

It is concluded that pulsed thermography can be 
a skilful means of inspecting marble surfaces, 
(differently treated, decayed, cleaned etc), using 
the suggested empirical mathematical model. 
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Geometric information from infrared images can complement the information about the 
measured infrared radiation. However, this requires geometric camera calibration. In this 
work, three calibration methods for infrared cameras are compared: a direct and an iterative 
estimation of the transformation between image and world coordinates, and a standard 
camera calibration method using a specifically designed calibration target. The three 
methods are compared and the obtained performance for metric measurements on a plane is 
evaluated. The results indicate acceptable performance in the three cases, with the standard 
method clearly outperforming the others two.

Introduction
Infrared cameras are not normally used to 
perform metric measurements on a plane. The 
main reason is that visible cameras can perform 
this task much more accurately due to the 
increased resolution [1], and at a reduced price.
Therefore, geometric calibration for infrared 
cameras has not been a major research field. 
However, performing metric measurements with 
an infrared camera greatly enhances the 
information provided about the measured infrared 
radiation. For example, in non-destructive testing 
applications the size and the shape of the detected 
subsurface defects provide important information
that can be used to characterize the defects. In 
building inspection applications, infrared 
thermography is generally combined with other 
signals, such as visible images and 3D point 
clouds. The geometric calibration of the infrared 
cameras in this case enables accurate aligning and 
fusion of all the signals. Therefore, geometric 
calibration for infrared cameras provides major 
advantages in a wide variety of applications.
Infrared camera calibration can be performed 
following the same procedures used for visible 
cameras. However, infrared cameras cannot 
capture the calibration targets used for visible 
cameras. Thus, they require calibration targets 
with distinguishing features in terms of infrared 
radiation. Several recent research works have 

proposed different calibration targets suitable for 
infrared cameras. The most popular approaches 
are based on calibration targets with burning
lamps and calibration targets that combine
materials with different emissivity.
In this work three calibration methods for infrared 
cameras are compared. The first method is based 
on a direct homography estimation. The 
homography transformation requires four point 
correspondences between image and world 
points. When inspecting a rectangular object 
these correspondences can be easily obtained
from the four corners of the object. The 
calculated homography transformation provides a 
mapping between image points and world 
coordinates and vice versa, which enables metric 
measurements on a plane with a single camera.
This first method considered, with a specially 
designed calibration target is used in [2]. The 
accuracy of this method largely depends on the 
accuracy of the extracted coordinates of the four 
corners of the object in the image. An alternative 
approach is to use the whole contour of the object 
to estimate the homography iteratively [3]. This is 
the second calibration method considered in this 
work. The third method is based on a standard 
complete calibration approach, where 
observations of a calibration target at different 
orientations provide the necessary information to 
fit the pinhole camera model [4]. This third 
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method includes lens distortions, providing much 
more accurate results. However, it also requires a 
specific calibration target with features that can 
be distinguished in the images.
The three methods compared in this work, direct, 
iterative and complete, go from simple to more 
complex. In the direct method the detection of 
four points in a single image is sufficient. In the 
complete method, between 7 and 15 images of a 
specially built calibration target, acquired at 
different orientations are required. The increased 
complexity is compensated by an inproved
accuracy.
Infrared camera calibration
Direct method
The transformation of a 3D point in the scene into 
a 2D point in the image is generally described
using the pinhole camera model. This 
transformation consists of a combination of a 3D 
rigid transformation, from world coordinates to 
camera coordinates; a perspective projection from 
3D to 2D that depends on the focal length; and an 
affine transformation that depends on the size of 
the pixels and the position of the central pixel. 
The result is a transformation 3x4 matrix that can 
be used to transform a point in world coordinates 
to a pixel in image coordinates. When all the 
points lie on the same plane of the scene, called 
the measurement plane, the transformation matrix 
can be simplified to a 3x3 matrix. This is the 
homography that provides an invertible mapping 
between points and lines on the measurement 
plane and in the image.
The homography that describes the invertible
transformation from the world to the image has 
only 8 degrees of freedom even though it contains 
9 elements. This is because it can be changed by 
multiplying by an arbitrary non-zero constant 
without altering the projective transformation.
Therefore, the homography has 8 unknown 
coefficients that must be estimated in order to
perform measurements with the images. A point 
correspondence between the image and the world 
provides 2 equations, one for x and one for y. 
Therefore, only 4 point correspondences, 3 non-
collinear, are required to estimate the coefficients 
of the homography. The most straightforward 
approach is to detect the corners of a rectangular 

object in the image with known dimensions in the 
world. The four detected points in the image, and 
the correspondences in the world can be used to 
estimate the homography.
Iterative method
The direct method largely depends on the 
accuracy of the detection of only four points in 
the image. On the contrary, the iterative method 
uses the whole contour of a known object in the 
image, which can contain hundreds of points. 
Then, the method approximates the extracted 
contour to the real shape of the object in world 
coordinates using a variant of the iterative close 
point algorithm. This method requires an initial 
coarse approximation of the projection 
parameters. Part of the required parameters can 
be obtained from the camera manufacturer 
specifications, including the focal length, detector 
pitch, and sensor resolution. The parameters that 
depend on the position of the camera relative to 
the measurement plane must be estimated 
manually. Another possible approach is to 
estimate the initial approximation using the direct 
method.
The iterative method calculates the correct 
homography even when the extracted contour of 
the object is affected by noise and includes 
outliers. Robust statistics are used for outlier 
detection based on the calculated residual vectors.
Combining the increased number of points with
noise filtering, the iterative method can calculate 
an invertible homography mapping between the 
image and the world with enhanced accuracy.
Neither this method nor the direct method 
consider lens distortions, which reduces the 
obtained accuracy.
Complete method
The standard method for camera calibration is 
based on the procedure proposed in [5]. Different 
image observations of a known flat target at 
different orientations are required. Feature 
extraction from the images provides the position 
of known points in the calibration pattern, which 
are used to estimate the camera parameters. This 
method is more complete than the two previous 
methods, as it includes the calibration of the 
internal and external camera parameters, but also 
the lens distortion parameters. The resulting 
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calibration is also much more accurate because 
the calibration target used is specially designed 
for the extraction of the required features easily 
and with extreme precision.
The drawback of this method is that it requires a 
specially built calibration target with features that 
can be detected in terms of infrared radiation.
One possible solution is a calibration target made 
of Dibond® where the calibration pattern is 
printed with a different emissivity using an 
industrial flatbed printer used for advertising 
boards.
Results and discussion
In order to compare the performance of the three 
considered calibration methods, a measurement 
experiment based on the calibration target used in 
the complete method has been designed. The 
calibration target contains a grid of 9x9 circles.
The diameter of each circle is 6.25mm and the 
distance them is 25 mm The experiment measures 
the distances between each of the circles in the 
grid using the calibration obtained by the 
considered methods.
The camera used for the experiments is a Flir 
T450sc, which includes a long-wave infrared 
sensor of 320x240 resolution and an 18mm focal 
length lens. The infrared camera is configured to 
perform measurements in the [-20, 120ºC] 
temperature range. The manufacturer reports 
measurement accuracy of ±1K and sensitivity 
lower than 30mK at 30ºC. Using this camera, five 
images of the calibration target are acquired on 
the same plane relative to the camera. The images 
can be seen in Fig. 1. One image is used to 
perform the calibration and the other four to test 
the calibration. In order to create thermal contrast 
in the calibration marks, the calibration target is
heated using an electric fan heater before the 
image acquisition.
The three calibration methods are coded in 
Matlab. The complete calibration method uses the 
camera calibration toolbox. 
The direct method requires the detection of four 
points in the image with known correspondences 
in world coordinates. In the experiment, the 
corners of the calibration target are used. The 
coordinates of these points in the images used for 
calibration are detected using a well-known sub-

pixel corner detection algorithm [6]. The results 
can be seen in Fig. 2.
The iterative method requires the extraction of the 
contour of a known object in the image. In the 
calibration experiment, the contour of the 
calibration target is extracted using edge 
detection. Fig. 2 shows the results of the contour 
extraction, the first and last iterations of the 
homography estimation, and the rectified image
with no perspective distortion.
The complete method requires the calibration of 
the internal camera parameters using a set of 
images of the calibration target at different 
orientations. Fig. 3 shows the images acquired 
using the sky reflection. Then, the first image of 
the test set is used to calibrate the external 
parameters.
The centers of the circles in the four test images 
are extracted from the images and transformed 
into world coordinates using the three 
calibrations. Then, the distances from each point 
to all the others in all the images are calculated 
and compared with the real distances in the 
calibration target. The results can be seen in Fig. 
4, where a histogram of the absolute errors are 
shown for each calibration method. Errors are 
calculated as the difference between the actual
distance and measured distance. As can be seen, 
the complete method produces much better 
accuracy than the two others, obtaining an 
average error of only 0.060mm.  The average 
error of the iterative method, 0.443mm, is greater 
than the complete method, whereas the direct 
method produces an average measurement 
accuracy of 1.118mm.
The results indicate acceptable performance with 
the three methods, with the complete method 
outperforming the other two by a large margin. 
Moreover, the iterative method reduces the error 
by more than half compared with the direct 
method because more points are used estimate the 
homography. 
Conclusion
In this work three calibration method for infrared 
cameras are compared. The results indicate that a 
standard calibration using a specific calibration 
target produces much better accuracy than a 
direct or an iterative calibration, where the 
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iterative method is the second best. However, this 
increased accuracy is obtained at the expense of 
increased complexity in the calibration and the 
requirement of a properly designed calibration 
target for infrared images. Future work will focus 
on extending this calibration methods for other 
type of surfaces, such as spheres or cylinders.
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This paper introduced a hybrid digital holography which combined a Nd:YAG phase 

shifting digital holography with a thermal image obtained from IR camera. For achieving 

the combined hybrid digital holography, the numerically reconstructed digital holography 

has 3.25 µm spatial resolution with preserving the temperature accuracy of the IR camera. 

This combined high resolution hybrid digital holography can improve the capabilities of 

digital holography in three dimensional thermal imaging and microscopy. 

 

Introduction 

Digital holography allows the reconstruction of 

the images of three-dimensional objects by 

numerical processing techniques [1,2]. It has a 

significant advantage to acquire both the 

amplitude and the phase information of the 

objects. This significant advantage of digital 

holography can be applied to many fields such as 

three-dimensional imaging, phase-contrast 

imaging, surface profile measurement and others 

[3,4].  IR (infrared) digital holography is one of 

technique to achieve the thermal information of 

the object surface in reconstructed wave field [5-

7]. 

 

However, the resolution of digital holography is 

influenced by the wavelength of a laser source. IR 

digital holography has lower resolution than the 

general digital holography that is used with a 

visible laser. Because the typical IR digital 

holography acquire the interference pattern in the 

mid-range of IR coherent source like CO2 laser 

with 10.6 µm wavelength. 

  

So, we developed a novel digital holography 

which combined a phase shifting digital 

holography with a thermal image from IR 

camera. IR camera could take a high sensitivity 

thermal image. Otherwise, in-line phase shifting 

digital holography can acquire a precise phase 

contrast image. Our novel digital holography 

takes most of benefits of both measurement 

systems. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic of hybrid digital holography 

interferometer. 
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Principle & method 

Our goal  is  reconst ructed the thermal 

information of the object surface from IR image 

and digital holography in 3D. First of all, we 

should acquire the digital holography. The 

intensity of interfence pattern of phase shifting 

digital holography could express as Eq. (1) 

 

 2 cosN R O R O NI I I I I      (1) 

 

where RI  and OI  respresent the intensities of 

the reference and object wave, the phase 

N R O     is the difference of phases of the 

reference and object wave.  

 

 
 Fig. 2. Interference pattern image of negative USAF 

resolution target using off-axis digital holography. 

 

For estimating the complex amplitude of the 

wavefront on a CCD camera, we used 8-steps 

phase shifted reference field which called 

interframe intensity correlation (IIC) methods 

[10]. Estimated wavefront is called the digital 

h o l o g r a p h y f u n c t i o n  ( , )h x y  w h i c h  i s 

proportional  to the interfered intensity 

distribution. It could express that the digital 

holography function ( , )h x y  calculated through 

a coherent superposition of two fields. In the 

digital holographic reconstruction process, the 

reference beam is illuminated onto  the 

hologram, that is also can be described 

mathematically through multiplying the 

corresponding complex field. The diffraction of 

a light wave at an aperture (in this case a 

hologram) which is mounted perpendicular to 

the incoming beam is described by the Fresnel-

K i r c h h o f f  i n t e g r a l  a s  E q .  ( 2 ) 
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where ( ', ')   is the reconstructed wave field, 

and 2 2 2' ( ') ( ')x y d        is the distance 

between a point in the hologram plane and a 

point in the reconstruction plane. '  determines 

the image-plane of reconstructed digital 

holography. The reconstruction of the wave-

field can be numerically achieved by the 

angular spectrum method, also known as plane 

wave expansion method [11]. This 

reconstructed wave-field contains the amplitude 

and phase information of the object surface.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Reconstructed digital holography of negative 

USAF resolution target from Fig. 2. 

 

As mentioned above, our goal is to combine the 

thermal image and the digital holography. 

Before combining these two images, we should 

geometrically match the reconstructed image 

and the thermal image obtained from IR camera. 

These images could be represented in a 3D 

image using texturing function surf  as Eq. (3). 
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 (3) 

 

H  is the reconstructed object plane wave-field 

from digital holography which measured by CCD. 

H  includes the amplitude of object HA  and 

wrapped phase of object H . The reconstructed 

object phase can be unwrapped by 2D least 

square phase unwrapping function U. This 

unwrapped phase contains the object surface 

deformation. ThA  is the thermal amplitude of an 

image focused on the surface by IR camera. 

Because U and ThA are geometrically matched by 

using surf  function. This 3D textured image 

simultaneously represents the object surface 

deformation and the temperature distribution.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. USAF resolution target of thermal image from IR 

camera (FLIR SC5500).  

 

Experimental result 

The Newport negative USAF resolution target 

was measured by the 2048 X 2048 pixels CCD 

(PointGrey Grasshopper 3), 5.5 μm pixel size. We 

acquired 8 steps phase shifted interference pattern 

by a piezo actuator and reconstructed amplitude 

shown as Fig. 3. The resolution of group 2 was 

verified by using the intensity line profile on 

group 2, elementary 2 to 5 in red box. The 

average lateral resolution is 14 μm. and the axial 

resolution is 0.75 μm. During the resolution target 

is measuring, it is also heated simultaneously by a 

halogen lamp and a thermal image was acquired 

by IR camera (FLIR SC5500, 320 X 256, mid 

Infrared waveband 2.5 μm ~ 5.1 μm, temperature 

accuracy ±1 %). An obtained image is shown as 

Fig. 4. This thermal image is superposed thermal 

image with unwrapped phase which shown as Fig. 

5. This image could simultaneously show the 

surface deformation and the temperature of 

resolution target.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Experiment result of our superposed thermal image 

with phasesurface deformation method.  

 

Conclusion 

We acquired surface information which include 

amplitude, phase and temperature by our hybrid 

digital holography. The superposed thermal 

image with reconstructed digital holography 

image could simultaneously express the surface 

deformation and thermal information. Our 

method has advantage that it preserves the lateral 

and axial resolution of visible digital holography 

and thermal sensitivity of IR camera. This hybrid 

digital holography could suggest a novel micro 

thermography which can be applied to measure 

3D surface deformation like the hidden damage 

inspection, dynamics surface thermal changing 

and etc. The suggested method is also used to 

investigate the effect of exothermic phenomena 

on cracking of the target surface. We currently 
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configure the phase shifting digital holography 

microscopy with IR camera. Beside, we also 

achieve the dynamics digital holography with a 

thermal image using the suggested method. This 

experiment results would be presented in AITA 

2017. 
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The successful implementation of the µ-LAMP lab on chip technology requires design of a reliable 
thermal chamber, maintained at a constant temperature, and capable of temperature cycling. We 
describe design, fabrication and preliminary thermal tests of a sample chamber that fosters 
amplification of minute amounts of DNA (at the test temperature of 62 C). 
 
Introduction 
 

The loop-mediated isothermal amplification 
(LAMP) method is a highly popular technique 
for nucleic acid amplification. It can synthesize 
large amounts of DNA in a short time with high 
specificity and sensitivity. The potential of lab-
on-chip (LOC) to detect pathogens, bacterial 
and viral infestation, disease diagnosis, 
biological safety, food analysis has started to be 
explored1. 
 
Its successful implementation could change 
samples processing in forensics for police 
work, including reduce time to process rape 
kits. Microfluidic chip technology can integrate 
those operations that once were performed in 
the laboratory with cm3 samples on a small 
scale of a microfluidic chip.  
 
The molecular biological method of LAMP has 
been combined with miniaturized microfluidic 
chip to evolve into a new technology, known as 
to as micro-LAMP (µ-LAMP). 
 
Many researchers consider µ-LAMP the future 
of diagnostics in the field of health, medicine, 
and sanitation monitoring due to its high 
sensitivity to the target sample, 10-15 g, and 
small volume requirements2.  Its disadvantages 
are that the small sizes make temperature 
control more difficult to implement3.  Likewise, 
process-monitoring sensors must also be 
miniaturized.  

We propose a sample chamber built up of 
layers, with the amount of heating current 
controlled by a microprocessor. We describe 
the chamber design, fabrication, and 
preliminary tests. 
 
DNA amplification at temperature, T=62 C 
The process of DNA amplification in LOC 
requires that the original DNA sample be 
placed inside a small sample chamber that is 
kept at constant temperature: we chose a 
process temperature of 62 C. We use resistive 
heating of the base card4. The primary function 
of the sample chamber is to hold an adequate 
amount of the fluid sample.  Additionally, it 
allows its rapid initial heating of the sample 
with relatively low power consumption, and 
maintains the sample at the requisite 
temperature for the duration of the process (1 
hour for the test case). The volume of the 
sample chambers is preferably small, but 
sufficiently large enough to contain 0.3 cm3 of 
the sample in a liquid form. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Computer-aided design (CAD) of the thermal 

chamber and its implementation in acrylic. The 
left-most layer is in contact with the thermal bed. 
The four circles in the corners serve as the 
alignment guides. 
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With CAD, we design the thermal chamber 
mechanically. We illustrate the chosen design 
incorporating 6 layers in Fig. 1. The left-most 
layer is in contact with the thermal bed 
employing resistance heating. The primary 
consideration in the design of the first layer 
(left) is the selection of location of temperature 
and color sensors. The color sensors are used 
for determination whether the sample has 
achieved the degree of DNA amplification 
required for further processing. The remaining 
part is in thermal contact with the thermal bed. 
 
The function of the second stage is to maintain 
the wall continuity and serves as the chamber 
bottom. The third layer determines the volume 
of the chamber. Additionally, it has an output 
channel. The fourth layer has two input 
channels: the first one is for the DNA sample; 
the second one is for the primer. The function 
of the fifth layer is to cover the inlet channels. 
The function of the sixth layer is to make room 
for the RGB (red, green, blue) LEDs of the 
illumination board and their sensors. They are 
temperature and color sensors. 
 
Furthermore, any probe introduced inside the 
sample chamber would modify the temperature 
distribution established upon the heat transfer 
from the heating PCB board. Three temperature 
regions are indicated on the inset of Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Temperature increase inside the sample chamber 

(red) as a function of time. Time constant is 5 s. 
 
Figure 3 illustrates the solid model of the thermal 
chamber. We import the model of the 3-D object 
into the finite element program ANSYS™. The 
advantage of finite element technique is that the 
mesh size may be adjusted according to the 

complexity of the mechanical object. We 
calculate the 3-D heat distribution as a function of 
time5 upon resistive heating. 
 

In addition to importing the object, we specify the simulation parameters, the boundary and the 

initial conditions, and the materials that constitute the object to simulate the thermal behavior of 

our device. The simulation of heat transfer within a 3-D object as a function of time includes data 

in four dimensions that are difficult to display, and not all of them necessary to know. The results 

of simulations, specifically the power consumption and temporal constant, determine whether 

some redesign in the chamber is required.  

 

Yo no veo numeros 30,000 mm(¿) 

Fig. 6 Geometry of the fluid chamber used as the input to the finite element program to 

determine temperature distribution. 

We wanted to use an inert material for the sample chamber that responds well to repeated 

temperature cycling. We selected the acrylic material with the following characteristics:  (lista de 

algunos parametros, o una Tabla). As initial conditions a thermal source of 62 °C (corresponding 

to the PCB) was proposed in direct contact with the underside of the object. We chose as a 

boundary condition a thermal reservoir at 62 °C. This corresponds to the temperature of the PCB 

in the intimate contact with the underside of the sample chamber (shown to the left of the object 
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Fig. 3. Geometry of the thermal chamber used as the 

input to the finite element program to determine 
temperature distribution. 
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Fig 4. Temperature distribution throughout the thermal 
chamber is calculated by the finite element heat 
transfer program, shown here for one specific time 
of observation (red is hot, blue is cold). 

 
The results of simulation shown for temperature 
in Fig. 4 for one point in time. The simulation 
also provides the power consumption, and 
thermal heating and cooling temporal constants.  
We only perform the actual temperature 
measurement at three points to anchor the results 
of the heat transfer simulation program. The 
points Ta and Tb correspond to the actual physical 
position of the temperature sensors on the printed 
circuit board (PCB).  
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Temperature Ta corresponds to the temperature of 
the sensor welded onto the control board. 
Temperature Tb is that of the illumination source 
board (ISB).  
 
Tx is the proposed virtual test point at the internal 
base of the fluid chamber. It is presumed that Tx 
represents the temperature of the sample. In the 
actual, physical system, there will not exist a 
sensor for Tx, because its presence would 
interfere with the thermalization and separation 
process that takes place inside the chamber. 
 
Figure 2 presents the calculated temperature 
(increase) inside the sample chamber (red in the 
inset) as a function of time. The green line 
denotes the process reference temperature, in this 
case 62 C. The reference may be changed to a 
more complicated function when thermal cycling 
is implemented. From the graph we can read the 
thermal time constant τ (5 s) for the heating 
process and the time delay, Δt (15 s). The time 
delay is the time it takes the incremental sample 
volume at Tx to reach the required process 
temperature (62 C), at which the amplification 
process initiates.  Time constant τ and delay time 
Δt are used as input parameters for the 
temperature controller. 
 
Prototype fabrication 
 

We fabricated the chamber modules from 
acrylic sheeting material employing laser 
cutting. The photo in Figs. 5 and 6 show the cut 
layers and the layers stacked up in a vertical 
arrangement, respectively. The entrance and the 
exit channel are marked with red and blue. 
Their width is 1 mm. The fluid container is 
marked in green. The volume of the thermal 
chamber within which the sample DNA is to be 
amplified depends on size of green area. The 
thickness of the material used in this particular 
case is 3 mm.  The acrylic layers are welded 
with chloroform to form the thermal chamber. 
 
This would first be modeled in a thermal program 
to obtain alternate values for time delay and time 
constant to input into controller. In the present 
case, the reference curve is a constant. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Layers of the thermal chamber are fabricated from 
acrylic, using laser cutters 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. We use chloroform to weld together individual 
layers of the thermal chamber. 

 
Thermal tests on the Prototype 

 

We show the measured performance on Figs. 7 
and 8. On the left side of Fig. 7, the PCB board 
was stable, in the steady state at the reference 
temperature of 62 C. On the right side, the PCB 
board was in the state of the temperature 
overshoot, at the highest temperature value to 
which the board has been exposed.  
 
Summary and future work 
 

We designed a sample chamber to maintain the 
DNA sample at 62 degrees C for an hour in an 
micro-LAMP lab on chip LOC. It is used for 
DNA amplification of a small fluid sample 
volume that is microprocessor-controlled. 
Preliminary results confirm its thermal 
performance. 
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Fig. 7. The photographs were taken at the beginning of 

the thermal control cycle. The PCB board was still 
not powered on top. On the bottom, the 
thermalization process was ready to initiate. 
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The successful implementation of the µ-LAMP lab-on-chip technology requires implementation of a 
reliable thermal heating and temperature control system. It has to perform within strict tolerances to 
enable the evolution of the requisite biological processes. We describe design and fabrication of a 
thermoelectric system to heat the thermal chamber at a requisite heating rate and, consequently, 
maintain it at a required temperature. This is accomplished within tolerances that allow optimum 
survival and then amplification of the DNA (for test case of 62 C) and electro-optical components.  

	
1. Introduction 

Recently there is a great deal of interest in the 
implementation of biological processes, 
monitoring of chemical evaluation, and in-situ 
analyses for different applications. Areas such 
as biology, chemistry, and medicine have 
required technologies that perform processes 
that used to be performed during lengthy trials 
in the laboratory. The processes may rapidly 
take place within a miniaturized intelligent 
device [1]. 

In this paper we describe a model of the 
thermal control and the implementation system 
for a DNA amplification device. The specific 
objectives are to evaluate the thermoelectric 
parameters of a copper trace and to model and 
simulate the copper trace as a thermal bed for 
the sample chamber. 

In the thermoelectric stage, we develop a 
system that generates heat to elevate the 
temperature of the sample chamber and another 
subsystem that measures and controls this 
temperature. We propose to implement it with 
a trace of copper that is part of a printed circuit 
board (PCB).  In the case presented here, the 
process is the amplification of DNA 
incorporating the LAMP process. This 
isothermal process takes place at 62 C. The 
temperature control system may be applied to 
many other processes, at different temperatures 
upon some parameter changes. 

Providing a suitable temperature for a wide 
range of processes will facilitate the 
deployment of devices for the application in 
diverse areas, such as biology, medicine, 
chemistry, forensics, and more [2, 3].  In the 
last few years a number of proposals for 
devices or methodologies that focus on the 
thermal part where we can find silicon arrays 
for temperature control for PCR amplification 
processes [4], micro-coils with temperature-
control for the Lab-On-Chip platforms [5], 
thermal generator with thermistors for 
biological processes [[7]], manufacture of thin 
films for the PCR, characterization of PCR 
heaters, and more. 

2. Thermoelectric system 
The development of the requisite environment 
for the Lab-On-Chip devices focuses on the 
thermal subsystem. The biological processes 
usually require temperature control with tight 
tolerances.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. A cross-section of a copper trace on a 
(standard) dielectric material type FR-4. 
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First we need to raise the temperature of the 
sample to a recommended operating point. We 
maintain this temperature for the required 
period of time. We first refine the mechanical 
parameters of the trace of the PCB to be 
designed as the heating coil. 

Figure 1 shows a PCB segment with a 
single trace, and its cross section. It illustrates 
the mechanical parts to be considered in this 
thermal analysis. The thickness of the copper is 
fixed for the entire PCB layer and is selected 
according to the copper foil to be used. We 
chose 1 ounce per square foot (1 oz/ft2). The 
width of a copper trace, determined in the 
design program, is measured in thousandths of 
an inch (1 mil). The desired rate of temperature 
increase and the process temperature determine 
the required maximum electrical current. 

The design and manufacturing standard for 
the PCBs, IPC-2221A ((D-31b), 1998), 
proposes an approximation to the temperature 
of a trace as a function of the current flowing 
through it. This basically defines the physical 
geometry of the width of the trace as a function 
of the necessary current.	

Initially, we assume a nominal power of 1 
W. Then we evaluate the system with specific 
parameters. A copper trace with the width of 
10 mils, and the thickness of 1 oz/ft2 yields the 
thickness of 34.79 µm. Initially, the current is 
set to 1 A, later raised to 2 A. For our system, 
the temperature increase depends primarily on 
the electric current. The temperature increase is 
considered uniform within the short length of 
the incremental volume of the copper trace. 

Theoretical development, leading to the 
increase in temperature for a short segment of 
the copper trace, has been developed in Ref. 
[8]. Here we summarize the result.  

 

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡

=

𝐼!𝑅! − ℎ 𝑤 + 𝑡ℎ ∗ 𝐿 𝑇 − 𝑇!
+𝜀𝜎 𝑤 + 𝑡ℎ ∗ 𝐿 𝑇! − 𝑇!"#!

𝜌𝑐 𝑤 ∗ 𝑡ℎ
 

(K/s) 

 
Next we define the quantities and their units. 
T is the temperature increase in [K] or [C];  
t is time in [s];	
I is the current in amperes, [A];  
Re is the electrical resistance of the cupper 

trace per unit length;  
h is the convection heat transfer coefficient in 

W/(m2K); 
w is the width of the copper trace in m;  
th is the thickness of the copper trace in m; 
L is the total length of the trace in m; 
T and T∞ are the temperature of the outer layer 

of the copper volume and the environment, 
respectively; 

ε is the emissivity of the copper trace, between 
0.03 and 0.04;  

σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, with the 
value of 5.67 x 10-8 W/(m2K4);  

ρ is the mass density of the copper trace, 8933 
kg/m3;  

c is the specific heat capacity of the copper 
trace, 385 J/(kgK); and  

the star (*) denotes a product. 
 

This approach works well for the panel PCBs 
with a dielectric separation of 0.8 mm for the 
FR-4 material and for copper conductor with a 
width of 4.252 mil or greater. We numerically 
evaluated our system for a 10-mil wide and 1-
oz/ft2 thick copper trace, as proposed in the 
design. We find that the temperature depends 
on the current through the copper trace as 
roughly a quadratic function. The initial 
condition for temperature is its background 
value, 27 C. Less than 1 A is required in order 
to raise the temperature to the process 
temperature of 62 C (actually, 0.3 A). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Electrical current as a function of the cross-
section of the copper trace with a 1-W source. The 
temperature increase is a parameter that varies from 
10 C to 100 C in increments of 10 C. 
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Fig. 3. Numerical evaluation of temperature vs current 
through the copper trace in the PCB. 
 

To increase the temporal response of the 
system, we are increasing the heating power 
from 1 to 2 W. This design power was easily 
implemented in our device. Using larger power 
may damage the system because the 
temperature rise exceeds the recommended 
operating parameters for the electrical 
components. If using a lesser power source, the 
thermo-mechanical system may never reach 
the requisite temperature. 

3. Simulations of the thermoelectric stage 
A section of the copper trace, drawn in the 
ANSYS™ program, is shown in Fig. 4.  The 
model was exported from an Eagle™ CAD 
PCB design tool and imported into the ANSYS 
™ simulation tool. This simulation program 
uses finite element theory for structures to 
predict their behavior and specifically, to 
determine the temperature distribution. With 
the calculated current density and with the 
parameters and materials already described, we 
find the temperature distribution in the copper 
trace versus time. 

Figure 5 presents the temperature distri-
bution on the copper trace for two specific 
times. The copper trace starts at a reference 
temperature (25 C) in the top part of the figure 
and remain relatively cold for 0.5 s. After a 
certain heating time, 2.5 s, the target 
temperature is achieved, which in this case is 
62 C. At this temperature the DNA ampli-
fication takes place, and can be verified with 
process monitoring sensors.	

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Dynamic mesh of nodes of the copper trace. The 
mesh density increases in areas of interest. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The temperature distribution over the outside 
surface the copper trace for the heating current of 
0.5 A at two times: upper, t=0.5 s; lower, t=2.5 s. 

4. Design of thermal bed 
The choice of the parameters obtained is 
passed to the PCB design program. The 
proposed design of the upper and lower layers 
can be seen in Fig. 6.  

The thermal stage of the PCB has an 
effective area of 39.7 by 28.45 mm2 where the 
thermal traces satisfy the design rule of 10-mil 
width, and 10-mil separation between traces. 

The ground contacts outside the thermal 
stage provide the return path for electrical 
signals, serve as a conduit to dissipate the 
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generated heat, and to keep the temperature of 
the electronics within the nominal operating 
range. We designed the wider traces that 
control this stage to decrease the localized heat 
generation. 

The central opening in the thermal bed is 
used in the cases where an external light source 
is required. The four holes near the perimeter 
of the card are position guides for the fluid 

chamber, placed above it during the device use. 
The green pads on the right side are for a 
connector. It changes between alternate modes 
of temperature control. 

The electronics and the associated control 
systems that govern the thermoelectric stage 
will be discussed in a separate publication. The 
photo of the temperature sensor mounted over 
the PCB is presented in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 6. Design layout of the copper traces in the upper (left) and lower (right) layer of the thermal bed stage, 
generated with the EAGLE ™ CAD program.  

 
5. Summary 

The integrated circuit TMP102 was the sensor 
that was selected fulfilling the compatibility 
and resolution requirements, ΔT= 0.0625 C. Its 
precision is 0.5 C, range of temperature 
operation from -25 C to 85 C, and its size 1.6 
mm by 1.6 mm2. Its depth is 12 bits.  

This device has been build and tested 
thermally.  Next, the complete Lab-On-Chip 
will be evaluated for its functional performance 
as a DNA amplifier. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Temperature sensor mounted over the PCB. 
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Air temperatures in urban areas are higher due to the urban heat island effect, which can have 

a negative impact on comfort and health and energy demand of buildings. Solar and longwave 

radiation is absorbed on building and ground surfaces and increases the local air temperature 

due to convective heat transfer at the surfaces. This heat can most efficiently be removed by 

wind driven ventilation, which is not well understood for urban areas, especially for mixed 

convective cases. In this paper, we present a wind tunnel physical model, where we can 

measure the local convective heat transfer coefficients in a street canyon based on IR 

thermography. The local air temperatures are measured with IR thermography using a mesh 

placed inside the street canyon and the flow field in the same plane is measured with PIV 

(particle image velocimetry). The results of these measurements are used to improve the 

understanding of the local heat island formation and its mitigation. 

 

Introduction 

Air temperatures are normally higher in urban 

areas compared to rural areas due to the urban 

heat island effect. Due to densification and 

climate change, temperatures in cities will keep 

on increasing in the future. Another effect of 

climate change will be that the frequency and 

intensity of heat waves will increase. The urban 

heat island effect has an impact on the comfort 

and health of inhabitants of urban areas, and on 

the energy demand for heating and cooling of 

buildings. Urban heat island mitigation 

measures are needed to improve the outdoor 

and indoor thermal comfort and to decrease 

space cooling demands in buildings in summer. 

Heat can effectively be removed from urban 

areas by wind. Wind flows in urban areas are 

highly turbulent and form coherent structures. 

Shear layers are formed at building edges due 

to flow separation and they interact with the 

atmospheric boundary layer. A further 

complexity is induced by buoyancy effects. 

These complex flow interactions and their 

impact on urban heat removal are until now not 

fully understood. 

The primary objective of this study is to get 

insights in the complex heat removal processes 

in urban areas. Studies in literature mainly 

focus on flow structures to give insight in the 

wind driven heat removal (e.g. [1]), but heat 

fluxes cannot be determined directly from the 

flow fields of highly turbulent flows. Therefore 

we designed a scaled street canyon wind tunnel 

model, with which we can measure the 

temperature field and the local connective heat 

transfer at the building and ground surfaces, in 

addition to the air flow field as normally done 

in wind tunnels. One of the main heat sources 

in urban areas are the solar and longwave 

radiation exchanges, which are absorbed at 

building and ground surfaces and are 

transferred to the air by convective heat 

transfer. We use building models and ground 

surfaces consisting of aluminum panels whose 
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surface temperatures are controlled by heating 

elements. The aluminum is covered with a thin 

layer of epoxy that, due to its low conductivity, 

allows to establish temperature differences over 

the outside surface which are measured with 

high accuracy by infrared thermography. These 

temperature differences are used to determine 

the local convective heat transfer. The same 

technique was used by Meinders et al. [2] to 

determine the convective heat transfer 

coefficients of a cube. The measured 

convective heat transfer, on one hand, is used to 

study how the heat is removed from an urban 

street canyon. On the other hand, the same 

results are used for building energy simulations 

to get more accurate convective heat transfer 

coefficients (e.g. [3]) for buildings in urban 

areas. The air temperature distribution within 

the urban street canyon is measured by placing 

a non-conductive mesh in the plane of interest 

and acquiring its temperature by means of 

infrared thermography [4]. Finally the flow 

field is measured in the same plane with PIV 

(particle image velocimetry). 

The analysis of this extended data set will lead 

to a better understanding of urban heat island 

effects and the necessary mitigation measures. 

Further this data set can also be used to validate 

CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) 

simulations. 

Configurations 

A street canyon geometry is chosen to represent 

a typical urban area (Fig. 1). The two buildings 

forming the street canyon have different heights 

to avoid a strong shear layer, which separates 

the air volume between the buildings from the 

air flowing over the buildings. The wind 

direction is here normal to the street canyon 

axis, but other wind directions could later be 

studied. The wind is either flowing first over 

the taller or first over the lower building. The 

dimensions of the wind tunnel model and the 

wind speeds are chosen to reach Reynolds 

numbers between 4000 and 15000 to be in the 

Reynolds number independent flow regime. 

Upstream of the model, a series of barriers, 

spires and roughness elements ensures the 

development of an atmospheric boundary layer. 

The heat removal process in urban areas 

strongly depends on the strength of buoyancy 

[5]. Therefore this study is conducted for 

different forced and mixed convective flow 

regimes (Richards number: 0 -7). To reach 

sufficiently high Richardson numbers to induce 

mixed convective flow regimes, surface 

temperatures up to 165 °C are needed. As 

mentioned above, the wind tunnel model is 

made out of aluminum plates, which are heated 

with electrical heating elements designed to 

reach such temperature. Furthermore, each 

surface can be heated individually and 

controlled to be at different temperatures if 

desired. 

 
Fig. 1. Dimensions of the wind tunnel model. 

Measurement Techniques 

Convective Heat Transfer 

The local heat fluxes at the building and ground 

surfaces are measured indirectly by measuring 

the surface temperatures at the inside and 

outside of the wind tunnel model. The inside 

surface temperatures are measured with 

thermocouples while the outside surface 

temperatures are measured with infrared 

thermography. The wind tunnel model consists 

of aluminum plates which are covered with a 

thin layer of epoxy with low thermal 

conductivity to get temperature differences at 

the outside surfaces of the wind tunnel model. 

Using aluminum plates heated with electrical 

heating elements ensures that the inside surface 

of epoxy can be kept at almost uniform and 

constant temperature. The conductive heat flux 
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in the epoxy layer and the radiative heat flux 

out of each surface can be computed through 

Finite Element Analysis knowing the exact 

thermal properties of the epoxy layer. This 

technique is described by Meinders et al. [2]. 

Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the setup, which is 

used to measure the convective heat transfer, 

which is measured on the building walls, 

building roofs and ground surfaces. Two 

infrared cameras (Optris PI 640) are installed 

on the ceiling for the wind tunnel to be able to 

measure the convective heat fluxes of all heated 

surfaces simultaneously. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Sketch of the setup to measure the convective heat 

fluxes. 

Air temperatures 

The air temperature is measured in the 

symmetry plane of the street canyon. In the 

same plane also, the flow field is measured (see 

below). To measure the air temperatures, a 

mesh is installed in the street canyon. This 

mesh has a low thermal conductivity to assure 

that the mesh is only heated by convective heat 

transfer from the air and not by heat 

conduction. To improve the accuracy of the air 

temperature measurements small non-

conductive patches are glued on the mesh, 

where temperatures are measured with infrared 

thermography (Fig. 3). At two locations, the 

temperature is also measured with 

thermocouples. One location is used for the 

calibration of the infrared camera and the 

second location is used to evaluate the accuracy 

of the measurements. With this measurement 

technique, the air temperatures can be measured 

with a high spatial resolution in one plane. 

 
Fig. 3. Sketch of the setup to measure the local air 

temperatures. 

Flow Fields 

The flow field is measured with PIV (particle 

image velocimetry) in the same plane as the air 

temperatures. The measured velocity fields 

have therefore a similar spatial resolution as the 

air temperature measurements and therefore 

heat fluxes can be determined. A stereoscopic 

setup with two PIV-cameras is used to measure 

all three velocity components in the same plane. 

Results 

Fig.4 shows the measured air temperatures for a 

fully buoyant and a more forced convective 

flow regime. Here only the windward wall of 

the street canyon was heated to 110 °C. The 

high spatial resolution of the applied 

measurement technique can be seen.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Measured air temperatures for two cases with 

different Reynolds numbers. 
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Further the results show that the air 

temperatures are lower for the fully buoyant 

compared to the more forced convective case. 

For the more forced convective case, the heat is 

trapped within the vortex, which is formed in 

the center of the street canyon, while more heat 

is removed due to buoyancy for the fully 

buoyant case. 

The vortex structure in the center of the street 

canyon can be seen in Fig. 5 for an isothermal 

case. The streamlines show the formation of a 

vortex, which is driven by the air flowing over 

the two buildings forming the street canyon. 

The same flow structure can also be found for 

the more forced convective case in Fig. 4. 

Comparing the results of the two figures shows 

that most of the cold air is flowing over the 

street canyon while only small amounts of cold 

air enter the street canyon and are therefore 

available to reduce the temperature inside the 

street canyon. 

In terms of surface temperature measurements, 

the set-up is being tested and calibrated. We 

will be in position to present all up-dated 

measurement at the conference. Using the 

whole datasets, the local convective heat 

transfer coefficients over all the surfaces of the 

physical model can be determined. 

 

Fig. 5. Streamlines determined from PIV measurements. 

Conclusion 

In this paper a measurement campaign is 

presented where, in addition to the air flow 

fields, the air temperature fields and convective 

heat fluxes are measured for a street canyon 

geometry. The results help to improve the 

understanding of heat removal from urban areas 

and therefore to develop urban heat island 

mitigation measures. Infrared thermography is 

used to measure all surfaces of the canyon 

streets. In addition, infrared thermography is 

used to indirectly measure the air temperature 

by implanting a mesh in the street canyon. 

From this extensive dataset, the convective heat 

transfer at the urban surfaces can be 

determined. With these measurement 

techniques it is possible to measure the air 

temperatures and convective heat transfer 

coefficients with a very high spatial resolution 

for a wide range of surface temperature, wind 

velocities and turbulence levels. 

The results show a strong correlation of the 

measured temperature field with the measured 

flow field. The results are highly needed to 

understand in the interactions at play in the 

phenomenon of urban heat island effect. 
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Thermal diffusivity is one of the most important characteristics of material exposed to 

extreme radiation conditions. Components of particle accelerators or nuclear reactors have 

to withstand the deposition of the highest energy densities. The functional materials 

involved have to efficiently dissipate energy in order to avoid overheating or even failure. 

Radiation-induced degradation of thermal properties of graphite is studied using laser flash 

analysis in planar and transversal orientation. Isotropic polycrystalline graphite samples 

were irradiated with approximately 1-GeV Au ions of 60-70 µm range. The empirical 

dependence of thermal diffusivity on the thickness was obtained for thermally thin samples. 

The diffusivity degradation of the irradiated graphite estimated via thermal resistance 

formalism of 2 layer sample shows the similar trend as for in plane measurements.  

 

Introduction 

The development of new high-power ion 

accelerators and nuclear reactors requires 

materials which guarantee high reliability under 

extreme radiation environments. Graphite is 

considered as one of the best candidates for 

such applications because of its resistance to 

high temperatures, thermal and mechanical 

stresses, as well as low activation by the beam. 

However, for application in particle 

accelerators, the exposure to ion beams may 

cause structural defects and phase changes 

finally causing degradation of the initially good 

thermo-mechanical properties [1], [2].  

When high-energy ions hit a target, a large 

amount of energy is deposited within a small 

volume and a short time interval, resulting in 

fast heating of the material. The efficiency how 

this heat is dissipated is determined by the 

thermal diffusivity and conductivity of a given 

material. For reliable application, it is of great 

importance to investigate and quantify the 

degradation of these properties under ion beam 

exposure.  

Additional challenge in studying the 

radiation induced defects is the microscopic 

scale of the investigated system. For ions in the 

MeV to GeV energy regime, each ion produces 

a cylindrical damaged region that has a length 

of few tens of microns and a radius of several 

nm. The material we tested typically consists of 

the thin irradiated layer (in our case ~60 µm) 

and the non-irradiated substrate. With 

increasing exposure to the beam, the properties 

of the samples continuously change from 

pristine to homogeneously damage at high 

accumulated ion fluences, when ions tracks 

start to overlap.  

In this work in-plane and through-plane laser 

flash analysis were applied to measure the 

thermal diffusivity degradation of 

polycrystalline graphite irradiated with 950 and 

1160 MeV Au ions.  

Experimental 

Polycrystalline graphite samples were cut 

and lapped to discs of 10 and 20 mm in 

diameter and thicknesses of 500 and 50 µm, 

respectively. The density of the material is 
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1.84 g/cm3 and the average grain size equals 

8 µm. The samples were irradiated with 950 

and 1160 MeV Au ions at the linear accelerator 

UNILAC of the GSI Helmholtzzentrum 

(Darmstadt, Germany). According to the 

SRIM-2010 code, the range of the ions in 

graphite is 57 µm and 68 µm, respectively, 

while the stopping power is almost the same for 

both cases and equals 21 keV/nm [3]. 50-µm 

thick discs were completely penetrated by the 

ion beam whereas in the case of the thicker 

samples, the ion beam stopped at a depth 

corresponding to the range. This leads to a 2 

layer system consisting of a thin irradiated layer 

on top of a pristine graphite substrate. 

In-plane and through-plane thermal 

diffusivity measurements were performed on 

LFA427 by NETZSCH at 20°C. The laser 

wavelength was 1064 nm and the pulse length 

equaled 0.3 ms. Laser flash analysis as common 

method for the estimation of the thermal 

diffusivity of a material was originally 

developed by Parker et al [4]. For thin and high 

conductive materials the in plane LFA was 

introduced in [5].  

Results and discussion 

As graphite has high thermal diffusivity 

(~70-85 mm2/s depending on the production 

process), graphite samples of thickness less 

than 1 mm show a deviation of the through-

plane measured values from the bulk material 

data. In order to quantify this thickness effect, 

the thermal diffusivity of thin Cu, Al and Ti 

samples was measured as a function of their 

thickness varying between 0.4 and 2.6 mm 

(Fig.1).  

The evolution of the thermal conductivity 

with increasing sample thickness was fit 

(dashed line) by a function (1) used in the 

following to extrapolate the measured values of 

thin graphite samples to bulk values. 

 

(1) 

 
Fig. 1. Through-plane thermal diffusivity as a function of 

the sample thickness for Cu, Al, C and Ti. Rear and front 

surfaces of the metal samples were coated with 100-

150 µg/cm2 of carbon.  

Here αbulk and l0 are free parameters, and p 

equals 2 for all curves.   

In the case of the thick samples, a two-layer 

system of the irradiated and pristine part of the 

sample was considered in terms of thermal 

resistance Rth=l/λ, where l is the thickness of 

the layer and λ is its thermal conductivity. 

Assuming that the density and specific heat of 

graphite stay constant during irradiation, one 

can estimate the thermal diffusivity α of the 

irradiated layer using equation (2): 

 

(2) 

where the thickness of the irradiated layer lirr 

equals the Au ion range. The effective thermal 

diffusivity αeff is the measured diffusivity of the 

entire sample.  

 
Fig. 2. Relative change of the thermal diffusivity 

(compared to virgin graphite) as a function of applied ion 

fluence for in-planar and through-plane measurements. 
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The in-plane LFA measurements of the 

irradiated graphite samples show an 

exponential decay of the thermal diffusivity 

with increasing ion fluence. The through-plane 

estimations  demonstrate a similar behavior, 

however the drop is not as pronounced as for 

the in-plane setting (Fig. 2). 

Conclusion 

The irradiation of polycrystalline graphite with 

swift heavy ions leads to a significant 

degradation of the thermal diffusivity. Within 

the tested fluence regime, the in-plane LFA 

measurements show a continuous drop of the 

thermal diffusivity to approx. 15% of the initial 

values. By applying the empirical thickness 

correction function a similar trend is obtained 

for the two-layer through-plane measurements 

of thin samples.  
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This paper demonstrates a non-intrusive technique to measure infrared radiation of swirl 

stabilized flame in an optical model gas turbine combustor. Schott KG glass filtering 

enabled flame measurement through a quartz combustor wall within wavelength of 1-2.7 

µm. Initial measurements have shown feasibility of using this technique. The infrared 

radiation image was reconstructed with Abel transformation. Infrared radiant energy 

density was spatially resolved, and inner structures of the reacting swirl flow were 

identified. This novel technique will be useful to investigate flow structures and thermal 

properties in gas turbine combustors and other high temperature flows.  

 

Introduction 

The study of flow field characteristics in 

reacting flow in a harsh environment at high 

temperatures is very challenging. Experimental 

data are important in combustor studies especially 

for turbulent reacting flows, due to their inherent 

complexities. Numerical analysis of complex 

turbulent reacting flows is technically difficult, 

and the accuracy of characterizing such flows is 

limited compared to non-reacting cases. 

Measuring infrared emission of reacting flow 

with an infrared thermographic camera can 

provide information about thermal properties 

inside combustor-simulator under reacting 

conditions.  

Measuring infrared radiation is a non-

intrusive time resolved technique which does not 

affect the flow field compared to a probe based 

technique. The proposed experimental setup is 

relatively simple and inexpensive compared to 

other optical measurement techniques such as 

laser induced fluorescence (LIF), Rayleigh 

scattering, Raman scattering, thermographic 

phosphor etc. [1-5]. Infrared measurements of 

flame are available in the literature to correlate 

with temperature for laminar flames and sooty 

diffusion flames [6-10]. Applying these 

techniques to turbulent flows within swirl 

stabilized gas turbine combustor is the focus of 

this work.  

Optical windows are necessary to measure 

the reacting flows under realistic condition. 

Quartz glass (fused silica) for the window has 

high transmissivity in visible light range, however 

the transmissivity is low in the infrared range. 

Zinc-Selenide (ZnSe) is infrared transmissive 

window material, but it is significantly expensive 

compared to quartz glass. The proposed technique 

in this paper utilizes quartz glass wall as a 

combustor liner. KG glass filters were installed in 

front of the IR camera lens to measure infrared 

radiation from the reacting flows. A similar 

technique was recently developed for wall 

temperature and heat transfer measurement on 

quartz liner using the same combustor test rig 

[11].  

Measurement  

The measurements were conducted on 

the model optical combustor (Figure 1) 

operated at Advanced Propulsion and Power 

Laboratory at Virginia Tech. The combustor is 

equipped with a premixed swirl fuel nozzle 
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made by Solar Turbines Inc. The test section is 

a single-can type combustor model, made of 

quartz glass to ensure visibility for both regular 

visual cameras and infrared cameras. The entire 

combustor liner wall is made with quartz glass 

tube (GE 214) with full optical access from its 

sides.  

 

 
Figure 1. Optical gas turbine combustor test section 

showing a pilot flame. 

 

Air and fuel (methane) are mixed in the 

fuel nozzle before it enters the test section. As 

air passes through the annular main nozzle, 

vanes generate swirl in the flow. The swirl flow 

from the main nozzle stabilizes a conical main 

flame with central recirculation and corner 

recirculation flows. A pilot flame at the center 

ensures flame stability. Air and fuel flow at the 

pilot is a few percent of the total flow.  

The IR camera measured the signal 

from one side of the test section through the 

quartz glass liner. A FLIR SC6700 camera was 

used with a 3 mm thick Schott KG2 filter 

(Figure 2). The KG glass is a heat absorbing 

filter and can also be an optical short pass filter. 

The wavelength range of measurement was 

determined by the response range of infrared 

camera and absorption curve of quartz material. 

The camera sensor responds to infrared signal 

from a wavelength range of 1-5 µm. Infrared 

signals with wavelengths longer than 2.8 µm 

are blocked by the KG filter. Transmittance 

curves accounting for the material absorption 

and surface reflection are shown in Figure 3. 

Material property data was obtained from 

[12].This filtering enables the camera to 

measure the IR signal through the quartz glass 

window. Fused silica material typically does 

not show resonance bands at near infrared, but 

OH band of small amount of water content (less 

than 5 ppm in GE 214 quartz) emits infrared 

longer than 2.8 µm at high temperature [13, 14]. 

When the long wave quartz radiation is 

sufficiently blocked, the quartz is transparent in 

the camera view. Thus the flame physically 

contained in the combustor can be measured 

without an optical barrier in the measured 

wavelengths. Another advantage of using KG 

filter is to prevent saturation of camera sensor 

by reducing infrared signal strength. 

 

 
Figure 2. Thermographic camera and KG glass filter 

for flame measurement 

 
Figure 3. Transmission curves of KG2 glass filters 

with different thicknesses. [12]. 

 

Sources of optical radiation from 

chemically reacting flow can be soot particles 

or excited molecules or radicals [15]. 

Blackbody radiation from soot particle 

dominates in a rich flame with high carbon ratio 

in the fuel. For a land-based power generation 

gas turbine engine, lean and stable flame is 

required for higher performance and lower 

pollutant emission. Light radiations from 
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molecules or radicals are in narrow bands, in a 

lean flame. Strong bands are commonly 

observed in ultraviolet and visible ranges, 

which are out of the measurement range of the 

infrared camera. The source of the infrared 

seems to be H2O or CO2 bands at the 

measurement range.  

Proof-of-concept result  

A proof of concept measurement was 

conducted with a propane torch flame. TS-1500 

low profile torch was used to form a flame. The 

flame was fuel lean without visible soot 

radiation. The camera measured infrared 

radiation from the flame through a quartz glass. 

Frame rate was 5 Hz and the data was averaged 

for 30 seconds. Infrared radiation from the 

flame dominated over radiation signals from 

surfaces and weak radiation was measured at 

metal part of the torch. Measured infrared 

emission and structures inside flame are shown 

in Figure 4. The filter reduced intensity of 

infrared radiation received by the camera. 

Measured infrared radiation distribution 

represents distribution of high temperature 

combustion product. 

 
Figure 4 Proof of concept measurement with propane 

torch flame; (left) without filter (right) with KG2 

filter. Color scales represent measured infrared 

intensity (a.u.). 

Combustor flame measurement 

Figure 5 shows a typical RGB camera 

image of a flame in the model combustor rig. 

Flow direction is left to right. The fuel nozzle is 

installed at the center of a round dome plate 

shown on the left side. The main flame is 

anchored at the hub of the fuel nozzle as a cone. 

Burnt gas enters a transition zone on the right 

side, and then exits the combustor.  

Measured infrared radiation of the 

reacting flow in the combustor is shown in 

Figure 6. Data was measured at 7.5 Hz rate for 

60 s duration. Length scale was normalized 

with the fuel nozzle diameter (DN). Flow 

characteristics observed in the infrared data 

agree with the Fig. 5 in general. The main 

flame was observed as a cone, and strong 

intensity was radiated from the central 

recirculation zone. Radiation from corner 

recirculation zone was relatively weaker as 

expected from the characteristics of swirl flow. 

 

 
Figure 5. RGB image of flame luminosity showing a 

swirl stabilized flame inside the combustor. 

 
Figure 6. Averaged projection image of infrared 

radiation from reacting flow at the combustor Color 

scales represent measured infrared intensity (a.u.). 

 

There are several features observed 

from the infrared measurement that could not 

be seen in flame luminosity image in visible 

light. Two shear layers were observed from the 

infrared measurement. The layer between 

corner recirculation and incoming cold jet (x/DN 

~0.5, x/DN ~ ± 0.8) was observed only in the 

infrared measurement and not visible in the 

regular image. Between those layers, fresh fuel 

air mixture incoming from the nozzle is shown 

as low signal gaps. Another relatively low 

intensity region was captured at the center near 
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the fuel nozzle (x~0, y~0) due to fuel air 

mixture injected through a circular pilot nozzle 

at the center of the fuel nozzle hub.   

Abel transformation  

Assuming axially symmetric geometry, 

the data was further analyzed with a 

tomographic reconstruction. Abel 

transformation is useful technique to convert 

line-of-sight averaged projection images from 

axisymmetric objects to cross-section 

distributions at central axis.  Similar techniques 

were applied to infrared measurements of 

various laminar flames [6, 8]. In this study, 

averaged symmetric image of a turbulent flame 

was reconstructed with Abel inversion. 

The combustor is divided into 

concentric layers of different radiance densities 

(Xi). A matrix (A) was obtained from path 

length segments (li,j) and radial location (ri). 

Multiplication of inverse matrix to the line-of-

sight averaged projection (P) gives radial 

distribution of radiant energy density (X).  

 

 
Figure 7 Principle of Abel transformation. 

 

The reconstructed image shown on 

Figure 8 shows the infrared radiant energy 

density in radial axis. The inner structures of 

swirl flame are more distinct compared to the 

projection image. The most interesting 

observation is the flame front between 

incoming fresh mixture and central 

recirculation zone. It is shown as a high 

gradient curve starting from x ~ 0, r/DN ~ 0.3 

towards upper right direction, until 

impingement on the liner wall at x/DN ~ 1.2, 

r/DN ~ 1.4. The flame front divides the image 

into two zones, one with low radiation that 

includes incoming main jet and corner 

recirculation zone, and the other with high 

radiation at central recirculation zone. The 

highest density region was observed near the 

nozzle and lowest was at incoming fresh 

mixture at main jet. The high density region 

was located at where heat is transported from 

the flame front. The radiant energy density 

from the flame decreases as the flow moves to 

the downstream.  On the other hand, total 

radiant energy increases due to increase in total 

volume along the radial axis. The density at the 

corner recirculation zone is very low, but higher 

than the incoming jet. Structure of the pilot jet 

at the center of the flame (r~0) is shown better 

than the projection.   

 

 
Figure 8. Reconstructed infrared radiant energy 

density (a.u.). 

 

Further comparison of the infrared 

radiant energy density with other diagnostic 

methods will help better understanding of the 

infrared diagnostics of turbulent reacting flow.   

Conclusion 

A concept of novel infrared radiation 

measurement was demonstrated for a model gas 

turbine combustor. Initial experiments showed 

the feasibility of the technique and potential 

value of similar measurements for combustor 

systems. Flow characteristics in the infrared 

measurement agreed with flame luminosity 

observation. Features including double shear 

layers, fresh mixture flows could only be 

captured with infrared measurement.  

Abel transformation was applied to the 

measured projection. Infrared radiant energy 

distribution was spatially resolved, and inner 

structures of the reacting swirl flow could be 
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identified. The high density region was 

observed near flame front where recirculated 

flow is mixed with fresh mixture. Area of 

incoming mixture of main jet showed lowest 

density.  

Future study will focus on the 

quantification of the infrared measurement and 

comparison with other types of diagnostic 

techniques. The optical emissivity of the 

partially transparent flow should be quantified 

to correlate the infrared measurement to other 

thermal properties such as temperature 

distribution. Long term goal of the infrared 

technique is to measure thermal properties in 

the flow. If quantitative correlation can be 

established, the infrared technique will be more 

useful in the gas turbine research and other high 

temperature harsh environments.  
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In this paper IR thermography is used to measure the temperature of a rotating sample 

holder (a circular plate) inside a vacuum chamber of a PVD system, used to coat specimens 

that are laid on the plate. The plate temperature is paramount for the correct deposition 

process and until now, it was determined by a thermocouple. Looking through an IR 

transparent window, IR thermography allows measuring the temperature field of the plate 

surface and accounting for its uniformity.      

Introduction 

A Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) system is 

utilized to deposit thin films on different 

substrates (see Figure 1). 

The sample holder consists in a circular plate 

made of Inconel, with diameter of 125 mm and 

thickness of 4 mm. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. PVD apparatus. 

 

The specimen on which the film should be 

deposited (i.e. the substrate) is placed on the 

plate that rotates during the deposition process 

to improve homogeneity. The chamber is 

evacuated and the sputtering steps start. 

The temperature of the plate is very important 

to obtain good quality thin films. On this 

purpose, the plate is heated by a heat flux 

generated by a system of halogen lamps. The 

temperature of the plate has always been 

controlled and measured by a thermocouple. In 

order to achieve a better temperature 

monitoring, a SnZn windows has been installed 

in the PVD vacuum chamber, which allows 

looking at the plate surface by an IR camera. 

IR thermography 

In order to evaluate correctly the temperature 

measurement in a range of temperature between 

200 to 500 °C a calibration process has been 

carried out. It consisted in heating a sample of 

Al2O3 with an electrical heater and comparing 

the temperature obtained by a thermocouple 

with the one measured by the thermographic 

camera. The camera used in this case is a FLIR 

SC660, equipped with a microbolometric 

detector in the range between 8 and 14 m, 

producing an image of 640 by 480 pixels. The 

picture of the calibration setup is shown in 

Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for calibration of the IR 

camera (top) and corresponding IR image (bottom). 

 

In the following Figure 3 the calibration line is 

shown. It allows to convert the measure 

obtained with the IR camera to the right 

temperature obtained with the thermocouple in 

contact with the sample, taking into account the 

possible problem of emissivity [1,2] and its 

variation with temperature. 
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Fig. 3. Calibration line connecting the Thermocouple 

measurement with that obtained by IR thermography. 
 

Experiments 

IR thermography is finally utilised to observe 

the alumina specimen placed on the rotating 

sample holder, through the ZnSn window. The 

lamps heating the plate are switched on and 

supplied with current until the nominal set point 

is reached. At the equilibrium an IR image is 

captured as shown in Figure 4, where the 

apparent temperature on top of the alumina 

sample is 280 °C. The apparent temperature of 

the rotating plate is quite inhomogeneous due to 

the different material deposited on it (just 

notice the highest value in the scale reaches 400 

°C). 

 

Fig. 4. IR image of the circular sample holder heated 

from below by a set of halogen lamps. The 

thermographic camera looks at the plate through a ZnSn 

window as the PVD camber is evacuated. The apparent 

temperature on top of the alumina sample is 280 °C. The 

apparent temperature on the plate is quite 

inhomogeneous due to the different coating materials 

covering the sample holder. 

Conclusions 

The thermographic camera evidenced that the 

sample holder temperature is generally below 

the one measured by the thermocouple. This is 

an important achievement, which lead to 

improve the heater system and the temperature 

control as well in order to obtain better quality 

depositions.  
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The goal of this effort is to establish the conditions and limits under which the Huygens-
Fresnel principle accurately describes diffraction in the Monte Carlo ray-trace environment. 
This goal is achieved by systematic intercomparison of dedicated experimental, theoretical, 
and numerical results. We evaluate the success of the Huygens-Fresnel principle by 
predicting and carefully measuring the interference fringes produced by both slit and circular 
apertures. We then compare the results from the analytical and numerical approaches with 
each other and with dedicated experimental results. We conclude that use of the MCRT 
method to accurately describe diffraction requires that careful attention be paid to the 
interplay among the number of aperture points, the number of rays traced per aperture point, 
and the number of bins on the screen. 

 

Introduction 

The Monte Carlo ray-trace (MCRT) method has 
long been utilized to model the performance of 
optical systems in the absence of diffraction and 
polarization effects [1-5]. Heinisch and Chou 
[6], and later Likeness [7], were among the early 
proponents of treating diffraction in the MCRT 
environment. However, their approach, which is 
based on a geometrical interpretation of the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, relies on 
empiricism to obtain adequate agreement with 
theory [8]. More recently the Huygens-Fresnel 
principle [9] has been implemented to describe 
diffraction and refraction effects in the MCRT 
[10] and wavefront tracing [11] environments. 
The goal of the current effort is to establish the 
conditions and limits under which the Huygens-

Fresnel principle accurately describes 
diffraction in the MCRT environment. This goal 
is achieved by systematic intercomparison of 
dedicated experimental, theoretical, and 
numerical results. 
 
Experiment Apparatus and Procedure 
 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the apparatus 
used to obtain the experimental results reported 
here. A 351-nm beam from a Coherent 
Enterprise II 653 Argon Ion Laser is steered 
through mirrors to a chopper, after which it 
passes through a beam expander and a 4-by-4 
mm beam former before falling on the aperture. 
The beam expander consists of two convex 
lenses whose focal lengths are 3.5 and 15 cm. 
The relatively large dimensions of the beam 
former ensure that the center of the beam does 
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not include a significant amount of diffracted 
light. The aperture consists of either a precision 
slit or a circular hole. The diffracted beam is 
incident to a 2.0-μm pinhole at the entrance 
aperture of a Newport Model 918:UV detector. 
This pinhole determines the spatial resolution of 
the fringe measurements. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental 
apparatus. 

Low-noise operation is assured by passing the 
detector output successively through a 
preamplifier and a lock-in amplifier, which in 
turn controls the chopper speed. The shape and 
size of the aperture and the aperture-to-pinhole 
spacing, z, are parameters of the study. A 
Labview code controls the chopper and the 
vertical and horizontal positioning of the 
detector, and records the detector output as a 
function of position. 

Theory 

Diffraction is considered to be in the Fresnel 
regime when either the light source or the 
observing screen, or both, are sufficiently near 
the aperture that the curvature of the wave front 
becomes significant. Thus, we are no longer 
dealing with plane waves. Consider an aperture 
at z = 0 in the xy-plane illuminated with a 
monochromatic light of wavelength  and a field 
distribution, E0(x,y), within the aperture, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. The field for the point S’ 
in the plane of observation (x’y’), parallel to the 
xy-plane but at a distance z to the right, is given 
by adding together spherical waves emitted from 
each point in the aperture, 

	

S′ ∬ , cos . (1) 

In Eq. (1),  is an angle between a vector 
perpendicular to the xy-plane and the vector  
joining S and S', thus cos  / . The distance 
between the points S and S' is given by 

′ ′  

               1 . (2) 

Thus, we obtain the Fresnel approximation (near 
field), 

,
1

 

∬ , . (3) 

When both the source and the observation point 
are situated sufficiently far from the aperture 

(i.e., ≫ /2), the term  can 
be dropped from Eq. (3), yielding the Fraunhofer 
approximation (far field) 

,
1

 

∬ , . (4) 

We employ the Fourier transform to find the 
solution for both approximations. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Transmission through an aperture. 
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MCRT Diffraction Model 

According to the Huygens-Fresnel principle, 
light propagates as a succession of self-
replicating wave fronts. At its origin (t = 0) the 
wave front for a plane wave is considered to 
consist of an array of equally spaced point 
disturbances. Each point disturbance produces 
an outward-propagating pattern of concentric 
spherical waves. Then, for a given order of each 
spherical wave front (t + Δt), a tangent plane is 
passed parallel to the original plane wave front, 
with each point of tangency now considered to 
be a new point disturbance. As pointed out by 
Volpe, Létourneau, and Zhao [11], “the 
construction should be regarded as a 
mathematical abstraction that correctly 
reproduces the physics without necessarily being 
physically rigorous.” 

Figure 2 illustrates equally well the geometry for 
both the infinite slit and the circular aperture 
diffraction problems. The following discussion 
is for the case of an infinite slit aperture, but 
extension to the circular aperture is 
straightforward. We consider a source point S in 
the plane of the slit or circular aperture and a 
field point S’ lying on the screen. Then, referring 
to Figure 2, the phase φ of the ray when it arrives 
at screen point S’ will depend only on the 
wavelength, λ, of the light and the length, r, of 
the line connecting source point S with field 
point S’; that is, 

φ 	 ∙  ,              (5) 

where z is the horizontal distance between the 
slit or aperture and the screen and θ is the angle 
between the ray makes with the horizontal. The 
electric field strength of the ray at field point S’ 
is then 

    , ,
.  (6) 

We seek the distribution of intensity on the 
screen. To within an arbitrary constant this is 
given by 

, ′, ′ ∗ ′, ′ . (7) 

where ′, ′  is the local electric field due to 
all of the rays incident to a given field point and 
the symbol * indicates multiplication by its 
complex conjugate. This calculation requires 
that the screen surface be divided into bins since 
it is unlikely that two rays will be incident at 
exactly the same point. Then the electric field 
strength in bin n is the algebraic sum of the 
contributions by the individual rays that are 
incident within the bin. 

 
Results 

Figures 3 and 4 show representative results 
obtained during this investigation. Figure 3 is a 
comparison of fringe patterns obtained for a 200-
μm slit with a screen distance of 7.60 mm using 
the MCRT method (green curve), Fresnel theory 
(red curve), and experimental technique) blue 
curve). The Fresnel number for all three results 
is 5.48 (λ = 0.351 μm). Figure 4 represents a 
similar comparison for the 200-μm-diameter 
circular aperture with a screen distance of 7.60 
mm. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of fringe patterns produced by 
a 200-μm slit with a screen distance of 7.60 mm  

(λ = 0.351 μm, F = 5.48). 
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Conclusion 

We conclude that the MCRT method is a capable 
tool for modeling diffraction and interference 
using the Huygens-Fresnel principle, provided 
that adequate attention is paid to interplay 
among source distribution, ray density, and 
binning resolution. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of fringe patterns produced by a 200-μm-diameter circular 
aperture with a screen distance of 7.60 mm (λ = 0.351 μm, F = 5.48). 
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Vibrothermogrphy is a promising non-destructive technique that uses ultrasonic elastic 
waves to detect damages and is typically applied in the aerospace and automotive 
industries. This technique allows for defect selective imaging using thermal waves that are 
generated by ultrasound waves. In this paper, vibrothermography technique was applied to 
the aircraft fuselage to detect its damage. The influence of the damage on the temperature 
distribution at the damage region on the aluminum was investigated by finite element 
technique. Comprehensive understanding in edge crack in fuselage heating caused by local 
friction between crack surfaces was obtained.  

 

Introduction 

In the aerospace industry one of the most 
important subjects is guaranteeing the 
certification of an aircraft. Every aircraft 
companies require that the quality of every 
component be accepted as ready to fly. This 
requirement makes it compulsory to inspect every 
component specifically the fuselage to detect 
potential defects before it is assembled into the 
aircraft. The complexity of the fuselage geometry 
makes it obligatory to have an automated system 
to inspect it using promising NDT techniques. 
Many researchers have turned their attention to 
researching high frequency ultrasonic elastic 
waves. Elastic waves are capable of propagating 
over long distances in specimens, and tend to 
interact with changes such as cracks and 
delaminations in a workpiece[1]. 
Vibrothermography based on ultrasonic waves is 
a non-destructive testing method in which cracks 
in an object are made visible through heating 
caused by high frequency ultrasounds wave. In 
this technique the heat is generated through the 
dissipation of mechanical energy at the crack 

surfaces by ultrasonic waves. The frequency 
range used for excitation of structures is typically 
in the range 20 kHz to 100 kHz. The presence of 
the crack may result in a temperature rise around 
the damage area and the surface close to the 
crack. The temperature rise is measured by a high 
sensitivity infrared imaging camera whose field 
of view covers a large area. The method can 
cover large areas from a single excitation position 
so it is much faster than conventional ultrasonic 
testing or eddy current inspection, which requires 
scanning over the whole surface. In addition, 
vibrothermography can be a more convenient and 
reliable inspection technique for structures with 
complex geometries that are difficult to inspect 
by conventional methods [2,3]. The technique is 
also particularly well-suited to the detection of 
cracks that can cause problems with other 
techniques such as conventional ultrasound and 
radiography. In fact, in this technique when 
waves are induced into the defects, mechanical 
energy will decay rapidly because of the friction 
between the crack surfaces, the elastic properties 
of the crack areas which are much more different 
than any other areas; consequently, thermoelastic 
and hysteresis effects are generated.  
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Finite element modeling (FEM) is useful 
technique to understand the effect of induced 
sound pulses on damaged zones and the 
principles behind crack detection using 
vibrothermography. FEM is also used to 
investigate effect of complex parameters, such as 
geometry, material properties, loads and 
nonlinearities [4,5]. FEM can be used to 
investigate heat generation which can be 
generated within the fuselage structure because of 
thermoelastic damping and friction effects. In this 
paper finite element modeling of elastic wave 
propagation was carried out in aluminum fuselage 
to understand how the waves propagate inside of 
the fuselage during vibrothermography technique. 
In this research, the fuselage was excited by 
dynamic loading at frequency of 20 KHz and then 
influence of excitation on defect area was 
evaluated.  
 
 

Modeling procedure 

In our research, we model an aircraft fuselage 
with a very small crack near the window of 
aluminum fuselage sector. The analysis for 
aluminum fuselage is performed using material 
properties presented in the table with different 
amplitudes and frequencies to observe the 
temperature rise in the crack area based on 
frictional heating. 
 

Item Unit Qty 

Young's Modulus E GPa 73 
Poisson Ratio ν --- 0.33 

Density ρ Kg/m
3 

2780 

Coefficient of friction μ --- 1.4 
Yield stress σY MPa 345 
Loss factor η --- 0.3 to 10 

×10-5 
Thermal conductivity k W/m2

.oC 
121 

Specific heat capacity CP J/Kg.
oC 

875 

 
A time-dependent sinusoidal displacement load 
is applied in on a circle partition fuselage. The 
applied displacement had amplitude of 0.05mm 

with a frequency of 20 kHz, and was applied 
for duration of 10 ms. 
In all our models, the convection heat transfer 
coefficient was set at 10 W/m2.k, on all sides of 
the modeled fuselage. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.Geometry model for the FEM. 
 

Modeling results 

Based on the modeling procedure mentioned 
above, the temperature distribution in a 
damaged fuselage under dynamic loading was 
investigated. In such case, the amount of 
temperature rise is proportional to the excitation 
frequency and material property and also to the 
applied loads. It is observed that the highest 
temperature increase is in the point of crack tip 
that is modeled by combining stress-strain 
analysis with the heat equations to calculate 
heat generated (see Fig. 2). 
 

 
Fig.2. Displacement distribution at fuselage subjected to 

20 KHz excitation load (Fuselage diameter: 3300mm, 
length of fuselage model: 4200mm). 
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Fig.3. Temperature distribution in defect area of fuselage 

due to hysteresis heating (Magnification of zone A 
depicted in figure 2). 

 
The displacement and temperature distribution 
in defected fuselage subjected to 20 kHz-
0.05mm excitation load are illustrated in Figure 
3. It is clear that as the excitation time increases 
the temperature rise  at the crack area in 
aluminum fuselage increases gradually with the 
exception that the temperature shows a low 
reduction which is probably due to wave energy 
dissipation (see Fig 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Temperature rise at edge crack tip versus time at 

20 KHz excitation load. 
 

This delay occurs due to the reason that we are 
capturing the temperature rise at a node on the 
top of the upper plate and there is a distance 
between the data node and the heat source. It 
means that if the delamination was modeled at a 
location closer to the surface, this time delay 
would be decreased. Based on modeling results 
we observed that there is a limit for frequency 
and amplitude during vibrothermography such 
that dynamic loading above this limits can 
cause plastic deformation and also prevent the 

wave propagation inside the specimen. It 
should be noticed that plastic deformation in 
crack tip could cause a large temperature rise 
which is expected to have crack propagation 
and fatigue damage and nonlinear behavior in 
the frequency response. So this point have 
considered during dynamic loading by high 
amplitude excitation during all steps of our 
modeling. 

Conclusion 

We developed a finite element method for 
damage heating in fuselage and learned how to 
obtain sufficient vibrations. The mechanism of 
friction and hysteresis and its relation with 
temperature rise was examined in small edge 
crack in aluminum fuselage. By such these 
finite element analysis we studied the 
mechanism behind this technique to use it more 
effectively in fuselage inspection. At the next 
stage of our research, the integration and 
synchronization of the experimental 
vibrothermographic data along with FEM 
results will be used to design a fully-automated 
system to inspect the whole aircraft fuselage.  
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Anti-Personnel Landmines (APL) detection protocol by means of thermographic 

inspection, digital image processing and learning machines, is presented. The proposed 

system detects PVC from external structures of the most common type of landmines 

used in Colombia´s armed conflict, buried in dry soil and under outside environmental 

conditions. The best performance obtained with a Multilayer Perceptron neural network 

(MLP) was 93.8% in successful detection of PVC-made APL presence. 

Introduction 

During armed conflict in Colombia, the use of 

APLs has been frequent, in despite of being 

prohibited by Ottawa Treaty, signed and 

ratified by Colombia on 1997. APLs are 

usually buried between 5 and 10 cm depth, 

individually or in groups, in order to control 

land extensions or diminish the attacks from 

regular military forces. 

 

Several methods had been developed for APL 

detection, like metal detectors [1], impact 

acoustic analysis [2], ground-penetrating 

radar (GPR) [3] and thermography [4]. 

Excepting some research, most works about 

thermography application in APL detection 

present results obtained from simulations or 

experiments performed under controlled 

laboratory conditions of relative humidity and 

illumination levels. In the other side, the use of 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support 

Vector machines (SVM) and Bayesian 

Networks bring good results, but again under 

those controlled environmental conditions [4], 

[5]. 

 

This report shows APL detection results 

obtained by the design and implementation of 

a thermographic inspection protocol, and 

application of artificial vision and machine 

learning techniques, under uncontrolled 

environmental conditions. 

Methodology and system description 

The proposed detection system is represented 

by the diagram of figure 1, and each stage is 

described in the following paragraphs. 

 

 

Figure 1. Diagram of the proposed APL detection 

system 

Experiment design 

The APL structure considered was the so 

called quiebrapatas, due to its intensive use 

during the armed conflict in Colombia. Like a 

craft APL, the final structure of our landmine 

was fabricated with PVC, is 12 cm height, 7.6 

cm diameter, and has a 5 ml syringe as the 

bomb fuse (figure 2) [6]. 400 g of anthracite 

coal was used in order to simulate the presence 

of explosive, because their similar properties 
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[7]; also, 20 g of iron nails were added to the 

landmine inside. 

 

 

Figure 2. APL structure and inside content 

According to previous works, thermographic 

inspection gives better results in low moisture 

or dry soils [8]. Nevertheless, for this research 

a natural terrain was selected and no control of 

temperature, moisture or wind was taken, in 

order to have similar conditions to those in real 

situations. This terrain had an area of 3 m × 4 

m, and did not exhibit superficial vegetation or 

appreciable rocky material. 

 

Distribution of APLs through the terrain is 

shown in figure 3. In addition to PVC APLs, 

brass landmines were also buried in moist soil. 

 

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of APLs over inspected 

terrain 

Image acquisition 

Thermal images were acquired by using a 

FLIR E320 camera, 2.1 ± 0.01 m from the 

surface where it is located, and 3 ± 0.01 m 

from the analysis area (figure 4) [9]. The 

camera was configured with an emissivity of 

0.94 and a greyscale color palette with white 

as the highest temperature point. Figure 5a 

shows the actual positions of the MAPs under 

the terrain. 

In total, 26 thermographic sequences were 

collected: 10 from dry soil without APLs, 10 

from dry soil with APLs and 6 from moist soil 

with APLs, each sequence consisting of 19 

images acquired at 15-minute intervals during 

the period between the 5:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

(sunset). 

 
Figure 4. Localization of the FLIR camera, and size of 

the inspected terrain 

Image processing 

Each image of the dataset was trimmed to 

eliminate useless information, modifying its 

dimension to 320×200 pixels; in addition, a 

3x3 medium filter was used to correct for 

defective pixels in the camera's optical sensor 

[10]. 

 

Then, a perspective transformation was made 

to compensate for the effect of the capture 

angle (<90 °) (Figure 5c and d), selecting four 

points that delineate the area of interest 

(Figure 5b) and four others that defined the 

size of the transformed image. 

 

The automatic adjustment of image intensity 

executed by the FLIR camera introduces an 

undesired effect (figure 6), which is corrected 

by subtracting from the values of each image 

𝑆𝑘 the mean intensity 𝑆�̅� of all its pixels, to 

obtain a normalized image �̂�𝑘: 

 

�̂�𝑘 =  𝑆𝑘 −
1

𝑁𝑐𝑁𝑓

[ ∑ ∑ 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘)

𝑁𝑐

𝑗=1

𝑁𝑓

𝑖=1

] ,   

∀𝑘   𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑘 = 1,2 … ,19 (1) 

Finally, a dataset was obtained with 494 

images (19 for each day of capture): 190 for 

dry soil without APLs, 190 for dry soil with 

APLs, and 114 for moist soil with APLS, each 

segmented into eight equal parts. 
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Figure 5. Real images from terrain: (a) APLs localization; (b) terrain delimitation; c) terrain with perspective; d) 

terrain image after perspective transformation

 

 

Figure 6. Effect of the automatic contrast adjustment: 

a) abrupt fluctuation; b) fluctuation compensation 

Feature extraction, organization and 

processing 

The four statistical moments of the first order, 

and the maximum and minimum values, were 

the features extracted from each image 

segment stored in the dataset, then organized 

into a single row vector for all frames, in order 

to preserve the temporal evolution of the 

temperature. 

 

To avoid that some of the features adversely 

influence the cost function of the classifiers, 

the previous set of standards was normalized 

with a mean of zero and a standard deviation 

of 1 for each column of features. In addition, 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was 

applied to these data in order to construct a 

new dataset of 160 segments, with the first 30 

principal components, retaining 99.62% of 

information. 

 

Learning machines for classification 

To evaluate the performance of classification, 

the RNA structure was modified both, about 

the number of neurons in the hidden layer, and 

the activation function of the output stage. For  

 

its part, the SVM was modified about the 

training method and the Kernel, and the 

Bayesian classifier was of Naives-Bayes type. 

Later, 50% of the normalized dataset was used 

for training, and the remaining 50%, for 

validation. The same proportion of data was 

taken for training and validation with the PCA 

dataset. The input data (114 values) of the 

classifier corresponds to 6 features taken from 

a single segment along the 19 frames that 

make up a sequence. The total number of 

training segments was 190. 

Results 

The performance of the best classifier 

configurations, regarding the variation in their 

structure, is presented in Table 1. It can be 

seen that the MLP network, with 15 neurons in 

the hidden layer, presents the best performance 

in APL detection. Also, it is clear that PCA 

was not decisive for classification 

performance, as tests showed a 10% less than 

success obtained without this feature 

transformation. 

 

Table 1. Relevant results in classification for the 3 

different learning machines tested 

Once the learning machines were trained and 

tested, each image of the sequence was 

segmented according to the average APL 

diameter (8 cm) and its ratio in pixels / cm. 

The image was scanned vertically and 
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horizontally, using a window of 160×50 pixels 

height. For the horizontal displacement, steps 

of 32 pixels were defined, and for the vertical, 

25 pixels (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7. Segmentation of samples to classify 

As the window slid through the image, a new 

segment was generated in each displacement, 

from which the same 6 features were 

extracted. For this reason, the dataset for 

classification consisted of 798 sliding 

segments that were submitted to the MLP 

network. From here, each segment classified 

as suspected of APL presence, was filled with 

1; then, with successive displacements, a 

cumulative image was generated, similar to 

that of Figure 8, in which the regions with the 

highest repetition of detection (greater 

probability of presence of APL) are brighter. 

 

 

Figure 8. Detection results using the sliding window: a) 

for a segment without APL; b) for a segment with APL 

Conclusions 

An APL detection protocol was developed by 

the acquisition of IR thermal images, its digital 

processing, extraction of features, and 

classification with learning machines, in order 

to discriminate the presence of the most 

common materials in the structures of these 

mines. The protocol developed allowed the 

detection of APLs in soil with low moisture, 

and uncontrolled environmental conditions. In 

addition, the construction of large structures 

around the selected terrain was not required to 

acquire the images. 

 

It was possible to detect materials commonly 

used in the external structure of APLs, mainly 

PVC (95.6% in dry soil and 45% in humid 

soil), using infrared thermographic images at 

distances between 3 and 6 meters at the point 

of analysis. It should be noted that the 

classifiers were trained with information from 

dry soil, exclusively; the moisture represents a 

great difficulty for the thermographic 

inspection, which constitutes a motivation for 

future works. 
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We measured the thermal diffusivity (TD) with the flash method for two kind of composite materials. 

With two heat lamps and an infrared camera, we briefly heat and observe the evolution of the temperature 

as function of time (following the classical Parker’s method). With this temporal signal, we calculate the 

TD. The first samples of composite material are burnt (two samples) and the second are  unburt samples 

(six samples). For each kind, we first calculate the TD at the surface and after using a drilling maching 

we measured again the TD to observe the variations as function of the depth. For the first burnt sample, 

TD at the burning area were 1.229 e-07 m2/s and 2.405 m2/s respectively at the surface and 0.7cm deeper. 

For the second burnt sample, TD at the burning area were 2.103 e-07m2/s and 2.218 e-7m2/s respectively 

at the surface and 0.7cm deeper. For the six unburnt samples, we modified the calculation procedure to 

have the TD for each pixel. We measure the TD at the surface and 0.7cm deeper and observe a variation 

of the TD between 2 e-07 m2/s and 6 e-7m2/s.  

. 
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Abstract—With the development of the imaging IR (Infrared) guidance technique, DMD 

(Digital Micro-mirror Device) is widely used in semi-physical simulation which is a key 

part of the imaging IR guidance technique. By focusing on the requirement of 

semi-physical simulation in the imaging IR guidance technique, a novel FPGA (Field 

Programmable Gate Array) based data reconstruction method for synchronous real-time 

DMD display with high frame rate is presented. Since the timing of DMD load data is 

different from the VESA (Video Electronics Standards Association) timing. It is necessary 

to convert the format of the data streams in real-time. The serial-to-parallel conversion 

method is used in order to convert VESA timing to satisfy the timing of DMD loading. And 

then the converted data is stored in DDR2 SDRAM (Double-Data-Rate Two Synchronous 

Dynamic Random Access Memory). The Ping-pang operation is used to ensure the 

continuity of data write and read of DDR2 SDRAM. In the process of data output, the 

system also uses the parallel-to-serial converter to converse the data to reduce the working 

frequency of the FPGA while ensure that DMD can display normally. The experimental 

results show that the 8-bit grayscale video is displayed on DMD in real-time synchronously 

and the frame rate is up to 200Hz. 

Keywords: DMD, PWM, FPGA, Data reconstruction, High frame rate 

 

1 Introduction 

Simulation technique is an especially important 

component in imaging IR guidance technique. 

And the scene simulation instrument uses DMD 

as its kernel component to realize the Infrared 

radiation modulation [1]. But, when using a 

DMD for semi-physical simulation, it is 

difficult to realize DMD to display the image in 

real-time with high frame rate [2]. So it is 

important to design a new method to overcome 

this limitation. Data reconstruction technique 

has opened up a new path to realize DMD 

real-time display. According to this technique, 

the data from the VESA timing format of the 

host computer can be converted to the timing of 

DMD loading in real-time [3]. The diagram of 

system block is shown in Figure 1. 

FPGA

DDR2

DMD
Graphics

workstation

 
Fig. 1 The diagram of system block 

But the real-time dynamic display of 8-bit 

grayscale video with high frame rate on DMD 

is still a challenge. For DMD, simple operation 

on DMD can only display a binary image. To 

display grayscale video on single-chip DMD, 

the grayscale modulation must be used [4]. The 

traditional grayscale image display is difficult 

to realize the frame rate higher than 150Hz [5], 

[6]. So it is necessary to optimize the traditional 

PWM (Pulse-width Modulation) algorithm to 

improve the frame rate. 

In this paper, the method to implement and 

improve the performance of synchronous 
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real-time DMD display with high frame rate 

will be introduced. Firstly, the method to 

optimize the traditional PWM algorithm will be 

given. Secondly, FPGA-based data 

reconstruction is designed to ensure real-time 

conversion of data format. Finally, the 8-bit 

grayscale video is displayed on DMD in 

real-time synchronously and the frame rate is 

up to 200Hz. 

2 Optimization of PWM Algorithm 

It is necessary to do grayscale modulation for 

DMD due to the fact that DMD can only show 

binary image. PWM method can not only 

ensure the spatial resolution of the image, but 

also can ensure a higher image display frame 

rate [7], so it is the preferred way to achieve 

DMD grayscale modulation. 

PWM means pulse-width modulation which is 

also known as duty cycle modulation, solving 

the problem of image grayscale from the aspect 

of time [8]. By controlling pixels in different 

bright and dark time, it achieves a variety of 

grayscale values. The frame time of the image 

display is divided into several "bit-planes" (BP) 

display time. The display time of the "bit plane" 

is binary-weighted and corresponds to the 

binary "bit" of the pixel grayscale value. The 

high "bit plane" display time is twice that of the 

adjacent low "bit-plane"[9]. The bit-plane 

representation of the grayscale value in the 

PWM algorithm is shown in Figure 2.
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16t32t
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64t
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128t
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Fig. 2 The diagram of grayscale modulation by using PWM algorithm 

The main factor limiting the frame rate of DMD 

is the time that it takes for DMD to load and 

"reset". The data transmission clock of DMD 

used in this paper is up to 400Mhz. The time 

DMD completed a complete data update is at 

least 30.72μs. The reset operation takes 5μs 

after receiving the "micro-mirror timing pulse". 

After reset, 8μs of micro-mirror stabilization 

time is required, and new data cannot be loaded 

during reset and micro-mirror settling time [10], 

[11]. The process in which DMD continuously 

loads the data is shown in Figure 3.

 
Fig. 3 Process for DMD to operate 

If the traditional PWM algorithm is used to 

display 8-bit grayscale image, it is necessary to 

divide the original image into eight "bit-planes". 

And 8 times “data loading” and "reset" are 

needed for DMD. To ensure the continuity of 

the image display, it is necessary to complete 

the data loading of the next bit-plane in the 

display time of the current bit-plane. So the 

display time of the "basic bit-plane" must 

satisfy t ≥ 38.72us. To calculate the frame rate 

of the 8-bit image, we assume t = 38.72us. The 

traditional PWM algorithm timing is shown in 

Figure 4.
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Fig. 4 Traditional PWM algorithm timing 

DMD has a "block clear" function, and it 

allows DMD to clear the value in the memory 

in a very short time. The purpose of TI's 

addition of this operation is to allow DMD to 

be suitable for applications where the image 

display time is lower than the data loading time. 

The display time of the "base bit-plane" is set to 

19.11us, and using the "block clear" operation 

to clear the entire DMD needs to consume 

0.64us [12]. The micro-mirror settling time of 

8us is consumed after each reset, during which 

DMD cannot load the data. To satisfy the 

loading time of the next bit-plane data during 

the current bit-plane display, the display time of 

the current bit-plane must be greater than 

38.72us. If the display time of the current 

bit-plane is not greater than 38.72us, the data of 

the micro-mirror needs to be cleared and reset 

at the end of the bit-plane display time to make 

sure that the micro-mirror is in the off state and 

the image display is in the blanking area. The 

timing of the optimization using the clear reset 

mode is shown in Figure 5.

 
Fig. 5 Optimized PWM algorithm timing 

Algorithm   (us)   (us)   (us)   (Hz) 

Traditional PWM  40 9873.6 9913.6 100.9 

Optimization of 

PWM  

40 4960.49 5000.49 200.0 

Table 1 Comparison of traditional PWM algorithm and optimized PWM algorithm 
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In table 1,    indicates the time of 8 resets,    

indicates the total display time of eight 

“bit-planes”,    indicates the time of a frame, 

    indicates the frequency of a frame. From 

the table 1, we can find that the    of the 

optimization PWM algorithm is about twice of 

the traditional of PWM algorithm. 

3 FPGA-based data reconstruction 

The optimized PWM algorithm ensures that 

DMD displays grayscale image with a higher 

frame rate. But the data format conversion is 

the premise of the normal work of the algorithm. 

To make the image format conversion in 

real-time synchronously, FPGA is used in data 

reconstruction method. 

3.1 Format Conversion 

The video data fetched from the host computer 

is encoded with the VESA display standard. 

But the data sent to DMD is loaded in a 

bit-plane manner during the display. So, it is 

necessary to convert the format of the data 

streams in real-time. An image with 8-bit 

widths and a "pixel pack" format that follows 

the VESA timing is formatted to obtain 8 

planes for DMD grayscale modulation. The 

format conversion process is shown in Figure 6. 

Here，plane 0 contains the lowest order bit of all 

the pixels in the image and plane 7 contains the 

highest order bit of all the pixels in the image 

[13]. 
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Fig. 6 The diagram of format conversion 

Image format conversion means to reorganize 

the image data. And it is inevitable to cache 

data during the data reorganization process. 

One DDR2 SDRAM is used for data storage 

with 64-bit widths memory data bus. In the case 

of block storage, it is necessary to split the data 

by bit before the data is stored and store the 

split data separately in DDR2 SDRAM. To take 

full advantage of DDR2 SDRAM access 

bandwidth, the split data is also required a 

serial-to-parallel conversion before the data is 

written into the memory, merging 64 

consecutive 1-bit data into a 64-bit data for read 

operation. 

The system uses two-level ram cascade to 

achieve the serial-to-parallel conversion of the 

input data. The first level ram conversion ratio 

of 1:16 and the second level ram conversion 

ratio of 1: 8. The diagram of the 

serial-to-parallel conversion module is shown 

in Figure 7. 
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Fig.7 Serial-to-parallel conversion  

In this Figure, the ram include the data write 

and read address, port a and port b clock signal, 

port a and port b enable signal. “wea” is always 

valid. The “clkb” in the RAM_1 is the “clka” 

divided by 16. So we can get 16-bit data. The 

“clka” in the RAM_2 is connected with “clkb” 

of RAM_1. And the input of the RAM_2 is 
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connected to the output of the RAM_1. By 

controlling the “enb” enable state, we can 

achieve 128-bit data bit width conversion. After 

the data bit width conversion, the 128-bit data 

is split into two 64-bit data and then sent into 

DDR2 SDRAM. 

3.2 Block Storage 

This paper uses Ping-pang storage to keep the 

continuity of data processing. The read and 

write operations are performed simultaneously 

in two channels under this mode. Ping-pang 

technology successively sends the buffered data 

stream to the post processing module through 

the rhythmical switch between the “input data 

stream selector unit” and the “output data 

stream selector unit”. Due to this, we can 

ensure that DDR2 SDRAM has sufficient data 

and DMD can display the image in real-time. 

In order to make DMD load data efficiently, the 

entire memory is divided into two subspaces. 

The previous frame data of the subspace 2 is 

read during the writing of the data to the 

subspace 1, and the current frame data of the 

subspace 1 is read during the writing of the data 

to the subspace 2. Two subspaces are 

alternately read and written to ensure continuity 

of data processing. And each subspace is 

divided into eight “bit-planes” in the plane 

space. Figure 9 shows the storage space for 

DDR2 SDRAM in case of block storage. 
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Fig 8 Mapping of blocked storage in DDR2 SDRAM 

When loading data into DMD, the DDR2 

SDRAM data transfer rate reaches its peak. In 

the case of block storage, the original data is 

divided and reconstruction so that when data 

for DMD is loaded, the data in DDR2 SDRAM 

is all valid. The bit width in DDR2 SDRAM 

memory is 64-bit, in order to store a bit plane 

data in a bit plane space, we need access 12288 

addresses. The data transfer rate of DDR2 

SDRAM in this process is 400MHz. This rate is 

less than the upper limit of DDR2 SDRAM 

data transfer. Although the way of block 

storage is logically complex, but it can greatly 

reduce DDR2 SDRAM data transmission 

bandwidth pressure. The data flow block 

diagram is shown in Figure 9.
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Fig.9 Block caching data flow block diagram

Firstly，each bit of the 8-bit data which from the 

host computer should be serial-to-parallel 

converted. This process can be implemented in 

RAM. Then, the serial-to-parallel conversion 

data should be sent to DDR2 SDRAM. The 

Ping-pang operation selection unit selects the 

free subspace to store the data. The eight 

“bit-planes” in the selected subspace are 

accessed one by one. And the eight 64-bit data 

obtained by serial-to-parallel conversion are 

stored in the corresponding bit-plane space. 

When the current frame data is being stored in 
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DDR2 SDRM, the other subspace also outputs 

the bit-plane. The output also has a Ping-pang 

operation selection unit which selects the 

subspace that has updated the data and stops the 

input and outputs the subspace, each time a data 

of a bit plane space is output to DMD. During 

the 8-bit plane loading of one frame, the bit 

space is sequentially read from the bit plane 

space 0 to the bit-plane space 7. 

3.3 Parallel-to-serial conversion 

Serial-to-parallel conversion and 

parallel-to-serial conversion are a concrete 

manifestation of area and velocity interchange. 

In the case of data write and read rate is 

unchanged, we can reduce the speed of the 

FPGA by copying multiple processing modules, 

but the overall data processing rate will not be 

reduced. In this paper, the parallel conversion is 

done before the image data and control signal 

output and the conversion ratio is 4:1. The 

DMD data is loaded one row at a time with two 

LVDS buses into DMD SRAM pixels. Each 

bus contains 16 differential pairs of LVDS 

signals. In the process of FPGA internal 

operation, the two bus corresponding to the two 

64-bit width data DATA_B [63: 0] and 

DATA_B [63:0]. After the parallel-to-serial 

conversion, FPGA only need 200MHz clock 

can meet the 800MHz data output. The 

schematic block diagram of the parallel-to- 

serial conversions is shown in Figure 10. 
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Fig.10 The parallel-to-serial conversions 

We can achieve parallel-to-serial conversion of 

data by using Output Serializer and Deserializer 

(OSERDES). During the serialization of the 

OSERDES module, it can also ensure that the 

OSERDES output data and clock path 

consistent. This not only keeps the timing 

relationship between the data and the clock 

constant and improves the timing stability of 

the design. The parallel-to-serial timing of 

OSERDES in DDR mode is show in Figure 11.

 

 

Fig.11 DDR4:1 parallel-to-serial conversion timing 

In Figure 11, “CLK” indicates the working 

clock of OSERDES. The frequency of 

“CLKDV” is twice of “CLK”. At the input port, 

the 1-bit data d1, d2, d3 and d4 are sent to 

OSERDES on the rising edge of “CLKDV”. At 

the output port, d1, d2, d3 and d4 are output on 

the rising edge and falling edges of “CLK”. So 

data are input on a rising edge of “CLKDV”, 

and the OQ output port requires two “CLK” 

cycles to output data. Among them, d1 d2 

correspond to the first “CLK” cycle of two edge 
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data, d3 d4 correspond to the second “CLK” 

cycle of two edge data. 

4. Results 

The goal of the system is to display the 8-bit 

grayscale video in real-time with a frame rate of 

200Hz. In this paper, an image of 8-bit 

grayscale gradient fringe pattern is used for test. 

The comparison between DMD display results 

and the original image is shown in Figure 12. 

 

Fig.12 The comparison effect between DMD display 

results and the original image 

From the results we can see that the effect on 

DMD is consistent with the original image. 

Grayscale changes significantly, uniformity is 

good, the display in line meets expectations and 

the image grayscale level reaches the design 

goal. The waveform of the RST_ACTIVE 

signal fed back by DMD when using the clear 

reset method for DMD drive is shown in Figure 

13(a). It can be seen from the figure that one 

frame of the image contains two clear 

operations. The micro-mirror resets 10 times, 

and the time between each two reset signals 

represents the display time of the bit-plane. The 

bit-plane display time ratio also meets the 

design requirements of the algorithm. 

 

Fig.13(a) The waveform of the RST_ACTIVE signal fed 

back by the DMD 

The image display frame rate of DMD is shown 

in Figure 13(b). The time between two brown 

dashed lines indicates the display time of a 

frame. The result shows that the frame rate is in 

line with the design requirements. 

 

Fig.13(b) DMD displays the image frame rate 

5 Conclusion 

Semi-physical simulation requires Synchronous 

Real-time DMD Display with High Frame Rate. 

In this paper, to realize the display effect of 

8-bit grayscale video on DMD, the traditional 

PWM algorithm is optimized and a 

FPGA-based data reconstruction method is 

proposed. The traditional PWM algorithm is 

improved by clear reset operation, and the 

FPGA-based data reconstruction approach is 

implemented by DDR2 SDRAM based block 

storage data cache. Ultimately, the real-time 

synchronized effect of display of the 8-bit 

grayscale video is realized on DMD and the 

frame rate is up to 200Hz. 
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Follow-up of restoration of works of art of the patrimony by infrared 

thermography. 
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Infrared thermography is a non-destructive testing technique that has found acceptance in 

many areas including works of art. This technique of analysis is, for example, very interesting 

in the field of restoration and conservation of heritage works. The possibilities of active 

thermography can help in the early detection of defects in works of art and their 

characterization. In this work we will demonstrate that it is possible to detect old restorations 

in frescoes and murals by flash method. This new possibility offered by thermography will 

make it possible, for example, to verify the compatibility of a restoration with the original 

work, which can prevent the appearance of a defect and may allow the conservator to follow 

up on restoration. In first we will demonstrate the feasibility of this approach on a laboratory 

specimen containing different types of clogging materials and then present results of analyzes 

carried out in situ at two restoration sites that demonstrate the possibility of locating these 

restorations but also to characterize the pictorial technique used in this one. 
 

 

 

Figure 1 : Comparison of the thermal responses of a restored and non-restored zone 
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